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The Mystery of Consciousness
Steven Pinker
Steven Pinker is Johnstone Professor of Psychology at Harvard and the author of The Language
Instinct, How the Mind Works, and The Blank Slate.

The young woman had survived the car crash, after a fashion. In the five months since
parts of her brain had been crushed, she could open her eyes but didn’t respond to sights,
sounds, or jabs. In the jargon of neurology, she was judged to be in a persistent vegetative
state. In crueler everyday language, she was a vegetable.
So picture the astonishment of British and Belgian scientists as they scanned her
brain using a kind of MRI that detects blood flow to active parts of the brain. When they
recited sentences, the parts involved in language lit up. When they asked her to imagine
visiting the rooms of her house, the parts involved in navigating space and recognizing
places ramped up. And when they asked her to imagine playing tennis, the regions that
trigger motion joined in. Indeed, her scans were barely different from those of healthy
volunteers. The woman, it appears, had glimmerings of consciousness.
Try to comprehend what it is like to be that woman. Do you appreciate the words
and caresses of your distraught family while racked with frustration at your inability to
reassure them that they are getting through? Or do you drift in a haze, springing to life
with a concrete thought when a voice prods you, only to slip back into blankness? If we
could experience this existence, would we prefer it to death? And if these questions have
answers, would they change our policies toward unresponsive patients—making the Terri
Schiavo case look like child’s play?
The report of this unusual case last September [2006] was just the latest shock
from a bracing new field, the science of consciousness. Questions once confined to
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theological speculations and late-night dorm-room bull sessions are now at the forefront
of cognitive neuroscience. With some problems, a modicum of consensus has taken
shape. With others, the puzzlement is so deep that they may never be resolved. Some of
our deepest convictions about what it means to be human have been shaken.
It shouldn’t be surprising that research on consciousness is alternately exhilarating
and disturbing. No other topic is like it. As René Descartes noted, our own consciousness
is the most indubitable thing there is. The major religions locate it in a soul that survives
the body’s death to receive its just deserts or to meld into a global mind. For each of us,
consciousness is life itself, the reason Woody Allen said, “I don’t want to achieve
immortality through my work. I want to achieve it by not dying.” And the conviction that
other people can suffer and flourish as each of us does is the essence of empathy and the
foundation of morality.
To make scientific headway in a topic as tangled as consciousness, it helps to
clear away some red herrings. Consciousness surely does not depend on language.
Babies, many animals, and patients robbed of speech by brain damage are not insensate
robots; they have reactions like ours that indicate that someone’s home. Nor can
consciousness be equated with self-awareness. At times we have all lost ourselves in
music, exercise or sensual pleasure, but that is different from being knocked out cold.
The “Easy” and the “Hard” Problems
What remains is not one problem about consciousness but two, which the philosopher
David Chalmers has dubbed the Easy Problem and the Hard Problem. Calling the first
one easy is an in-joke: it is easy in the sense that curing cancer or sending someone to
Mars is easy. That is, scientists more or less know what to look for, and with enough
brainpower and funding, they would probably crack it in this century.
What exactly is the Easy Problem? It’s the one that Freud made famous, the
difference between conscious and unconscious thoughts. Some kinds of information in
the brain—such as the surfaces in front of you, your daydreams, your plans for the day,
your pleasures and peeves—are conscious. You can ponder them, discuss them, and let
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them guide your behavior. Other kinds, like the control of your heart rate, the rules that
order the words as you speak, and the sequence of muscle contractions that allow you to
hold a pencil, are unconscious. They must be in the brain somewhere because you
couldn’t walk and talk and see without them, but they are sealed off from your planning
and reasoning circuits, and you can’t say a thing about them.
The Easy Problem, then, is to distinguish conscious from unconscious mental
computation, identify its correlates in the brain, and explain why it evolved.
The Hard Problem, on the other hand, is why it feels like something to have a
conscious process going on in one’s head—why there is first-person, subjective
experience. Not only does a green thing look different from a red thing, remind us of
other green things, and inspire us to say, “That’s green” (the Easy Problem), but it also
actually looks green: it produces an experience of sheer greenness that isn’t reducible to
anything else. As Louis Armstrong said in response to a request to define jazz, “When
you got to ask what it is, you never get to know.”
The Hard Problem is explaining how subjective experience arises from neural
computation. The problem is hard because no one knows what a solution might look like
or even whether it is a genuine scientific problem in the first place. And not surprisingly,
everyone agrees that the hard problem (if it is a problem) remains a mystery.
Although neither problem has been solved, neuroscientists agree on many features
of both of them, and the feature they find least controversial is the one that many people
outside the field find the most shocking. Francis Crick called it “the astonishing
hypothesis”—the idea that our thoughts, sensations, joys, and aches consist entirely of
physiological activity in the tissues of the brain. Consciousness does not reside in an
ethereal soul that uses the brain like a PDA; consciousness is the activity of the brain.
The Brain as a Machine
Scientists have exorcised the ghost from the machine not because they are mechanistic
killjoys but because they have amassed evidence that every aspect of consciousness can
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be tied to the brain. Using functional MRI, cognitive neuroscientists can almost read
people’s thoughts from the blood flow in their brains. They can tell, for instance, whether
a person is thinking about a face or a place, or whether a picture the person is looking at
is of a bottle or a shoe.
And consciousness can be pushed around by physical manipulations. Electrical
stimulation of the brain during surgery can cause a person to have hallucinations that are
indistinguishable from reality, such as a song playing in the room or a childhood birthday
party. Chemicals that affect the brain, from caffeine and alcohol to Prozac and LSD, can
profoundly alter how people think, feel, and see. Surgery that severs the corpus callosum,
separating the two hemispheres (a treatment for epilepsy), spawns two consciousnesses
within the same skull, as if the soul could be cleaved in two with a knife.
And when the physiological activity of the brain ceases, as far as anyone can tell
the person’s consciousness goes out of existence. Attempts to contact the souls of the
dead (a pursuit of serious scientists a century ago) turned up only cheap magic tricks, and
near death experiences are not the eyewitness reports of a soul parting company from the
body but symptoms of oxygen starvation in the eyes and brain. In September, a team of
Swiss neuroscientists reported that they could turn out-of-body experiences on and off by
stimulating the part of the brain in which vision and bodily sensations converge.
The Illusion of Control
Another startling conclusion from the science of consciousness is that the intuitive feeling
we have that there’s an executive “I” that sits in a control room of our brain, scanning the
screens of the senses and pushing the buttons of the muscles, is an illusion.
Consciousness turns out to consist of a maelstrom of events distributed across the brain.
These events compete for attention, and as one process outshouts the others, the brain
rationalizes the outcome after the fact and concocts the impression that a single self was
in charge all along.
Take the famous cognitive-dissonance experiments. When an experimenter got
people to endure electric shocks in a sham experiment on learning, those who were given
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a good rationale (“It will help scientists understand learning”) rated the shocks as more
painful than the ones given a feeble rationale (“We’re curious.”) Presumably, it’s because
the second group would have felt foolish to have suffered for no good reason. Yet when
these people were asked why they agreed to be shocked, they offered bogus reasons of
their own in all sincerity, like “I used to mess around with radios and got used to electric
shocks.”
It’s not only decisions in sketchy circumstances that get rationalized but also the
texture of our immediate experience. We all feel we are conscious of a rich and detailed
world in front of our eyes. Yet outside the dead center of our gaze, vision is amazingly
coarse. Just try holding your hand a few inches from your line of sight and counting your
fingers. And if someone removed and reinserted an object every time you blinked (which
experimenters can simulate by flashing two pictures in rapid sequence), you would be
hard pressed to notice the change. Ordinarily, our eyes flit from place to place, alighting
on whichever object needs our attention on a need-to-know basis. This fools us into
thinking that wall-to-wall detail was there all along—an example of how we overestimate
the scope and power of our own consciousness.
Our authorship of voluntary actions can also be an illusion, the result of noticing a
correlation between what we decide and how our bodies move. The psychologist Dan
Wegner studied the party game in which a subject is seated in front of a mirror while
someone behind him extends his arms under the subject’s armpits and moves his arms
around, making it look as if the subject is moving his own arms. If the subject hears a
tape telling the person behind him how to move (wave, touch the subject’s nose and so
on), he feels as if he is actually in command of the arms.
The brain’s spin doctoring is displayed even more dramatically in neurological
conditions in which the healthy parts of the brain explain away the foibles of the
damaged parts (which are invisible to the self because they are part of the self). A patient
who fails to experience a visceral click of recognition when he sees his wife but who
acknowledges that she looks and acts just like her deduces that she is an amazingly well-
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trained impostor. A patient who believes he is at home and is shown the hospital elevator
says without missing a beat, “You wouldn’t believe what it cost us to have that installed.”
Why does consciousness exist at all, at least in the Easy Problem sense in which
some kinds of information are accessible and others hidden? One reason is information
overload. Just as a person can be overwhelmed today by the gusher of data coming in
from electronic media, decision circuits inside the brain would be swamped if every
curlicue and muscle twitch that was registered somewhere in the brain were constantly
being delivered to them. Instead, our working memory and spotlight of attention receive
executive summaries of the events and states that are most relevant to updating an
understanding of the world and figuring out what to do next. The cognitive psychologist
Bernard Baars likens consciousness to a global blackboard on which brain processes post
their results and monitor the results of the others.
Believing Our Own Lies
A second reason that information may be sealed off from consciousness is strategic.
Evolutionary biologist Robert Trivers has noted that people have a motive to sell
themselves as beneficent, rational, competent agents. The best propagandist is the one
who believes his own lies, ensuring that he can’t leak his deceit through nervous twitches
or self-contradictions. So the brain might have been shaped to keep compromising data
away from the conscious processes that govern our interaction with other people. At the
same time, it keeps the data around in unconscious processes to prevent the person from
getting too far out of touch with reality.
What about the brain itself? You might wonder how scientists could even begin to
find the seat of awareness in the cacophony of a hundred billion jabbering neurons. The
trick is to see what parts of the brain change when a person’s consciousness flips from
one experience to another. In one technique, called binocular rivalry, vertical stripes are
presented to the left eye, horizontal stripes to the right. The eyes compete for
consciousness, and the person sees vertical stripes for a few seconds, then horizontal
stripes, and so on. A low-tech way to experience the effect yourself is to look through a
paper tube at a white wall with your right eye and hold your left hand in front of your left
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eye. After a few seconds, a white hole in your hand should appear, then disappear, then
reappear.
Monkeys experience binocular rivalry. They can learn to press a button every
time their perception flips, while their brains are impaled with electrodes that record any
change in activity. Neuroscientist Nikos Logothetis found that the earliest way stations
for visual input in the back of the brain barely budged as the monkeys’ consciousness
flipped from one state to another. Instead, it was a region that sits further down the
information stream and that registers coherent shapes and objects that tracks the
monkeys’ awareness. Now this doesn’t mean that this place on the underside of the brain
is the TV screen of consciousness. What it means, according to a theory by Crick and his
collaborator Christof Koch, is that consciousness resides only in the “higher” parts of the
brain that are connected to circuits for emotion and decision making, just what one would
expect from the blackboard metaphor.
Waves of Brain
Consciousness in the brain can be tracked not just in space but also in time.
Neuroscientists have long known that consciousness depends on certain frequencies of
oscillation in the electroencephalograph (EEG). These brain waves consist of loops of
activation between the cortex (the wrinkled surface of the brain) and the thalamus (the
cluster of hubs at the center that serve as input-output relay stations). Large, slow, regular
waves signal a coma, anesthesia, or a dreamless sleep; smaller, faster, spikier ones
correspond to being awake and alert. These waves are not like the useless hum from a
noisy appliance but may allow consciousness to do its job in the brain. They may bind the
activity in far-flung regions (one for color, another for shape, a third for motion) into a
coherent conscious experience, a bit like radio transmitters and receivers tuned to the
same frequency. Sure enough, when two patterns compete for awareness in a binocularrivalry display, the neurons representing the eye that is “winning” the competition
oscillate in synchrony, while the ones representing the eye that is suppressed fall out of
synch.
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So neuroscientists are well on the way to identifying the neural correlates of
consciousness, a part of the Easy Problem. But what about explaining how these events
actually cause consciousness in the sense of inner experience—the Hard Problem?
Tackling the Hard Problem
To appreciate the hardness of the hard problem, consider how you could ever know
whether you see colors the same way that I do. Sure, you and I both call grass green, but
perhaps you see grass as having the color that I would describe, if I were in your shoes, as
purple. Or ponder whether there could be a true zombie—a being who acts just like you
or me but in whom there is no self actually feeling anything. This was the crux of a Star
Trek plot in which officials wanted to reverse-engineer Lieut. Commander Data, and a
furious debate erupted as to whether this was merely dismantling a machine or snuffing
out a sentient life.
No one knows what to do with the Hard Problem. Some people may see it as an
opening to sneak the soul back in, but this just relabels the mystery of “consciousness” as
the mystery of “the soul”—a word game that provides no insight.
Many philosophers, like Daniel Dennett, deny that the Hard Problem exists at all.
Speculating about zombies and inverted colors is a waste of time, they say, because
nothing could ever settle the issue one way or another. Anything you could do to
understand consciousness—like finding out what wavelengths make people see green or
how similar they say it is to blue, or what emotions they associate with it—boils down to
information processing in the brain and thus gets sucked back into the Easy Problem,
leaving nothing else to explain. Most people react to this argument with incredulity
because it seems to deny the ultimate undeniable fact: our own experience.
The most popular attitude to the Hard Problem among neuroscientists is that it
remains unsolved for now but will eventually succumb to research that chips away at the
Easy Problem. Others are skeptical about this cheery optimism because none of the
inroads into the Easy Problem brings a solution to the Hard Problem even a bit closer.
Identifying awareness with brain physiology, they say, is a kind of “meat chauvinism”
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that would dogmatically deny consciousness to Lieut. Commander Data just because he
doesn’t have the soft tissue of a human brain. Identifying it with information processing
would go too far in the other direction and grant a simple consciousness to thermostats
and calculators—a leap that most people find hard to stomach. Some mavericks, like the
mathematician Roger Penrose, suggest the answer might someday be found in quantum
mechanics. But to my ear, this amounts to the feeling that quantum mechanics sure is
weird, and consciousness sure is weird, so maybe quantum mechanics can explain
consciousness.
And then there is the theory put forward by philosopher Colin McGinn that our
vertigo when pondering the Hard Problem is itself a quirk of our brains. The brain is a
product of evolution, and just as animal brains have their limitations, we have ours. Our
brains can’t hold a hundred numbers in memory, can’t visualize seven-dimensional
space, and perhaps can’t intuitively grasp why neural information processing observed
from the outside should give rise to subjective experience on the inside. This is where I
place my bet, though I admit that the theory could be demolished when an unborn
genius—a Darwin or Einstein of consciousness—comes up with a flabbergasting new
idea that suddenly makes it all clear to us.
Whatever the solutions to the Easy and Hard problems turn out to be, few
scientists doubt that they will locate consciousness in the activity of the brain. For many
nonscientists, this is a terrifying prospect. Not only does it strangle the hope that we
might survive the death of our bodies, but it also seems to undermine the notion that we
are free agents responsible for our choices—not just in this lifetime but also in a life to
come. In his millennial essay “Sorry, but Your Soul Just Died,” Tom Wolfe worried that
when science has killed the soul, “the lurid carnival that will ensue may make the phrase
‘the total eclipse of all values’ seem tame.”
Toward a New Morality
My own view is that this is backward: the biology of consciousness offers a sounder basis
for morality than the unprovable dogma of an immortal soul. It’s not just that an
understanding of the physiology of consciousness will reduce human suffering through
9

new treatments for pain and depression. That understanding can also force us to
recognize the interests of other beings—the core of morality.
As every student in Philosophy 101 learns, nothing can force me to believe that
anyone except me is conscious. This power to deny that other people have feelings is not
just an academic exercise but an all-too-common vice, as we see in the long history of
human cruelty. Yet once we realize that our own consciousness is a product of our brains
and that other people have brains like ours, a denial of other people’s sentience becomes
ludicrous. “Hath not a Jew eyes?” asked Shylock. Today the question is more pointed:
Hath not a Jew—or an Arab, or an African, or a baby, or a dog—a cerebral cortex and a
thalamus? The undeniable fact that we are all made of the same neural flesh makes it
impossible to deny our common capacity to suffer.
And when you think about it, the doctrine of a life-to-come is not such an
uplifting idea after all because it necessarily devalues life on earth. Just remember the
most famous people in recent memory who acted in expectation of a reward in the
hereafter: the conspirators who hijacked the airliners on 9/11.
Think, too, about why we sometimes remind ourselves that “life is short.” It is an
impetus to extend a gesture of affection to a loved one, to bury the hatchet in a pointless
dispute, to use time productively rather than squander it. I would argue that nothing gives
life more purpose than the realization that every moment of consciousness is a precious
and fragile gift.

From Time Magazine Online, Friday, Jan. 19, 2007
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Computing Machinery and Intelligence
A. M. Turing
Alan Turing (1912–54) was an English mathematician, logician, and cryptanalyst and is widely
regarded as the father of computer science and artificial intelligence. First published in 1950, this
seminal article is still widely cited in the literature on artificial intelligence.
______________________________________________________________________________

1. The Imitation Game
I propose to consider the question, “Can machines think?” This should begin with
definitions of the meaning of the terms “machine” and “think.” The definitions might be
framed so as to reflect so far as possible the normal use of the words, but this attitude is
dangerous. If the meaning of the words “machine” and “think” are to be found by
examining how they are commonly used, it is difficult to escape the conclusion that the
meaning and the answer to the question, “Can machines think?” is to be sought in a
statistical survey such as a Gallup poll. But this is absurd. Instead of attempting such a
definition I shall replace the question by another, which is closely related to it and is
expressed in relatively unambiguous words.
The new form of the problem can be described in terms of a game which we call
the “imitation game.” It is played with three people, a man (A), a woman (B), and an
interrogator (C), who may be of either sex. The interrogator stays in a room apart from
the other two. The object of the game for the interrogator is to determine which of the
other two is the man and which is the woman. He knows them by labels X and Y, and at
the end of the game he says either “X is A and Y is B” or “X is B and Y is A.” The
interrogator is allowed to put questions to A and B thus:
C: Will X please tell me the length of his or her hair?
Now suppose X is actually A, then A must answer. It is A’s object in the game to try and
cause C to make the wrong identification. His answer might therefore be:
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“My hair is shingled, and the longest strands are about nine inches long.”
In order that tones of voice may not help the interrogator, the answers should be written,
or better still typewritten. The ideal arrangement is to have a teleprinter communicating
between the two rooms. Alternatively the question and answers can be repeated by an
intermediary. The object of the game for the third player (B) is to help the interrogator.
The best strategy for her is probably to give truthful answers. She can add such things as
“I am the woman, don’t listen to him!” to her answers, but it will avail nothing as the man
can make similar remarks.
We now ask the question, “What will happen when a machine takes the part of A
in this game?” Will the interrogator decide wrongly as often when the game is played like
this as he does when the game is played between a man and a woman? These questions
replace our original, “Can machines think?”

2. Critique of the New Problem
As well as asking, “What is the answer to this new form of the question,” one may ask,
“Is this new question a worthy one to investigate?” This latter question we investigate
without further ado, thereby cutting short an infinite regress.
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The new problem has the advantage of drawing a fairly sharp line between the
physical and the intellectual capacities of a man. No engineer or chemist claims to be able
to produce a material which is indistinguishable from the human skin. It is possible that at
some time this might be done, but even supposing this invention available we should feel
there was little point in trying to make a “thinking machine” more human by dressing it
up in such artificial flesh. The form in which we have set the problem reflects this fact in
the condition which prevents the interrogator from seeing or touching the other
competitors, or hearing their voices. Some other advantages of the proposed criterion
may be shown up by specimen questions and answers. Thus:
Q: Please write me a sonnet on the subject of the Forth Bridge.
A : Count me out on this one. I never could write poetry.
Q: Add 34957 to 70764.
A: (Pause about 30 seconds and then give as answer) 105621.
Q: Do you play chess?
A: Yes.
Q: I have K at my K1, and no other pieces. You have only K at K6 and R at R1. It
is your move. What do you play?
A: (After a pause of 15 seconds) R-R8 mate.
The question and answer method seems to be suitable for introducing almost any one of
the fields of human endeavour that we wish to include. We do not wish to penalise the
machine for its inability to shine in beauty competitions, nor to penalise a man for losing
in a race against an aeroplane. The conditions of our game make these disabilities
irrelevant. The “witnesses” can brag, if they consider it advisable, as much as they please
about their charms, strength or heroism, but the interrogator cannot demand practical
demonstrations.
The game may perhaps be criticised on the ground that the odds are weighted too
heavily against the machine. If the man were to try and pretend to be the machine he
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would clearly make a very poor showing. He would be given away at once by slowness
and inaccuracy in arithmetic. May not machines carry out something which ought to be
described as thinking but which is very different from what a man does? This objection is
a very strong one, but at least we can say that if, nevertheless, a machine can be
constructed to play the imitation game satisfactorily, we need not be troubled by this
objection.
It might be urged that when playing the “imitation game” the best strategy for the
machine may possibly be something other than imitation of the behaviour of a man. This
may be, but I think it is unlikely that there is any great effect of this kind. In any case
there is no intention to investigate here the theory of the game, and it will be assumed that
the best strategy is to try to provide answers that would naturally be given by a man.
3. The Machines Concerned in the Game
The question which we put in 1 will not be quite definite until we have specified what we
mean by the word “machine.” It is natural that we should wish to permit every kind of
engineering technique to be used in our machines. We also wish to allow the possibility
than an engineer or team of engineers may construct a machine which works, but whose
manner of operation cannot be satisfactorily described by its constructors because they
have applied a method which is largely experimental. Finally, we wish to exclude from
the machines men born in the usual manner. It is difficult to frame the definitions so as to
satisfy these three conditions. One might for instance insist that the team of engineers
should be all of one sex, but this would not really be satisfactory, for it is probably
possible to rear a complete individual from a single cell of the skin (say) of a man. To do
so would be a feat of biological technique deserving of the very highest praise, but we
would not be inclined to regard it as a case of “constructing a thinking machine.” This
prompts us to abandon the requirement that every kind of technique should be permitted.
We are the more ready to do so in view of the fact that the present interest in “thinking
machines” has been aroused by a particular kind of machine, usually called an “electronic
computer” or “digital computer.” Following this suggestion we only permit digital
computers to take part in our game.
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This restriction appears at first sight to be a very drastic one. I shall attempt to
show that it is not so in reality. To do this necessitates a short account of the nature and
properties of these computers.
It may also be said that this identification of machines with digital computers, like
our criterion for “thinking,” will only be unsatisfactory if (contrary to my belief), it turns
out that digital computers are unable to give a good showing in the game.
There are already a number of digital computers in working order, and it may be
asked, “Why not try the experiment straight away? It would be easy to satisfy the
conditions of the game. A number of interrogators could be used, and statistics compiled
to show how often the right identification was given.” The short answer is that we are not
asking whether all digital computers would do well in the game nor whether the
computers at present available would do well, but whether there are imaginable
computers which would do well. But this is only the short answer. We shall see this
question in a different light later.
4. Digital Computers
The idea behind digital computers may be explained by saying that these machines are
intended to carry out any operations which could be done by a human computer. The
human computer is supposed to be following fixed rules; he has no authority to deviate
from them in any detail. We may suppose that these rules are supplied in a book, which is
altered whenever he is put on to a new job. He has also an unlimited supply of paper on
which he does his calculations. He may also do his multiplications and additions on a
“desk machine,” but this is not important.
If we use the above explanation as a definition we shall be in danger of circularity
of argument. We avoid this by giving an outline of the means by which the desired effect
is achieved. A digital computer can usually be regarded as consisting of three parts:
(i) Store.
(ii) Executive unit.
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(iii) Control.
The store is a store of information, and corresponds to the human computer’s paper,
whether this is the paper on which he does his calculations or that on which his book of
rules is printed. In so far as the human computer does calculations in his head a part of
the store will correspond to his memory.
The executive unit is the part which carries out the various individual operations
involved in a calculation. What these individual operations are will vary from machine to
machine. Usually fairly lengthy operations can be done such as “Multiply 3540675445 by
7076345687” but in some machines only very simple ones such as “Write down 0” are
possible.
We have mentioned that the “book of rules” supplied to the computer is replaced
in the machine by a part of the store. It is then called the “table of instructions.” It is the
duty of the control to see that these instructions are obeyed correctly and in the right
order. The control is so constructed that this necessarily happens.
The information in the store is usually broken up into packets of moderately small
size. In one machine, for instance, a packet might consist of ten decimal digits. Numbers
are assigned to the parts of the store in which the various packets of information are
stored, in some systematic manner. A typical instruction might say:
“Add the number stored in position 6809 to that in 4302 and put the result back
into the latter storage position.”
Needless to say it would not occur in the machine expressed in English. It would more
likely be coded in a form such as 6809430217. Here 17 says which of various possible
operations is to be performed on the two numbers. In this case the operation is that
described above, viz., “Add the number. . . .” It will be noticed that the instruction takes
up 10 digits and so forms one packet of information, very conveniently. The control will
normally take the instructions to be obeyed in the order of the positions in which they are
stored, but occasionally an instruction such as
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“Now obey the instruction stored in position 5606, and continue from there”
may be encountered, or again
“If position 4505 contains 0 obey next the instruction stored in 6707, otherwise
continue straight on.”
Instructions of these latter types are very important because they make it possible
for a sequence of operations to be replaced over and over again until some condition is
fulfilled, but in doing so to obey, not fresh instructions on each repetition, but the same
ones over and over again. To take a domestic analogy. Suppose Mother wants Tommy to
call at the cobbler’s every morning on his way to school to see if her shoes are done, she
can ask him afresh every morning. Alternatively she can stick up a notice once and for all
in the hall which he will see when he leaves for school and which tells him to call for the
shoes, and also to destroy the notice when he comes back if he has the shoes with him.
The reader must accept it as a fact that digital computers can be constructed, and
indeed have been constructed, according to the principles we have described, and that
they can in fact mimic the actions of a human computer very closely.
The book of rules which we have described our human computer as using is of
course a convenient fiction. Actual human computers really remember what they have
got to do. If one wants to make a machine mimic the behaviour of the human computer in
some complex operation, one has to ask him how it is done, and then translate the answer
into the form of an instruction table. Constructing instruction tables is usually described
as “programming.” To “programme a machine to carry out the operation A” means to put
the appropriate instruction table into the machine so that it will do A.
An interesting variant on the idea of a digital computer is a “digital computer with
a random element.” These have instructions involving the throwing of a die or some
equivalent electronic process; one such instruction might for instance be, “Throw the die
and put the resulting number into store 1000.” Sometimes such a machine is described as
having free will (though I would not use this phrase myself). It is not normally possible to
determine from observing a machine whether it has a random element, for a similar effect
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can be produced by such devices as making the choices depend on the digits of the
decimal for π.
Most actual digital computers have only a finite store. There is no theoretical
difficulty in the idea of a computer with an unlimited store. Of course only a finite part
can have been used at any one time. Likewise only a finite amount can have been
constructed, but we can imagine more and more being added as required. Such computers
have special theoretical interest and will be called infinitive capacity computers.
The idea of a digital computer is an old one. Charles Babbage, Lucasian Professor
of Mathematics at Cambridge from 1828 to 1839, planned such a machine, called the
Analytical Engine, but it was never completed. Although Babbage had all the essential
ideas, his machine was not at that time such a very attractive prospect. The speed which
would have been available would be definitely faster than a human computer but
something like 100 times slower than the Manchester machine, itself one of the slower of
the modern machines. The storage was to be purely mechanical, using wheels and cards.
The fact that Babbage’s Analytical Engine was to be entirely mechanical will help
us to rid ourselves of a superstition. Importance is often attached to the fact that modern
digital computers are electrical, and that the nervous system also is electrical. Since
Babbage’s machine was not electrical, and since all digital computers are in a sense
equivalent, we see that this use of electricity cannot be of theoretical importance. Of
course electricity usually comes in where fast signalling is concerned, so that it is not
surprising that we find it in both these connections. In the nervous system chemical
phenomena are at least as important as electrical. In certain computers the storage system
is mainly acoustic. The feature of using electricity is thus seen to be only a very
superficial similarity. If we wish to find such similarities we should took rather for
mathematical analogies of function.
5. Universality of Digital Computers
The digital computers considered in the last section may be classified amongst the
“discrete-state machines.” These are the machines which move by sudden jumps or clicks
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from one quite definite state to another. These states are sufficiently different for the
possibility of confusion between them to be ignored. Strictly speaking there are no such
machines. Everything really moves continuously. But there are many kinds of machine
which can profitably be thought of as being discrete-state machines. For instance in
considering the switches for a lighting system it is a convenient fiction that each switch
must be definitely on or definitely off. There must be intermediate positions, but for most
purposes we can forget about them. As an example of a discrete-state machine we might
consider a wheel which clicks round through 120 once a second, but may be stopped by a
lever which can be operated from outside; in addition a lamp is to light in one of the
positions of the wheel.
It will seem that given the initial state of the machine and the input signals it is
always possible to predict all future states. This is reminiscent of Laplace’s view that
from the complete state of the universe at one moment of time, as described by the
positions and velocities of all particles, it should be possible to predict all future states.
The prediction which we are considering is, however, rather nearer to practicability than
that considered by Laplace. The system of the “universe as a whole” is such that quite
small errors in the initial conditions can have an overwhelming effect at a later time. The
displacement of a single electron by a billionth of a centimetre at one moment might
make the difference between a man being killed by an avalanche a year later, or escaping.
It is an essential property of the mechanical systems which we have called “discrete-state
machines” that this phenomenon does not occur. Even when we consider the actual
physical machines instead of the idealised machines, reasonably accurate knowledge of
the state at one moment yields reasonably accurate knowledge any number of steps later.
As we have mentioned, digital computers fall within the class of discrete-state
machines. But the number of states of which such a machine is capable is usually
enormously large. For instance, the number for the machine now working at Manchester
is about 2 165,000, i.e., about 10 50,000. Compare this with our example of the clicking wheel
described above, which had three states. It is not difficult to see why the number of states
should be so immense. The computer includes a store corresponding to the paper used by
a human computer. It must be possible to write into the store any one of the combinations
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of symbols which might have been written on the paper. For simplicity suppose that only
digits from 0 to 9 are used as symbols. Variations in handwriting are ignored. Suppose
the computer is allowed 100 sheets of paper each containing 50 lines each with room for
30 digits. Then the number of states is 10 100x50x30 i.e., 10 150,000 . This is about the number
of states of three Manchester machines put together. The logarithm to the base two of the
number of states is usually called the “storage capacity” of the machine. Thus the
Manchester machine has a storage capacity of about 165,000 and the wheel machine of
our example about 1.6. If two machines are put together their capacities must be added to
obtain the capacity of the resultant machine. This leads to the possibility of statements
such as “The Manchester machine contains 64 magnetic tracks each with a capacity of
2560, eight electronic tubes with a capacity of 1280. Miscellaneous storage amounts to
about 300 making a total of 174,380.”
This special property of digital computers, that they can mimic any discrete-state
machine, is described by saying that they are universal machines. The existence of
machines with this property has the important consequence that, considerations of speed
apart, it is unnecessary to design various new machines to do various computing
processes. They can all be done with one digital computer, suitably programmed for each
case. It will be seen that as a consequence of this all digital computers are in a sense
equivalent.
We may now consider again the point raised at the end of §3. It was suggested
tentatively that the question, “Can machines think?” should be replaced by “Are there
imaginable digital computers which would do well in the imitation game?” If we wish we
can make this superficially more general and ask “Are there discrete-state machines
which would do well?” But in view of the universality property we see that either of these
questions is equivalent to this, “Let us fix our attention on one particular digital computer
C. Is it true that by modifying this computer to have an adequate storage, suitably
increasing its speed of action, and providing it with an appropriate programme, C can be
made to play satisfactorily the part of A in the imitation game, the part of B being taken
by a man?”
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6. Contrary Views on the Main Question
We may now consider the ground to have been cleared and we are ready to proceed to the
debate on our question, “Can machines think?” and the variant of it quoted at the end of
the last section. We cannot altogether abandon the original form of the problem, for
opinions will differ as to the appropriateness of the substitution, and we must at least
listen to what has to be said in this connexion.
It will simplify matters for the reader if I explain first my own beliefs in the
matter. Consider first the more accurate form of the question. I believe that in about fifty
years’ time it will be possible to programme computers, with a storage capacity of about
109, to make them play the imitation game so well that an average interrogator will not
have more than a 70 per cent chance of making the right identification after five minutes
of questioning. The original question, “Can machines think?” I believe to be too
meaningless to deserve discussion. Nevertheless I believe that at the end of the century
the use of words and general educated opinion will have altered so much that one will be
able to speak of machines thinking without expecting to be contradicted. I believe further
that no useful purpose is served by concealing these beliefs. The popular view that
scientists proceed inexorably from well-established fact to well-established fact, never
being influenced by any improved conjecture, is quite mistaken. Provided it is made clear
which are proved facts and which are conjectures, no harm can result. Conjectures are of
great importance since they suggest useful lines of research.
I now proceed to consider opinions opposed to my own.
(1) The Theological Objection
Thinking is a function of man’s immortal soul. God has given an immortal soul to every
man and woman, but not to any other animal or to machines. Hence no animal or
machine can think.
I am unable to accept any part of this, but will attempt to reply in theological
terms. I should find the argument more convincing if animals were classed with men, for
there is a greater difference, to my mind, between the typical animate and the inanimate
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than there is between man and the other animals. The arbitrary character of the orthodox
view becomes clearer if we consider how it might appear to a member of some other
religious community. How do Christians regard the Moslem view that women have no
souls? But let us leave this point aside and return to the main argument. It appears to me
that the argument quoted above implies a serious restriction of the omnipotence of the
Almighty. It is admitted that there are certain things that He cannot do such as making
one equal to two, but should we not believe that He has freedom to confer a soul on an
elephant if He sees fit? We might expect that He would only exercise this power in
conjunction with a mutation which provided the elephant with an appropriately improved
brain to minister to the needs of this sort. An argument of exactly similar form may be
made for the case of machines. It may seem different because it is more difficult to
“swallow.” But this really only means that we think it would be less likely that He would
consider the circumstances suitable for conferring a soul. The circumstances in question
are discussed in the rest of this paper. In attempting to construct such machines we should
not be irreverently usurping His power of creating souls, any more than we are in the
procreation of children: rather we are, in either case, instruments of His will providing
mansions for the souls that He creates.
However, this is mere speculation. I am not very impressed with theological arguments
whatever they may be used to support. Such arguments have often been found
unsatisfactory in the past. In the time of Galileo it was argued that the texts, “And the sun
stood still . . . and hasted not to go down about a whole day” (Joshua x. 13) and “He laid
the foundations of the earth, that it should not move at any time” (Psalm cv. 5) were an
adequate refutation of the Copernican theory. With our present knowledge such an
argument appears futile. When that knowledge was not available it made a quite different
impression.
(2) The “Heads in the Sand” Objection
“The consequences of machines thinking would be too dreadful. Let us hope and believe
that they cannot do so.”
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This argument is seldom expressed quite so openly as in the form above. But it
affects most of us who think about it at all. We like to believe that Man is in some subtle
way superior to the rest of creation. It is best if he can be shown to be necessarily
superior, for then there is no danger of him losing his commanding position. The
popularity of the theological argument is clearly connected with this feeling. It is likely to
be quite strong in intellectual people, since they value the power of thinking more highly
than others, and are more inclined to base their belief in the superiority of Man on this
power.
I do not think that this argument is sufficiently substantial to require refutation.
Consolation would be more appropriate: perhaps this should be sought in the
transmigration of souls.
(3) The Mathematical Objection
There are a number of results of mathematical logic which can be used to show that there
are limitations to the powers of discrete-state machines. The best known of these results
is known as Godel’s theorem (1931) and shows that in any sufficiently powerful logical
system statements can be formulated which can neither be proved nor disproved within
the system, unless possibly the system itself is inconsistent. There are other, in some
respects similar, results due to Church (1936), Kleene (1935), Rosser, and Turing (1937).
The latter result is the most convenient to consider, since it refers directly to machines,
whereas the others can only be used in a comparatively indirect argument: for instance if
Godel’s theorem is to be used we need in addition to have some means of describing
logical systems in terms of machines, and machines in terms of logical systems. The
result in question refers to a type of machine which is essentially a digital computer with
an infinite capacity. It states that there are certain things that such a machine cannot do. If
it is rigged up to give answers to questions as in the imitation game, there will be some
questions to which it will either give a wrong answer, or fail to give an answer at all
however much time is allowed for a reply. There may, of course, be many such questions,
and questions which cannot be answered by one machine may be satisfactorily answered
by another. We are of course supposing for the present that the questions are of the kind
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to which an answer “Yes” or “No” is appropriate, rather than questions such as “What do
you think of Picasso?” The questions that we know the machines must fail on are of this
type, “Consider the machine specified as follows. . . . Will this machine ever answer
‘Yes’ to any question?” The dots are to be replaced by a description of some machine in a
standard form, which could be something like that used in §5. When the machine
described bears a certain comparatively simple relation to the machine which is under
interrogation, it can be shown that the answer is either wrong or not forthcoming. This is
the mathematical result: it is argued that it proves a disability of machines to which the
human intellect is not subject.
The short answer to this argument is that although it is established that there are
limitations to the powers of any particular machine, it has only been stated, without any
sort of proof, that no such limitations apply to the human intellect. But I do not think this
view can be dismissed quite so lightly. Whenever one of these machines is asked the
appropriate critical question, and gives a definite answer, we know that this answer must
be wrong, and this gives us a certain feeling of superiority. Is this feeling illusory? It is no
doubt quite genuine, but I do not think too much importance should be attached to it. We
too often give wrong answers to questions ourselves to be justified in being very pleased
at such evidence of fallibility on the part of the machines. Further, our superiority can
only be felt on such an occasion in relation to the one machine over which we have
scored our petty triumph. There would be no question of triumphing simultaneously over
all machines. In short, then, there might be men cleverer than any given machine, but
then again there might be other machines cleverer again, and so on.
Those who hold to the mathematical argument would, I think, mostly he willing
to accept the imitation game as a basis for discussion. Those who believe in the two
previous objections would probably not be interested in any criteria.
(4) The Argument from Consciousness
This argument is very well expressed in Professor Jefferson’s Lister Oration for 1949,
from which I quote. “Not until a machine can write a sonnet or compose a concerto
because of thoughts and emotions felt, and not by the chance fall of symbols, could we
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agree that machine equals brain—that is, not only write it but know that it had written it.
No mechanism could feel (and not merely artificially signal, an easy contrivance)
pleasure at its successes, grief when its valves fuse, be warmed by flattery, be made
miserable by its mistakes, be charmed by sex, be angry or depressed when it cannot get
what it wants.”
This argument appears to be a denial of the validity of our test. According to the
most extreme form of this view the only way by which one could be sure that a machine
thinks is to be the machine and to feel oneself thinking. One could then describe these
feelings to the world, but of course no one would be justified in taking any notice.
Likewise according to this view the only way to know that a man thinks is to be that
particular man. It is in fact the solipsist point of view. It may be the most logical view to
hold but it makes communication of ideas difficult. A is liable to believe “A thinks but B
does not” whilst B believes “B thinks but A does not.” Instead of arguing continually
over this point it is usual to have the polite convention that everyone thinks.
I am sure that Professor Jefferson does not wish to adopt the extreme and solipsist
point of view. Probably he would be quite willing to accept the imitation game as a test.
The game (with the player B omitted) is frequently used in practice under the name of
viva voce to discover whether some one really understands something or has “learnt it
parrot fashion.” Let us listen in to a part of such a viva voce:
Interrogator: In the first line of your sonnet which reads “Shall I compare thee to a
summer’s day,” would not “a spring day” do as well or better?
Witness: It wouldn’t scan.
Interrogator: How about “a winter’s day,” That would scan all right.
Witness: Yes, but nobody wants to be compared to a winter’s day.
Interrogator: Would you say Mr. Pickwick reminded you of Christmas?
Witness: In a way.
Interrogator: Yet Christmas is a winter’s day, and I do not think Mr. Pickwick would
mind the comparison.
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Witness: I don’t think you’re serious. By a winter’s day one means a typical winter’s day,
rather than a special one like Christmas.
And so on.
What would Professor Jefferson say if the sonnet-writing machine was able to
answer like this in the viva voce? I do not know whether he would regard the machine as
“merely artificially signalling” these answers, but if the answers were as satisfactory and
sustained as in the above passage I do not think he would describe it as “an easy
contrivance.” This phrase is, I think, intended to cover such devices as the inclusion in
the machine of a record of someone reading a sonnet, with appropriate switching to turn
it on from time to time.
In short then, I think that most of those who support the argument from
consciousness could be persuaded to abandon it rather than be forced into the solipsist
position. They will then probably be willing to accept our test.
I do not wish to give the impression that I think there is no mystery about
consciousness. There is, for instance, something of a paradox connected with any attempt
to localise it. But I do not think these mysteries necessarily need to be solved before we
can answer the question with which we are concerned in this paper.
(5) Arguments from Various Disabilities
These arguments take the form, “I grant you that you can make machines do all the things
you have mentioned but you will never be able to make one to do X.” Numerous features
X are suggested in this connexion. I offer a selection:
Be kind, resourceful, beautiful, friendly, have initiative, have a sense of
humour, tell right from wrong, make mistakes, fall in love, enjoy strawberries
and cream, make some one fall in love with it, learn from experience, use
words properly, be the subject of its own thought, have as much diversity of
behaviour as a man, do something really new.
No support is usually offered for these statements. I believe they are mostly founded on
the principle of scientific induction. A man has seen thousands of machines in his
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lifetime. From what he sees of them he draws a number of general conclusions. They are
ugly, each is designed for a very limited purpose, when required for a minutely different
purpose they are useless, the variety of behaviour of any one of them is very small, etc.,
etc. Naturally he concludes that these are necessary properties of machines in general.
Many of these limitations are associated with the very small storage capacity of most
machines. (I am assuming that the idea of storage capacity is extended in some way to
cover machines other than discrete-state machines. The exact definition does not matter
as no mathematical accuracy is claimed in the present discussion.) A few years ago, when
very little had been heard of digital computers, it was possible to elicit much incredulity
concerning them, if one mentioned their properties without describing their construction.
That was presumably due to a similar application of the principle of scientific induction.
These applications of the principle are of course largely unconscious. When a burnt child
fears the fire and shows that he fears it by avoiding it, I should say that he was applying
scientific induction. (I could of course also describe his behaviour in many other ways.)
The works and customs of mankind do not seem to be very suitable material to which to
apply scientific induction. A very large part of space-time must be investigated, if reliable
results are to be obtained. Otherwise we may (as most English children do) decide that
everybody speaks English, and that it is silly to learn French.
There are, however, special remarks to be made about many of the disabilities that
have been mentioned. The inability to enjoy strawberries and cream may have struck the
reader as frivolous. Possibly a machine might be made to enjoy this delicious dish, but
any attempt to make one do so would be idiotic. What is important about this disability is
that it contributes to some of the other disabilities, e.g., to the difficulty of the same kind
of friendliness occurring between man and machine as between white man and white
man, or between black man and black man.
The claim that “machines cannot make mistakes” seems a curious one. One is
tempted to retort, “Are they any the worse for that?” But let us adopt a more sympathetic
attitude, and try to see what is really meant. I think this criticism can be explained in
terms of the imitation game. It is claimed that the interrogator could distinguish the
machine from the man simply by setting them a number of problems in arithmetic. The
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machine would be unmasked because of its deadly accuracy. The reply to this is simple.
The machine (programmed for playing the game) would not attempt to give the right
answers to the arithmetic problems. It would deliberately introduce mistakes in a manner
calculated to confuse the interrogator. A mechanical fault would probably show itself
through an unsuitable decision as to what sort of a mistake to make in the arithmetic.
Even this interpretation of the criticism is not sufficiently sympathetic. But we cannot
afford the space to go into it much further. It seems to me that this criticism depends on a
confusion between two kinds of mistake. We may call them “errors of functioning” and
“errors of conclusion.” Errors of functioning are due to some mechanical or electrical
fault which causes the machine to behave otherwise than it was designed to do. In
philosophical discussions one likes to ignore the possibility of such errors; one is
therefore discussing “abstract machines.” These abstract machines are mathematical
fictions rather than physical objects. By definition they are incapable of errors of
functioning. In this sense we can truly say that “machines can never make mistakes.”
Errors of conclusion can only arise when some meaning is attached to the output signals
from the machine. The machine might, for instance, type out mathematical equations, or
sentences in English. When a false proposition is typed we say that the machine has
committed an error of conclusion. There is clearly no reason at all for saying that a
machine cannot make this kind of mistake. It might do nothing but type out repeatedly “O
= I.” To take a less perverse example, it might have some method for drawing
conclusions by scientific induction. We must expect such a method to lead occasionally
to erroneous results.
The claim that a machine cannot be the subject of its own thought can of course
only be answered if it can be shown that the machine has some thought with some subject
matter. Nevertheless, “the subject matter of a machine’s operations” does seem to mean
something, at least to the people who deal with it. If, for instance, the machine was trying
to find a solution of the equation x2 - 40x - 11 = 0, one would be tempted to describe this
equation as part of the machine’s subject matter at that moment. In this sort of sense a
machine undoubtedly can be its own subject matter. It may be used to help in making up
its own programmes, or to predict the effect of alterations in its own structure. By
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observing the results of its own behaviour it can modify its own programmes so as to
achieve some purpose more effectively. These are possibilities of the near future, rather
than Utopian dreams.
The criticism that a machine cannot have much diversity of behaviour is just a
way of saying that it cannot have much storage capacity. Until fairly recently a storage
capacity of even a thousand digits was very rare.
(6) Lady Lovelace’s Objection
Our most detailed information of Babbage’s Analytical Engine comes from a memoir by
Lady Lovelace (1842). In it she states, “The Analytical Engine has no pretensions to
originate anything. It can do whatever we know how to order it to perform” (her italics).
This statement is quoted by Hartree (1949), who adds: “This does not imply that it may
not be possible to construct electronic equipment which will ‘think for itself,’ or in
which, in biological terms, one could set up a conditioned reflex, which would serve as a
basis for ‘learning.’ Whether this is possible in principle or not is a stimulating and
exciting question, suggested by some of these recent developments. But it did not seem
that the machines constructed or projected at the time had this property.”
I am in thorough agreement with Hartree over this. It will be noticed that he does
not assert that the machines in question had not got the property, but rather that the
evidence available to Lady Lovelace did not encourage her to believe that they had it. It
is quite possible that the machines in question had in a sense got this property. For
suppose that some discrete-state machine has the property. The Analytical Engine was a
universal digital computer, so that, if its storage capacity and speed were adequate, it
could by suitable programming be made to mimic the machine in question. Probably this
argument did not occur to the Countess or to Babbage. In any case there was no
obligation on them to claim all that could be claimed. This whole question will be
considered again under the heading of learning machines.
A variant of Lady Lovelace’s objection states that a machine can “never do
anything really new.” This may be parried for a moment with the saw, “There is nothing
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new under the sun.” Who can be certain that “original work” that he has done was not
simply the growth of the seed planted in him by teaching, or the effect of following wellknown general principles. A better variant of the objection says that a machine can never
“take us by surprise.” This statement is a more direct challenge and can be met directly.
Machines take me by surprise with great frequency. This is largely because I do not do
sufficient calculation to decide what to expect them to do, or rather because, although I
do a calculation, I do it in a hurried, slipshod fashion, taking risks. Perhaps I say to
myself, “I suppose the Voltage here ought to be the same as there: anyway let’s assume it
is.” Naturally I am often wrong, and the result is a surprise for me, for by the time the
experiment is done these assumptions have been forgotten. These admissions lay me
open to lectures on the subject of my vicious ways, but do not throw any doubt on my
credibility when I testify to the surprises I experience.
I do not expect this reply to silence my critic. He will probably say that my
surprises are due to some creative mental act on my part, and reflect no credit on the
machine. This leads us back to the argument from consciousness, and far from the idea of
surprise. It is a line of argument we must consider closed, but it is perhaps worth
remarking that the appreciation of something as surprising requires as much of a
“creative mental act” whether the surprising event originates from a man, a book, a
machine, or anything else.
The view that machines cannot give rise to surprises is due, I believe, to a fallacy
to which philosophers and mathematicians are particularly subject. This is the assumption
that as soon as a fact is presented to a mind all consequences of that fact spring into the
mind simultaneously with it. It is a very useful assumption under many circumstances,
but one too easily forgets that it is false. A natural consequence of doing so is that one
then assumes that there is no virtue in the mere working out of consequences from data
and general principles.
(7) Argument from Continuity in the Nervous System
The nervous system is certainly not a discrete-state machine. A small error in the
information about the size of a nervous impulse impinging on a neuron may make a large
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difference to the size of the outgoing impulse. It may be argued that, this being so, one
cannot expect to be able to mimic the behaviour of the nervous system with a discretestate system.
It is true that a discrete-state machine must be different from a continuous
machine. But if we adhere to the conditions of the imitation game, the interrogator will
not be able to take any advantage of this difference. The situation can be made clearer if
we consider some other simpler continuous machine. A differential analyser will do very
well. (A differential analyser is a certain kind of machine not of the discrete-state type
used for some kinds of calculation.) Some of these provide their answers in a typed form,
and so are suitable for taking part in the game. It would not be possible for a digital
computer to predict exactly what answers the differential analyser would give to a
problem, but it would be quite capable of giving the right sort of answer. For instance, if
asked to give the value of π (actually about 3.1416) it would be reasonable to choose at
random between the values 3.12, 3.13, 3.14, 3.15, 3.16 with the probabilities of 0.05,
0.15, 0.55, 0.19, 0.06 (say). Under these circumstances it would be very difficult for the
interrogator to distinguish the differential analyser from the digital computer.
(8) The Argument from Informality of Behaviour
It is not possible to produce a set of rules purporting to describe what a man should do in
every conceivable set of circumstances. One might for instance have a rule that one is to
stop when one sees a red traffic light, and to go if one sees a green one, but what if by
some fault both appear together? One may perhaps decide that it is safest to stop. But
some further difficulty may well arise from this decision later. To attempt to provide
rules of conduct to cover every eventuality, even those arising from traffic lights, appears
to be impossible. With all this I agree.
From this it is argued that we cannot be machines. I shall try to reproduce the
argument, but I fear I shall hardly do it justice. It seems to run something like this. “If
each man had a definite set of rules of conduct by which he regulated his life, he would
be no better than a machine. But there are no such rules, so men cannot be machines.”
The undistributed middle is glaring. I do not think the argument is ever put quite like this,
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but I believe this is the argument used nevertheless. There may however be a certain
confusion between “rules of conduct” and “laws of behaviour” to cloud the issue. By
“rules of conduct” I mean precepts such as “Stop if you see red lights,” on which one can
act, and of which one can be conscious. By “laws of behaviour” I mean laws of nature as
applied to a man’s body such as “if you pinch him he will squeak.” If we substitute “laws
of behaviour which regulate his life” for “laws of conduct by which he regulates his life”
in the argument quoted, the undistributed middle is no longer insuperable. For we believe
that it is not only true that being regulated by laws of behaviour implies being some sort
of machine (though not necessarily a discrete-state machine), but that conversely being
such a machine implies being regulated by such laws. However, we cannot so easily
convince ourselves of the absence of complete laws of behaviour as of complete rules of
conduct. The only way we know of for finding such laws is scientific observation, and we
certainly know of no circumstances under which we could say, “We have searched
enough. There are no such laws.”
We can demonstrate more forcibly that any such statement would be unjustified.
For suppose we could be sure of finding such laws if they existed. Then given a discretestate machine it should certainly be possible to discover by observation sufficient about it
to predict its future behaviour, and this within a reasonable time, say a thousand years.
But this does not seem to be the case. I have set up on the Manchester computer a small
programme using only 1,000 units of storage, whereby the machine supplied with one
sixteen-figure number replies with another within two seconds. I would defy anyone to
learn from these replies sufficient about the programme to be able to predict any replies
to untried values.
(9) The Argument from Extrasensory Perception
I assume that the reader is familiar with the idea of extrasensory perception, and the
meaning of the four items of it, viz., telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition, and
psychokinesis. These disturbing phenomena seem to deny all our usual scientific ideas.
How we should like to discredit them! Unfortunately the statistical evidence, at least for
telepathy, is overwhelming. It is very difficult to rearrange one’s ideas so as to fit these
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new facts in. Once one has accepted them it does not seem a very big step to believe in
ghosts and bogies. The idea that our bodies move simply according to the known laws of
physics, together with some others not yet discovered but somewhat similar, would be
one of the first to go.
This argument is to my mind quite a strong one. One can say in reply that many
scientific theories seem to remain workable in practice, in spite of clashing with ESP; that
in fact one can get along very nicely if one forgets about it. This is rather cold comfort,
and one fears that thinking is just the kind of phenomenon where ESP may be especially
relevant.
A more specific argument based on ESP might run as follows: “Let us play the
imitation game, using as witnesses a man who is good as a telepathic receiver, and a
digital computer. The interrogator can ask such questions as ‘What suit does the card in
my right hand belong to?’ The man by telepathy or clairvoyance gives the right answer
130 times out of 400 cards. The machine can only guess at random, and perhaps gets 104
right, so the interrogator makes the right identification.” There is an interesting possibility
which opens here. Suppose the digital computer contains a random number generator.
Then it will be natural to use this to decide what answer to give. But then the random
number generator will be subject to the psychokinetic powers of the interrogator. Perhaps
this psychokinesis might cause the machine to guess right more often than would be
expected on a probability calculation, so that the interrogator might still be unable to
make the right identification. On the other hand, he might be able to guess right without
any questioning, by clairvoyance. With ESP anything may happen.
If telepathy is admitted it will be necessary to tighten our test up. The situation
could be regarded as analogous to that which would occur if the interrogator were talking
to himself, and one of the competitors was listening with his ear to the wall. To put the
competitors into a “telepathy-proof room” would satisfy all requirements.
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7. Learning Machines
The reader will have anticipated that I have no very convincing arguments of a positive
nature to support my views.
If I had I should not have taken such pains to point out the fallacies in contrary
views. Such evidence as I have I shall now give.
Let us return for a moment to Lady Lovelace’s objection, which stated that the
machine can do only what we tell it to do. One could say that a man can “inject” an idea
into the machine, and that it will respond to a certain extent and then drop into
quiescence, like a piano string struck by a hammer. Another simile would be an atomic
pile of less than critical size: an injected idea is to correspond to a neutron entering the
pile from without. Each such neutron will cause a certain disturbance which eventually
dies away. If, however, the size of the pile is sufficiently increased, the disturbance
caused by such an incoming neutron will very likely go on and on increasing until the
whole pile is destroyed. Is there a corresponding phenomenon for minds, and is there one
for machines? There does seem to be one for the human mind. The majority of them
seem to be “subcritical,” i.e., to correspond in this analogy to piles of subcritical size. An
idea presented to such a mind will on average give rise to less than one idea in reply. A
smallish proportion are supercritical. An idea presented to such a mind that may give rise
to a whole “theory” consisting of secondary, tertiary, and more remote ideas. Animals
minds seem to be very definitely subcritical. Adhering to this analogy we ask, “Can a
machine be made to be supercritical?”
The “skin-of-an-onion” analogy is also helpful. In considering the functions of the
mind or the brain we find certain operations which we can explain in purely mechanical
terms. This we say does not correspond to the real mind: it is a sort of skin which we
must strip off if we are to find the real mind. But then in what remains we find a further
skin to be stripped off, and so on. Proceeding in this way do we ever come to the “real”
mind, or do we eventually come to the skin which has nothing in it? In the latter case the
whole mind is mechanical. (It would not be a discrete-state machine however. We have
discussed this.)
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These last two paragraphs do not claim to be convincing arguments. They should
rather be described as “recitations tending to produce belief.”
The only really satisfactory support that can be given for the view expressed at the
beginning of §6 will be that provided by waiting for the end of the century and then doing
the experiment described. But what can we say in the meantime? What steps should be
taken now if the experiment is to be successful?
As I have explained, the problem is mainly one of programming. Advances in
engineering will have to be made too, but it seems unlikely that these will not be
adequate for the requirements. Estimates of the storage capacity of the brain vary from
1010 to 1015 binary digits. I incline to the lower values and believe that only a very small
fraction is used for the higher types of thinking. Most of it is probably used for the
retention of visual impressions. I should be surprised if more than 109 was required for
satisfactory playing of the imitation game, at any rate against a blind man. (Note: The
capacity of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th edition, is 2 X 109) A storage capacity of
107 would be a very practicable possibility even by present techniques. It is probably not
necessary to increase the speed of operations of the machines at all. Parts of modern
machines which can be regarded as analogs of nerve cells work about a thousand times
faster than the latter. This should provide a “margin of safety” which could cover losses
of speed arising in many ways. Our problem then is to find out how to programme these
machines to play the game. At my present rate of working I produce about a thousand
digits of programme a day, so that about sixty workers, working steadily through the fifty
years might accomplish the job, if nothing went into the wastepaper basket. Some more
expeditious method seems desirable.
In the process of trying to imitate an adult human mind we are bound to think a
good deal about the process which has brought it to the state that it is in. We may notice
three components.
(a) The initial state of the mind, say at birth,
(b) The education to which it has been subjected,
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(c) Other experience, not to be described as education, to which it has been
subjected.
Instead of trying to produce a programme to simulate the adult mind, why not rather try
to produce one which simulates the child’s? If this were then subjected to an appropriate
course of education, one would obtain the adult brain. Presumably the child brain is
something like a notebook as one buys it from the stationer’s. Rather little mechanism,
and lots of blank sheets. (Mechanism and writing are from our point of view almost
synonymous.) Our hope is that there is so little mechanism in the child brain that
something like it can be easily programmed. The amount of work in the education we can
assume, as a first approximation, to be much the same as for the human child.
We have thus divided our problem into two parts. The child programme and the
education process. These two remain very closely connected. We cannot expect to find a
good child machine at the first attempt. One must experiment with teaching one such
machine and see how well it learns. One can then try another and see if it is better or
worse. There is an obvious connection between this process and evolution, by the
identifications:
Structure of the child machine = hereditary material
Changes of the child machine = mutation,
Natural selection = judgment of the experimenter
One may hope, however, that this process will be more expeditious than evolution. The
survival of the fittest is a slow method for measuring advantages. The experimenter, by
the exercise of intelligence, should be able to speed it up. Equally important is the fact
that he is not restricted to random mutations. If he can trace a cause for some weakness,
he can probably think of the kind of mutation which will improve it.
It will not be possible to apply exactly the same teaching process to the machine
as to a normal child. It will not, for instance, be provided with legs, so that it could not be
asked to go out and fill the coal scuttle. Possibly it might not have eyes. But however
well these deficiencies might be overcome by clever engineering, one could not send the
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creature to school without the other children making excessive fun of it. It must be given
some tuition. We need not be too concerned about the legs, eyes, etc. The example of
Miss Helen Keller shows that education can take place provided that communication in
both directions between teacher and pupil can take place by some means or other.
We normally associate punishments and rewards with the teaching process. Some
simple child machines can be constructed or programmed on this sort of principle. The
machine has to be so constructed that events which shortly preceded the occurrence of a
punishment signal are unlikely to be repeated, whereas a reward signal increased the
probability of repetition of the events which led up to it. These definitions do not
presuppose any feelings on the part of the machine. I have done some experiments with
one such child machine, and succeeded in teaching it a few things, but the teaching
method was too unorthodox for the experiment to be considered really successful.
The use of punishments and rewards can at best be a part of the teaching process.
Roughly speaking, if the teacher has no other means of communicating to the pupil, the
amount of information which can reach him does not exceed the total number of rewards
and punishments applied. By the time a child has learnt to repeat “Casablanca” he would
probably feel very sore indeed, if the text could only be discovered by a “Twenty
Questions” technique, every “NO” taking the form of a blow. It is necessary therefore to
have some other “unemotional” channels of communication. If these are available it is
possible to teach a machine by punishments and rewards to obey orders given in some
language, e.g., a symbolic language. These orders are to be transmitted through the
“unemotional” channels. The use of this language will diminish greatly the number of
punishments and rewards required.
Opinions may vary as to the complexity which is suitable in the child machine.
One might try to make it as simple as possible consistently with the general principles.
Alternatively one might have a complete system of logical inference “built in.”’ In the
latter case the store would be largely occupied with definitions and propositions. The
propositions would have various kinds of status, e.g., well-established facts, conjectures,
mathematically proved theorems, statements given by an authority, expressions having
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the logical form of proposition but not belief-value. Certain propositions may be
described as “imperatives.” The machine should be so constructed that as soon as an
imperative is classed as “well established,” the appropriate action automatically takes
place. To illustrate this, suppose the teacher says to the machine, “Do your homework
now.” This may cause “Teacher says ‘Do your homework now’” to be included amongst
the well-established facts. Another such fact might be, “Everything that teacher says is
true.” Combining these may eventually lead to the imperative, “Do your homework
now,” being included amongst the well-established facts, and this, by the construction of
the machine, will mean that the homework actually gets started, but the effect is very
satisfactory. The processes of inference used by the machine need not be such as would
satisfy the most exacting logicians. There might for instance be no hierarchy of types. But
this need not mean that type fallacies will occur, any more than we are bound to fall over
unfenced cliffs. Suitable imperatives (expressed within the systems, not forming part of
the rules of the system) such as “Do not use a class unless it is a subclass of one which
has been mentioned by teacher” can have a similar effect to “Do not go too near the
edge.”
The imperatives that can be obeyed by a machine that has no limbs are bound to
be of a rather intellectual character, as in the example (doing homework) given above.
Important amongst such imperatives will be ones which regulate the order in which the
rules of the logical system concerned are to be applied. For at each stage when one is
using a logical system, there is a very large number of alternative steps, any of which one
is permitted to apply, so far as obedience to the rules of the logical system is concerned.
These choices make the difference between a brilliant and a footling reasoner, not the
difference between a sound and a fallacious one. Propositions leading to imperatives of
this kind might be “When Socrates is mentioned, use the syllogism in Barbara” or “If one
method has been proved to be quicker than another, do not use the slower method.” Some
of these may be “given by authority,” but others may be produced by the machine itself,
e.g. by scientific induction.
The idea of a learning machine may appear paradoxical to some readers. How can
the rules of operation of the machine change? They should describe completely how the
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machine will react whatever its history might be, whatever changes it might undergo. The
rules are thus quite time-invariant. This is quite true. The explanation of the paradox is
that the rules which get changed in the learning process are of a rather less pretentious
kind, claiming only an ephemeral validity. The reader may draw a parallel with the
Constitution of the United States.
An important feature of a learning machine is that its teacher will often be very
largely ignorant of quite what is going on inside, although he may still be able to some
extent to predict his pupil’s behavior. This should apply most strongly to the later
education of a machine arising from a child machine of well-tried design (or programme).
This is in clear contrast with normal procedure when using a machine to do
computations. One’s object is then to have a clear mental picture of the state of the
machine at each moment in the computation. This object can be achieved only with a
struggle. The view that “the machine can only do what we know how to order it to do,”
appears strange in face of this. Most of the programmes which we can put into the
machine will result in its doing something that we cannot make sense of at all, or which
we regard as completely random behaviour. Intelligent behaviour presumably consists in
a departure from the completely disciplined behaviour involved in computation, but a
rather slight one, which does not give rise to random behaviour, or to pointless repetitive
loops. Another important result of preparing our machine for its part in the imitation
game by a process of teaching and learning is that “human fallibility” is likely to be
omitted in a rather natural way, i.e., without special “coaching.” Processes that are learnt
do not produce a hundred per cent certainty of result; if they did they could not be
unlearnt.
It is probably wise to include a random element in a learning machine. A random
element is rather useful when we are searching for a solution of some problem. Suppose
for instance we wanted to find a number between 50 and 200 which was equal to the
square of the sum of its digits, we might start at 51 then try 52 and go on until we got a
number that worked. Alternatively we might choose numbers at random until we got a
good one. This method has the advantage that it is unnecessary to keep track of the values
that have been tried, but the disadvantage that one may try the same one twice, but this is
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not very important if there are several solutions. The systematic method has the
disadvantage that there may be an enormous block without any solutions in the region
which has to be investigated first. Now the learning process may be regarded as a search
for a form of behaviour which will satisfy the teacher (or some other criterion). Since
there is probably a very large number of satisfactory solutions the random method seems
to be better than the systematic. It should be noticed that it is used in the analogous
process of evolution. But there the systematic method is not possible. How could one
keep track of the different genetical combinations that had been tried, so as to avoid
trying them again?
We may hope that machines will eventually compete with men in all purely
intellectual fields. But which are the best ones to start with? Even this is a difficult
decision. Many people think that a very abstract activity, like the playing of chess, would
be best. It can also be maintained that it is best to provide the machine with the best sense
organs that money can buy, and then teach it to understand and speak English. This
process could follow the normal teaching of a child. Things would be pointed out and
named, etc. Again I do not know what the right answer is, but I think both approaches
should be tried.
We can only see a short distance ahead, but we can see plenty there that needs to
be done.
From Mind, Vol. 59 (1950), 433-60.
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The Practical Requirements for Making a Conscious Robot
Daniel C. Dennett
Daniel Dennett is the Co-director of the Center for Cognitive Studies, the Austin B.
Fletcher Professor of Philosophy, and a University Professor at Tufts University.
________________________________________________________________________
Summary
Arguments about whether a robot could ever be conscious have been conducted up to
now in the factually impoverished arena of what is possible “in principle.” A team at MIT
of which I am a part is now embarking on a longterm project to design and build a
humanoid robot, Cog, whose cognitive talents will include speech, eye-coordinated
manipulation of objects, and a host of self- protective, self-regulatory, and self-exploring
activities. The aim of the project is not to make a conscious robot, but to make a robot
that can interact with human beings in a robust and versatile manner in real time, take
care of itself, and tell its designers things about itself that would otherwise be extremely
difficult if not impossible to determine by examination. Many of the details of Cog’s
“neural” organization will parallel what is known (or presumed known) about their
counterparts in the human brain, but the intended realism of Cog as a model is relatively
coarse-grained, varying opportunistically as a function of what we think we know, what
we think we can build, and what we think doesn’t matter. Much of what we think will of
course prove to be mistaken; that is one advantage of real experiments over thought
experiments.
1. Are Conscious Robots Possible “In Principle”?
It is unlikely, in my opinion, that anyone will ever make a robot that is conscious in just
the way we human beings are. Presumably that prediction is less interesting than the
reasons one might offer for it. They might be deep—conscious robots are in some way
“impossible in principle”—or they might be trivial—for instance, conscious robots might
simply cost too much to make. Nobody will ever synthesize a gall bladder out of atoms of
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the requisite elements, but I think it is uncontroversial that a gall bladder is nevertheless
“just” a stupendous assembly of such atoms. Might a conscious robot be “just” a
stupendous assembly of more elementary artifacts—silicon chips, wires, tiny motors, and
cameras—or would any such assembly, of whatever size and sophistication, have to leave
out some special ingredient that is requisite for consciousness?
Let us briefly survey a nested series of reasons someone might advance for the
impossibility of a conscious robot:
(1) Robots are purely material things, and consciousness requires immaterial mind-stuff.
(Old-fashioned dualism)
It continues to amaze me how attractive this position still is to many people. I would have
thought a historical perspective alone would make this view seem ludicrous: over the
centuries, every other phenomenon of initially “supernatural” mysteriousness has
succumbed to an uncontroversial explanation within the commodious folds of physical
science. Thales, the Pre-Socratic proto- scientist, thought the loadstone had a soul, but we
now know better; magnetism is one of the best understood of physical phenomena,
strange though its manifestations are. The “miracles” of life itself, and of reproduction,
are now analyzed into the well-known intricacies of molecular biology. Why should
consciousness be any exception? Why should the brain be the only complex physical
object in the universe to have an interface with another realm of being? Besides, the
notorious problems with the supposed transactions at that dualistic interface are as good
as a reductio ad absurdum of the view. The phenomena of consciousness are an
admittedly dazzling lot, but I suspect that dualism would never be seriously considered if
there weren’t such a strong undercurrent of desire to protect the mind from science, by
supposing it composed of a stuff that is in principle uninvestigatable by the methods of
the physical sciences.
But if you are willing to concede the hopelessness of dualism, and accept some
version of materialism, you might still hold:
(2) Robots are inorganic (by definition), and consciousness can exist only in an organic
brain.
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Why might this be? Instead of just hooting this view off the stage as an embarrassing
throwback to old-fashioned vitalism, we might pause to note that there is a respectable, if
not very interesting, way of defending this claim. Vitalism is deservedly dead; as
biochemistry has shown in matchless detail, the powers of organic compounds are
themselves all mechanistically reducible and hence mechanistically reproducible at one
scale or another in alternative physical media; but it is conceivable—if unlikely—that the
sheer speed and compactness of biochemically engineered processes in the brain are in
fact unreproducible in other physical media. So there might be straightforward reasons of
engineering that showed that any robot that could not make use of organic tissues of one
sort or another within its fabric would be too ungainly to execute some task critical for
consciousness. If making a conscious robot were conceived of as a sort of sporting
event—like the America’s Cup—rather than a scientific endeavor, this could raise a
curious conflict over the official rules. Team A wants to use artificially constructed
organic polymer “muscles” to move its robot’s limbs, because otherwise the motor noise
wreaks havoc with the robot’s artificial ears. Should this be allowed? Is a robot with
“muscles” instead of motors a robot within the meaning of the act? If muscles are
allowed, what about lining the robot’s artificial retinas with genuine organic rods and
cones instead of relying on relatively clumsy color-tv technology?
I take it that no serious scientific or philosophical thesis links its fate to the fate of
the proposition that a protein-free conscious robot can be made, for example. The
standard understanding that a robot shall be made of metal, silicon chips, glass, plastic,
rubber, and such is an expression of the willingness of theorists to bet on a simplification
of the issues: their conviction is that the crucial functions of intelligence can be achieved
by one high-level simulation or another, so that it would be no undue hardship to restrict
themselves to these materials, the readily available cost-effective ingredients in any case.
But if somebody were to invent some sort of cheap artificial neural network fabric that
could usefully be spliced into various tight corners in a robot’s control system, the
embarrassing fact that this fabric was made of organic molecules would not and should
not dissuade serious roboticists from using it—and simply taking on the burden of
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explaining to the uninitiated why this did not constitute “cheating” in any important
sense.
I have discovered that some people are attracted by a third reason for believing in
the impossibility of conscious robots.
(3) Robots are artifacts, and consciousness abhors an artifact; only something natural,
born not manufactured, could exhibit genuine consciousness.
Once again, it is tempting to dismiss this claim with derision, and in some of its forms,
derision is just what it deserves. Consider the general category of creed we might call
origin essentialism: only wine made under the direction of the proprietors of Chateau
Plonque counts as genuine Chateau Plonque; only a canvas every blotch on which was
caused by the hand of Cezanne counts as a genuine Cezanne; only someone “with
Cherokee blood” can be a real Cherokee. There are perfectly respectable reasons,
eminently defensible in a court of law, for maintaining such distinctions, so long as they
are understood to be protections of rights growing out of historical processes. If they are
interpreted, however, as indicators of “intrinsic properties” that set their holders apart
from their otherwise indistinguishable counterparts, they are pernicious nonsense. Let us
dub origin chauvinism the category of view that holds out for some mystic difference (a
difference of value, typically) due simply to such a fact about origin. Perfect imitation
Chateau Plonque is exactly as good a wine as the real thing, counterfeit though it is, and
the same holds for the fake Cezanne, if it is really indistinguishable by experts. And of
course no person is intrinsically better or worse in any regard just for having or not
having Cherokee (or Jewish, or African) “blood.”
And to take a threadbare philosophical example, an atom-for-atom duplicate of a
human being, an artifactual counterfeit of you, let us say, might not legally be you, and
hence might not be entitled to your belongings, or deserve your punishments, but the
suggestion that such a being would not be a feeling, conscious, alive person as genuine as
any born of woman is preposterous nonsense, all the more deserving of our ridicule
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because if taken seriously it might seem to lend credibility to the racist drivel with which
it shares a bogus “intuition”.
If consciousness abhors an artifact, it cannot be because being born gives a
complex of cells a property (aside from that historic property itself) that it could not
otherwise have “in principle”. There might, however, be a question of practicality. We
have just seen how, as a matter of exigent practicality, it could turn out after all that
organic materials were needed to make a conscious robot. For similar reasons, it could
turn out that any conscious robot had to be, if not born, at least the beneficiary of a
longish period of infancy. Making a fully-equipped conscious adult robot might just be
too much work. It might be vastly easier to make an initially unconscious or
nonconscious “infant” robot and let it “grow up” into consciousness, more or less the way
we all do. This hunch is not the disreputable claim that a certain sort of historic process
puts a mystic stamp of approval on its product, but the more interesting and plausible
claim that a certain sort of process is the only practical way of designing all the things
that need designing in a conscious being.
Such a claim is entirely reasonable. Compare it to the claim one might make
about the creation of Steven Spielberg’s film, Schindler’s List: it could not have been
created entirely by computer animation, without the filming of real live actors. This
impossibility claim must be false “in principle,” since every frame of that film is nothing
more than a matrix of gray-scale pixels of the sort that computer animation can
manifestly create, at any level of detail or “realism” you are willing to pay for. There is
nothing mystical, however, about the claim that it would be practically impossible to
render the nuances of that film by such a bizarre exercise of technology. How much
easier it is, practically, to put actors in the relevant circumstances, in a concrete
simulation of the scenes one wishes to portray, and let them, via ensemble activity and reactivity, provide the information to the cameras that will then fill in all the pixels in each
frame. This little exercise of the imagination helps to drive home just how much
information there is in a “realistic” film, but even a great film, such as Schindler’s List,
for all its complexity, is a simple, non-interactive artifact many orders of magnitude less
complex than a conscious being.
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When robot-makers have claimed in the past that in principle they could construct
“by hand” a conscious robot, this was a hubristic overstatement analogous to what Walt
Disney might once have proclaimed: that his studio of animators could create a film so
realistic that no one would be able to tell that it was a cartoon, not a “live action” film.
What Disney couldn’t do in fact, computer animators still cannot do, but perhaps only for
the time being. Robot makers, even with the latest high-tech innovations, also fall far
short of their hubristic goals, now and for the foreseeable future. The comparison serves
to expose the likely source of the outrage so many skeptics feel when they encounter the
manifestos of the Artificial Intelligencia. Anyone who seriously claimed that Schindler’s
List could in fact have been made by computer animation could be seen to betray an
obscenely impoverished sense of what is conveyed in that film. An important element of
the film’s power is the fact that it is a film made by assembling human actors to portray
those events, and that it is not actually the newsreel footage that its black-and- white
format reminds you of. When one juxtaposes in one’s imagination a sense of what the
actors must have gone through to make the film with a sense of what the people who
actually lived the events went through, this reflection sets up reverberations in one’s
thinking that draw attention to the deeper meanings of the film. Similarly, when robot
enthusiasts proclaim the likelihood that they can simply construct a conscious robot,
there is an understandable suspicion that they are simply betraying an infantile grasp of
the subtleties of conscious life. (I hope I have put enough feeling into that condemnation
to satisfy the skeptics.)
But however justified that might be in some instances as an ad hominem
suspicion, it is simply irrelevant to the important theoretical issues. Perhaps no cartoon
could be a great film, but they are certainly real films—and some are indeed good films;
if the best the roboticists can hope for is the creation of some crude, cheesy, second-rate,
artificial consciousness, they still win. Still, it is not a foregone conclusion that even this
modest goal is reachable. If you want to have a defensible reason for claiming that no
conscious robot will ever be created, you might want to settle for this:
(4) Robots will always just be much too simple to be conscious.
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After all, a normal human being is composed of trillions of parts (if we descend to the
level of the macromolecules), and many of these rival in complexity and design cunning
the fanciest artifacts that have ever been created. We consist of billions of cells, and a
single human cell contains within itself complex “machinery” that is still well beyond the
artifactual powers of engineers. We are composed of thousands of different kinds of cells,
including thousands of different species of symbiont visitors, some of whom might be as
important to our consciousness as others are to our ability to digest our food! If all that
complexity were needed for consciousness to exist, then the task of making a single
conscious robot would dwarf the entire scientific and engineering resources of the planet
for millennia. And who would pay for it?
If no other reason can be found, this may do to ground your skepticism about
conscious robots in your future, but one shortcoming of this last reason is that it is
scientifically boring. If this is the only reason there won’t be conscious robots, then
consciousness isn’t that special, after all. Another shortcoming with this reason is that it
is dubious on its face. Everywhere else we have looked, we have found higher-level
commonalities of function that permit us to substitute relatively simple bits for fiendishly
complicated bits. Artificial heart valves work really very well, but they are orders of
magnitude simpler than organic heart valves, heart valves born of woman or sow, you
might say. Artificial ears and eyes that will do a serviceable (if crude) job of substituting
for lost perceptual organs are visible on the horizon, and anyone who doubts they are
possible in principle is simply out of touch. Nobody ever said a prosthetic eye had to see
as keenly, or focus as fast, or be as sensitive to color gradations as a normal human (or
other animal) eye in order to “count” as an eye. If an eye, why not an optic nerve (or
acceptable substitute thereof), and so forth, all the way in?
Some (Searle, 1992, Mangan, 1993) have supposed, most improbably, that this
proposed regress would somewhere run into a non-fungible medium of consciousness, a
part of the brain that could not be substituted on pain of death or zombiehood. Once the
implications of that view are spelled out (Dennett, 1993a, 1993b), one can see that it is a
non-starter. There is no reason at all to believe that some one part of the brain is utterly
irreplacible by prosthesis, provided we allow that some crudity, some loss of function, is
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to be expected in most substitutions of the simple for the complex. An artificial brain is,
on the face of it, as “possible in principle” as an artificial heart, just much, much harder to
make and hook up. Of course once we start letting crude forms of prosthetic
consciousness—like crude forms of prosthetic vision or hearing—pass our litmus tests
for consciousness (whichever tests we favor) the way is open for another boring debate,
over whether the phenomena in question are too crude to count.
2. The Cog Project: A Humanoid Robot
A much more interesting tack to explore, in my opinion, is simply to set out to make a
robot that is theoretically interesting independent of the philosophical conundrum about
whether it is conscious. Such a robot would have to perform a lot of the feats that we
have typically associated with consciousness in the past, but we would not need to dwell
on that issue from the outset. Maybe we could even learn something interesting about
what the truly hard problems are without ever settling any of the issues about
consciousness.
Such a project is now underway at MIT. Under the direction of Professors Rodney
Brooks and Lynn Andrea Stein of the AI Lab, a group of bright, hard-working young
graduate students are laboring as I speak to create Cog, the most humanoid robot yet
attempted, and I am happy to be be a part of the Cog team. Cog is just about life-size—
that is, about the size of a human adult. Cog has no legs, but lives bolted at the hips, you
might say, to its stand. It has two human-length arms, however, with somewhat simple
hands on the wrists. It can bend at the waist and swing its torso, and its head moves with
three degrees of freedom just about the way yours does. It has two eyes, each equipped
with both a foveal high-resolution vision area and a low-resolution wide-angle parafoveal
vision area, and these eyes saccade at almost human speed. That is, the two eyes can
complete approximately three fixations a second, while you and I can manage four or
five. Your foveas are at the center of your retinas, surrounded by the grainier lowresolution parafoveal areas; for reasons of engineering simplicity, Cog’s eyes have their
foveas mounted above their wide-angle vision areas.
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This is typical of the sort of compromise that the Cog team is willing to make. It
amounts to a wager that a vision system with the foveas moved out of the middle can still
work well enough not to be debilitating, and the problems encountered will not be
irrelevant to the problems encountered in normal human vision. After all, nature gives us
examples of other eyes with different foveal arrangements. Eagles, for instance have two
different foveas in each eye. Cog’s eyes won’t give it visual information exactly like that
provided to human vision by human eyes (in fact, of course, it will be vastly degraded),
but the wager is that this will be plenty to give Cog the opportunity to perform impressive
feats of hand-eye coordination, identification, and search. At the outset, Cog will not
have color vision.
Since its eyes are video cameras mounted on delicate, fast-moving gimbals, it
might be disastrous if Cog were inadvertently to punch itself in the eye, so part of the
hard-wiring that must be provided in advance is an “innate” if rudimentary “pain” or
“alarm” system to serve roughly the same protective functions as the reflex eye-blink and
pain-avoidance systems hard-wired into human infants.
Cog will not be an adult at first, in spite of its adult size. It is being designed to
pass through an extended period of artificial infancy, during which it will have to learn
from experience, experience it will gain in the rough-and-tumble environment of the real
world. Like a human infant, however, it will need a great deal of protection at the outset,
in spite of the fact that it will be equipped with many of the most crucial safety-systems
of a living being. It has limit switches, heat sensors, current sensors, strain gauges and
alarm signals in all the right places to prevent it from destroying its many motors and
joints. It has enormous “funny bones”—motors sticking out from its elbows in a risky
way. These will be protected from harm not by being shielded in heavy armor, but by
being equipped with patches of exquisitely sensitive piezo-electric membrane “skin”
which will trigger alarms when they make contact with anything. The goal is that Cog
will quickly “learn” to keep its funny bones from being bumped—if Cog cannot learn this
in short order, it will have to have this high-priority policy hard-wired in. The same
sensitive membranes will be used on its fingertips and elsewhere, and, like human tactile
nerves, the “meaning” of the signals sent along the attached wires will depend more on
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what the central control system “makes of them” than on their “intrinsic” characteristics.
A gentle touch, signalling sought-for contact with an object to be grasped, will not differ,
as an information packet, from a sharp pain, signalling a need for rapid countermeasures.
It all depends on what the central system is designed to do with the packet, and this
design is itself indefinitely revisable—something that can be adjusted either by Cog’s
own experience or by the tinkering of Cog’s artificers.
One of its most interesting “innate” endowments will be software for visual face
recognition. Faces will “pop out” from the background of other objects as items of
special interest to Cog. It will further be innately designed to “want” to keep it’s
“mother’s” face in view, and to work hard to keep “mother” from turning away. The role
of mother has not yet been cast, but several of the graduate students have been tentatively
tapped for this role. Unlike a human infant, of course, there is no reason why Cog can’t
have a whole team of mothers, each of whom is innately distinguished by Cog as a face
to please if possible. Clearly, even if Cog really does have a Lebenswelt, it will not be the
same as ours.
Decisions have not yet been reached about many of the candidates for hard-wiring
or innate features. Anything that can learn must be initially equipped with a great deal of
unlearned design. That is no longer an issue; no tabula rasa could ever be impressed with
knowledge from experience. But it is also not much of an issue which features ought to
be innately fixed, for there is a convenient trade-off. I haven’t mentioned yet that Cog
will actually be a multi-generational series of ever improved models (if all goes well!),
but of course that is the way any complex artifact gets designed. Any feature that is not
innately fixed at the outset, but does get itself designed into Cog’s control system through
learning, can then often be lifted whole (with some revision, perhaps) into Cog-II, as a
new bit of innate endowment designed by Cog itself—or rather by Cog’s history of
interactions with its environment. So even in cases in which we have the best of reasons
for thinking that human infants actually come innately equipped with pre-designed gear,
we may choose to try to get Cog to learn the design in question, rather than be born with
it. In some instances, this is laziness or opportunism—we don’t really know what might
work well, but maybe Cog can train itself up. This insouciance about the putative
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nature/nurture boundary is already a familiar attitude among neural net modelers, of
course. Although Cog is not specifically intended to demonstrate any particular neural net
thesis, it should come as no surprise that Cog’s nervous system is a massively parallel
architecture capable of simultaneously training up an indefinite number of specialpurpose networks or circuits, under various regimes.
How plausible is the hope that Cog can retrace the steps of millions of years of
evolution in a few months or years of laboratory exploration? Notice first that what I
have just described is a variety of Lamarckian inheritance that no organic lineage has
been able to avail itself of. The acquired design innovations of Cog-I can be immediately
transferred to Cog-II, a speed-up of evolution of tremendous, if incalculable, magnitude.
Moreover, if you bear in mind that, unlike the natural case, there will be a team of
overseers ready to make patches whenever obvious shortcomings reveal themselves, and
to jog the systems out of ruts whenever they enter them, it is not so outrageous a hope, in
our opinion. But then, we are all rather outrageous people.
One talent that we have hopes of teaching to Cog is a rudimentary capacity for
human language. And here we run into the fabled innate language organ or Language
Acquisition Device made famous by Noam Chomsky. Is there going to be an attempt to
build an innate LAD for our Cog? No. We are going to try to get Cog to build language
the hard way, the way our ancestors must have done, over thousands of generations. Cog
has ears (four, because it’s easier to get good localization with four microphones than
with carefully shaped ears like ours!) and some special-purpose signal-analyzing software
is being developed to give Cog a fairly good chance of discriminating human speech
sounds, and probably the capacity to distinguish different human voices. Cog will also
have to have speech synthesis hardware and software, of course, but decisions have not
yet been reached about the details. It is important to have Cog as well-equipped as
possible for rich and natural interactions with human beings, for the team intends to take
advantage of as much free labor as it can. Untrained people ought to be able to spend
time—hours if they like, and we rather hope they do—trying to get Cog to learn this or
that. Growing into an adult is a long, time-consuming business, and Cog—and the team
that is building Cog—will need all the help it can get.
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Obviously this will not work unless the team manages somehow to give Cog a
motivational structure that can be at least dimly recognized, responded to, and exploited
by naive observers. In short, Cog should be as human as possible in its wants and fears,
likes and dislikes. If those anthropomorphic terms strike you as unwarranted, put them in
scare-quotes or drop them altogether and replace them with tedious neologisms of your
own choosing: Cog, you may prefer to say, must have goal-registrations and preferencefunctions that map in rough isomorphism to human desires. This is so for many reasons,
of course. Cog won’t work at all unless it has its act together in a daunting number of
different regards. It must somehow delight in learning, abhor error, strive for novelty,
recognize progress. It must be vigilant in some regards, curious in others, and deeply
unwilling to engage in self-destructive activity. While we are at it, we might as well try to
make it crave human praise and company, and even exhibit a sense of humor.
Let me switch abruptly from this heavily anthropomorphic language to a brief
description of Cog’s initial endowment of information-processing hardware. The
computer-complex that has been built to serve as the development platform for Cog’s
artificial nervous system consists of four backplanes, each with 16 nodes; each node is
basically a Mac-II computer—a 68332 processor with a megabyte of RAM. In other
words, you can think of Cog’s brain as roughly equivalent to sixty-four Mac-IIs yoked in
a custom parallel architecture. Each node is itself a multiprocessor, and instead of
running Mac software, they all run a special version of parallel Lisp developed by
Rodney Brooks, and called, simply, L. Each node has an interpreter for L in its ROM, so
it can execute L files independently of every other node.
Each node has six assignable input-output ports, in addition to the possibility of
separate i-o (input-output) to the motor boards directly controlling the various joints, as
well as the all- important i-o to the experimenters’ monitoring and control system, the
Front End Processor or FEP (via another unit known as the Interfep). On a bank of
separate monitors, one can see the current image in each camera (two foveas, two
parafoveas), the activity in each of the many different visual processing areas, or the
activities of any other nodes. Cog is thus equipped at birth with the equivalent of
chronically implanted electrodes for each of its neurons; all its activities can be
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monitored in real time, recorded and debugged. The FEP is itself a Macintosh computer
in more conventional packaging. At startup, each node is awakened by a FEP call that
commands it to load its appropriate files of L from a file server. These files configure it
for whatever tasks it has currently been designed to execute. Thus the underlying
hardware machine can be turned into any of a host of different virtual machines, thanks to
the capacity of each node to run its current program. The nodes do not make further use
of disk memory, however, during normal operation. They keep their transient memories
locally, in their individual megabytes of RAM. In other words, Cog stores both its genetic
endowment (the virtual machine) and its long term memory on disk when it is shut down,
but when it is powered on, it first configures itself and then stores all its short term
memory distributed one way or another among its 64 nodes.
The space of possible virtual machines made available and readily explorable by
this underlying architecture is huge, of course, and it covers a volume in the space of all
computations that has not yet been seriously explored by artificial intelligence
researchers. Moreover, the space of possibilities it represents is manifestly much more
realistic as a space to build brains in than is the space heretofore explored, either by the
largely serial architectures of GOFAI (“Good Old Fashioned AI”, Haugeland, 1985), or
by parallel architectures simulated by serial machines. Nevertheless, it is arguable that
every one of the possible virtual machines executable by Cog is minute in comparison to
a real human brain. In short, Cog has a tiny brain. There is a big wager being made: the
parallelism made possible by this arrangement will be sufficient to provide real-time
control of importantly humanoid activities occurring on a human time scale. If this proves
to be too optimistic by as little as an order of magnitude, the whole project will be
forlorn, for the motivating insight for the project is that by confronting and solving
actual, real time problems of self-protection, hand-eye coordination, and interaction with
other animate beings, Cog’s artificers will discover the sufficient conditions for higher
cognitive functions in general—and maybe even for a variety of consciousness that
would satisfy the skeptics.
It is important to recognize that although the theoretical importance of having a
body has been appreciated ever since Alan Turing (1950) drew specific attention to it in
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his classic paper, “Computing Machines and Intelligence,” within the field of Artificial
Intelligence there has long been a contrary opinion that robotics is largely a waste of
time, money and effort. According to this view, whatever deep principles of organization
make cognition possible can be as readily discovered in the more abstract realm of pure
simulation, at a fraction of the cost. In many fields, this thrifty attitude has proven to be
uncontroversial wisdom. No economists have asked for the funds to implement their
computer models of markets and industries in tiny robotic Wall Streets or Detroits, and
civil engineers have largely replaced their scale models of bridges and tunnels with
computer models that can do a better job of simulating all the relevant conditions of load,
stress and strain. Closer to home, simulations of ingeniously oversimplified imaginary
organisms foraging in imaginary environments, avoiding imaginary predators and
differentially producing imaginary offspring are yielding important insights into the
mechanisms of evolution and ecology in the new field of Artificial Life. So it is
something of a surprise to find this AI group conceding, in effect, that there is indeed
something to the skeptics’ claim (e.g., Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986) that genuine
embodiment in a real world is crucial to consciousness. Not, I hasten to add, because
genuine embodiment provides some special vital juice that mere virtual-world
simulations cannot secrete, but for the more practical reason—or hunch—that unless you
saddle yourself with all the problems of making a concrete agent take care of itself in the
real world, you will tend to overlook, underestimate, or misconstrue the deepest problems
of design.
Besides, as I have already noted, there is the hope that Cog will be able to design
itself in large measure, learning from infancy, and building its own representation of its
world in the terms that it innately understands. Nobody doubts that any agent capable of
interacting intelligently with a human being on human terms must have access to literally
millions if not billions of logically independent items of world knowledge. Either these
must be hand-coded individually by human programmers—a tactic being pursued,
notoriously, by Douglas Lenat (Lenat and Guha, 1990) and his CYC team in Dallas—or
some way must be found for the artificial agent to learn its world knowledge from (real)
interactions with the (real) world. The potential virtues of this shortcut have long been
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recognized within AI circles (e.g., Waltz, 1988). The unanswered question is whether
taking on the task of solving the grubby details of real-world robotics will actually permit
one to finesse the task of hand-coding the world knowledge. Brooks, Stein and their
team—myself included—are gambling that it will.
At this stage of the project, most of the problems being addressed would never
arise in the realm of pure, disembodied AI. How many separate motors might be used for
controlling each hand? They will have to be mounted somehow on the forearms. Will
there then be room to mount the motor boards directly on the arms, close to the joints
they control, or would they get in the way? How much cabling can each arm carry before
weariness or clumsiness overcome it? The arm joints have been built to be compliant—
springy, like your own joints. This means that if Cog wants to do some fine-fingered
manipulation, it will have to learn to “burn” some of the degrees of freedom in its arm
motion by temporarily bracing its elbows or wrists on a table or other convenient
landmark, just as you would do. Such compliance is typical of the mixed bag of
opportunities and problems created by real robotics. Another is the need for selfcalibration or re-calibration in the eyes. If Cog’s eyes jiggle away from their preset aim,
thanks to the wear and tear of all that sudden saccading, there must be ways for Cog to
compensate, short of trying continually to adjust its camera-eyes with its fingers.
Software designed to tolerate this probable sloppiness in the first place may well be more
robust and versatile in many other ways than software designed to work in a more
“perfect” world.
Earlier I mentioned a reason for using artificial muscles, not motors, to control a
robot’s joints, and the example was not imaginary. Brooks is concerned that the sheer
noise of Cog’s skeletal activities may seriously interfere with the attempt to give Cog
humanoid hearing. There is research underway at the AI Lab to develop synthetic electromechanical muscle tissues, which would operate silently as well as being more compact,
but this will not be available for early incarnations of Cog. For an entirely different
reason, thought is being given to the option of designing Cog’s visual control software as
if its eyes were moved by muscles, not motors, building in a software interface that
amounts to giving Cog a set of virtual eye-muscles. Why might this extra complication in
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the interface be wise? Because the “opponent-process” control system exemplified by
eye-muscle controls is apparently a deep and ubiquitous feature of nervous systems,
involved in control of attention generally and disrupted in such pathologies as unilateral
neglect. If we are going to have such competitive systems at higher levels of control, it
might be wise to build them in “all the way down,” concealing the final translation into
electric-motor-talk as part of the backstage implementation, not the model.
Other practicalities are more obvious, or at least more immediately evocative to
the uninitiated. Three huge red “emergency kill” buttons have already been provided in
Cog’s environment, to ensure that if Cog happens to engage in some activity that could
injure or endanger a human interactor (or itself), there is a way of getting it to stop. But
what is the appropriate response for Cog to make to the KILL button? If power to Cog’s
motors is suddenly shut off, Cog will slump, and its arms will crash down on whatever is
below them. Is this what we want to happen? Do we want Cog to drop whatever it is
holding? What should “Stop!” mean to Cog? This is a real issue about which there is not
yet any consensus.
There are many more details of the current and anticipated design of Cog that are
of more than passing interest to those in the field, but on this occasion, I want to address
some overriding questions that have been much debated by philosophers, and that receive
a ready treatment in the environment of thought made possible by Cog. In other words,
let’s consider Cog merely as a prosthetic aid to philosophical thought-experiments, a
modest but by no means negligible role for Cog to play.
3. Three Philosophical Themes Addressed
A recent criticism of “strong AI” that has received quite a bit of attention is the so-called
problem of “symbol grounding” (Harnad, 1990). It is all very well for large AI programs
to have data structures that purport to refer to Chicago, milk, or the person to whom I am
now talking, but such imaginary reference is not the same as real reference, according to
this line of criticism. These internal “symbols” are not properly “grounded” in the world,
and the problems thereby eschewed by pure, non-robotic, AI are not trivial or peripheral.
As one who discussed, and ultimately dismissed, a version of this problem many years
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ago (Dennett, 1969, p.182ff), I would not want to be interpreted as now abandoning my
earlier view. I submit that Cog moots the problem of symbol grounding, without having
to settle its status as a criticism of “strong AI”. Anything in Cog that might be a candidate
for symbolhood will automatically be “grounded” in Cog’s real predicament, as surely as
its counterpart in any child, so the issue doesn’t arise, except as a practical problem for
the Cog team, to be solved or not, as fortune dictates. If the day ever comes for Cog to
comment to anybody about Chicago, the question of whether Cog is in any position to do
so will arise for exactly the same reasons, and be resolvable on the same considerations,
as the parallel question about the reference of the word “Chicago” in the idiolect of a
young child.
Another claim that has often been advanced, most carefully by Haugeland (1985),
is that nothing could properly “matter” to an artificial intelligence, and mattering (it is
claimed) is crucial to consciousness. Haugeland restricted his claim to traditional GOFAI
systems, and left robots out of consideration. Would he concede that something could
matter to Cog? The question, presumably, is how seriously to weigh the import of the
quite deliberate decision by Cog’s creators to make Cog as much as possible responsible
for its own welfare. Cog will be equipped with some “innate” but not at all arbitrary
preferences, and hence provided of necessity with the concomitant capacity to be
“bothered” by the thwarting of those preferences, and “pleased” by the furthering of the
ends it was innately designed to seek. Some may want to retort: “This is not real pleasure
or pain, but merely a simulacrum.” Perhaps, but on what grounds will they defend this
claim? Cog may be said to have quite crude, simplistic, one-dimensional pleasure and
pain, cartoon pleasure and pain if you like, but then the same might also be said of the
pleasure and pain of simpler organisms—clams or houseflies, for instance. Most, if not
all, of the burden of proof is shifted by Cog, in my estimation. The reasons for saying that
something does matter to Cog are not arbitrary; they are exactly parallel to the reasons we
give for saying that things matter to us and to other creatures. Since we have cut off the
dubious retreats to vitalism or origin chauvinism, it will be interesting to see if the
skeptics have any good reasons for declaring Cog’s pains and pleasures not to matter—at
least to it, and for that very reason, to us as well. It will come as no surprise, I hope, that
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more than a few participants in the Cog project are already musing about what
obligations they might come to have to Cog, over and above their obligations to the Cog
team.
Finally, J. R. Lucas has raised the claim that if a robot were really conscious, we
would have to be prepared to believe it about its own internal states. I would like to close
by pointing out that this is a rather likely reality in the case of Cog. Although equipped
with an optimal suite of monitoring devices that will reveal the details of its inner
workings to the observing team, Cog’s own pronouncements could very well come to be
a more trustworthy and informative source of information on what was really going on
inside it. The information visible on the banks of monitors, or gathered by the gigabyte
on hard disks, will be at the outset almost as hard to interpret, even by Cog’s own
designers, as the information obtainable by such “third-person” methods as MRI and CT
scanning in the neurosciences. As the observers refine their models, and their
understanding of their models, their authority as interpreters of the data may grow, but it
may also suffer eclipse. Especially since Cog will be designed from the outset to redesign
itself as much as possible, there is a high probability that the designers will simply lose
the standard hegemony of the artificer (“I made it, so I know what it is supposed to do,
and what it is doing now!”). Into this epistemological vacuum Cog may very well thrust
itself. In fact, I would gladly defend the conditional prediction: if Cog develops to the
point where it can conduct what appear to be robust and well-controlled conversations in
something like a natural language, it will certainly be in a position to rival its own
monitors (and the theorists who interpret them) as a source of knowledge about what it is
doing and feeling, and why.
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______________________________________________________________________________

I. Resistance to the Problem
As recently as two decades ago there was little interest among neuroscientists,
philosophers, psychologists, and cognitive scientists generally in the problem of
consciousness. Reasons for the resistance to the problem varied from discipline to
discipline. Philosophers had turned to the analysis of language, psychologists had become
convinced that a scientific psychology must be a science of behavior, and cognitive
scientists took their research program to be the discovery of the computer programs in the
brain that, they thought, would explain cognition. It seemed especially puzzling that
neuroscientists should be reluctant to deal with the problem of consciousness, because
one of the chief functions of the brain is to cause and sustain conscious states. Studying
the brain without studying consciousness would be like studying the stomach without
studying digestion, or studying genetics without studying the inheritance of traits. When I
first got interested in this problem seriously and tried to discuss it with brain scientists, I
found that most of them were not interested in the question.
The reasons for this resistance were various but they mostly boiled down to two.
First, many neuroscientists felt—and some still do—that consciousness is not a suitable
subject for

neuroscientific investigation. A legitimate brain science can study the

microanatomy of the Purkinje cell, or attempt to discover new neurotransmitters, but
consciousness seems too airy-fairy and touchy-feely to be a real scientific subject. Others
did not exclude consciousness from scientific investigation, but they had a second reason:
“We are not ready” to tackle the problem of consciousness. They may be right about that,
but my guess is that a lot of people in the early 1950s thought we were not ready to tackle
the problem of the molecular basis of life and heredity. They were wrong; and I suggest,
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for the current question, the best way to get ready to deal with a research problem may be
to try to solve it.
There were, of course, famous earlier twentieth century exceptions to the general
reluctance to deal with consciousness, and their work has been valuable. I am thinking in
particular of the work of Sir Arthur Sherrington, Roger Sperry, and Sir John Eccles.
Whatever was the case 20 years ago, today many serious researchers are
attempting to tackle the problem. Among neuroscientists who have written recent books
about consciousness are Cotterill (1998), Crick (1994), Damasio (1999), Edelman (1989,
1992), Freeman (1995), Gazzaniga (1988), Greenfield (1995), Hobson (1999), Libet
(1993), and Weiskrantz (1997). As far as I can tell, the race to solve the problem of
consciousness is already on. My aim here is not to try to survey this literature but to
characterize some of the neurobiological problems of consciousness from a philosophical
point of view.
II. Consciousness as a Biological Problem
What exactly is the neurobiological problem of consciousness? The problem, in its
crudest terms, is this: How exactly do brain processes cause conscious states, and how
exactly are those states realized in brain structures? So stated, this problem naturally
breaks down into a number of smaller but still large problems: What exactly are the
neurobiological correlates of conscious states (NCC), and which of those correlates are
actually causally responsible for the production of

consciousness? What are the

principles according to which biological phenomena such as neuron firings can bring
about subjective states of sentience or awareness? How do those principles relate to the
already well-understood principles of biology? Can we explain consciousness with the
existing theoretical apparatus or do we need some revolutionary new theoretical concepts
to explain it? Is consciousness localized in certain regions of the brain or is it a global
phenomenon? If it is confined to certain regions, which ones? Is it correlated with
specific anatomical features, such as specific types of neurons, or is it to be explained
functionally with a variety of anatomical correlates? What is the right level for explaining
consciousness? Is it the level of neurons and synapses, as most researchers seem to think,
or do we have to go to higher functional levels such as neuronal maps (Edelman 1989,
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1992), or whole clouds of neurons (Freeman 1995), or are all of these levels much too
high and we have to go below the level of neurons and synapses to the level of the
microtubules (Penrose 1994 and Hameroff 1998a, 1998b)? Or do we have to think much
more globally in terms of Fourier transforms and holography (Pribram 1976, 1991,
1999)?
As stated, this cluster of problems sounds similar to any other such set of
problems in biology or in the sciences in general. It sounds like the problem concerning
microorganisms: How, exactly, do they cause disease symptoms and how are those
symptoms manifested in patients? Or the problem in genetics: By what mechanisms
exactly does the genetic structure of the zygote produce the phenotypical traits of the
mature organism? In the end I think that is the right way to think of the problem of
consciousness: it is a biological problem like any other, because consciousness is a
biological phenomenon in exactly the same sense as digestion, growth, or photosynthesis.
But unlike other problems in biology, there is a persistent series of philosophical
problems that surround the problem of consciousness and before addressing some current
research I would like to address some of these problems.
III. Identifying the Target: The Definition of Consciousness
One often hears it said that “consciousness” is frightfully hard to define. But if we are
talking about a definition in common sense terms, sufficient to identify the target of the
investigation, as opposed to a precise scientific definition of the sort that typically comes
at the end of a scientific investigation, then the word does not seem to me hard to define.
Here is the definition: Consciousness consists of inner, qualitative, subjective states and
processes of sentience or awareness. Consciousness, so defined, begins when we wake in
the morning from a dreamless sleep—and continues until we fall asleep again, die, go
into a coma, or otherwise become “unconscious.” It includes all of the enormous variety
of the awareness that we think of as

characteristic of our waking life. It includes

everything from feeling a pain, to perceiving objects visually, to states of anxiety and
depression, to working out cross word puzzles, playing chess, trying to remember your
aunt’s phone number, arguing about politics, or to just wishing you were somewhere else.
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Dreams on this definition are a form of consciousness, though of course they are in many
respects quite different from waking consciousness.
This definition is not universally accepted, and the word consciousness is used in
a variety of other ways. Some authors use the word only to refer to states of selfconsciousness, i.e. the consciousness that humans and some primates have of themselves
as agents. Some use it to refer to

the second-order mental states about other mental

states; so according to this definition, a pain would not be a conscious state, but worrying
about a pain would be a conscious state. Some use “consciousness” behavioristically to
refer to any form of complex intelligent behavior. It is, of course, open to anyone to use
any word anyway he likes, and we can always redefine consciousness as a technical term.
Nonetheless, there is a genuine phenomenon of consciousness in the ordinary sense,
however we choose to name it; and it is that phenomenon that I am trying to identify
now, because I believe it is the proper target of the investigation.
Consciousness has distinctive features that we need to explain. Because I believe
that some, not all, of the problems of consciousness are going to have a neurobiological
solution, what follows is a shopping list of what a neurobiological account of
consciousness should explain.
IV. The Essential Feature of Consciousness: The Combination of Qualitativeness,
Subjectivity and Unity
Consciousness has three aspects that make it different from other biological phenomena,
and indeed different from other phenomena in the natural world. These three aspects are
qualitativeness, subjectivity, and unity. I used to think that for investigative purposes we
could treat them as three distinct features, but because they are logically interrelated, I
now think it best to treat them together, as different aspects of the same feature. They are
not separate because the first implies the second, and the second implies the third. I
discuss them in order.
Qualitativeness
Every conscious state has a certain qualitative feel to it, and you can see this clearly if
you consider examples. The experience of tasting beer is very different from hearing
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Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, and both of those have a different qualitative character
from smelling a rose or seeing a sunset. These examples illustrate the different qualitative
features of conscious experiences. One way to put this point is to say that for every
conscious experience there is something that it feels like, or something that it is like to
have that conscious experience. Nagel (1974) made this point over two decades ago when
he pointed out that if bats are conscious, then there is something that “it is like” to be a
bat. This distinguishes consciousness from other features of the world, because in this
sense for a nonconscious entity such as a car or a brick there is nothing that “it is like” to
be that entity. Some philosophers describe this feature of consciousness with the word
qualia, and they say there is a special problem of qualia. I am reluctant to adopt this
usage, because it seems to imply that there are two separate problems, the problem of
consciousness and the problem of qualia. But as I understand these terms, “qualia” is just
a plural name for conscious states. Because “consciousness” and “qualia” are
coextensive, there seems no point in introducing a special term. Some people think that
qualia are characteristic only of perceptual experiences, such as seeing colors and having
sensations such as pains, but that there is no qualitative character to thinking. As I
understand these terms, that is wrong. Even conscious thinking has a qualitative feel to it.
There is something it is like to think that two plus two equals four. There is no way to
describe it except by saying that it is the character of thinking consciously “two plus two
equals four”. But if you believe there is no qualitative character to thinking that, then try
to think the same thought in a language you do not know well. If I think in French “deux
et deux fait quatre,” I find that it feels quite different. Or try thinking, more painfully,
“two plus two equals one hundred eighty-seven.” Once again I think you will agree that
these conscious thoughts have different characters. However, the point must be trivial;
that is, whether or not conscious thoughts are qualia must follow from our definition of
qualia. As I am using the term, thoughts definitely are qualia.
Subjectivity
Conscious states only exist when they are experienced by some human or animal subject.
In that sense, they are essentially subjective.
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I used to treat subjectivity and qualitativeness as distinct features, but it now
seems to me that properly understood, qualitativeness implies subjectivity, because in
order for there to be a

qualitative feel to some event, there must be some subject that

experiences the event. No subjectivity, no experience. Even if more than one subject
experiences a similar phenomenon, say two people listening to the same concert, all the
same, the qualitative experience can exist only as experienced by some subject or
subjects. And even if the different token experiences are qualitatively identical—that is,
they all exemplify the same type—nonetheless each token experience can exist only if the
subject of that experience has it. Because conscious states are subjective in this sense,
they have what I will call a first-person ontology, as opposed to the third-person ontology
of mountains and molecules, which can exist even if no living creatures exist.
Subjective conscious states have a first-person ontology (“ontology” here means mode of
existence) because they exist only when they are experienced by some human or animal
agent. They are experienced by some “I” that has the experience, and it is in that sense
that they have a first-person ontology.
Unity
All conscious experiences at any given point in an agent’s life come as part of one unified
conscious field. If I am sitting at my desk looking out the window, I do not just see the
sky above and the brook below shrouded by the trees, and at the same time feel the
pressure of my body against the chair, the shirt against my back, and the aftertaste of
coffee in my mouth; rather I experience all of these as part of a single unified conscious
field. This unity of any state of qualitative subjectivity has important consequences for a
scientific study of consciousness. I say more about them later on. At present I just want to
call attention to the fact that the unity is already implicit in subjectivity and
qualitativeness for the following reason: If you try to imagine that my conscious state is
broken into 17 parts, what you imagine is not a single conscious subject with 17 different
conscious states but rather 17 different centers of consciousness. A conscious state, in
short, is by definition unified, and the unity will follow from the subjectivity and the
qualitativeness, because there is no way you could have subjectivity and qualitativeness
except with that particular form of unity.
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There are two areas of current research where the aspect of unity is especially
important. These are, first, the study of split-brain patients by Gazzaniga (1998) and
others (Gazzaniga, Bogen, and Sperry 1962, 1963) and, second, the study of the binding
problem by a number of contemporary researchers. The interest of the split-brain patients
is that both the anatomical and the behavioral evidence suggest that in these patients there
are two centers of consciousness that after commissurotomy are communicating with
each other only imperfectly. They seem to have, so to speak, two conscious minds inside
one skull.
The interest of the binding problem is that it looks like this problem might give
us in microcosm a way of studying the nature of consciousness, because just as the visual
system binds all of the different stimulus inputs into a single unified visual percept, so the
entire brain somehow unites all of the variety of our different stimulus inputs into a single
unified conscious experience. Several researchers have explored the role of synchronized
neuron firings in the range of 40hz to account for the capacity of different perceptual
systems to bind the diverse stimuli of anatomically distinct neurons into a single
perceptual experience (Llinas 1990, Llinas and Pare 1991, Llinas and Ribary 1993, Llinas
and Ribary,1992, Singer 1993, 1995, Singer and Gray, 1995). For example in the case of
vision, anatomically separate neurons specialized for such things as line, angle, and color
all contribute to a single, unified, conscious visual experience of an object. Crick (1994)
extended the proposal for the binding problem to a general hypothesis about the NCC. He
put forward a tentative hypothesis that the NCC consists of synchronized neuron firings
in the general range of 40 Hz in various networks in the thalamocortical system,
specifically in connections between the thalamus and layers four and six of the cortex.
This kind of instantaneous unity has to be distinguished from the organized
unification of conscious sequences that we get from short term or iconic memory. For
nonpathological forms of consciousness at least some memory is essential in order that
the conscious sequence across time can come in an organized fashion. For example, when
I speak a sentence I have to be able to remember the beginning of the sentence at the time
I get to the end if I am to produce coherent speech. Whereas instantaneous unity is
essential to, and is part of, the definition of consciousness, organized unity across time is
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essential to the healthy functioning of the conscious organism, but it is not necessary for
the very existence of conscious subjectivity.
This combined feature of qualitative, unified subjectivity is the essence of
consciousness and it, more than anything else, is what makes consciousness different
from other phenomena studied by the natural sciences. The problem is to explain how
brain processes, which are objective, third person biological, chemical, and electrical
processes, produce subjective states of feeling and thinking. How does the brain get us
over the hump, so to speak, from events in the synaptic cleft and the ion channels to
conscious thoughts and feelings? If you take seriously this combined feature as the target
of explanation, I believe you get a different sort of research project from what is currently
the most influential. Most neurobiologists take what I will call the building block
approach: Find the NCC for specific elements in the conscious field such as the
experience of color, and then construct the whole field out of such building blocks.
Another approach, which I will call the unified field approach, would take the research
problem to be one of explaining how the brain produces a unified field of subjectivity to
start with. On the unified field approach, there are no building blocks; rather there are just
modifications of the already existing field of qualitative subjectivity. I say more about
this later.
Some philosophers and neuroscientists think we can never have an explanation of
subjectivity: We can never explain why warm things feel warm and red things look red.
To these skeptics there is a simple answer: We know it happens. We know that brain
processes cause all of our inner qualitative, subjective thoughts and feelings. Because we
know that it happens we ought to try to figure out how it happens. Perhaps in the end we
will fail, but we cannot assume the impossibility of success before we try.
Many philosophers and scientists also think that the subjectivity of conscious
states makes it impossible to have a strict science of consciousness. For, they argue, if
science is by definition objective and consciousness is by definition subjective, it follows
that there cannot be a science of consciousness. This argument is fallacious. It commits
the fallacy of ambiguity over the terms objective and subjective. Here is the ambiguity:
We need to distinguish two different senses of the objective-subjective distinction. In one
sense, the epistemic sense (“epistemic” here means having to do with knowledge),
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science is indeed objective. Scientists seek truths that are equally accessible to any
competent observer and that are independent of the feelings and attitudes of the
experimenters in question. An example of an epistemically objective claim would be
“Bill Clinton weighs 210 pounds”. An example of an epistemically subjective claim
would be “Bill Clinton is a good president”. The first is objective because its truth or
falsity is settleable in a way that is independent of the feelings and attitudes of the
investigators. The second is subjective because it is not so settleable. But there is another
sense of the objective-subjective distinction, and that is the ontological sense
(“ontological” here means having to do with existence). Some entities, such as pains,
tickles, and itches, have a subjective mode of existence, in the sense that they exist only
as experienced by a conscious subject. Others, such as mountains, molecules, and
tectonic plates

have an objective mode of existence, in the sense that their existence

does not depend on any

consciousness. The point of making this distinction is to call

attention to the fact that the scientific requirement of epistemic objectivity does not
preclude ontological subjectivity as a domain of investigation. There is no reason
whatever why we cannot have an objective science of pain, even though pains exist only
when they are felt by conscious agents. The ontological subjectivity of the feeling of pain
does not preclude an epistemically objective science of pain. Though many philosophers
and neuroscientists are reluctant to think of subjectivity as a proper domain of scientific
investigation, in actual practice we work on it all the time. Any neurology textbook will
contain extensive discussions of the etiology and treatment of such ontologically
subjective states as pains and anxieties.
V. Some Other Features
To keep this list short, I mention some other features of consciousness only briefly.
Feature 2: Intentionality
Most important, conscious states typically have “intentionality,” that property of mental
states by which they are directed at or about objects and states of affairs in the world.
Philosophers use the word intentionality not just for “intending” in the ordinary sense but
for any mental phenomena at all that have referential content. According to this usage,
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beliefs, hopes, intentions, fears, desires, and perceptions all are intentional. So if I have a
belief, I must have a belief about something. If I have a normal visual experience, it must
seem to me that I am actually seeing something, etc. Not all conscious states are
intentional and not all intentionality is conscious; for example, undirected anxiety lacks
intentionality, and the beliefs a man has even when he is asleep lack consciousness then
and there. But I think it is obvious that many of the important evolutionary functions of
consciousness are intentional: For example, an animal has conscious feelings of hunger
and thirst, engages in conscious perceptual discriminations, embarks on conscious
intentional actions, and consciously recognizes both friend and foe. All of these are
conscious intentional phenomena, and all are essential for biological survival. A general
neurobiological account of consciousness will

explain the intentionality of conscious

states. For example, an account of color vision will naturally explain the capacity of
agents to make color discriminations.
Feature 3: The Distinction Between Center and Periphery of Attention
It is a remarkable fact that within my conscious field at any given time I can shift my
attention at will from one aspect to another. So for example, right now I am not paying
any attention to the pressure of the shoes on my feet or the feeling of the shirt on my
neck. But I can shift my attention to them any time I want. There is already a fair amount
of useful work done on attention.

Feature 4: All Human Conscious Experiences Are in Some Mood or Other
There is always a certain flavor to one’s conscious states, always an answer to the
question “How are you feeling?” The moods do not necessarily have names. Right now I
am not especially elated or annoyed, not ecstatic or depressed, not even just blah. But all
the same I will become acutely aware of my mood if there is a dramatic change, if I
receive some extremely good or bad news, for

example. Moods are not the same as

emotions, though the mood we are in will predispose us to having certain emotions.
We are, by the way, closer to having pharmacological control of moods with such
drugs as Prozac than we are to having control of other internal features of consciousness.
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Feature 5: All Conscious States Come to Us in the Pleasure/Unpleasure Dimension
For any total conscious experience there is always an answer to the question of whether it
was pleasant, painful, unpleasant, neutral, etc. The pleasure/unpleasure feature is not the
same as mood, though of course some moods are more pleasant than others.
Feature 6: Gestalt Structure
The brain has a remarkable capacity to organize very degenerate perceptual stimuli into
coherent

conscious perceptual forms. I can, for example, recognize a face, or a car, on

the basis of very limited stimuli. The best known examples of Gestalt structures come
from the researches of the Gestalt psychologists.
Feature 7: Familiarity
There is in varying degrees a sense of familiarity that pervades our conscious
experiences. Even if I see a house I have never seen before, I still recognize it as a house;
it is of a form and structure that is familiar to me. Surrealist painters try to break this
sense of the familiarity and ordinariness of our experiences, but even in surrealist
paintings the drooping watch still looks like a watch, and the three-headed dog still looks
like a dog.
One could continue this list, and I have done so in other writings (Searle 1992).
The point now is to get a minimal shopping list of the features that we want a
neurobiology of consciousness to explain. In order to look for a causal explanation we
need to know what the effects are that need explanation. Before examining some current
research projects, we need to clear more of the ground.
VI. The Traditional Mind-Body Problem and How to Avoid It
The confusion about objectivity and subjectivity I mentioned earlier is just the tip of the
iceberg of the traditional mind-body problem. Though ideally I think scientists would be
better off if they just ignored this problem, the fact is that they are as much victims of the
philosophical traditions as anyone else, and many scientists, like many philosophers, are
still in the grip of the traditional categories of mind and body, mental and physical,
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dualism and materialism, etc. This is not the place for a detailed discussion of the mindbody problem, but I need to say a few words about it so that, in the discussion that
follows, we can avoid the confusions it has engendered.
The simplest form of the mind body problem is this: What exactly is the relation
of consciousness to the brain? There are two parts to this problem, a philosophical part
and a scientific part. I have already been assuming a simple solution to the philosophical
part. The solution, I believe, is consistent with everything we know about biology and
about how the world works. It is this: Consciousness and other sorts of mental
phenomena are caused by neurobiological processes in the brain, and they are realized in
the structure of the brain. In a word, the conscious mind is caused by brain processes and
is itself a higher level feature of the brain.
The philosophical part is relatively easy but the scientific part is much harder.
How, exactly, do brain processes cause consciousness and how, exactly, is consciousness
realized in the brain? I want to be very clear about the philosophical part, because it is not
possible to approach the scientific question intelligently if the philosophical issues are
unclear. Notice two features of the philosophical solution. First, the relationship of brain
mechanisms to consciousness is one of causation. Processes in the brain cause our
conscious experiences. Second, this does not force us to any kind of dualism because the
form of causation is bottom-up, and the resulting effect is simply a higher level feature of
the brain itself, not a separate substance. Consciousness is not like some fluid squirted out
by the brain. A conscious state is rather a state that the brain is in. Just as water can be in
a liquid or solid state without liquidity and solidity being separate substances, so
consciousness is a state that the brain is in without consciousness being a separate
substance.
Notice that I stated the philosophical solution without using any of the traditional
categories of “dualism,” “monism,” “materialism,” and all the rest of it. Frankly, I think
those categories are obsolete. But if we accept those categories at face value, then we get
the following picture: You have a choice between dualism and materialism. According to
dualism, consciousness and other mental phenomena exist in a different ontological realm
altogether from the ordinary physical world of physics, chemistry, and biology.
According to materialism consciousness as I have described it does not exist. Neither
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dualism nor materialism, as traditionally construed, allows us to get an answer to our
question. Dualism says that there are two kinds of phenomena in the world, the mental
and the physical; materialism says that there is only one, the material. Dualism ends up
with an impossible bifurcation of reality into two separate categories and thus makes it
impossible

to explain the relation between the mental and the physical. But materialism

ends up denying the existence of any irreducible subjective qualitative states of sentience
or awareness. In short, dualism makes the problem insoluble; materialism denies the
existence of any phenomenon to study, and hence of any problem.
On the view that I am proposing, we should reject those categories altogether.
We know enough about how the world works to know that consciousness is a biological
phenomenon caused by brain processes and realized in the structure of the brain. It is
irreducible not because it is ineffable or mysterious, but because it has a first person
ontology, and therefore cannot be reduced to phenomena with a third person ontology.
The traditional mistake that people have made in both science and philosophy has been to
suppose that if we reject dualism, as I believe we must, then we have to embrace
materialism. But on the view that I am putting forward, materialism is just as confused as
dualism because it denies the existence of ontologically subjective consciousness in the
first place. Just to give it a name, the resulting view that denies both dualism and
materialism, I call biological naturalism.
VII. How Did We Get Into This Mess? A Historical Digression
For a long time I thought scientists would be better off if they ignored the history of the
mind-body problem, but I now think that unless you understand something about the
history, you will always be in the grip of historical categories. I discovered this when I
was debating people in artificial intelligence and found that many of them were in the
grip of Descartes, a philosopher many of them had not even read.
What we now think of as the natural sciences did not really begin with Ancient
Greece. The Greeks had almost everything, and in particular they had the wonderful idea
of a “theory”. The invention of the idea of a theory—a systematic set of logically related
propositions that attempt to explain the phenomena of some domain—was perhaps the
greatest single achievement of Greek civilization. However, they did not have the
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institutionalized practice of systematic observation and experiment. That came only after
the Renaissance, especially in the 17th century. When you combine systematic
experiment and testability with the idea of a theory, you get the possibility of science as
we think of it today. But there was a feature of the 17th century that was a local accident
and is still blocking our path. There was a very serious conflict between science and
religion, and it seemed that science was a threat to religion. Part of the way that the
apparent threat posed by science to orthodox Christianity was deflected was due to
Descartes and Galileo. Descartes, in particular, argued that reality divides into two kinds,
the mental and the physical, res cogitans and res extensa. Descartes made a useful
division of the territory: Religion had the territory of the soul, and science could have
material reality. But this gave people the mistaken conception that science could only
deal with objective third person phenomena; it could not deal with the inner qualitative
subjective experiences that make up our conscious life. This was a perfectly harmless
move in the 17th century because it kept the church authorities off the backs of the
scientists. (It was only partly successful. Descartes, after all, had to leave Paris and go
live in Holland where there was more tolerance, and Galileo had to make his famous
recantation to the church authorities of his heliocentric theory of the planetary system.)
However, this history has left us with a tradition and a tendency not to think of
consciousness as an appropriate subject for the natural sciences, in the way that we think
of disease, digestion, or tectonic plates as subjects of the natural sciences. I urge us to
overcome this reluctance, and in order to overcome it we need to overcome the historical
tradition that made it seem perfectly natural to avoid the topic of consciousness altogether
in scientific investigation.
VIII. Summary of the Argument to This Point
I am assuming that we have established the following: Consciousness is a biological
phenomenon like any other. It consists of inner qualitative subjective states of perceiving,
feeling, and thinking.

Its essential feature is unified, qualitative subjectivity. Conscious

states are caused by neurobiological processes in the brain, and they are realized in the
structure of the brain. To say this is analogous to saying that digestive processes are
caused by chemical processes in the stomach and the rest of the digestive tract, and that
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these processes are realized in the stomach and the digestive tract. Consciousness differs
from other biological phenomena in that it has a subjective or first person ontology. But
ontological subjectivity does not prevent us from having epistemic objectivity. We can
still have an objective science of consciousness. We abandon the traditional categories of
dualism and materialism for the same reason we abandon the categories of phlogiston and
vital spirits: They have no application to the real world.
IX. The Scientific Study of Consciousness
How, then, should we proceed in a scientific investigation of the phenomena involved?
Seen from the outside it looks deceptively simple. There are three steps. First, one
finds the neurobiological events that are correlated with consciousness (the NCC).
Second, one tests to see that the correlation is a genuine causal relation. And third, one
tries to develop a theory, ideally in the form of a set of laws, that would formalize the
causal relationships.
These three steps are typical of the history of science. Think, for example, of the
development of the germ theory of disease. First we find correlations between brute
empirical phenomena. Then we test the correlations for causality by manipulating one
variable and seeing how it affects the others. Then we develop a theory of the
mechanisms involved and test the theory by further experiment. For example,
Semmelweis in Vienna in the 1840s found that women obstetric patients in hospitals died
more often from puerperal fever than did those who stayed at home. So he looked more
closely and found that women examined by medical students who had just come from the
autopsy room without washing their hands had an exceptionally high rate of puerperal
fever. Here was an empirical correlation. When he made these young doctors wash their
hands in chlorinated lime, the mortality rate went way down. He did not yet have the
germ theory of disease, but he was moving in that direction. In the study of consciousness
we appear to be in the early Semmelweis phase.
At the time of this writing we are still looking for the NCC. Suppose, for example,
that we found, as Francis Crick once put forward as a tentative hypothesis, that the
neurobiological correlate of consciousness was a set of neuron firings between the
thalamus and the cortex layers 4 and 6, in the range of 40 Hz. That would be step one.
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And step two would be to manipulate the phenomena in question to see if you could show
a causal relation. Ideally, we need to test for whether the NCC in question is both
necessary and sufficient for the existence of consciousness. To establish necessity, we
find out whether a subject who has the putative NCC removed thereby loses
consciousness; and to establish sufficiency, we find out whether an otherwise
unconscious subject can be brought to consciousness by inducing the putative NCC. Pure
cases of causal sufficiency are rare in biology, and we usually have to understand the
notion of sufficient conditions against a set of background presuppositions, that is, within
a specific biological context. Thus our sufficient conditions for consciousness would
presumably operate only in a subject who was alive, had his brain functioning at a certain
level of activity, at a certain appropriate temperature, etc. But what we are trying to
establish ideally is a proof that the element is not just correlated with consciousness, but
that it is both causally necessary and sufficient, other things being equal, for the presence
of consciousness.
Seen from the outsider’s point of view, that looks like the ideal way to proceed.
Why has it not yet been done? I do not know. It turns out, for example, that it is very hard
to find an exact NCC, and the current investigative tools, most notably in the form of
positron emission tomagraphy scans, CAT scans, and functional magnetic resonance
imaging techniques, have not yet identified the NCC. There are interesting differences
between the scans of conscious subjects and sleeping subjects with REM sleep, on the
one hand, and slow wave sleeping subjects on the other. But it is not easy to tell how
much of the differences are related to consciousness. Lots of things are going on in both
the conscious and the unconscious subjects’ brains that have nothing to do with the
production of consciousness. Given that a subject is already conscious, you can get parts
of his or her brain to light up by getting him or her to perform various cognitive tasks
such as perception or memory. But that does not give you the difference between being
conscious in general and being totally unconscious. So, to establish this first step, we still
appear to be in an early a state of the technology of brain research. In spite of all of the
hype surrounding the development of imaging techniques, we still, as far as I know, have
not found a way to image the NCC. With all this in mind, let us turn to some actual
efforts at solving the problem of consciousness.
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X. The Standard Approach to Consciousness: The Building Block Model
Most theorists tacitly adopt the building block theory of consciousness. The idea is that
any conscious field is made of its various parts: the visual experience of red, the taste of
coffee, the feeling of the wind coming in through the window. It seems that if we could
figure out what makes even one building block conscious, we would have the key to the
whole structure. If we could, for example, crack visual consciousness, that would give us
the key to all the other modalities. This view is explicit in the work of Crick & Koch
(1998). Their idea is that if we could find the NCC for vision, then we could explain
visual consciousness, and we would then know what to look for to find the NCC for
hearing, and for the other modalities, and if we put all those together, we would have the
whole conscious field.
The strongest and most original statement I know of the building block theory is
by Bartels & Zeki (1998, Zeki & Bartels, 1998). They see the binding activity of the
brain not as one that generates a conscious experience that is unified, but rather one that
brings together a whole lot of already conscious experiences. As they put it (Bartels &
Zeki 1998: 2327), “Consciousness is not a unitary faculty, but it consists of many microconsciousnesses.” Our field of consciousness is thus made up of a lot of building blocks
of microconsciousnesses. “Activity at each stage or node of a processing-perceptual
system has a conscious correlate. Binding cellular activity at different nodes is therefore
not a process preceding or even facilitating conscious experience, but rather bringing
different conscious experiences together” (Bartels & Zeki 1998: 2330).
There are at least three lines of research that are consistent with, and often used
to support, the building block theory.
1. Blindsight
Blindsight is the name given by the psychologist Lawrence Weiskrantz to the
phenomenon whereby certain patients with damage to V1 can report incidents occurring
in their visual field even though they report no visual awareness of the stimulus. For
example, in the case of DB, the earliest patient studied, if an X or an O were shown on a
screen in that portion of DB’s visual field where he was blind, the patient when asked
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what he saw would deny that he saw anything. But if asked to guess, he would guess
correctly that it was an X or an O. His guesses were right nearly all the time.
Furthermore, the subjects in these experiments are usually surprised at their results. When
the experimenter asked DB in an interview after one experiment, “Did you know how
well you had done?” DB answered, “No, I didn’t, because I couldn’t see anything. I
couldn’t see a darn thing” (Weiskrantz 1986: 24). This research has subsequently been
carried on with a number of other patients, and blindsight is now also experimentally
induced in monkeys (Stoerig and Cowey, 1997).
Some researchers suppose that we might use blindsight as the key to
understanding consciousness. The argument is the following: In the case of blindsight, we
have a clear difference between conscious vision and unconscious information
processing. It seems that if we could discover the physiological and anatomical difference
between regular sight and blindsight, we might have the key to analyzing consciousness
because we would have a clear neurological distinction between the conscious and the
unconscious cases.
2. Binocular Rivalry and Gestalt Switching
One exciting proposal for finding the NCC for vision is to study cases where the external
stimulus is constant but where the internal subjective experience varies. Two examples of
this are the gestalt switch, where the same figure, such as the Neckar cube, is perceived in
two different ways, and binocular rivalry, where different stimuli are presented to each
eye but the visual experience at any instant is of one or the other stimulus, not both. In
such cases the experimenter has a chance to isolate a specific NCC for the visual
experience, independently of the neurological correlates of the retinal stimulus
(Logothetis, 1998, Logothetis & Schall, 1989). The beauty of this research is that it seems
to isolate a precise NCC for a precise conscious experience. Because the external
stimulus is constant and there are (at least) two different conscious experiences A and B,
it seems there must be some point in the neural pathways where one sequence of neural
events causes experience A and another point where a second sequence causes experience
B. Find those two points and you have found the precise NCCs for two different building
blocks of the whole conscious field.
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3. The Neural Correlates of Vision
Perhaps the most obvious way to look for the NCC is to track the neurobiological causes
of a specific perceptual modality such as vision. In a recent article, Crick & Koch (1998)
assume as a working hypothesis that only some specific types of neurons will manifest
the NCC. They do not think that any of the NCC of vision are in V1 (1995). The reason
for thinking that V1 does not contain the NCCs is that V1 does not connect to the frontal
lobes in such a way that would make V1 contribute directly to the essential information
processing aspect of visual perception. Their idea is that the function of visual
consciousness is to provide visual information directly to the parts of the brain that
organize voluntary motor output, including speech. Thus, because the information in V1
is recoded in subsequent visual areas and does not transmit directly to the frontal cortex,
they believe that V1 does not correlate directly with visual consciousness.
XI. Doubts about the Building Block Theory
The building block theory may be right but it has some worrisome features. Most
important, all the research done to identify the NCCs has been carried out with subjects
who are already conscious, independently of the NCC in question. Going through the
cases in order, the problem with the blindsight research as a method of discovering the
NCC is that the patients in question only exhibit blindsight if they are already conscious.
That is, it is only in the case of fully conscious patients that we can elicit the evidence of
information processing that we get in the blindsight examples. So we cannot investigate
consciousness in general by studying the difference between the blindsight patient and
the normally sighted patient, because both patients are fully conscious. It might turn out
that what we need in our theory of consciousness is an explanation of the conscious field
that is essential to both blindsight and normal vision or, for that matter, to any other
sensory modality.
Similar remarks apply to the binocular rivalry experiments. All this research is
immensely valuable, but it is not clear how it will give us an understanding of the exact
differences between the conscious brain and the unconscious brain, because for both
experiences in binocular rivalry the brain is fully conscious.
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Similarly, Crick (1996) and Crick & Koch (1998) only investigated subjects who
are already conscious. What one wants to know is, how is it possible for the subject to be
conscious at all? Given that a subject is conscious, his consciousness will be modified by
having a visual experience, but it does not follow that the consciousness is made up of
various building blocks of which the visual experience is just one.
I wish to state my doubts precisely. There are (at least) two possible hypotheses.
1. The building block theory: The conscious field is made up of small components
that combine to form the field. To find the causal NCC for any component is to find an
element that is causally necessary and sufficient for that conscious experience. Hence to
find even one is, in an important sense, to crack the problem of consciousness.
2. The unified field theory (explained in more detail below): Conscious
experiences come in unified fields. In order to have a visual experience, a subject has to
be conscious already, and the experience is a modification of the field. Neither blindsight,
binocular rivalry, or normal vision can give us a genuine causal NCC because only
already conscious subjects can have these experiences.
It is important to emphasize that both hypotheses are rival empirical hypotheses to
be settled by scientific research and not by philosophical argument. Why then do I prefer
hypothesis 2 to hypothesis 1? The building block theory predicts that in a totally
unconscious patient, if the patient meets certain minimal physiological conditions (he is
alive, the brain is functioning normally, he has the right temperature, etc.), and if you
could trigger the NCC for say the experience of red, then the unconscious subject would
suddenly have a conscious experience of red and nothing else. One building block is as
good as another. Research may prove me wrong, but on the basis of what little I know
about the brain, I do not believe that is possible. Only a brain that is already over the
threshold of consciousness, that already has a conscious field, can have a visual
experience of red.
Furthermore on the multistage theory of Bartels & Zeki (1998, Zeki & Bartels
1998), the microconsciousnesses are all capable of a separate and independent existence.
It is not clear to me what this means. I know what it is like for me to experience my
current conscious field, but who experiences all the tiny microconsciousnesses? And
what would it be like for each of them to exist separately?
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XII. Basal Consciousness and a Unified Field Theory
There is another way to look at matters that implies another research approach. Imagine
that you wake from a dreamless sleep in a completely dark room. So far you have no
coherent stream of thought and almost no perceptual stimulus. Save for the pressure of
your body on the bed and the

sense of the covers on top of your body, you are receiving

no outside sensory stimuli. All the same there must be a difference in your brain between
the state of minimal wakefulness you are now in and the state of unconsciousness you
were in before. That difference is the NCC I believe we

should be looking for. This

state of wakefulness is basal or background consciousness.
Now you turn on the light, get up, move about, etc. What happens? Do you create
new conscious states? Well, in one sense you obviously do, because previously you were
not consciously aware of visual stimuli and now you are. But do the visual experiences
stand to the whole field of consciousness in the part-whole relation? Well, that is what
nearly everybody thinks and what I used to think, but here is another way of looking at it.
Think of the visual experience of the table not as an object in the conscious field the way
the table is an object in the room, but think of the experience as a modification of the
conscious field, as a new form that the unified field takes. As Llinas and his colleagues
put it, consciousness is “modulated rather than generated by the senses” (1998:1841).
I want to avoid the part-whole metaphor but I also want to avoid the proscenium
metaphor. We should not think of my new experiences as new actors on the stage of
consciousness but as new bumps or forms or features in the unified field of
consciousness. What is the difference? The proscenium metaphor gives us a constant
background stage with various actors on it. I think that is wrong. There is just the unified
conscious field, nothing else, and it takes different forms.
If this is the right way to look at things (and again this is a hypothesis on my part,
nothing more), then we get a different sort of research project. There is no such thing as a
separate visual

consciousness, so looking for the NCC for vision is barking up the

wrong tree. Only the already conscious subject can have visual experiences, so the
introduction of visual experiences is not an

introduction of consciousness but a

modification of a preexisting consciousness.
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The research program that is implicit in the hypothesis of unified field
consciousness is that at some point we need to investigate the general condition of the
conscious brain as opposed to the condition of the unconscious brain. We will not explain
the general phenomenon of unified qualitative subjectivity by looking for specific local
NCCs. The important question is not what the NCC for visual consciousness is, but how
does the visual system introduce visual experiences into an already unified conscious
field, and how does the brain create that unified conscious field in the first place. The
problem becomes more specific. What we are trying to find is which features of a system
that is made up of a hundred billion discreet elements, neurons, connected by synapses
can produce a conscious field of the sort that I have described. There is a perfectly
ordinary sense in which consciousness is unified and holistic, but the brain is not in that
way unified and holistic. So what we have to look for is some massive activity of the
brain capable of producing a unified holistic conscious experience. For reasons that we
now know from lesion studies, we are unlikely to find this as a global property of the
brain, and we have very good reason to believe that activity in the thalamocortical system
is probably the place to look for unified field consciousness. The working hypothesis
would be that consciousness is in large part localized in the thalamocortical system, and
that the various other systems feed information to the thalamocortical system that
produces modifications corresponding to the various sensory modalities. To put it simply,
I do not believe we will find visual consciousness in the visual system and auditory
consciousness in the auditory system. We will find a single, unified, conscious field
containing visual, auditory, and other aspects.
Notice that if this hypothesis is right, it will solve the binding problem for
consciousness automatically. The production of any state of consciousness at all by the
brain is the production of a unified consciousness.
We are tempted to think of our conscious field as made up of the various
components: visual, tactile, auditory, the stream of thought, etc. The approach whereby
we think of big things as being made up of little things has proved so spectacularly
successful in the rest of science that it is almost irresistible to us. Atomic theory, the
cellular theory in biology, and the germ theory of disease are all examples. The urge to
think of consciousness as likewise made of smaller building blocks is overwhelming. But
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I think it may be wrong for consciousness. Maybe we should think of consciousness
holistically, and perhaps for consciousness we can make sense of the claim that

“the

whole is greater than the sum of the parts.” Indeed, maybe it is wrong to think of
consciousness as made up parts at all. I want to suggest that if we think of consciousness
holistically, then the aspects I have mentioned so far, especially our original combination
of

subjectivity, qualitativeness, and unity all into one feature, will seem less mysterious.

Instead of thinking of my current state of consciousness as made up of the various bits—
the perception of the computer screen, the sound of the brook outside, the shadows cast
by the evening sun falling on the wall—we should think of all of these as modifications,
forms that the underlying basal conscious field takes after my peripheral nerve endings
have been assaulted by the various external stimuli. The research implication of this is
that we should look for consciousness as a feature of the brain emerging from the
activities of large masses of neurons, which cannot be explained by the activities of
individual neurons. I am, in sum, urging that we take the unified field approach seriously
as an alternative to the more common building block approach.
XIII. Variations on the Unified Field Theory
The idea that one should investigate consciousness as a unified field is not new; it goes
back at least as far as Kant’s doctrine of the transcendental unity of apperception (Kant,
1787). In neurobiology I have not found any contemporary authors who state a clear
distinction between what I have been calling the building block theory and the unified
field theory but at least two lines of contemporary research are consistent with the
approach urged here, the work of Llinas and his colleagues (Llinas, 1990, Llinas et al,
1998) and that of Tononi, Edelman and Sporns (Tononi & Edelman, 1998, Tononi,
Edelman & Sporns 1998, Tononi, Sporns & Edelman, 1992). On the view of Llinas and
his colleagues (1998) we should not think of consciousness as produced by sensory
inputs but rather as a functional state of large portions of the brain, primarily the
thalamocortical system, and we should think of sensory inputs serving to modulate a
preexisting consciousness rather than creating consciousness anew. On their view
consciousness is an “intrinsic” state of the brain, not a response to sensory stimulus
inputs. Dreams are of special interest to them, because in a dream the brain is conscious
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but unable to perceive the external world through sensory inputs. They believe the NCC
is synchronized oscillatory activity in the thalamocartical system (1998: 1845).
Tononi and Edelman have advanced what they call the dynamic core hypothesis
(1998). They are struck by the fact that consciousness has two remarkable properties, the
unity mentioned earlier and the extreme differentiation or complexity within any
conscious field. This suggests to them that we should not look for consciousness in a
specific sort of neuronal type, but rather in the activities of large neuronal populations.
They seek the NCC for the unity of consciousness in the rapid integration that is achieved
through the reentry mechanisms of the thalamocortical system. The idea they have is that
in order to account for the combination of integration and differentiation in any conscious
field, they have to identify large clusters of neurons that function together, that fire in a
synchronized fashion. Furthermore this cluster, which they call a functional cluster,
should also show a great deal of differentiation within its component elements in order to
account for the different elements of consciousness. They think that synchronous firing
among cortical regions between the cortex and the thalamus is an indirect indicator of this
functional clustering. Then once such a functional cluster has been identified, they wish
to investigate whether or not it contains different activity patterns of neuronal states
within it. The combination of functional clustering together with differentiation they
submit as the dynamic core hypothesis of consciousness. They believe a unified neural
process of high complexity constitutes a dynamic core. They also believe the dynamic
core is not spread over the brain but is primarily in the thalamocortical regions, especially
those involved in perceptual categorization and containing reentry mechanisms of the sort
that Edelman discussed in his earlier books (1989, 1992). In a more recent study, they
and their colleagues (Srinivasan et al 1999) claim to find direct evidence of the role of
reentry mapping in the NCC. Like the adherents of the building block theory, they seek
such NCCs of consciousness as one can find in the studies of binocular rivalry.
As I understand this view, it seems to combine features of both the building block
and the unified field approach.
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XIV. Conclusion
In my view the most important problem in the biological sciences today is the problem of
consciousness. I believe we are now at a point where we can address this problem as a
biological problem like any other. For decades research has been impeded by two
mistaken views: first, that consciousness is just a special sort of computer program, a
special software in the hardware of the brain; and second that consciousness was just a
matter of information processing. The right sort of information processing—or on some
views any sort of information processing—would be sufficient to guarantee
consciousness. I have criticized these views at length elsewhere (Searle 1980, 1992,
1997) and do not repeat these criticisms here. But it is important to remind ourselves how
profoundly anti-biological these views are. On these views brains do not really matter.
We just happen to be implemented in brains, but any hardware that could carry the
program or process the information would do just as well. I believe, on the contrary, that
understanding the nature of consciousness crucially requires understanding how brain
processes cause and realize consciousness. Perhaps when we understand how brains do
that, we can build conscious artifacts using some nonbiological materials that duplicate,
and not merely simulate, the causal powers that brains have. But first we need to
understand how brains do it.1
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For the ancient Greeks, philosophy embraced a vast range of questions about the natural
world. For example, what is the nature of change such that water can freeze or wood
burn? What is the nature of the moon and the stars, and where did the Earth come from?
What is the fundamental thing that all stuff and objects are made of? How do living
things reproduce? In addition, of course, they raised questions about themselves—about
what it is to be human, to perceive and think, to reason and feel, to plan and decide.
Advances in natural philosophy—what we would now call physics, chemistry,
astronomy, and biology—have been spectacular, especially in the last three hundred
years. In these domains, science has in hand many answers that are rather well worked
out. These answers are backed by a substantial body of experimental data, an
interconnectedness of explanatory theory, and an unprecedented range of technological
implementations of the theoretical principles. In short, the scientific program has
succeeded in discovering at least the basic principles that explain an impressive range of
natural phenomena. To be sure, physics, chemistry, geology, astronomy, and so forth are
by no means complete, and lots of questions remain, some of which are deeply baffling.
By contrast, many questions concerning the nature of the mind have remained
largely intractable since their first systematic discussion by the ancient Greeks. What is
the nature of knowledge, and how is it possible to represent the world? What are
consciousness and free will? What is the self, and how is it that some organisms are more
intelligent or more adept than others? It is not surprising than an established empirical
and theoretical foundation in this domain has eluded us for so long. For in order to
understand what we are and how we work, we must understand the brain and how it
works. Yet the brain is exceedingly difficult to study, and research on any significant
scale is critically dependent on advanced technology.
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Unlike celestial mechanics or evolutionary biology, where groundbreaking
achievements could be made with relatively simple instruments, neuroscientific progress
was severely restricted until the advent of cellular physiology, the light microscope, the
electron microscope, and techniques that would selectively stain single cells. Because
neural signaling and neural integration are fundamentally electrochemical events,
progress required the means for directing and manipulating microelectric events. This
meant progress was essentially dependent on the theory and techniques of modern
electronics. Although physicians since ancient times had made important clinical
observations about their brain-damaged patients, these observations could not transcend
the merely intriguing stage as long as we remained ignorant of the micro-organization of
nervous systems, the nature of neuronal functioning, and the computational capacities of
neural networks.
During this century, and especially within the last three decades, a number of
scientific developments dramatically altered the status of mind-brain questions, moving
them from the shelf labeled well-nigh-impenetrable-mystery to that labeled difficult-buttractable. There is a gathering sense that some of the major pieces of the puzzle are
falling into place and that basic neurobiological explanations for certain psychological
phenomena are now within reach.
The general developments are threefold:
•

There has been a spectacular blossoming of data describing nervous systems. New
neuroscientific techniques have made possible very detailed structural and
functional descriptions of nervous systems at many levels of organization. This
has helped dislodge certain misconceptions about the brain—for example, that the
only dreams we have are the dreams we remember. It has estimated the number of
neurons in the human brain (about 1012) and the number of synapses (about 1015).
It has discovered that awareness can be divided by separating the cerebral
hemispheres and that the receptive fields of individual sensory neurons are
nothing like as fixed and stable through learning and injury as was supposed. The
data have also catalyzed theorizing. For example, the detailed results concerning
patterns of connectivity and cell types in the visual cortex inspired hypotheses
concerning how circuits compute the direction and velocity of a moving stimulus
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and how the curvature of a line can be detected by cells using signals from
orientation-selective cells in cortical area V1.
•

Increasingly subtle and sophisticated behavioral studies in experimental
psychology and ethology have greatly deepened our understanding of
psychological capacities, thereby clarifying the molar phenomena for which
neurobiology seeks mechanisms.

•

Computer modeling approaches that permit effective simulation of neural
networks have led to computational discoveries concerning how networks of
neuronlike units, with synapselike connections and a parallel organization, can
accomplish certain complex tasks such as associative memory and pattern
recognition. Since cognitive functions appear to be system-level properties, and in
that sense are emergent properties, this research promises to be an important
bridge between basic neuroscience and experimental psychology.

It is not that we now have clear and complete neurobiological answers to traditional
philosophical questions. Rather, the philosophical significance derives from the nature of
the progress recently made and what it presages for future progress. These achievements
rest on insightful use of a variety of techniques, broadly neuroscientific in scope, that are
converging on problems about the mind. The convergent data have begun to suggest
experimentally constrained hypotheses, and newly developing techniques, such as
positron emission tomography (PET), magnetoencephalography (MEG), and magnetic
resonance imagining (MRI), both anatomical and functional, are providing information
about brain function at a level above the level of the single cell.
Neurobiological data bearing upon such time-honored philosophical issues as the
nature of representation, consciousness, and perception are beginning to be available, and
philosophers cannot speculate fruitfully on these issues in ignorance of the data. That the
data are relevant in this context has the same rationale as the relevance of data in any
context of inquiry. Thus, philosophers concerned with the nature of space and time
cannot ignore Einstein’s theory of special relativity and the physics of space and time,
and philosophers concerned with the nature of life cannot ignore molecular biology.
Although this parallel is now generally adopted within the subfield of philosophy of
science, it is frequently rejected within the wider discipline, where philosophers are apt to
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assume that humans are special in ways that put human mental life beyond scientific
understanding entirely, or at least beyond the reach of neuroscience.
Humans are special in certain respects, and the human brain appears to be the
most complex brain on the planet. Remarkable capacities notwithstanding, we evolved,
like every other organism, from simpler organisms. Consequently, our cognition,
awareness, and motor control are not likely to be radically dissimilar to the cognition,
awareness, and motor control of other mammals. From a biological perspective, those
features that do distinguish us from our nearest living evolutionary relatives are more
likely to be minor modifications on the basic design than a top-to-bottom innovation.
Evolution, as Francois Jacob reminded us, does not proceed by redesigning from scratch
but by modifying what is already in place.
In addition, the biological perspective invites us to see higher functions within the
wider framework of the basic requirements for survival, and survival is crucially
dependent on sensorimotor control. Constraints on cognitive design derive from a world
of hungry predators and unwilling prey, and the organization of cognitive functions is not
independent of the motor functions they serve. Consciousness and cognition are not made
in Plato’s heaven but in the competitive Darwinian world where small improvements in
sensorimotor control give an organism a predatory and reproductive edge. Having the
Darwinian lesson truly sink in is perhaps the most important element in loosening the
bonds of the traditional philosophical approach that dismisses neurobiology as irrelevant
to understanding our nature.
What is Reductionism?
Aiming for a scientific understanding of mental phenomena in terms of underlying brain
mechanisms is reductionist in spirit. The aim rests on the presumption that understanding
the neurobiological mechanisms is not a frill but a necessity if we want to understand
how we see, think, and make decisions. What I mean by a reductionist strategy in this
context is basically what is meant elsewhere in science: we aim to explain macro-level
phenomena in terms of micro-level phenomena. Whether science will finally succeed in
reducing psychological phenomena to neurobiological phenomena is, needless to say, an
empirical question.
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The fundamental rationale behind this research strategy is straightforward: if you
want to understand how a thing works, you have to understand not only its behavioral
profile, but also its basic components and how they are organized to constitute a system.
If you do not have the engineering designs available for reference, you resort to reverse
engineering, the tactic of taking a device apart to see how it works. Because many
philosophers who agree on the brain-based nature of the soul nonetheless rail against
reductionism as ridiculous, it may be useful to explain in a bit more detail what I do and,
most emphatically, do not mean by a reductionist research strategy.
Clearing away the negatives first, I do not mean that a reductionist research
strategy implies that a purely bottom-up strategy should be adopted. As far as I can tell,
no one in neuroscience thinks that the way to understand the nervous system is first to
understand everything about the basic molecules, then everything about every neuron and
every synapse, and continue ponderously thus to ascend the various levels of organization
until, at long last, one arrives at the uppermost level—the psychological processes. Nor is
there anything in the history of science that says a research strategy is reductionist only if
it is purely bottom-up. That characterization is really just a straw man. The research
behind the classic reductionist successes—explanations of thermodynamics in terms of
statistical mechanics, of optics in terms of electromagnetic radiation, of hereditary
transmission in terms of DNA—certainly did not conform to any purely bottom-up
research directive.
As far as neuroscience and psychology are concerned, my view is simply that it
would be wisest to conduct research on many levels simultaneously, from the molecular
through to networks, systems, brain areas, and of course behavior. Here as elsewhere in
science hypotheses at various levels can co-evolve as they correct and inform one
another. Neuroscientists would be silly to make a point of ignoring psychological data,
just as psychologists would be silly to make a point of ignoring neurobiological data.
Second, by a reductionist research strategy I do not mean that there is something
disreputable, unscientific, or otherwise unsavory about high-level descriptions or
capacities per se. It seems fairly obvious—to take a simple example—that certain
rhythmic properties in nervous systems are network properties resulting from the
individual membrane traits of various neuron types in the network, together with the way
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the set of neurons interact. Recognition that something is the face of Yassser Arafat, for
another example, almost certainly emerges from the responsivity profiles of the neurons
in the network plus the ways in which those neurons interact. “Emergence” in this
context is entirely non-spooky and respectable and means, to a first approximation:
property of the network. Determining precisely what the network property is for some
particular feat will naturally take quite a lot of experimental effort. Moreover, given that
neuronal behavior is highly nonlinear, the network properties are never a simple sum of
the parts. They are some function—some complicated function—of the properties of the
parts. High-level capacities clearly exist, and high-level descriptions are therefore
necessary to specify them.
Eliminative materialism refers to the hypothesis that materialism is most probably
true and that many traditional explanations of human behavior are probably not adequate
to the etiology of that behavior. The standard analogy here is that just as caloric fluid was
useful but fundamentally mistaken in understanding thermal phenomena (conduction,
convection, radiation), so some psychological categories currently invoked may be
somewhat useful but fundamentally mistaken in fathoming behavioral etiology. Other
existing characterizations of capacities may have a core adequacy but undergo major
redrawings, in something like the way Mendel’s notion of factor came to be modified by
genetics into the notion of gene, which itself was modified and deepened by
developments in molecular biology. Some psychological categories such as “attitude” are
extremely vague and might be replaced altogether; others, such as “is sleeping”, have
already

undergone

a

fractionation

as

electroencephalographic

(EEG)

and

neurophysiological research revealed important brain differences in various stages of
sleep. Categories such as “memory”, “attention”, and “reasoning” are similarly
undergoing revision as experimental psychology and neuroscience proceed. It remains to
be seen whether there is a neurobiological reality to sustain notions such as “belief” and
“desire”, although Paul Churchland and I have argued that revision here too is most
probable.
The possibility of nontrivial revision and even replacement of existing high-level
descriptions by neurobiologically harmonious high-level categories is the crux of what
makes eliminative materialism eliminative. By neurobiologically harmonious categories I
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mean those that permit coherent, integrated explanations from the whole brain on down
through neural systems, big networks, micronets, and neurons. Only the straw man is so
foolish as to claim that there are no high-level capacities, no high-level phenomena. My
point here merely reflects this fact: in a profoundly important sense we do not understand
exactly what, at its higher levels, the brain really does. Accordingly, it is practical to
earmark even our fondest intuitions about mind-brain function as revisable hypotheses
rather

than

as

transcendental

absolutes

or

introspectively

given

certainties.

Acknowledging such revisability makes an enormous difference in how we conduct
psychological and neurobiological experiments and in how we interpret the results.
Finally, and at the risk of redundancy, let me emphasize that reductionism does
not imply the vanity or unreality of macro-level phenomena that have been successfully
explained, and hence reduced, by micro-level phenomena. To revert to my earlier
examples, one might ask: Have thermodynamics, optics, or behavioral genetics been cast
aside? Or, to meet the worry even more directly, did temperature, light, or phenotypical
traits cease to be granted reality? Not at all. For many good and serious scientific as well
as practical reasons, thermodynamic descriptions (for example, copper conducts heat
better than tin), optical descriptions (for example, indices of refraction), and phenotypical
descriptions continue to play a crucial role in our thinking and in our understanding.
But aren’t these categories really just otiose? Not at all. Perceptually, our brains
are tuned to the macro level—to the level of middle-sized objects and processes. Macrolevel descriptions are therefore here to stay. As for the reality of the reduced phenomena,
note that temperature is every bit as real a property as mean molecular kinetic energy.
Indeed, that is what temperature in a gas is. So if the micro-phenomenon is real, the
macro-property with which it is identified had better be as well.
Is the Reductionist Goal Impossible?
Over the last several decades a number of philosophers expressed reservations
concerning the reductionist research goal of discovering the neurobiological mechanisms
for psychological capacities, including the capacity to be conscious. Consequently, it may
be useful to consider the basis for some of these reservations to determine whether they
justify abandoning the goal, or whether they should even dampen our hopes about what
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might be discovered about the mind-brain. I will consider four main classes of objections.
As a concession to brevity, my responses will be ruthlessly succinct, details being
sacrificed for the sake of the main goal.
Impossible Because the Goal Is Absurd (Incoherent)
One set of reasons for dooming the reductionist research strategy is summed up thus: I
simply cannot imagine that seeing blue or feeling pain, for example, could consist in
some pattern of activity of neurons in the brain, or, more bluntly, I cannot imagine how
you can get awareness out of meat. There is sometimes considerable filler between the
it’s-unimaginable premise and the it’s-impossible conclusion, but as far as I can tell, the
filler is typically dust that cloaks the fallacious core of the argument.
Given how little in detail we currently understand about how the human brain
“en-neurons” any of its diverse capacities, it is altogether predictable that we should have
difficulty imagining the neural mechanisms. When the human scientific community was
comparably ignorant of such matters as valence, electron shells, and so forth, natural
philosophers could not imagine how to explain the malleability of metals, the
magnetizability of iron, and the rust resistance of gold in terms of underlying components
and their organization. Until the advent of molecular biology, many people thought it was
unimaginable, and hence impossible, that being a living thing could consist in a particular
organization of dead molecules. “I cannot imagine,” said the vitalists, “how you could get
life out of dead stuff.”
From the vantage point of considerable ignorance, failure to imagine some
possibility is only that: failure of imagination—one psychological capacity among others.
It does not betoken any metaphysical limitations on what we can come to understand, and
it cannot predict anything significant about the future of scientific research. After
reflecting on the awesome complexity of the problem of thermo-regulation in
homeotherms such as ourselves, I find I cannot imagine how brains control body
temperature under diverse conditions. I suspect, however, that this is a relatively
uninteresting psychological fact about me, reflecting merely my current state of
ignorance. It is not an interesting metaphysical fact about the universe or even an
epistemological fact about the limits of scientific knowledge.
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A variation of the cannot-imagine proposal is expressed as “we can never, never
know …”, or “it is impossible ever to understand …”, or “it is forever beyond science to
show that …” The idea here is that something’s being impossible to conceive says
something decisive about its empirical or logical impossibility. I am not insisting that
such proposals are never relevant. Sometimes they may be. But they are surprisingly
high-handed when science is in the very early stages of studying a phenomenon.
The sobering point here is that assorted “a priori certainties” have in the course of
history turned out to be empirical duds, however obvious and heartfelt they were in their
heyday. The impossibility that space is non-Euclidean, the impossibility that in real space
parallel lines should converge, the impossibility of having good evidence that some
events are undetermined or that someone is now dreaming or that the universe had a
beginning, each slipped its logical noose as we came to a deeper understanding of how
things are. If we have learned anything from the many counterintuitive discoveries in
science, it is that our intuitions can be wrong. Our intuitions about ourselves and how we
work may also be quite wrong. There is no basis in evolutionary theory, mathematics, or
anything else for assuming that pre-scientific conceptions are essentially scientifically
adequate conceptions.
A third variation on this nay, nay, never theme draws conclusions about how the
real world must actually be based on the linguistic properties of certain central categories
in current use to describe the world. Permit me to give a boiled-down instance: the
category of mental is remote in meaning—means something completely different—from
the category physical. It is absurd therefore to talk of the brain seeing or feeling, just as it
is absurd to talk of the mind having neurotransmitters or conducting current. Allegedly,
this categorial absurdity undercuts the very possibility that science could discover that
feeling pain is activity in neurons in the brain. This epithet “category error” is sometimes
considered sufficient to reveal the naked nonsense of reductionism.
Much has already been said on this matter elsewhere, and I shall bypass a lengthy
discussion with three brief points. First, it is rather far-fetched to suppose that intuitions
in the philosophy of language can be a reliable guide to what science can and cannot
discover about the nature of the universe. Second, meanings change as science makes
discoveries about what some macro-phenomenon is in terms of its composition and the
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dynamics of the underlying structure. Third, scientists are unlikely to halt their research
when informed that their hypotheses and theories might sound funny relative to current
usage. More likely they will say this: the theories may sound funny to you, but let me
teach you the background science that makes us think the theory is true; then it will sound
less funny. It may be noted that it sounded funny to Copernicus’s contemporaries to say
the Earth is a planet and moves; it sounded funny to say that heat is molecular motion or
that physical space is non-Euclidean, or that there is no absolute downness, and so forth.
That a scientifically plausible theory sounds funny is a criterion only of its not
having become common coin, not of its being wrong. Scientific discoveries that a certain
macro-phenomenon is a complex result of the micro-structure and its dynamics are
typically surprising and typically sound funny—at first. Obviously none of this is positive
evidence that we can achieve a reduction of psychological phenomena to neurobiological
phenomena. It says only that sounding funny does not signify anything, one way or the
other.
A fourth variation on this theme is favored by physicists who see the mystery of
consciousness, and sometimes free will as well, as requiring a fundamental change in
science at its deepest level, namely, physics itself. Essentially the idea is this: we can
now tell that the mysteriousness of consciousness is so profound as to imply that
neuroscience cannot provide the explanations, however much more is known about the
brain. What is really needed is a new, revolutionized physics. Just how that physics
should be worked out in order to enjoy the explanatory power of existing physics and
also explain consciousness is a matter sketched in only the boldest of strokes, if at all.
Roger Penrose conjectures that the key advance in physics will have something to
do with a theory of quantum gravity, although how that might shed light on
consciousness is not revealed. David Chalmers conjectures that information may be a
basic property of the universe, thereby requiring a rewriting of physics, but like Penrose,
his new physics is tantalizingly pie-in-the-sky, as is the secret of how his version of a
new physics, were it to exist, might actually explain consciousness, how it might achieve
what he says neuroscience cannot ever achieve.
Is a revolution in physics the Great Hope for explaining consciousness? Perhaps,
but I would not invest heavily in that venture just yet. First, we need some positive reason
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to think that is where the gold is, not merely a flat-footed perplexity in the face of a
mystery. Second, mysteries do not come with their degree of profoundness pinned to
their shirts. Just by stewing in the mystery of consciousness, we cannot tell that, however
much we may learn about the brain, the mystery will remain unsolved. Sometimes in
science problems that seem easy, such as the precession of the perihelion of Mercury,
turn out to be very hard and require fundamental changes in theory, whereas others that
seem very difficult, such as the composition of the stars or what a protein is, turn out to
be more tractable than was feared, once new techniques make new observations possible.
From the vantage point of ignorance, how profound a mystery seems to be is an
unreliable index of how profoundly revolutionary its solution may really be. Is it possible
that consciousness might be irreducible in the way that electrical properties turn out to
be? Possibly, yes. But bet-money-on-it probable? No. In Matter and Consciousness
(1988) Paul Churchland responded thus to the proposed analogy between consciousness
and electromagnetism:
Unlike electromagnetic properties, which are displayed at all levels of reality from
the subatomic level on up, mental properties are displayed only in large physical
systems that have evolved a complex internal organization. The case for the
evolutionary emergence of mental properties through the organization of matter is
extremely strong. They do not appear to be basic or elemental at all (13).

The main, if rather humdrum and unglamorous, reason for thinking that
consciousness is a neurobiological phenomenon is that, so far as is known, you need a
well-functioning nervous system to have it. Moreover, as far as humans are concerned,
we can also state, albeit crudely and only at the systems level, the conditions that are
jointly sufficient for consciousness. Quite simply, volcanoes, atoms, and ferns are just out
of luck as far as consciousness is concerned. Granted, none of this entails that Penrose,
Chalmers, and like-minded physics investors are indeed wrong. My main point is solidly
pragmatic: relative to data available so far, the go-for-a-new-physics strategy is as
empirically unappealing for the problem of consciousness as it was for the problem of
life. I wish the new physicists all the best of luck, and as soon as a new physics is on the
table—which may take some time—wisdom counsels we fairly assess whether it will
help solve various problems in biology.
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Impossible Because of Multiple Realizability
The core of this objection is that if a macro-phenomenon can be the outcome of more
than one mechanism (organization and dynamics of components), then it cannot be
identified with any one mechanism, and hence reducing it to the (singular) underlying
micro-phenomenon is impossible. This objection seems to me totally uninteresting to
science. Again, permit me to ignore important details and merely summarize the main
thrust of replies.
1. Explanations, and therefore reductions, are domain relative. In biology it may
be fruitful first to limn the general principles explaining some phenomenon seen in
diverse species, and then figure out how to account for differences across individuals
within a given species. Thus the general principles of how hearts or stomachs work are
figured out, perhaps based on studies of a single species, and particularities can be
resolved thereafter. Frog hearts, macaque hearts, and human hearts work in essentially
the same general way, but there are also significant differences, apart from size, that call
for comparative analyses.
2. Once the mechanism for some biological process has been discovered, it may
be possible to invent devices to mimic those processes. Nevertheless, invention of the
technology for artificial hearts or artificial kidneys does not obliterate the explanatory
progress on actual hearts and actual kidneys; it does not gainsay the reductive
accomplishment. Again, the possibility that hereditary material of a kind different from
DNA might be found in things elsewhere in the universe does not affect the basic
scaffolding of a reduction on this planet. Science would have been much the poorer if
Crick and Watson had abandoned their project because of the abstract possibility of
Martian hereditary material or artificial hereditary material. In fact we do know the crux
of the copying mechanism on Earth, namely, DNA, and we know quite a lot about how it
does its job. Similarly, the engineering of artificial neurons and artificial neural nets
facilitates and is facilitated by neurobiological approaches to how real neurons work; the
engineering undertakings do not mean the search for the basic principles of nervous
system function is misguided.
3. There are always questions remaining to be answered in science, and hence
coming to grasp the general way a mechanism works, such as the discovery of base96

pairing in DNA, ought not to be mistaken for the utopian ideal of a complete reduction, a
complete explanation. Discoveries about the general way in which something works
typically raise hosts of questions about the details, and then about the details of the
details. To signal the incompleteness of explanations, perhaps we should eschew the
word reduction in favor of “reductive contact”. Hence we should say the aim of
neuroscience is to make rich reductive contact with psychology as the two broad
disciplines co-evolve.
4. What precisely are supposed to be the programmatic sequelae to the multiple
realizability argument? Is it that neuroscience is irrelevant to understanding the nature of
the human mind? Obviously not. That neuroscience is not necessary to understanding the
human mind? One cannot deny that it is remarkably useful. Consider the discoveries
concerning sleep, wakeness, and dreaming; the discoveries concerning split brains,
humans with focal brain lesions, the neurophysiology and neuroanatomy of the visual
system, and so on. Is it perhaps that we should not get our hopes up too high? What
precisely is too high here? Is it the hope that we will discover the general principles of
how the brain works? Why is that too high a hope?
Impossible If the Brain Causes Consciousness
Nay-saying the reductionist goal while keeping dualism at arm’s length is a maneuver
requiring great delicacy. John Searle’s strategy is to say that although the brain causes
conscious states, any identification of conscious states with brain activities is unsound.
Traditionally, it has been opined that the best the reductionist can hope for are
correlations between subjective states and brain states. This is followed by the claim that
although correlations can be evidence for causality, they are not evidence for identity.
Searle tries to bolster the traditional objection by saying that whereas A-ß identifications
elsewhere in science reveal the reality behind the appearance, in the case of awareness
the reality and the appearance are inseparable—there is no reality to awareness except
what is present in awareness. There is, therefore, no reduction to be had.
Synoptically, here is why Searle’s maneuver is unconvincing: he fails to
appreciate why scientists ever opt for identifications rather than always going with mere
correlations. What analysis shows is that depending on the data, cross-level
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identifications to the effect that A is ß may be less troublesome and more comprehensible
scientifically than supposing thing A causes (separate) thing ß. This is best seen by
example.
Science as we know it says that electrical current in a wire is not caused by
moving electrons; it is moving electrons. Genes are not caused by chunks of base pairs in
DNA; they are chunks of base pairs (albeit sometimes distributed chunks). Temperature
is not caused by mean molecular kinetic energy; it is mean molecular kinetic energy.
Reflect for a moment on the inventiveness required to generate explanations that maintain
the non-identity and causal dependency of electrical current and moving electrons, genes
and chunks of DNA, and heat and molecular motion. Unacquainted with the relevant
convergent data and explanatory successes, one may suppose this is not so difficult.
Enter Betty Crocker.
In her microwave oven cookbook, Betty Crocker offers to explain how a
microwave oven works. She says that when you turn the oven on, the microwaves excite
the water molecules in the food, causing them to move faster and faster. Does she, as any
high school science teacher knows she should, end the explanation here, perhaps noting,
“increased temperature just is increased kinetic energy of the constituent molecules”? She
does not. She goes on to explain that because the molecules move faster, they bump into
each other more often, which increases the friction between molecules, and, as we all
know, friction causes heat. Betty Crocker still thinks heat is something other than
molecular KE, something caused by but actually independent of molecular motion.1 Why
do scientists not think so too?
Roughly, because explanations for heat phenomena—production by combustion,
by the sun, and in chemical reactions; of conductivity, including conductivity in a
vacuum, the variance in conductivity in distinct materials, and so on—are vastly simpler
and more coherent on the assumption that heat is molecular energy of the constituent

1

Paul Churchland made this discovery in our kitchen about eight years ago. It seemed to us a bang-up case
of someone not really understanding the scientific explanation. Instead of thinking the thermodynamic
theory through, Betty Crocker clumsily grafts it onto an old conception as though the old conception
required no modification. Someone who thought electricity was caused by moving electrons would tell a
comparable Betty Crocker story: voltage forces the electrons to move through the wire, and as they do so,
they cause static electricity to build up, and a spark then jumps from electron to electron, on down the wire.
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molecules. By contrast, trying to make the data fit with the assumption that heat is some
other thing caused by speeding up molecular motion is like trying to nail jelly to the wall.
If one is bound and determined to cleave to a caloric thermodynamics, one might,
with heroic theory-constructing effort, pull it off. Converts, however, are improbable. The
cost in coherence with the rest of scientific theory, not to mention with other
observations, is extremely high. What would motivate paying that cost? Perhaps an ironwilled, written-in-blood resolve to maintain unsullied the intuition that heat is what it is
and not another thing. In retrospect, and knowing what we now know, the idea that
anyone would go to exorbitant lengths to defend heat intuition seems rather a waste of
time.
In the case at hand, I am predicting that explanatory power, coherence, and
economy will favor the hypothesis that awareness just is some pattern of activity in
neurons. I may turn out to be wrong. If I am, it will not be because an introspectively
based intuition is immutable but because the science leads us in a different direction. If I
am right, and certain patterns of brain activity are the reality behind the experience, this
fact does not in and of itself change my experience and suddenly allow me (my brain) to
view my brain as an MRI scanner or a neurosurgeon might view it. I will continue to
have experiences in the regular old way, although to understand the neuronal reality of
them, my brain needs to have lots of experiences and undergo lots of learning.
Finally, barring a jump to the dualist’s horse, the idea that there has to be a
bedrock of subjective appearance on which reality-appearance discoveries must
ultimately rest is faintly strange. It seems a bit like insisting that “down” cannot be
relative to where one is in space, that down must be down. Or like insisting that time
cannot be relative, that either two events happen at the same time or they do not, and
that’s that.
Humans are products of evolution; nervous systems have evolved in the context
of competition for survival, in the struggle to succeed at feeding, fleeing, fighting, and
reproducing. The brain’s model of the external world enjoys improvement through
appreciating various reality-appearance distinctions—in short, through common critical
reason. In the nature of things it is quite likely that the brain’s model of its internal world
also allows for appearance-reality discoveries, at least because such distinctions would be
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a necessity for outwitting clever prey and predators, not to mention clever conspecifics.
Even though the brain did not evolve to know the nature of the sun as it is known by a
physicist, or to know itself as it is known by a neurophysiologist, in the right
circumstances it can come to know them anyhow.
Impossible Because Consciousness Is a Virtual Machine
This is the view of Daniel Dennett. Like Searle, Dennet is no dualist. Unlike Searle, who
thinks that quite a lot, if not all, about consciousness can be discovered by neuroscience,
Dennett has long been convinced that study of the brain itself—its physiology and
anatomy—is largely a waste of time as far as understanding the nature of consciousness
and cognition is concerned. Simplified, the crux of his idea is this: humans become
conscious as they acquire language and learn to talk to themselves. What happens in this
transformation is that a parallel machine (the neural networks of the brain) simulates a
serial machine (in which operations are performed one at a time, in a sequence, according
to rules, which may be recursive).
By acquiring language and then learning to speak silently to oneself, one
allegedly creates a consciousness virtual machine in the brain. Dennett explains what this
involves by means of a pivotal analogy: it is like creating a virtual machine for simulating
piloting a plane on your desktop computer by installing software such as Flight
Simulator. Consciousness bears the same relation to the brain as running the flight
simulation bears to the events inside the computer.
Dennett’s methodological moral is unambiguous: just as we cannot hope to learn
anything much about the flight simulator (its scope and limits, how it works) by studying
the computer’s innards while it is running Flight Simulator, so we cannot hope to learn
much about consciousness by studying the brain’s innards while it is conscious. If we
want to know about Flight Simulator and its many properties, the best we can do is study
its performance; in a sense, there really is not anything else to Flight Simulator than its
performance. We find it fruitful in talking about Flight Simulator to say things like “its
altimeter registers altitude”, but this does not mean that there is something in my
computer that really is high in the sky or something that measures how high it really is.
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Such talk is simply an economical, convenient way of making sense of the computer’s
screen performance when it is running Flight Simulator software.
Ditto (more or less) for consciousness, in Dennett’s view. The brain is the
hardware on which the consciousness “software” runs; hence looking at the brain itself is
not going to teach us much about the software itself. Dennett believes he has shown us
that there really is not so much in the way of inner experience to be explained after all.
As with Flight Simulator, if we want to know about consciousness and its properties, it is
performance under a variety of conditions that must be studied. Based on the
performance we can of course infer the various computational properties of the software.
And that is all there will be to explaining consciousness. Consequently, the tools of
experimental psychology will suffice. The details of neuroscience might tell us something
about how the software runs on the brain; they will not tell us anything about the nature
of consciousness, but only about how the brain runs software. This, in capsule, is my
understanding of the conviction that inspired Dennett to his book’s title, Consciousness
Explained.
How plausible is the Dennett story? Dennett’s package has been subjected to
intense and careful analysis. First, his claim that acquisition of human language is a
necessary condition of human consciousness has been repeatedly challenged and
thoroughly criticized. It has been noted that this seems to imply that preverbal infants are
not conscious, that other animals such as chimpanzees are not conscious, that subjects
with global aphasia or left hemispherectomies are not conscious. Briefly, Dennett’s
response is that, indeed, nonverbal subjects are not aware in the way a fully verbal human
is aware; for example, they cannot think about whether interest rates will go down next
month. Unfortunately, his response is tangential to the criticism. The issue is whether
preverbal children and animals can be conscious of colors, smells, spatial extent, motion,
being dizzy, feeling pain, and so on, in rather like the way I am conscious of them.
Second, Dennett’s according preeminent status to linguistic activity and his
correlative debunking of sensory experiences, feelings, and nonlinguistic cognition
generally have been subjected to a constant barrage of complaints. Regrettably, I can give
here only a highly truncated version of the long and sometimes convoluted debates
between Dennett and various critics. The heart of the complaints is that Dennett wrongly
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assumes that performance is all that needs explaining, that explaining reports of
conscious experience is tantamount to explaining conscious experience itself. Dennett’s
core response here has been to wave off the complainers as having failed properly to
understand him, scolding them for being still in the grip of bad old conceptual habits
implying homunculi, ghosts in the machine, furtive Cartesianism, and kindred mistakes.
Suffice it to say that Dennett’s if-you-disagree-you-have-misunderstood stance, although
conceivably true of some critics, does not appear true of all.
Third, should we assume that consciousness involves only one operation at a
time? Almost certainly not. Granting that the attentional capacity is much smaller than
the extra-attentive capacity to represent, why conclude that we can attend to only one
thing at a time? Verghese and Pelli (“The Information Capacity of Visual Attention”,
Vision Res, Vol. 32, 1992) concluded that the capacity of the attentional mechanism is
limited to about 44 ± 15 bits per glimpse. They calculated the pre-attentive capacity to be
much greater—about 2106 bits. Their data are consistent with paying attention to and
being aware of more than one thing at a time. When I look at a bowl of colored M & M’s,
can I see more than one M & M at once? Probably.
Fourth, is the serial machine simulation necessary to enable recursive properties,
such that one can be self-aware (for example, think about what one just said to oneself)?
Not at all. Recurrent neural nets are powerful enough and complex enough to manage this
very nicely. Indeed, recurrence probably is a key feature of various self-monitoring
subsystems in the nervous system, including thermoregulation. Is there any rationale for
saying that when we are conscious the brain must be simulating a serial machine? I see
none. This does not entail that Dennett must be wrong, but only that we have no reason to
think he is on the right track.
The Binding Problem
Coined by Christof von der Malsburg, the term binding problem was used first in the
context of visual perception. During the last decade, however, its use has greatly
expanded to include virtually any integrative task involving perception, memory, and
representations generally. Sometimes sensorimotor integration is also considered a
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species of the binding problem. A highly simplified rendition of the problem can be
stated briefly.
How does the brain integrate signals, separated in space and time, such that one
experiences a unity? For example, in speech, there is integration across modalities (sight,
sound), across time (understanding a sentence, a conversation), as well as within a
modality (pitch, volume, timbre). In vision, information between the two eyes is
integrated in such a way that we can see objects in stereoscopic depth. Even though the
parvocellular pathway subserving color processing appear to be largely segregated from
the magnocellular pathway involved in motion processing, our visual experience is of a
unified world; for instance, a blue ball moving diagonally down and a red cylinder
moving up. Even though areas of the temporal lobe appear to be specialized for the
spatial aspect of visual problem solving, we see a red square in the middle of the screen
and a blue triangle lower down. Even though I have no perceptual experience of myself,
and even though I fall into deep sleep, I have a representation of a unified self as a
repository of memories, experiences, thoughts, and capacities. In addition, as von der
Malsburg stressed, the possible combinations of color, shape, movement, location, and
the like just within the visual domain is astronomical. Nevertheless, we do not run out of
capacity to recognize. Consequently, we cannot expect to find a complete roster of
dedicated neurons, each specialized for a particular combination of features. Thus the
binding problem.
How does the brain solve its many binding problems? As a first pass, the answers
would seem to lie in the brain’s exploiting spatial properties of its organization or
temporal properties of its organization, or both. The crude idea that the relevant
representations are all congregated in a single, small anatomical region seems
implausible, for it has been known since the early part of the century that the nervous
system does not have such a region where it all comes together. Whatever the
neurobiology of the solution, we can expect its anatomy to be distributed.
Still within the spatial dimension, it might be wondered whether registration of
topographical maps in sensory structures might provide the answer. Although
topographical mapping is not likely to be irrelevant, the secret cannot lie entirely there.
Many difficulties cloud the spatial hypothesis, and most of them concern spatial
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resolution issues. To a first approximation, the more distant a sensory region is from the
primary region—in vision, for example—the larger the receptive field. The size of the
receptive fields in the infero-temporal cortex, for example, is on the order of 9 to 15
degrees of visual angle, and hence large enough to encompass a whole bowl full of M &
M’s.
How might the brain exploit the time problem? The matter is very puzzling, since
different sensory systems have different conduction delays, different neurons have
different conduction delays, and any given cortical neuron communicates with only a tiny
subset of other cortical neurons. No obvious engineering solution exists, given the
anatomy and physiology of the nervous system as we know it. As Carver Mead pointed
out, however—and the idea has been echoed by many other electronics engineers—
undoubtedly the answer does depend on exploiting the biophysics to manage time. For
time is about the only thing the brain can play with to achieve widespread, complex
integration in a fast-moving world. In different but complementary ways, Wolf Singer,
Christof von der Malsburg, Francis Crick, Christof Koch, Antonio Damasio, and Rodolfo
Llinas are each exploring how the timing of neural events, such as the synchrony of
neuronal firing and entrainment by synchrony, might contribute to the solution(s).
It is worth pointing out that the answer may not take the form of a mechanism that
figures out what items should be bound and performs the binding on them. That idea’s
metaphorical geneology is linked to such activities as binding trout together in a line, or
tiling a mosaic likeness of Caesar. A more fruitful approach may emphasize how the very
structure of neuronal membrane and neuronal connectivity, given their orchestrated time
constants, means that thalamocortical circuits, say, just do yield coherent vectors and
trajectories. Such coherence may best be described by parameter spaces, and hence in
terms of limits cycles and strange attractors. On this approach, the activity in the relevant
well-orchestrated circuits just is what we call integration. When consciously experienced,
the limit cycle activity just is the quality we refer to with the expression “perceptual
unity”. Under this characterization, the solution has a rather Kantian flavor, inasmuch as
binding is less a process carried out by a dedicated binder than a dynamic property of the
organization and structure of the brain itself, or as Kant might have preferred, of the
“forms of intuition”.
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Undoubtedly the micromanagement of the various dynamic properties of neurons
is a central and critical job that nervous systems must accomplish. Learning to get the
timing right may be the central learning problem for brains. A neuron’s temporal
characteristics in responding to signals, integrating signals, and sending signals is the
result of its various structural properties, including the number and arrangement of
membrane channels with specific time constants, time constants of gene expression for
relevant proteins, time variance of after-hyperpolarization, degree of myelinization, time
constants of changes in synaptic reliability, relative position of synapses on dendrites, and
neuromodulatory time constants. Undoubtedly there are other biophysical variables as
well. Now factor in the specific patterns of recurrent connections—a neuron onto itself as
well as back to its input neurons—and it is evident that the dynamic properties of
neuronal circuits are complex indeed.
Conclusion
Scientific discoveries frequently provoke a profound shift in how we think about our
universe. In so shifting, they may reconfigure the very questions we ask. Thus, after
Copernicus, it was no longer worth asking how the heart concocted animal spirits; once
Newton framed the law of motion, no one cared about an object’s natural place or about
the properties of impetus; after Lavoisier, the problem of the negative weight of
phlogiston could be safely ignored as misbegotten.
Coming to understand mental phenomena in the context of computationalcognitive neuroscience is potentially revolutionary. As we discover the properties of
circuits and systems and how they achieve their macro-effects, doubtless some timehonored assumptions about our own nature will be reconfigured. More generally, it is
probable that our commonly accepted ideas about reasoning, free will, the self,
consciousness, and perception have no more integrity than pre-scientific ideas about
substance, fire, motion, life, space, and time. We still have a long way to go, but the new
convergence of research in neuroscience, psychology, and experimental modeling holds
out the promise that at least some of the basic principles will be understood.
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6
The Zombic Hunch: Extinction of an Intuition?
Daniel Dennett
Daniel Dennett is the Co-director of the Center for Cognitive Studies, the Austin B. Fletcher
Professor of Philosophy, and a University Professor at Tufts University.
______________________________________________________________________________

Here is one good way of looking at the problem of consciousness:

If this is the metaphorical truth about consciousness, what is the literal truth? What is
going on in the world (largely in this chap’s brain, presumably) that makes it the case that
this gorgeous metaphor is so apt?
1. The Naturalistic Turn
Our conception of this question at the end of the twentieth century is strikingly different
from the ways we might have thought about the same issue at the beginning of the
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century, thanks very little to progress in philosophy and very much to progress in science.
Steinberg’s pointillist rendering of our conscious man gives us a fine hint about the major
advances in outlook that promise—to many of us—to make all the difference. What we
now know is that each of us is an assemblage of trillions of cells, of thousands of
different sorts. Most of the cells that compose your body are descendants of the egg and
sperm cell whose union started you (there are also millions of hitchhikers from thousands
of different lineages stowed away in your body), and, to put it vividly and bluntly, not a
single one of the cells that compose you knows who you are, or cares.
The individual cells that compose you are alive, but we now understand life well
enough to appreciate that each cell is a mindless mechanism, a largely autonomous
micro-robot, no more conscious than a yeast cell. The bread dough rising in a bowl in the
kitchen is teeming with life, but nothing in the bowl is sentient or aware–or if it is, then
this is a remarkable fact for which, at this time, we have not the slightest evidence. For
we now know that the “miracles” of life—metabolism, growth, self-repair, self-defense,
and, of course, reproduction—are all accomplished by dazzlingly intricate, but nonmiraculous, means. No sentient supervisor is needed to keep metabolism going, no élan
vital is needed to trigger self-repair, and the incessant nano-factories of replication churn
out their duplicates without any help from ghostly yearnings or special life forces. A
hundred kilos of yeast does not wonder about Braque, or about anything, but you do, and
you are made of parts2 that are fundamentally the same sort of thing as those yeast cells,
only with different tasks to perform. Your trillion-robot team is gathered together in a
breathtakingly efficient regime that has no dictator but manages to keep itself organized
to repel outsiders, banish the weak, enforce iron rules of discipline—and serve as the
headquarters of one conscious self, one mind. These communities of cells are fascistic in
the extreme, but your interests and values have almost nothing to do with the limited
goals of the cells that compose you—fortunately. Some people are gentle and generous,
others are ruthless; some are pornographers and others devote their lives to the service of
God, and it has been tempting over the ages to imagine that these striking differences
must be due to the special features of some extra thing—a soul—installed somehow in
2

Eukaryotic cells.
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the bodily headquarters. Until fairly recently, this idea of a rather magical extra
ingredient was the only candidate for an explanation of consciousness that even seemed
to make sense. For many people, this idea (dualism) is still the only vision of
consciousness that makes any sense to them, but there is now widespread agreement
among scientists and philosophers that dualism is—must be—simply false: we are each
made of mindless robots and nothing else, no non-physical, non-robotic ingredients at all.
But how could this possibly be? More than a quarter of a millennium ago, Leibniz
posed the challenge to our imaginations with a vivid intuition pump, a monumentally
misleading grandfather to all the Chinese Rooms (Searle), Chinese Nations (Block), and
latter-day zombies.
Moreover, it must be confessed that perception and that which depends upon it
are inexplicable on mechanical grounds, that is to say, by means of figures and
motions. And supposing there were a machine, so constructed as to think, feel,
and have perception, it might be conceived as increased in size, while keeping
the same proportions, so that one might go into it as into a mill. That being so, we
should, on examining its interior, find only parts which work one upon another,
and never anything by which to explain a perception. Thus it is in a simple
substance, and not in a compound or in a machine, that perception must be
sought for (Leibniz, Monadology, 1714, par. 17 [Latta translation]).

There is a striking non sequitur in this famous passage, which finds many echoes in
today’s controversies. Is Leibniz’s claim epistemological—we’ll never understand the
machinery of consciousness—or metaphysical—consciousness couldn’t be a matter of
“machinery”? His preamble and conclusion make it plain that he took himself to be
demonstrating a metaphysical truth, but the only grounds he offers would—at best—
support the more modest epistemological reading.3 Somebody might have used Leibniz’s
3

Leibniz makes this particularly clear in another passage quoted in Latta’s translation: “If in that which is
organic there is nothing but mechanism, that is, bare matter, having differences of place, magnitude, and
figure; nothing can be deduced or explained from it, except mechanism, that is, except such differences as I
have mentioned. For from anything taken by itself nothing can be deduced and explained, except
differences of the attributes which constitute it. Hence we may readily conclude that in no mill or clock as
such is there to be found any principle which perceives what takes place in it; and it matters not whether the
things contained in the ‘machine’ are solid or fluid or made up of both. Further we know that there is no
essential difference between coarse and fine bodies, but only a difference of magnitude. Whence it follows
that, if it is inconceivable how perception arises in any coarse ‘machine,’ whether it be made up of fluids or
solids, it is equally inconceivable how perception can arise from a fine ‘machine’; for it our senses were
finer, it would be the same as if we were perceiving a coarse ‘machine,’ as we do at present” (from
Commentatio de Anima Brutorum, 1710, quoted in fn in Latta, p. 228).
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wonderful Gulliverian image to illustrate and render plausible4 the claim that although
consciousness is—must be, in the end—a product of some gigantically complex
mechanical system, it will surely be utterly beyond anybody’s intellectual powers to
explain how this is so. But Leibniz clearly intends us to treat his example as
demonstrating the absurdity of the very idea that consciousness could be such an
emergent effect of a hugely complex machine (“Thus it is in a simple substance, and not
in a compound or in a machine, that perception must be sought for.”). The same
mismatch between means and ends haunts us today: Noam Chomsky, Thomas Nagel, and
Colin McGinn (among others) have all surmised, or speculated, or claimed, that
consciousness is beyond all human understanding, a mystery not a puzzle, to use
Chomsky’s proposed distinction.5 According to this line of thought, we lack the
wherewithal—the brain power, the perspective, the intelligence—to grasp how the “parts
which work one upon another” could constitute consciousness. Like Leibniz, however,
these thinkers have also hinted that they themselves understand the mystery of
consciousness a little bit—just well enough to able to conclude that it couldn’t be solved
by any mechanistic account. And, just like Leibniz, they have offered nothing, really, in
the way of arguments for their pessimistic conclusions beyond a compelling image.
When they contemplate the prospect they simply draw a blank, and thereupon decide that
no further enlightenment lies down that path or could possibly lie down that path.
Might it be, however, that Leibniz, lost in his giant mill, just couldn’t see the
woods for the trees? Might there not be a bird’s-eye view—not the first-person
perspective of the subject in question, but a higher-level third-person perspective—from
which, if one squinted just right, one could bring into focus the recognizable patterns of
consciousness in action? Might it be that somehow the organization of all the parts which
work one upon another yields consciousness as an emergent product? And if so, why

4

It would not, of course, prove anything at all. It is just an intuition pump.
Most recently, in the following works: Noam Chomsky, “Naturalism and Dualism in the Study of Mind
and Language,” Int. J. of Phil. Studies, vol 2, pp. 181-209 (his Agnes Cuming lecture of 1993), 199;
Thomas Nagel, “Conceiving the Impossible and the Mind-Body Problem,” Philosophy 73, 1998, pp. 33752; Colin McGinn, The Mysterious Flame: Conscious Minds in a Material World, New York: Basic Books,
1999.
5
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couldn’t we hope to understand it, once we had developed the right concepts? This is the
avenue that has been enthusiastically and fruitfully explored during the last quarter
century under the twin banners of cognitive science and functionalism—the extrapolation
of mechanistic naturalism from the body to the mind. After all, we have now achieved
excellent mechanistic explanations of metabolism, growth, self-repair, and reproduction,
which not so long ago also looked too marvelous for words. Consciousness, on this
optimistic view, is indeed a wonderful thing, but not that wonderful—not too wonderful
to be explained using the same concepts and perspectives that have worked elsewhere in
biology. Consciousness, from this perspective, is a relatively recent fruit of the
evolutionary algorithms that have given the planet such phenomena as immune systems,
flight, and sight. In the first half of the century, many scientists and philosophers might
have agreed with Leibniz about the mind, simply because the mind seemed to consist of
phenomena utterly unlike the phenomena in the rest of biology. The inner lives of
mindless plants and simple organisms (and our bodies below the neck) might yield
without residue to normal biological science, but nothing remotely mindlike could be
accounted for in such mechanical terms.
Or so it must have seemed until something came along in mid-century to break
the spell of Leibniz’s intuition pump. Computers. Computers are mindlike in ways that
no earlier artifacts were: they can control processes that perform tasks that call for
discrimination, inference, memory, judgment, anticipation; they are generators of new
knowledge, finders of patterns—in poetry, astronomy, and mathematics, for instance—
that heretofore only human beings could even hope to find. We now have real world
artifacts that dwarf Leibniz’s giant mill both in speed and intricacy. And we have come to
appreciate that what is well nigh invisible at the level of the meshing of billions of gears
may nevertheless be readily comprehensible at higher levels of analysis—at any of many
nested “software” levels, where the patterns of patterns of patterns of organization (of
organization of organization) can render salient and explain the marvelous competences
of the mill. The sheer existence of computers has provided an existence proof of
undeniable influence: there are mechanisms—brute, unmysterious mechanisms operating
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according to routinely well-understood physical principles—that have many of the
competences heretofore assigned only to minds.
One thing we know to a moral certainty about computers is that there is nothing
up their sleeves: no ESP or morphic resonance between disk drives, no action-at-adistance accomplished via strange new forces. The explanations of whatever talents
computers exhibit are models of transparency, which is one of the most attractive features
of cognitive science: we can be quite sure that if a computational model of any mental
phenomenon is achieved, it will inherit this transparency of explanation from its simpler
ancestors.
In addition to the computers themselves, wonderful exemplars and research tools
that they are, we have the wealth of new concepts computer science has defined and
made familiar. We have learned how to think fluently and reliably about the cumulative
effects of intricate cascades of micro-mechanisms, trillions upon trillions of events of
billions of types, interacting on dozens of levels. Can we harness these new powers of
disciplined imagination to the task of climbing out of Leibniz’s mill? The hope that we
can is, for many of us, compelling—even inspiring. We are quite certain that a
naturalistic, mechanistic explanation of consciousness is not just possible; it is fast
becoming actual. It will just take a lot of hard work of the sort that has been going on in
biology all century, and in cognitive science for the last half century.
2. The Reactionaries
But in the last decade of the century a loose federation of reactionaries has sprung up
among philosophers in opposition to this evolutionary, mechanistic naturalism. As
already noted, there are the mysterians, Owen Flanagan’s useful term for those who not
only find this optimism ill-founded but also think that defeat is certain. Then there are
those who are not sure the problem is insoluble, but do think that they can titrate the
subtasks into the “easy problems” and the “Hard Problem” (David Chalmers) or who find
what they declare to be an Explanatory Gap (Joseph Levine) that has so far—and perhaps
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always will—defy those who would engulf the mind in one unifying explanation.6 A
curious anachronism found in many but not all of these reactionaries is that to the extent
that they hold out any hope at all of solution to the problem (or problems) of
consciousness, they speculate that it will come not from biology or cognitive science, but
from—of all things!—physics!
One of the first to take up this courtship with physics was David Chalmers, who
suggested that a theory of consciousness should “take experience itself as a fundamental
feature of the world, alongside mass, charge, and space-time.” As he correctly noted, “No
attempt is made [by physicists] to explain these features in terms of anything simpler,”7 a
theme echoed by Thomas Nagel:
Consciousness should be recognized as a conceptually irreducible aspect of
reality that is necessarily connected with other equally irreducible aspects—as
electromagnetic fields are irreducible to but necessarily connected with the
behaviour of charged particles and gravitational fields with the behaviour of
masses, and vice versa.8

And Noam Chomsky:
The natural conclusion . . . is that human thought and action are properties of
organized matter, like ‘powers of attraction and repulsion’, electrical charge, and
so on.9

And Galen Strawson, who says, in a review of Colin McGinn’s most recent book: “We
find consciousness mysterious only because we have a bad picture of matter” and adds:
We have a lot of mathematical equations describing the behavior of matter, but
we don’t really know anything more about its intrinsic nature. The only other
clue that we have about its intrinsic nature, in fact, is that when you arrange it in
the way that it is arranged in things like brains, you get consciousness.10

6

David Chalmers, “Facing Up to the Problem of Consciousness,” J. Consc. Studies, 2, 200-219, and The
Conscious Mind: In Search of a Fundamental Theory, Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1996. Joseph Levine,
“Materialism and Qualia: The Explanatory Gap,” Pacific Philoospical Quarterly, 64, pp. 354-61, 1983.
7
Chalmers, “Facing Up to the Problem of Consciousness,” 1995, J. Consc. Studies, 2, pp. 200-219.
8
Nagel, op.cit., p. 338.
9
Chomsky, op.cit. p. 189. Chomsky is talking about the conclusion drawn by La Mettrie and Priestley, but
his subsequent discussion, footnoting Roger Penrose and John Archibald Wheeler, makes it clear that he
thinks this is a natural conclusion today, not just in early post-Newtonian days.
10
Galen Strawson, “Little Gray Cells,” New York Times Book Review, 7/11/99, p. 13.
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Not just philosophers and linguists have found this an attractive idea. Many
physicists have themselves jumped on the bandwagon, following the lead of Roger
Penrose, whose speculations about quantum fluctuations in the microtubules of neurons
have attracted considerable attention and enthusiasm in spite of a host of problems.11
What all these views have in common is the idea that some revolutionary principle of
physics could be a rival to the idea that consciousness is going to be explained in terms of
“parts which work one upon another,” as in Leibniz’s mill.
Suppose they are right. Suppose the Hard Problem—whatever it is—can only be
solved by confirming some marvelous new and irreducible property of the physics of the
cells that make up a brain. One problem with this is that the physics of your brain cells is,
so far as we know, the same as the physics of those yeast cells undergoing population
explosion in the dish. The differences in functionality between neurons and yeast cells are
explained in terms of differences of cell anatomy or cytoarchitecture, not physics. Could
it be, perhaps, that those differences in anatomy permit neurons to respond to physical
differences to which yeast cells are oblivious? Here we must tread carefully, for if we
don’t watch out, we will simply reintroduce Leibniz’s baffling mill at a more microscopic
level—watching the quantum fluctuations in the microtubules of a single cell and not
being able to see how any amount of those “parts which work one upon another” could
explain consciousness. If you want to avoid the bafflement of Leibniz’s mill, the idea had
better be, instead, that consciousness is an irreducible property that inheres, somehow “in
a simple substance,” as Leibniz put it, “and not in a compound or in a machine.” So let us
suppose that, thanks to their physics, neurons enjoy a tiny smidgen (a quantum, perhaps!)
of consciousness. We will then have solved the problem of how large ensembles of such
cells—such as you and I—are conscious: we are conscious because our brains are made
11

Incurable optimist that I am, I find this recent invasion by physicists into the domains of cognitive
neuroscience to be a cloud with a silver lining: for the first time in my professional life, an interloping
discipline beats out philosophy for the prize for combining arrogance with ignorance about the field being
invaded. Neuroscientists and psychologists who used to stare glassy-eyed and uncomprehending at
philosophers arguing about the fine points of supervenience and intensionality-with-an-s now have to
contend in a similar spirit with the arcana of quantum entanglement and Bose-Einstein condensates. It is
tempting to suppose that as it has become harder and harder to make progress in physics, some physicists
have sought greener pastures where they can speculate with even less fear of experimental recalcitrance or
clear contradiction.
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of the right sort of stuff, stuff with the micro-je-ne-sais-quoi that is needed for
consciousness. But even if we had solved that problem, we would still have the problem
illustrated by my opening illustration: how can cells, even conscious cells, that
themselves know nothing about art or dogs or mountains compose themselves into a
thing that has conscious thoughts about Braque or poodles or Kilimanjaro? How can the
whole ensemble be so knowledgeable of the passing show, so in touch with distal art
objects (to say nothing of absent artists and mountains) when all of its parts, however
conscious or sentient they are, are myopic and solipsistic in the extreme? We might call
this the topic-of-consciousness question.
I suspect that this turn to physics looks attractive to some people mainly because
they have not yet confronted the need to answer this question, for once they do attempt it,
they find that a “theory” that postulates some fundamental and irreducible sentience-field
or the like has no resources at all to deal with it. Only a theory that proceeds in terms of
how the parts work together in larger ensembles has any hope of shedding light on the
topic question, and once theory has ascended to such a high level, it is not at all clear
what use the lower-level physical sophistications would be. Moreover, there already are
many models of systems that uncontroversially answer versions of the topic question, and
they are all computational. How can the little box on your desk, whose parts know
nothing at all about chess, beat you at chess with such stunning reliability? How can the
little box driving the pistons attached to the rudder do a better job of steering a straight
course than any old salt with decades at sea behind him? Leibniz would have been
ravished with admiration by these mechanisms, which would have shaken his
confidence—I daresay—in the claim that no mechanistic explanation of “perception” was
possible.12
David Chalmers, identifier of the Hard Problem, would agree with me, I think. He
would classify the topic question as one of the “easy problems”—one of the problems

12

A classic example of the topic problem in nature, and its ultimately computational solution, is Douglas
Hofstadter’s famous “Prelude . . . Ant Fugue” in Gödel Escher Bach (1979), the dialogue comparing an ant
colony (“Aunt Hillary”) to a brain, whose parts are equally clueless contributors to systemic knowledge of
the whole. In his reflections following the reprinting of this essay in Hofstadter and Dennett, eds., The
Mind’s I (1981), he asks “Is the soul more than the hum of its parts?”
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that does find its solution in terms of computational models of control mechanisms. It
follows from what he calls the principle of organizational invariance.13 Consider once
again our pointillist gentleman and ask if we can tell from the picture whether he’s a
genuinely conscious being or a zombie—a philosopher’s zombie that is behaviorally
indistinguishable from a normal human being but is utterly lacking in consciousness.
Even the zombie version of this chap would have a head full of dynamically interacting
data-structures, with links of association bringing their sequels on-line, suggesting new
calls to memory, composing on the fly new structures with new meanings and powers.
Why? Because only a being with such a system of internal operations and activities could
non-miraculously maintain the complex set of behaviors this man would no doubt
exhibit, if we put him to various tests. If you want a theory of all that informationprocessing activity, it will have to be a computational theory, whether or not the man is
conscious. According to Chalmers, where normal people have a stream of consciousness,
zombies have a stream of unconsciousness, and he has argued persuasively that whatever
explained the purely informational competence of one (which includes every transition,
every construction, every association depicted in this thought balloon) would explain the
same competence in the other. Since the literal truth about the mechanisms responsible
for all the sworls and eddies in the stream, as well as the informational contents of the
items passing by, is—ex hypothesi—utterly unaffected by whether or not the stream is
conscious or unconscious, Steinberg’s cartoon, a brilliant metaphorical rendering of
consciousness, is exactly as good a metaphorical rendering of what is going on inside a
zombie.
3. An Embarrassment of Zombies
Must we talk about zombies? Apparently we must. There is a powerful and ubiquitous
intuition that computational, mechanistic models of consciousness, of the sort we
naturalists favor, must leave something out—something important. Just what must they
leave out? The critics have found that it’s hard to say, exactly: qualia, feelings, emotions,

13

Chalmers, 1996 op.cit, esp. chapter 7.
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the what-it’s-likeness (Nagel)14 or

the ontological

subjectivity

(Searle)15 of

consciousness. Each of these attempts to characterize the phantom residue has met with
serious objections and been abandoned by many who nevertheless want to cling to the
intuition, so there has been a gradual process of distillation, leaving just about all the
reactionaries, for all their disagreements among themselves, united in the conviction that
there is a real difference between a conscious person and a perfect zombie—let’s call
that intuition the Zombic Hunch—leading them to the thesis of Zombism: that the
fundamental flaw in any mechanistic theory of consciousness is that it cannot account for
this important difference.16 A hundred years from now, I expect this claim will be
scarcely credible, but let the record show that in 1999, John Searle, David Chalmers,
Colin McGinn, Joseph Levine, and many other philosophers of mind don’t just feel the
tug of the Zombic Hunch (I can feel the tug as well as anybody); they credit it. They are,
however reluctantly, Zombists, who maintain that the zombie challenge is a serious
criticism. It is not that they don’t recognize the awkwardness of their position. The
threadbare stereotype of philosophers passionately arguing about how many angels can
dance on the head of a pin is not much improved when the topic is updated to whether
zombies—admitted by all to be imaginary beings—are (1) metaphysically impossible, (2)
logically impossible, (3) physically impossible, or just (4) extremely unlikely to exist.
The reactionaries have acknowledged that many who take zombies seriously have simply
failed to imagine the prospect correctly. For instance, if you were surprised by my claim
that the Steinberg cartoon would be an equally apt metaphorical depiction of the goings
on in a zombie’s head, you had not heretofore understood what a zombie is (and isn’t).
More pointedly, if you still think that Chalmers and I are just wrong about this, you are
simply operating with a mistaken concept of zombies, one that is irrelevant to the
philosophical discussion. (I mention this because I have found that many onlookers,
scientists in particular, have a hard time believing that philosophers can be taking such a
preposterous idea as zombies seriously, so they generously replace it with some idea that
14

Thomas Nagel, 1974, “What is it Like to be a Bat?” Phil. Review, 83, pp. 435-450.
John Searle, 1992, The Rediscovery of the Mind, MIT Press.
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In the words of one of their most vehement spokespersons, “It all comes down to zombies” (Selmer
Bringsjord, “Dennett versus Searle: It All Comes Down to Zombies and Dennett is Wrong,” [APA
December, 1994]).
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one can take seriously—but one that does not do the requisite philosophical work. Just
remember, by definition, a zombie behaves indistinguishably from a conscious being—in
all possible tests, including not only answers to questions [as in the Turing test] but
psychophysical tests, neurophysiological tests—all tests that any “third-person” science
can devise.)
Thomas Nagel is one reactionary who has recoiled somewhat from zombies. On
the one hand, he declares that naturalism has so far failed us:
We do not at present possess the conceptual equipment to understand how
subjective and physical features could both be essential aspects of a single entity
or process.

Why not? Because “we still have to deal with the apparent conceivability of … a
zombie.” Notice that Nagel speaks of the apparent conceivability of a zombie. I have
long claimed that this conceivability is only apparent; some misguided philosophers think
they can conceive of a zombie, but they are badly mistaken.17 Nagel, for one, agrees:
The powerful intuition that it is conceivable that an intact and normally
functioning physical human organism could be a completely unconscious zombie
is an illusion.18

David Chalmers is another who is particularly acute in his criticisms of the standard misimaginations that are often thought to support the zombie challenge (his 1996 chapter 7,
“Absent Qualia, Fading Qualia, Dancing Qualia,” bristles with arguments against various
forlorn attempts), but in the end, he declares that although zombies are in every realistic
sense impossible, we “non-reductive functionalists” still leave something out—or rather,
we leave a job undone. We cannot provide “fundamental laws” from which one can
deduce that zombies are impossible (p. 276 and elsewhere). Chalmers’ demand for
fundamental laws lacks the independence he needs if he is to support his crediting of the
Zombic Hunch, for it arises from that very intuition: if you believe that consciousness
sunders the universe in twain, into those things that have it and those that don’t, and you
17

Daniel Dennett, 1991, Consciousness Explained, New York and Boston: Little Brown, esp chapters 1012; 1994, “Get Real,” reply to 14 essays, in Philosophical Topics, 22, no. 1 & 2, 1994, pp. 505-568; 1995,
“The Unimagined Preposterousness of Zombies,” J. Consc. Studies, 2 pp. 322-36.
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believe this is a fundamental metaphysical distinction, then the demand for fundamental
laws that enforce and explain the sundering makes some sense, but we naturalists think
that this elevation of consciousness is itself suspect, supported by tradition and nothing
else. Note that nobody these days would clamor for fundamental laws of the theory of
kangaroos, showing why pseudo-kangaroos are physically, logically, metaphysically
impossible. Kangaroos are wonderful, but not that wonderful. We naturalists think that
consciousness, like locomotion or predation, is something that comes in different
varieties, with some shared functional properties, but many differences, due to different
evolutionary histories and circumstances. We have no use for fundamental laws in
making these distinctions.
We are all susceptible to the Zombic Hunch, but if we are to credit it, we need a
good argument, since the case has been made that it is a persistent cognitive illusion and
nothing more. I have found no good arguments, and plenty of bad ones. So why, then, do
so many philosophers persist in their allegiance to an intuition that they themselves have
come to see is of suspect provenance? Partly, I think, this is the effect of some serious
misdirection that has bedeviled communication in cognitive science in recent years.
4. Broad Functionalism and Minimalism
Functionalism is the idea that handsome is as handsome does, that matter matters only
because of what matter can do. Functionalism in this broadest sense is so ubiquitous in
science that it is tantamount to a reigning presumption of all of science. And since
science is always looking for simplifications, looking for the greatest generality it can
muster, functionalism in practice has a bias in favor of minimalism, of saying that less
matters than one might have thought. The law of gravity says that it doesn’t matter what
stuff a thing is made of—only its mass matters (and its density, except in a vacuum). The
trajectory of cannonballs of equal mass and density is not affected by whether they are
made of iron, copper, or gold. It might have mattered, one imagines, but in fact it doesn’t.
And wings don’t have to have feathers on them in order to power flight, and eyes don’t
have to be blue or brown in order to see. Every eye has many more properties than are
needed for sight, and it is science’s job to find the maximally general, maximally non-
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committal—hence minimal—characterization of whatever power or capacity is under
consideration. Not surprisingly, then, many of the disputes in normal science concern the
issue of whether or not one school of thought has reached too far in its quest for
generality.
Since the earliest days of cognitive science, there has been a particularly bold
brand of functionalistic minimalism in contention, the idea that just as a heart is basically
a pump, and could in principle be made of anything so long as it did the requisite
pumping without damaging the blood, so a mind is fundamentally a control system,
implemented in fact by the organic brain, but anything else that could compute the same
control functions would serve as well. The actual matter of the brain—the chemistry of
synapses, the role of calcium in the depolarization of nerve fibers, and so forth—is
roughly as irrelevant as the chemical composition of those cannonballs. According to this
tempting proposal, even the underlying micro-architecture of the brain’s connections can
be ignored for many purposes, at least for the time being, since it has been proven by
computer scientists that any function that can be computed by one specific computational
architecture can also be computed (perhaps much less efficiently) by another architecture.
If all that matters is the computation, we can ignore the brain’s wiring diagram, and its
chemistry, and just worry about the “software” that runs on it. In short—and now we
arrive at the provocative version that has caused so much misunderstanding—in principle
you could replace your wet, organic brain with a bunch of silicon chips and wires and go
right on thinking (and being conscious, and so forth).
This bold vision, computationalism or “strong AI” (Searle), is composed of two
parts: the broad creed of functionalism—handsome is as handsome does—and a specific
set of minimalist empirical wagers: neuroanatomy doesn’t matter; chemistry doesn’t
matter. This second theme excused many would-be cognitive scientists from educating
themselves in these fields, for the same reason that economists are excused from knowing
anything about the metallurgy of coinage, or the chemistry of the ink and paper used in
bills of sale. This has been a good idea in many ways, but for fairly obvious reasons, it
has not been a politically astute ideology, since it has threatened to relegate those
scientists who devote their lives to functional neuroanatomy and neurochemistry, for
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instance, to relatively minor roles as electricians and plumbers in the grand project of
explaining consciousness. Resenting this proposed demotion, they have fought back
vigorously. The recent history of neuroscience can be seen as a series of triumphs for the
lovers of detail. Yes, the specific geometry of the connectivity matters; yes, the location
of specific neuromodulators and their effects matter; yes, the architecture matters; yes,
the fine temporal rhythms of the spiking patterns matter, and so on. Many of the fond
hopes of opportunistic minimalists have been dashed—they had hoped they could leave
out various things, and they have learned that no, if you leave out x, or y, or z, you can’t
explain how the mind works.
This has left the mistaken impression in some quarters that the underlying idea of
functionalism has been taking its lumps. Far from it. On the contrary, the reasons for
accepting these new claims are precisely the reasons of functionalism. Neurochemistry
matters because—and only because—we have discovered that the many different
neuromodulators and other chemical messengers that diffuse through the brain have
functional roles that make important differences. What those molecules do turns out to be
important to the computational roles played by the neurons, so we have to pay attention
to them after all. To see what is at stake here, compare the neuromodulators to the food
that is ingested by people. Psychologists and neuroscientists do not, as a rule, carefully
inventory the food intake of their subjects, on the entirely plausible grounds that a serving
of vanilla ice cream makes roughly the same contribution to how the brain goes about its
tasks as a serving of strawberry ice cream. So long as there isn’t any marijuana in the
brownies, we can ignore the specifics of the food, and just treat it as a reliable energy
source, the brain’s power supply. This could turn out to be mistaken. It might turn out
that psychologically important, if subtle, differences, hinged on whether one’s subjects
had recently had vanilla ice cream. Those who thought it did make a difference would
have a significant empirical disagreement with those who thought it didn’t, but this would
not be disagreement between functionalists and anti-functionalists. It would be a
disagreement between those who thought that functionalism had to be expanded
downward to include the chemistry of food and those who thought that functionalism
could finesse that complication.
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Consider the following:
There may be various general neurochemical dispositions [based on the
neuropeptide systems] that guide the patterning of thoughts that no amount of
computational work can clarify (Panskepp, J. Affective Neuroscience: The
Foundations of Human and Animal Emotions [Oxford and NY, OUP, 1998]).

This perfectly captures a widespread (and passionately endorsed) attitude, but note that
there is nothing oxymoronic about a computational theory of neuromodulator diffusion
and its effects, for instance, and pioneering work in “virtual neuromodulators” and
“diffusion models of computational control” is well underway. Minds will turn out not to
be simple computers, and their computational resources will be seen to reach down into
the sub-cellular molecular resources available only to organic brains, but the theories that
emerge will still be functionalist in the broad sense.
So within functionalism broadly conceived a variety of important controversies
have been usefully playing themselves out, but an intermittently amusing side effect has
been that many neuroscientists and psychologists who are rabidly anti-computer and antiAI for various ideological reasons have mistakenly thought that philosophers’ qualia and
zombies and inverted spectra were useful weapons in their battles. So unquestioning have
they been in their allegiance to the broad, bland functionalism of normal science,
however, that they simply haven’t imagined that philosophers were saying what those
philosophers were actually saying. Some neuroscientists have befriended qualia,
confident that this was a term for the sort of functionally characterizable complication
that confounds oversimplified versions of computationalism. Others have thought that
when philosophers were comparing zombies with conscious people, they were noting the
importance of emotional state, or neuromodulator imbalance. I have spent more time that
I would like explaining to various scientists that their controversies and the philosophers’
controversies are not translations of each other as they had thought but false friends,
mutually irrelevant to each other. The principle of charity continues to bedevil this issue,
however, and many scientists generously persist in refusing to believe that philosophers
can be making a fuss about such a narrow and fantastical division of opinion.
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Meanwhile, some philosophers have misappropriated those same controversies
within cognitive science to support their claim that the tide is turning against
functionalism, in favor of qualia, in favor of the irreducibility of the “first-person point of
view,” and so forth. This widespread conviction is an artifact of interdisciplinary
miscommunication and nothing else.
5. The future of an illusion
I do not know how long this ubiquitous misunderstanding will persist, but I am still
optimistic enough to suppose that some time in the next century people will look back on
this era and marvel at the potency of the visceral resistance19 to the obvious verdict about
the Zombic Hunch: it is an illusion.
Will the Zombic Hunch itself go extinct? I expect not. It will not survive in its
current, toxic form but will persist as a less virulent mutation, still psychologically
powerful but stripped of authority. We’ve seen this happen before. It still seems as if the
earth stands still and the sun and moon go around it, but we have learned that it is wise to
19

It is visceral in the sense of being almost entirely a-rational, insensitive to argument or the lack thereof.
Probably the first to comment explicitly on this strange lapse from reason among philosophers was Lycan,
in a footnote at the end of his 1987 book, Consciousness (MIT Press), which deserves quoting in full:
On a number of occasions when I have delivered bits of this book as talks or lectures, one
or another member of the audience has kindly praised my argumentative adroitness,
dialectical skill, etc., but added that cleverness–and my arguments themselves–are quite
beside the point, a mere exercise and/or display. Nagel (1979 [Preface to Mortal
Questions Cambridge Univ. Press]) may perhaps be read more charitably, but not much
more charitably:
I believe one should trust problems over solutions, intuition over arguments….
If arguments or systematic theoretical considerations lead to results that seem
intuitively not to make sense … then something is wrong with the argument and
more work needs to be done. Often the problem has to be reformulated, because
an adequate answer to the original formulation fails to make the sense of the
problem (pp. x-xi)
If by this Nagel means only that intuitions contrary to ostensibly sound argument need at least to
be explained away, no one would disagree (but the clause “something is wrong with the
argument” discourages that interpretation). The task of explaining away “qualia”-based intuitive
objections to materialism is what in large part I have undertaken in this book. If I have failed, I
would like to be shown why (or, of course, presented with some new antimaterialist argument). To
engage in further muttering and posturing would be idle (pp. 147-8).
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disregard this potent appearance as mere appearance. It still seems as if there’s a
difference between a thing at absolute rest and a thing that is merely not accelerating
within an inertial frame, but we have learned not to trust this feeling. I anticipate a day
when philosophers and scientists and laypeople will chuckle over the fossil traces of our
earlier bafflement about consciousness: “It still seems as if these mechanistic theories of
consciousness leave something out, but of course that’s an illusion. They do, in fact,
explain everything about consciousness that needs explanation.”
If you find my prediction incredible, you might reflect on whether your
incredulity is based on anything more than your current susceptibility to the Zombic
Hunch. If you are patient and open-minded, it will pass.

From Sweet Dreams: Philosophical Objections to a Science of Consciousness
(2005)
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The Matrix as Metaphysics
David J. Chalmers
David J. Chalmers is Distinguished Professor of Philosophy and Director of the Centre for
Consciousness at the Australian National University and Visiting Professor at New York
University.

1. Brains in Vats
The Matrix presents a version of an old philosophical fable: the brain in a vat. A
disembodied brain is floating in a vat, inside a scientist’s laboratory. The scientist has
arranged that the brain will be stimulated with the same sort of inputs that a normal
embodied brain receives. To do this, the brain is connected to a giant computer
simulation of a world. The simulation determines which inputs the brain receives. When
the brain produces outputs, these are fed back into the simulation. The internal state of
the brain is just like that of a normal brain, despite the fact that it lacks a body. From the
brain’s point of view, things seem very much as they seem to you and me.

The brain is massively deluded, it seems. It has all sorts of false beliefs about the
world. It believes that it has a body, but it has no body. It believes that it is walking
outside in the sunlight, but in fact it is inside a dark lab. It believes it is one place, when
in fact it may be somewhere quite different. Perhaps it thinks it is in Tucson, when it is
actually in Australia, or even in outer space.
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Neo’s situation at the beginning of The Matrix is something like this. He thinks
that he lives in a city, he thinks that he has hair, he thinks it is 1999, and he thinks that it
is sunny outside. In reality, he is floating in space, he has no hair, the year is around
2199, and the world has been darkened by war. There are a few small differences from
the vat scenario above: Neo’s brain is located in a body, and the computer simulation is
controlled by machines rather than by a scientist. But the essential details are much the
same. In effect, Neo is a brain in a vat.
Let’s say that a matrix (lower-case “m”) is an artificially-designed computer
simulation of a world. So the Matrix in the movie is one example of a matrix. And let’s
say that someone is envatted, or that they are in a matrix, if they have a cognitive system
which receives its inputs from and sends its outputs to a matrix. Then the brain at the
beginning is envatted, and so is Neo.
We can imagine that a matrix simulates the entire physics of a world, keeping
track of every last particle throughout space and time. An envatted being will be
associated with a particular simulated body. A connection is arranged so that whenever
this body receives sensory inputs inside the simulation, the envatted cognitive system will
receive sensory inputs of the same sort. When the envatted cognitive system produces
motor outputs, corresponding outputs will be fed to the motor organs of the simulated
body.
When the possibility of a matrix is raised, a question immediately follows. How
do I know that I am not in a matrix? After all, there could be a brain in a vat structured
exactly like my brain, hooked up to a matrix, with experiences indistinguishable from
those I am having now. From the inside, there is no way to tell for sure that I am not in
the situation of the brain in a vat. So it seems that there is no way to know for sure that I
am not in a matrix.
Let us call the hypothesis that I am in a matrix and have always been in a matrix
the Matrix Hypothesis. Equivalently, the Matrix Hypothesis says that I am envatted and
have always been envatted. This is not quite equivalent to the hypothesis that I am in the
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Matrix, as the Matrix is just one specific version of a matrix. For now, I will ignore some
complications that are specific to the Matrix in the movie, such as the fact that people
sometimes travel back and forth between the Matrix and the external world. These issues
aside, we can think of the Matrix Hypothesis informally as saying that I am in the same
sort of situation as people who have always been in the Matrix.
The Matrix Hypothesis is one that we should take seriously. It is not out of the
question that in the history of the universe technology will evolve that will allow beings
to create computer simulations of entire worlds. There may well be vast numbers of such
computer simulations, compared to just one real world. If so, there may well be many
more beings who are in a matrix than beings who are not. Given all this, one might even
infer that it is more likely that we are in a matrix than that we are not. Whether this is
right or not, it certainly seems that we cannot be certain that we are not in a matrix.
Serious consequences seem to follow. My envatted counterpart seems to be
massively deluded. It thinks it is in Tucson; it thinks it is sitting at a desk writing an
article; it thinks it has a body. But on the face of it, all of these beliefs are false. Likewise,
it seems that if I am envatted, my own corresponding beliefs are false. If I am envatted, I
am not really in Tucson, I am not really sitting at a desk, and I may not even have a body.
So if I don’t know that I am not envatted, then I don’t know that I am in Tucson, I don’t
know that I am sitting at a desk, and I don’t know that I have a body.
The Matrix Hypothesis threatens to undercut almost everything I know. It seems
to be a skeptical hypothesis: a hypothesis that I cannot rule out, and one that would falsify
most of my beliefs if it were true. Where there is a skeptical hypothesis, it looks like none
of these beliefs count as genuine knowledge. Of course the beliefs might be true—I might
be lucky, and not be envatted—but I can’t rule out the possibility that they are false. So a
skeptical hypothesis leads to skepticism about these beliefs: I believe these things, but I
do not know them.
To sum up the reasoning: I don’t know that I’m not in a matrix. If I’m in a matrix,
I’m probably not in Tucson. So if I don’t know that I’m not in a matrix, then I don’t
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know that I’m in Tucson. The same goes for almost everything else I think I know about
the external world.
2. Envatment Reconsidered
This is a standard way of thinking about the vat scenario. It seems that this view is also
endorsed by the people who created The Matrix. On the DVD case for the movie, one
sees the following:
Perception: Our day-in, day-out world is real.
Reality: That world is a hoax, an elaborate deception spun by all-powerful
machines that control us. Whoa.
I think this view is not quite right. I think that even if I am in a matrix, my world is
perfectly real. A brain in a vat is not massively deluded (at least if it has always been in
the vat). Neo does not have massively false beliefs about the external world. Instead,
envatted beings have largely correct beliefs about their world. If so, the Matrix
Hypothesis is not a skeptical hypothesis, and its possibility does not undercut everything
that I think I know.
Philosophers have held this sort of view before. The 18th-century philosopher
George Berkeley held, in effect, that appearance is reality. (Recall Morpheus: “What is
real? How do you define real? If you’re talking about what you can feel, what you can
smell, what you can taste and see, then real is simply electrical signals interpreted by
your brain.”) If this is right, then the world perceived by envatted beings is perfectly real:
they have all the right appearances, and appearance is reality. So on this view, even
envatted beings have true beliefs about the world.
I have recently found myself embracing a similar conclusion, though for quite
different reasons. I don’t find the view that appearance is reality plausible, so I don’t
endorse Berkeley’s reasoning. And until recently, it has seemed quite obvious to me that
brains in vats would have massively false beliefs. But I now think there is a line of
reasoning that shows that this is wrong.
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I still think I cannot rule out the hypothesis that I am in a matrix. But I think that
even if I am in a matrix, I am still in Tucson, I am still sitting at my desk, and so on. So
the hypothesis that I am in a matrix is not a skeptical hypothesis. The same goes for Neo.
At the beginning of the film, if he thinks, “I have hair”, he is correct. If he thinks, “It is
sunny outside”, he is correct. And the same goes, of course, for the original brain in a vat.
When it thinks, “I have a body”, it is correct. When it thinks, “I am walking”, it is correct.
This view may seem very counterintuitive at first. Initially, it seemed quite
counterintuitive to me. So I’ll now present the line of reasoning that has convinced me
that it is correct.
3. The Metaphysical Hypothesis
I will argue that the hypothesis that I am envatted is not a skeptical hypothesis, but a
metaphysical hypothesis. That is, it is a hypothesis about the underlying nature of reality.
Where physics is concerned with the microscopic processes that underlie
macroscopic reality, metaphysics is concerned with the fundamental nature of reality. A
metaphysical hypothesis might make a claim about the reality that underlies physics
itself. Alternatively, it might say something about the nature of our minds, or the creation
of our world.
I think the Matrix Hypothesis should be regarded as a metaphysical hypothesis
with all three of these elements. It makes a claim about the reality underlying physics,
about the nature of our minds, and about the creation of the world.
In particular, I think the Matrix Hypothesis is equivalent to a version of the
following

three-part

Metaphysical

Hypothesis.

First,

physical

processes

are

fundamentally computational. Second, our cognitive systems are separate from physical
processes, but interact with these processes. Third, physical reality was created by beings
outside physical space-time.
Importantly, nothing about this Metaphysical Hypothesis is skeptical. The
Metaphysical Hypothesis here tells us about the processes underlying our ordinary
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reality, but it does not entail that this reality does not exist. We still have bodies, and
there are still chairs and tables: it’s just that their fundamental nature is a bit different
from what we may have thought. In this manner, the Metaphysical Hypothesis is
analogous to a physical hypothesis, such as one involving quantum mechanics. Both the
physical hypothesis and the Metaphysical Hypothesis tell us about the processes
underlying chairs. They do not entail that there are no chairs. Rather, they tell us what
chairs are really like.
I will make the case by introducing each of the three parts of the Metaphysical
Hypothesis separately. I will suggest that each of them is coherent and cannot be
conclusively ruled out. And I will suggest that none of them is a skeptical hypothesis:
even if they are true, most of our ordinary beliefs are still correct. The same goes for a
combination of all three hypotheses. I will then argue that the Matrix Hypothesis is
equivalent to this combination.
(1) The Creation Hypothesis
The Creation Hypothesis says: Physical space-time and its contents were created by
beings outside physical space-time.

This is a familiar hypothesis. A version of it is believed by many people in our society,
and perhaps by the majority of the people in the world. If one believes that God created
the world, and if one believes that God is outside physical space-time, then one believes
the Creation Hypothesis. One needn’t believe in God to believe the Creation Hypothesis,
though. Perhaps our world was created by a relatively ordinary being in the “next
universe up”, using the latest world-making technology in that universe. If so, the
Creation Hypothesis is true.
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I don’t know whether the Creation Hypothesis is true. But I don’t know for
certain that it is false. The hypothesis is clearly coherent, and I cannot conclusively rule it
out.
The Creation Hypothesis is not a skeptical hypothesis. Even if it is true, most of
my ordinary beliefs are still true. I still have hands, I am still in Tucson, and so on.
Perhaps a few of my beliefs will turn out false: if I am an atheist, for example, or if I
believe all reality started with the Big Bang. But most of my everyday beliefs about the
external world will remain intact.
(2) The Computational Hypothesis
The Computational Hypothesis says: Microphysical processes throughout space-time are
constituted by underlying computational processes.

The Computational Hypothesis says that physics as we know it is not the fundamental
level of reality. Just as chemical processes underlie biological processes, and
microphysical processes underlie chemical processes, something underlies microphysical
processes. Underneath the level of quarks and electrons and photons is a further level: the
level of bits. These bits are governed by a computational algorithm, which at a higherlevel produces the processes that we think of as fundamental particles, forces, and so on.
The Computational Hypothesis is not as widely believed as the Creation
Hypothesis, but some people take it seriously. Most famously, Ed Fredkin has postulated
that the universe is at bottom some sort of computer. More recently, Stephen Wolfram
has taken up the idea in his book A New Kind of Science, suggesting that at the
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fundamental level, physical reality may be a sort of cellular automata, with interacting
bits governed by simple rules. And some physicists have looked into the possibility that
the laws of physics might be formulated computationally, or could be seen as the
consequence of certain computational principles.
One might worry that pure bits could not be the fundamental level of reality: a bit
is just a 0 or a 1, and reality can’t really be zeroes and ones. Or perhaps a bit is just a
“pure difference” between two basic states, and there can’t be a reality made up of pure
differences. Rather, bits always have to be implemented by more basic states, such as
voltages in a normal computer.
I don’t know whether this objection is right. I don’t think it’s completely out of
the question that there could be a universe of “pure bits”. But this doesn’t matter for
present purposes. We can suppose that the computational level is itself constituted by an
even more fundamental level, at which the computational processes are implemented. It
doesn’t matter for present purposes what that more fundamental level is. All that matters
is that microphysical processes are constituted by computational processes, which may
themselves be constituted by more basic processes. From now on I will regard the
Computational Hypothesis as saying this.
I don’t know whether the Computational Hypothesis is correct. But again, I don’t
know that it is false. The hypothesis is coherent, if speculative, and I cannot conclusively
rule it out.
The Computational Hypothesis is not a skeptical hypothesis. If it is true, there are
still electrons and protons. On this picture, electrons and protons will be analogous to
molecules: they are made up of something more basic, but they still exist. Similarly, if the
Computational Hypothesis is true, there are still tables and chairs, and macroscopic
reality still exists. It just turns out that their fundamental reality is a little different from
what we thought.
The situation here is analogous to that of quantum mechanics or relativity. These
may lead us to revise a few “metaphysical” beliefs about the external world: that the
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world is made of classical particles, or that there is absolute time. But most of our
ordinary beliefs are left intact. Likewise, accepting the Computational Hypothesis may
lead us to revise a few metaphysical beliefs: that electrons and protons are fundamental,
for example. But most of our ordinary beliefs are unaffected.
(3) The Mind-Body Hypothesis
The Mind-Body Hypothesis says: My mind is (and has always been) constituted by
processes outside physical space-time, and receives its perceptual inputs from and sends
its outputs to processes in physical space-time.

The Mind-Body Hypothesis is also quite familiar, and quite widely believed.
Descartes believed something like this: on his view, we have nonphysical minds that
interact with our physical bodies. The hypothesis is less widely believed today than in
Descartes’ time, but there are still many people who accept the Mind-Body Hypothesis.
Whether or not the Mind-Body Hypothesis is true, it is certainly coherent. Even if
contemporary science tends to suggest that the hypothesis is false, we cannot rule it out
conclusively.
The Mind-Body Hypothesis is not a skeptical hypothesis. Even if my mind is
outside physical space-time, I still have a body, I am still in Tucson, and so on. At most,
accepting this hypothesis would make us revise a few metaphysical belies about our
minds. Our ordinary beliefs about external reality will remain largely intact.
(4) The Metaphysical Hypothesis
We can now put these hypotheses together. First we can consider the Combination
Hypothesis, which combines all three. It says that physical space-time and its contents
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were created by beings outside physical space-time, that microphysical processes are
constituted by computational processes, and that our minds are outside physical spacetime but interact with it.
As with the hypotheses taken individually, the Combination Hypothesis is
coherent, and we cannot conclusively rule it out. And like the hypotheses taken
individually, it is not a skeptical hypothesis. Accepting it might lead us to revise a few of
our beliefs, but it would leave most of them intact.
Finally, we can consider the Metaphysical Hypothesis (with a capital M). Like the
Combination Hypothesis, this combines the Creation Hypothesis, the Computational
Hypothesis, and the Mind-Body Hypothesis. It also adds the following more specific
claim: the computational processes underlying physical space-time were designed by the
creators as a computer simulation of a world.
(It may also be useful to think of the Metaphysical Hypothesis as saying that the
computational processes constituting physical space-time are part of a broader domain,
and that the creators and my cognitive system are also located within this domain. This
addition is not strictly necessary for what follows, but it matches up with the most
common way of thinking about the Matrix Hypothesis.)

The Metaphysical Hypothesis is a slightly more specific version of the
Combination Hypothesis, in that in specifies some relations between the various parts of
the hypothesis. Again, the Metaphysical Hypothesis is a coherent hypothesis, and we
cannot conclusively rule it out. And again, it is not a skeptical hypothesis. Even if we
accept it, most of our ordinary beliefs about the external world will be left intact.
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4. The Matrix Hypothesis as a Metaphysical Hypothesis
Recall what the Matrix Hypothesis says: I have (and have always had) a cognitive system
that receives its inputs from and sends its outputs to an artificially-designed computer
simulation of a world.
I will argue that the Matrix Hypothesis is equivalent to the Metaphysical
Hypothesis, in the following sense: if I accept the Metaphysical Hypothesis, I should
accept the Matrix Hypothesis, and if I accept the Matrix Hypothesis, I should accept the
Metaphysical Hypothesis. That is, the two hypotheses imply each other, where this means
that if one accepts the one, one should accept the other.
Take the first direction first, from the Metaphysical Hypothesis to the Matrix
Hypothesis. The Mind-Body Hypothesis implies that I have (and have always had) an
isolated cognitive system which receives its inputs from and sends its outputs to
processes in physical space-time. In conjunction with the Computational Hypothesis, this
implies that my cognitive system receives inputs from and sends outputs to the
computational processes that constitute physical space-time. The Creation Hypothesis
(along with the rest of the Metaphysical Hypothesis) implies that these processes were
artificially designed to simulate a world. It follows that I have (and have always had) an
isolated cognitive system that receives its inputs from and sends its outputs to an
artificially-designed computer simulation of a world. This is just the Matrix Hypothesis.
So the Metaphysical Hypothesis implies the Matrix Hypothesis.
The other direction is closely related. To put it informally: If I accept the Matrix
Hypothesis, I accept that what underlies apparent reality is just as the Metaphysical
Hypothesis specifies. There is a domain containing my cognitive system, causally
interacting with a computer simulation of physical-space time, which was created by
other beings in that domain. This just what has to obtain in order for the Metaphysical
Hypothesis to obtain. If one accepts this, one should accept the Creation Hypothesis, the
Computational Hypothesis, the Mind-Body Hypothesis, and the relevant relations among
these.
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This may be a little clearer through a picture. Here is the shape of the world
according to the Matrix Hypothesis.

At the fundamental level, this picture of the shape of the world is exactly the same as the
picture of the Metaphysical Hypothesis given above. So if one accepts that the world is as
it is according to the Matrix Hypothesis, one should accept that it is as it is according to
the Metaphysical Hypothesis.
One might make various objections. For example, one might object that the
Matrix Hypothesis implies that a computer simulation of physical processes exists, but
(unlike the Metaphysical Hypothesis) it does not imply that the physical processes
themselves exist. I will discuss this objection in section 6, and other objections in section
7. For now, though, I take it that there is a strong case that the Matrix Hypothesis implies
the Metaphysical Hypothesis, and vice versa.
5. Life in the Matrix
If this is right, it follows that the Matrix Hypothesis is not a skeptical hypothesis. If I
accept it, I should not infer that the external world does not exist, or that I have no body,
or that there are no tables and chairs, or that I am not in Tucson. Rather, I should infer
that the physical world is constituted by computations beneath the microphysical level.
There are still tables, chairs, and bodies: these are made up fundamentally of bits, and of
whatever constitutes these bits. This world was created by other beings, but is still
perfectly real. My mind is separate from physical processes, and interacts with them. My
mind may not have been created by these beings, and it may not be made up of bits, but it
still interacts with these bits. The result is a complex picture of the fundamental nature of
reality. The picture is strange and surprising, perhaps, but it is a picture of a full-blooded
external world. If we are in a matrix, this is simply the way that the world is.
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We can think of the Matrix Hypothesis as a creation myth for the information age.
If it is correct, then the physical world was created, though not necessarily by gods.
Underlying the physical world is a giant computation, and creators created this world by
implementing this computation. And our minds lie outside this physical structure, with an
independent nature that interacts with this structure.
Many of the same issues that arise with standard creation myths arise here. When
was the world created? Strictly speaking, it was not created within our time at all. When
did history begin? The creators might have started the simulation in 4004 B.C. (or in
1999) with the fossil record intact, but it would have been much easier for them to start
the simulation at the Big Bang and let things run their course from there.
(In the movie Matrix, of course, the creators are machines. This gives an
interesting twist on common theological readings of the movie. It is often held that Neo is
the Christ figure in the movie, with Morpheus corresponding to John the Baptist, Cypher
to Judas Iscariot, and so on. But on the reading I have given, the gods of the Matrix are
the machines. Who, then, is the Christ figure? Agent Smith, of course! After all, he is the
gods’ offspring, sent down to save the Matrix world from those who wish to destroy it.
And in the second movie, he is even resurrected.)
Many of the same issues that arise on the standard Mind-Body Hypothesis also
arise here. When do our nonphysical minds start to exist? It depends on just when new
envatted cognitive systems are attached to the simulation (perhaps at the time of
conception within the matrix, or perhaps at the time of birth?). Is there life after death? It
depends on just what happens to the envatted systems once their simulated bodies die.
How do mind and body interact? By causal links that are outside physical space and time.
Even if we not in a matrix, we can extend a version of this reasoning to other
beings who are in a matrix. If they discover their situation, and come to accept that they
are in a matrix, they should not reject their ordinary beliefs about the external world. At
most, they should come to revise their beliefs about the underlying nature of their world:
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they should come to accept that external objects are made of bits, and so on. These beings
are not massively deluded: most of their ordinary beliefs about their world are correct.
There are a few qualifications here. One may worry about beliefs about other
people’s minds. I believe that my friends are conscious. If I am in a matrix, is this
correct? In the Matrix depicted in the movie, these beliefs are mostly valid. This is a
multi-vat matrix: for each of my perceived friends, there is an envatted being in the
external reality, who is presumably conscious like me. The exception might be beings
such as Agent Smith, who is not envatted but is entirely computational. Whether these
beings are conscious depends on whether computation is enough for consciousness. I will
remain neutral on that issue here. We could circumvent this issue by building into the
Matrix Hypothesis the requirement that all the beings we perceive are envatted. But even
if we do not build in this requirement, we are not much worse off than in the actual
world, where there is a legitimate issue about whether other beings are conscious, quite
independently of whether we are in a matrix.
One might also worry about beliefs about the distant past and about the far future.
These will be unthreatened as long as the computer simulation covers all of space-time,
from the Big Bang until the end of the universe. This is built into the Metaphysical
Hypothesis, and we can stipulate that it is built into the Matrix Hypothesis too, by
requiring that the computer simulation be a simulation of an entire world. There may be
other simulations that start in the recent past (perhaps the Matrix in the movie is like
this), and there may be others that only last for a short while. In these cases, the envatted
beings will have false beliefs about the past and/or the future in their worlds. But as long
as the simulation covers the lifespan of these beings, it is plausible that they will have
mostly correct beliefs about the current state of their environment.
There may be some respects in which the beings in a matrix are deceived. It may
be that the creators of the matrix control and interfere with much of what happens in the
simulated world. (The Matrix in the movie may be like this, though the extent of the
creators’ control is not quite clear.) If so, then these beings may have much less control
over what happens than they think. But the same goes if there is an interfering god in a
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non-matrix world. And the Matrix Hypothesis does not imply that the creators interfere
with the world, though it leaves the possibility open. At worst, the Matrix Hypothesis is
no more skeptical in this respect than the Creation Hypothesis in a non-matrix world.
The inhabitants of a matrix may also be deceived in that reality is much bigger
than they think. They might think their physical universe is all there is, when in fact there
is much more in the world, including beings and objects that they can never possibly see.
But again, this sort of worry can arise equally in a non-matrix world. For example,
cosmologists seriously entertain the hypothesis that our universe may stem from a black
hole in the “next universe up” and that in reality there may be a whole tree of universes.
If so, the world is also much bigger than we think, and there may be beings and objects
that we can never possibly see. But either way, the world that we see is perfectly real.
Importantly, none of these sources of skepticism—about other minds, the past and
the future, about our control over the world, and about the extent of the world—casts
doubt on our belief in the reality of the world we perceive. None of them leads us to
doubt the existence of external objects such as tables and chairs, in the way that the vat
hypothesis is supposed to do. And none of these worries is especially tied to the matrix
scenario. One can raise doubts about whether other minds exist, whether the past and the
future exist, and whether we have control over our worlds quite independently of whether
we are in a matrix. If this is right, then the Matrix Hypothesis does not raise the
distinctive skeptical issues that it is often taken to raise.
I suggested before that it is not out of the question that we really are in a matrix.
One might have thought that this is a worrying conclusion. But if I am right, it is not
nearly as worrying as one might have thought. Even if we are in such a matrix, our world
is no less real than we thought it was. It just has a surprising fundamental nature.
6. Objection: Simulation is not Reality
A common line of objection is that a simulation is not the same as reality. The Matrix
Hypothesis implies only that a simulation of physical processes exists. By contrast, the
Metaphysical Hypothesis implies that physical processes really exist (they are explicitly
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mentioned in the Computational Hypothesis and elsewhere). If so, then the Matrix
Hypothesis cannot imply the Metaphysical Hypothesis. On this view, if I am in a matrix,
then physical processes do not really exist.
In response: My argument does not require the general assumption that simulation
is the same as reality. The argument works quite differently. But the objection helps us to
flesh out the informal argument that the Matrix Hypothesis implies the Metaphysical
Hypothesis.
Because the Computational Hypothesis is coherent, it is clearly possible that a
computational level underlies real physical processes, and it is possible that the
computations here are implemented by further processes in turn. So there is some sort of
computational system that could yield reality here. But here, the objector will hold that
not all computational systems are created equal. To say that some computational systems
will yield real physical processes in this role is not to say that they all do. Perhaps some
of them are merely simulations. If so, then the Matrix Hypothesis may not yield reality.
To rebut this objection, we can appeal to two principles. First principle: any
abstract computation that could be used to simulate physical space-time is such that it
could turn out to underlie real physical processes. Second principle: given an abstract
computation that could underlie physical processes, the precise way in which it is
implemented is irrelevant to whether it does underlie physical processes. In particular, the
fact that the implementation was designed as a simulation is irrelevant. The conclusion
then follows directly.
On the first principle: let us think of abstract computations in purely formal terms,
abstracting away from their manner of implementation. For an abstract computation to
qualify as a simulation of physical reality, it must have computational elements that
correspond to every particle in reality (likewise for fields, waves, or whatever is
fundamental), dynamically evolving in a way that corresponds to the particle’s evolution.
But then, it is guaranteed that the computation will have a rich enough causal structure
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that it could in principle underlie physics in our world. Any computation will do, as long
as it has enough detail to correspond to the fine details of physical processes.
On the second principle: given an abstract computation that could underlie
physical reality, it does not matter how the computation is implemented. We can imagine
discovering that some computational level underlies the level of atoms and electrons.
Once we have discovered this, it is possible that this computational level is implemented
by more basic processes. There are many hypotheses about what the underlying processes
could be, but none of them is especially privileged, and none of them would lead us to
reject the hypothesis that the computational level constitutes physical processes. That is,
the Computational Hypothesis is implementation-independent: as long as we have the
right sort of abstract computation, the manner of implementation does not matter.
In particular, it is irrelevant whether or not these implementing processes were
artificially created, and it is irrelevant whether they were intended as a simulation. What
matters is the intrinsic nature of the processes, not their origin. And what matters about
this intrinsic nature is simply that they are arranged in such a way to implement the right
sort of computation. If so, the fact that the implementation originated as a simulation is
irrelevant to whether it can constitute physical reality.
There is one further constraint on the implementing processes: they must be
connected to our experiences in the right sort of way. That is, when we have an
experience of an object, the processes underlying the simulation of that object must be
causally connected in the right sort of way to our experiences. If this is not the case, then
there will be no reason to think that these computational processes underlie the physical
processes that we perceive. If there is an isolated computer simulation to which nobody is
connected in this way, we should say that it is simply a simulation. But an appropriate
hook-up to our perceptual experiences is built into the Matrix Hypothesis, on the most
natural understanding of that hypothesis. So the Matrix Hypothesis has no problems here.
Overall, then, we have seen that a computational processes could underlie
physical reality, that any abstract computation that qualifies as a simulation of physical
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reality could play this role, and that any implementation of this computation could
constitute physical reality, as long as it is hooked up to our experiences in the relevant
way. The Matrix Hypothesis guarantees that we have an abstract computation of the right
sort, and it guarantees that it is hooked up to our experiences in the relevant way. So the
Matrix Hypothesis implies that the Computational Hypothesis is correct, and that the
computer simulation constitutes genuine physical processes.
7. Other Objections
When we look at a brain in a vat from the outside, it is hard to avoid the sense that it is
deluded. This sense manifests itself in a number of related objections. These are not
direct objections to the argument above, but they are objections to its conclusion.

Objection 1: A brain in a vat may think it is outside walking in the sun, when in fact it is
alone in a dark room. Surely it is deluded!
Response: The brain is alone in a dark room. But this does not imply that the
person is alone in a dark room. By analogy, just say Descartes is right that we have
disembodied minds outside space-time, made of ectoplasm. When I think “I am outside
in the sun”, an angel might look at my ectoplasmic mind and note that in fact it is not
exposed to any sun at all. Does it follow that my thought is incorrect? Presumably not: I
can be outside in the sun even if my ectoplasmic mind is not. The angel would be wrong
to infer that I have an incorrect belief. Likewise, we should not infer that envatted being
has an incorrect belief. At least, it is no more deluded than a Cartesian mind.
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The moral is that the immediate surroundings of our minds may well be irrelevant
to the truth of most of our beliefs. What matters is the processes that our minds are
connected to, by perceptual inputs and motor outputs. Once we recognize this, the
objection falls away.
Objection 2: An envatted being may believe that it is in Tucson, when in fact it is in New
York, and has never been anywhere near Tucson. Surely this belief is deluded.
Response: The envatted being’s concept of “Tucson” does not refer to what we
call Tucson. Rather, it refers to something else entirely: call this Tucson*, or “virtual
Tucson”. We might think of this as a “virtual location” (more on this in a moment). When
the being says to itself “I am in Tucson”, it really is thinking that it is in Tucson*, and it
may well in fact be in Tucson*. Because Tucson is not Tucson*, the fact that the being
has never been in Tucson is irrelevant to whether its belief is true.
A rough analogy: I look at my colleague Terry, and think “that’s Terry”.
Elsewhere in the world, a duplicate of me looks at a duplicate of Terry. It thinks “that’s
Terry”, but it is not looking at the real Terry. Is its belief false? It seems not: my
duplicate’s “Terry”-concept refers not to Terry, but to his duplicate Terry*. My duplicate
really is looking at Terry*, so its belief is true. The same sort of thing is happening in the
case above.
Objection 3: Before he leaves the Matrix, Neo believes that he has hair. But in reality he
has no hair (the body in the vat is bald). Surely this belief is deluded.
Response: This case is like the last one. Neo’s concept of “hair” does not refer to
real hair, but to something else that we might call hair* (“virtual hair”). So the fact that
Neo does not have real hair is irrelevant to whether his belief is true. Neo really does
have virtual hair, so he is correct. Likewise, when a child in the movie tells Neo “There is
no spoon”, his concept refers to a virtual spoon, but there really is a virtual spoon. So the
child is wrong.
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Objection 4: What sort of objects does an envatted being refer to? What is virtual hair,
virtual Tucson, and so on?
Response: These are all entities constituted by computational processes. If I am
envatted, then the objects that I refer to (hair, Tucson, and so on) are all made of bits.
And if another being is envatted, the objects that it refers to (hair*, Tucson*, and so on)
are likewise made of bits. If the envatted being is hooked up to a simulation in my
computer, then the objects it refers to are constituted by patterns of bits inside my
computer. We might call these things virtual objects. Virtual hands are not hands
(assuming I am not envatted), but they exist inside the computer all the same. Virtual
Tucson is not Tucson, but it exists inside the computer all the same.
Objection 5: You just said that virtual hands are not real hands. Does this mean that if we
are in the matrix, we don’t have real hands?
Response: No. If we are not in the matrix, but someone else is, we should say that
their term “hand” refers to virtual hands, but our term does not. So in this case, our hands
aren’t virtual hands. But if we are in the matrix, then our term “hand” refers to something
that’s made of bits: virtual hands, or at least something that would be regarded as virtual
hands by people in the next world up. That is, if we are in the matrix, real hands are made
of bits. Things look quite different, and our words refer to different things, depending on
whether our perspective is inside or outside the matrix.
This sort of perspective shift is common in thinking about the matrix scenario.
From the first-person perspective, we suppose that we are in a matrix. Here, real things in
our world are made of bits, though the “next world up” might not be made of bits. From
the third-person perspective, we suppose that someone else is in a matrix but we are not.
Here, real things in our world are not made of bits, but the “next world down” is made of
bits. On the first way of doing things, our words refer to computational entities. On the
second way of doing things, the envatted beings’ words refer to computational entities,
but our words do not.
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Objection 6: Just which pattern of bits is a given virtual object? Surely it will be
impossible to pick out a precise set.
Response: This question is like asking: just which part of the quantum
wavefunction is this chair, or is the University of Arizona? These objects are all
ultimately constituted by an underlying quantum wavefunction, but there may be no
precise part of the micro-level wavefunction that we can say “is” the chair or the
university. The chair and the university exist at a higher level. Likewise, if we are
envatted, there may be no precise set of bits in the micro-level computational process that
is the chair or the university. These exist at a higher level. And if someone else is
envatted, there may be no precise sets of bits in the computer simulation that “are” the
objects they refer to. But just as a chair exists without being any precise part of the
wavefunction, a virtual chair may exist without being any precise set of bits.
Objection 7: An envatted being thinks it performs actions, and it thinks it has friends. Are
these beliefs correct?
Response: One might try to say that the being performs actions* and that it has
friends*. But for various reason I think it is not plausible that words like “action” and
“friend” can shift their meanings as easily as words like “Tucson” and “hair”. Instead, I
think one can say truthfully (in our own language) that the envatted being performs
actions, and that it has friends. To be sure, it performs actions in its environment, and its
environment is not our environment but the virtual environment. And its friends likewise
inhabit the virtual environment (assuming that we have a multi-vat matrix, or that
computation suffices for consciousness). But the envatted being is not incorrect in this
respect.
Objection 8: Set these technical points aside. Surely, if we are in a matrix, the world is
nothing like we think it is!
Response: I deny this. Even if we are in a matrix, there are still people, football
games, and particles, arranged in space-time just as we think they are. It is just that the
world has a further nature that goes beyond our initial conception. In particular, things in
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the world are realized computationally in a way that we might not have originally
imagined. But this does not contradict any of our ordinary beliefs. At most, it will
contradict a few of our more abstract metaphysical beliefs. But exactly the same goes for
quantum mechanics, relativity theory, and so on.
If we are in a matrix, we may not have many false beliefs, but there is much
knowledge that we lack. For example, we do not know that the universe is realized
computationally. But this is just what one should expect. Even if we are not in a matrix,
there may well be much about the fundamental nature of reality that we do not know. We
are not omniscient creatures, and our knowledge of the world is at best partial. This is
simply the condition of a creature living in a world.
8. Other Skeptical Hypotheses
The Matrix Hypothesis is one example of a traditional “skeptical” hypothesis, but it is not
the only example. Other skeptical hypotheses are not quite as straightforward as the
Matrix Hypothesis. Still, I think that for many of them, a similar line of reasoning
applies. In particular, one can argue that most of these are not global skeptical
hypotheses: that is, their truth would not undercut all of our empirical beliefs about the
physical world. At worst, most of them are partial skeptical hypotheses, undercutting
some of our empirical beliefs, but leaving many of these beliefs intact.
New Matrix Hypothesis: I was recently created, along with all my memories, and was put
in a newly-created matrix.
What if both the matrix and I have existed for only a short time? This hypothesis
is a computational version of Bertrand Russell’s Recent Creation Hypothesis: the
physical world was created only recently (with fossil record intact), and so was I (with
memories intact). On that hypothesis, the external world that I perceive really exists, and
most of my beliefs about its current states are plausibly true, but I have many false beliefs
about the past. I think the same should be said of the New Matrix Hypothesis. One can
argue, along the lines presented earlier, that the New Matrix Hypothesis is equivalent to a
combination of the Metaphysical Hypothesis with the Recent Creation Hypothesis. This
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combination is not a global skeptical hypothesis (though it is a partial skeptical
hypothesis, where beliefs about the past are concerned). So the same goes for the New
Matrix Hypothesis.
Recent Matrix Hypothesis: For most of my life I have not been envatted, but I was
recently hooked up to a matrix.
If I was recently put in a matrix without realizing it, it seems that many of my
beliefs about my current environment are false. Let’s say that just yesterday someone put
me into a simulation, in which I fly to Las Vegas and gamble at a casino. Then I may
believe that I am in Las Vegas now, and that I am in a casino, but these beliefs at false: I
am really in a laboratory in Tucson.
This result is quite different from the long-term matrix. The difference lies in the
fact that my conception of external reality is anchored to the reality in which I have lived
most of my life. If I have been envatted all my life, my conception is anchored to the
computationally constituted reality. But if I was just envatted yesterday, my conception is
anchored to the external reality. So when I think that I am in Las Vegas, I am thinking
that I am in the external Las Vegas, and this thought is false.
Still, this does not undercut all of my beliefs about the external world. I believe
that I was born in Sydney, that there is water in the oceans, and so on, and all of these
beliefs are correct. It is only my recently acquired beliefs, stemming from perception of
the simulated environment, that will be false. So this is only a partial skeptical
hypothesis: its possibility casts doubt on a subset of our empirical beliefs, but it does not
cast doubt on all of them.
Interestingly, the Recent Matrix and the New Matrix hypotheses give opposite
results, despite their similar nature: the Recent Matrix Hypothesis yields true beliefs
about the past but false beliefs about the present, while the New Matrix Hypothesis yields
false beliefs about the past and true beliefs about the present. The differences are tied to
the fact that in Recent Matrix Hypothesis, I really have a past existence for my beliefs to
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be about, and that past reality has played a role in anchoring the contents of my thoughts
that has no parallel under the New Matrix Hypothesis.
Local Matrix Hypothesis: I am hooked up to a computer simulation of a fixed local
environment in a world.
On one way of doing this, a computer simulates a small fixed environment in a
world, and the subjects in the simulation encounter some sort of barrier when they try to
leave that area. For example, in the movie The Thirteenth Floor, just California is
simulated, and when the subject tries to drive to Nevada, the road says “Closed for
Repair” (with faint green electronic mountains in the distance!). Of course this is not the
best way to create a matrix, as subjects are likely to discover the limits to their world.
This hypothesis is analogous to a Local Creation Hypothesis, on which creators
just created a local part of the physical world. Under this hypothesis, we will have true
beliefs about nearby matters, but false beliefs about matters further from home. By the
usual sort of reasoning, the Local Matrix Hypothesis can be seen as a combination of the
Metaphysical Hypothesis with the Local Creation Hypothesis. So we should say the same
thing about this.
Extendible Local Matrix Hypothesis: I am hooked up to a computer simulation of a local
environment in a world, extended when necessary depending on subject’s movements.
This hypothesis avoids the obvious difficulties with a fixed local matrix. Here the
creators simulate a local environment and extend it when necessary. For example, they
might right now be concentrating on simulating a room in my house in Tucson. If I walk
into another room, or fly to another city, they will simulate those. Of course they need to
make sure that when I go to these places, they match my memories and beliefs reasonably
well, with allowance for evolution in the meantime. The same goes for when I encounter
familiar people, or people I have only heard about. Presumably the simulators keep up a
database of the information about the world that has been settled so far, updating this
information whenever necessary as time goes along, and making up new details when
they need them.
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This sort of simulation is quite unlike simulation in an ordinary matrix. In a
matrix, the whole world is simulated at once. There are high start-up costs, but once the
simulation is up and running, it will take care of itself. By contrast, the extendible local
matrix involves “just-in-time” simulation. This has much lower start-up costs, but it
requires much more work and creativity as the simulation evolves.
This hypothesis is analogous to an Extendible Local Creation Hypothesis about
ordinary reality, under which creators create just a local physical environment, and
extend it when necessary. Here, external reality exists and many local beliefs are true, but
again beliefs about matters further from home are false. If we combine that hypothesis
with the Metaphysical Hypothesis, the result is the Extendible Local Matrix Hypothesis.
So if we are in an extendible local matrix, external reality still exists, but there is not as
much of it as we thought. Of course if I travel in the right direction, more of it may come
into existence!
The situation is reminiscent of The Truman Show. Truman lives in an artificial
environment made up of actors and props, which behave appropriately when he is
around, but which may be completely different when he is absent. Truman has many true
beliefs about his current environment: there really are tables and chairs in front of him,
and so on. But he is deeply mistaken about things outside his current environment, and
further from home.
It is common to think that while The Truman Show poses a disturbing skeptical
scenario, The Matrix is much worse. But if I am right, things are reversed. If I am in a
matrix, then most of my beliefs about the external world are true. If I am in something
like The Truman Show, then a great number of my beliefs are false. On reflection, it
seems to me that this is the right conclusion. If we were to discover that we were (and
always had been) in a matrix, this would be surprising, but we would quickly get used to
it. If we were to discover that we were (and always had been) in the Truman Show, we
might well go insane.
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Macroscopic Matrix Hypothesis: I am hooked up to a computer simulation of
macroscopic physical processes without microphysical detail.
One can imagine that for ease of simulation, the makers of a matrix might not
bother to simulate low-level physics. Instead, they might just represent macroscopic
objects in the world and their properties: e.g. that there is a table with such-and-such
shape, position, and color, with a book on top of it with certain properties, and so on.
They will need to make some effort to make sure that these objects behave in a physically
reasonable way, and they will have to make special provisions for handling
microphysical measurements, but one can imagine that at least a reasonable simulation
could be created this way.
I think this hypothesis is analogous to a Macroscopic World Hypothesis: there are
no microphysical processes, and instead macroscopic physical objects exist as
fundamental objects in the world, with properties of shape, color, position, and so on.
This is a coherent way our world could be, and it is not a global skeptical hypothesis,
though it may lead to false scientific beliefs about lower levels of reality. The
Macroscopic Matrix Hypothesis can be seen as a combination of this hypothesis with a
version of the Metaphysical Hypothesis. As such, it is not a global skeptical hypothesis
either.
One can also combine the various hypotheses above in various ways, yielding
hypotheses such as a New Local Macroscopic Matrix Hypothesis. For the usual reasons,
all of these can be seen as analogs of corresponding hypotheses about the physical world.
So all of them are compatible with the existence of physical reality, and none is a global
skeptical hypothesis.
God Hypothesis: Physical reality is represented in the mind of God, and our own thoughts
and perceptions depend on God’s mind.
A hypothesis like this was put forward by George Berkeley as a view about how
our world might really be. Berkeley intended this as a sort of metaphysical hypothesis
about the nature of reality. Most other philosophers have differed from Berkeley in
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regarding this as a sort of skeptical hypothesis. If I am right, Berkeley is closer to the
truth. The God Hypothesis can be seen as a version of the Matrix Hypothesis, on which
the simulation of the world is implemented in the mind of God. If this is right, we should
say that physical processes really exist: it’s just that at the most fundamental level, they
are constituted by processes in the mind of God.
Evil Genius Hypothesis: I have a disembodied mind, and an evil genius is feeding me
sensory inputs to give the appearance of an external world.
This is René Descartes’s classical skeptical hypothesis. What should we say about
it? This depends on just how the evil genius works. If the evil genius simulates an entire
world in his head in order to determine what inputs I should receive, then we have a
version of the God Hypothesis. Here we should say that physical reality exists and is
constituted by processes within the genius. If the evil genius is simulating only a small
part of the physical world, just enough to give me reasonably consistent inputs, then we
have an analog of the Local Matrix Hypothesis (in either its fixed or flexible versions).
Here we should say that just a local part of external reality exists. If the evil genius is not
bothering to simulate the microphysical level, but just the macroscopic level, then we
have an analog of the Macroscopic Matrix Hypothesis. Here we should say that local
external macroscopic objects exist, but our beliefs about their microphysical nature are
incorrect.
The evil genius hypothesis is often taken to be a global skeptical hypothesis. But
if the reasoning above is right, this is incorrect. Even if the Evil Genius Hypothesis is
correct, some of the external reality that we apparently perceive really exists, though we
may have some false beliefs about it, depending on details. It is just that this external
reality has an underlying nature that is quite different from what we may have thought.
Dream Hypothesis: I am now and have always been dreaming.
Descartes raised the question: how do you know that you are not currently
dreaming? Morpheus raises a similar question:
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Have you ever had a dream, Neo, that you were so sure was real? What if you
were unable to wake from that dream? How would you know the difference
between the dream world and the real world?

The hypothesis that I am currently dreaming is analogous to a version of the Recent
Matrix Hypothesis. I cannot rule it out conclusively, and if it is correct, then many of my
beliefs about my current environment are incorrect. But presumably I still have many true
beliefs about the external world, anchored in the past.
What if I have always been dreaming? That is, what if all of my apparent
perceptual inputs have been generated by my own cognitive system, without my realizing
this? I think this case is analogous to the Evil Genius Hypothesis: it’s just that the role of
the “evil genius” is played by a part of my own cognitive system! If my dream-generating
system simulates all of space-time, we have something like the original Matrix
Hypothesis. If it models just my local environment, or just some macroscopic processes,
we have analogs of the more local versions of the Evil Genius Hypothesis above. In any
of these cases, we should say that the objects that I am currently perceiving really exist
(although objects farther from home may not). It is just that some of them are constituted
by my own cognitive processes.
Chaos Hypothesis: I do not receive inputs from anywhere in the world. Instead, I have
random uncaused experiences. Through a huge coincidence, they are exactly the sort of
regular, structured experiences with which I am familiar.
The Chaos Hypothesis is an extraordinarily unlikely hypothesis, much more
unlikely than anything considered above. But it is still one that could in principle obtain,
even if it has miniscule probability. If I am chaotically envatted, do physical processes in
the external world exist? I think we should say that they do not. My experiences of
external objects are caused by nothing, and the set of experiences associated with my
conception of a given object will have no common source. Indeed, my experiences are
not caused by any reality external to them at all. So this is a genuine skeptical hypothesis:
if accepted, it would cause us to reject most of our beliefs about the external world.
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So far, the only clear case of a global skeptical hypothesis is the Chaos
Hypothesis. Unlike the previous hypotheses, accepting this hypothesis would undercut all
of our substantive beliefs about the external world. Where does the difference come
from?
Arguably, what is crucial is that on the Chaos Hypothesis, there is no causal
explanation of our experiences at all, and there is no explanation for the regularities in
our experience. In all the previous cases, there is some explanation for these regularities,
though perhaps not the explanation that we expect. One might suggest that as long as a
hypothesis involves some reasonable explanation for the regularities in our experience,
then it will not be a global skeptical hypothesis.
If so, then if we are granted the assumption that there is some explanation for the
regularities in our experience, then it is safe to say that some of our beliefs about the
external world are correct. This is not much, but it is something!
9. Philosophical Notes
Note 1: Concerning the Computational Hypothesis, it is coherent to suppose that
there is a computational level underneath physics, but it is not clear whether it is coherent
to suppose that this level is fundamental. If it is, then we have a world of “pure bits”.
Such a world would be a world of pure differences: there are two basic states that differ
from one another, without this difference being a difference in some deeper nature.
Whether one thinks this is coherent or not is connected to whether one thinks that all
differences must be grounded in some basic intrinsic nature, on whether one thinks that
all dispositions must have a categorical bases, and so on. For the purposes of this paper,
however, the issue can be set aside. Under the Matrix Hypothesis, the computation itself
is implemented by processes in the world of the creator. As such, there will be a more
basic level of intrinsic properties that serves as the basis for the differences between bits.
Note 2: What is the ontology of virtual objects? This is a hard question, but it is
no harder than the question of the ontology of ordinary macroscopic objects in a
quantum-mechanical world. The response to objection 6 suggests that in both cases, we
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should reject claims of token identity between microscopic and macroscopic levels.
Tables are not identical to any object characterized purely in terms of quantummechanics; likewise, virtual tables are not identical to any objects characterized purely in
terms of bits. But nevertheless, facts about tables supervene on quantum-mechanical
facts, and facts about virtual tables supervene on computational facts. So it seems
reasonable to say that tables are constituted by quantum processes, and that virtual tables
are constituted by computational processes. Further specificity in either case depends on
delicate questions of metaphysics.
Reflecting on the third-person case, in which we are looking at a brain in a vat in
our world, one might object that virtual objects don’t really exist: there aren’t real objects
corresponding to tables anywhere inside a computer. If one says this, though, one may be
forced by parity into the view that tables do not truly exist in our quantum-mechanical
world. If one adopts a restricted ontology of objects in one case, one should adopt it in
the other; if one adopts a liberal ontology in one case, one should adopt it in the other.
The only reasonable way to treat the cases differently is to adopt a sort of contextualism
about what counts as an “object” (or about what falls within the domain of a quantifier
such as “everything”), depending on the context of the speaker. But this will just reflect a
parochial fact about our language, rather than any deep fact about the world. In the deep
respects, virtual objects are no less real than ordinary objects.
Note 3: The reasoning in this paper does not offer a knockdown refutation of
skepticism, as several skeptical hypotheses are left open. But I think it significantly
strengthens one of the standard responses to skepticism. It is often held that although
various skeptical hypotheses are compatible with our experiences, the hypothesis that
there is a real physical world provides a simpler or better explanation of the regularities
in our experiences than these skeptical hypotheses. If so, then we may be justified in
believing in the real physical world, by an inference to the best explanation.
At this point it is often objected that some skeptical hypotheses seem just as
simple as the standard explanation: for example, the hypothesis that all our experiences
are caused by a computer simulation, or by God. If so, this response to skepticism fails.
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But if I am right, then these “equally simple” hypotheses are not skeptical hypotheses at
all. If so, then inference to the best explanation may work after all: all of these “simple”
hypotheses yield mostly true beliefs about an external world.
The residual issue concerns the various remaining skeptical hypotheses on the
table, such as the Recent Matrix Hypothesis, the Local Matrix Hypothesis, and so on. It
seems reasonable to hold that these are significantly less simple than the hypotheses
above, however. All of them involve a non-uniform explanation of the regularities in our
experiences. In the Recent Matrix Hypothesis, present regularities and past regularities
have very different explanations. In the Local Matrix Hypothesis, beliefs about matters
close to home and far from home have very different explanations. These hypotheses as a
whole have a sort of dual-mechanism structure that seems considerably more complex
than the uniform-mechanism structures above. If this is right, one can argue that
inference to the best explanation justifies us in ruling out these hypotheses, and in
accepting the non-skeptical hypotheses above.
Even if one thinks that some of these skeptical hypotheses offer reasonably good
explanations of our experience, there is still a promising argument against global
external-world skepticism in the vicinity. If I am right, all of these skeptical hypotheses
are at worst partial skeptical hypotheses: if they are correct, then a good many of our
empirical beliefs will still be true, and there will still be an external world. To obtain a
global skeptical hypothesis, we have to go all the way to the Chaos Hypothesis. But this
is a hypothesis on which the regularities in our experience have no explanation at all.
Even an extremely weak version of inference to the best explanation justifies us in ruling
out this sort of hypothesis. If so, then this sort of reasoning may justify our belief in the
existence of the external world.
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8
The Cardinal Difficulty of Naturalism
C. S. Lewis
C. S. Lewis (1898–1963), often called the Apostle to the Skeptics, was an Irish scholar of
medieval literature more widely known for his work in Christian apologetics and popular fiction,
and as the leading figure of the Oxford literary group, the Inklings. He became an atheist in his
youth, but converted to Christianity, compelled by the weight of evidence in its favor.

________________________________________________________________________
If Naturalism is true, every finite thing or event must be (in principle) explicable in terms
of the Total System. I say ‘explicable in principle’ because of course we are not going to
demand that naturalists, at any given moment, should have found the detailed explanation
of every phenomenon. Obviously many things will only be explained when the sciences
have made further progress. But if Naturalism is to be accepted we have a right to
demand that every single thing should be such that we see, in general, how it could be
explained in terms of the Total System. If any one thing exists which is of such a kind
that we see in advance the impossibility of ever giving it that kind of explanation, then
Naturalism would be in ruins. If necessities of thought force us to allow to any one thing
any degree of independence from the Total System—if any one thing makes good a claim
to be on its own, to be something more than an expression of the character of Nature as a
whole—then we have abandoned Naturalism. For by Naturalism we mean the doctrine
that only Nature—the whole interlocked system—exists. And if that were true, every
thing and event would, if we knew enough, be explicable without remainder as a
necessary product of the system. The whole system being what it is, it ought to be a
contradiction in terms if you were not reading this book at the moment; and, conversely,
the only cause why you are reading it ought to be that the whole system, at such and such
a place and hour, was bound to take that course.
One threat against strict Naturalism has recently been launched on which I myself
will base no argument, but which it will be well to notice. The older scientists believed
that the smallest particles of matter moved according to strict laws: in other words, that
the movements of each particle were ‘interlocked’ with the total system of Nature. Some
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modern scientists seem to think—if I understand them—that this is not so. They seem to
think that the individual unit of matter (it would be rash to call it any longer a ‘particle')
moves in an indeterminate or random fashion; moves, in fact, ‘on its own’ or ‘of its own
accord’. The regularity which we observe in the movements of the smallest visible bodies
is explained by the fact that each of these contains millions of units and that the law of
averages therefore levels out the idiosyncrasies of the individual unit’s behavior. The
movement of one unit is incalculable, just as the result of tossing a coin once is
incalculable: the majority movement of a billion units can however be predicted, just, as,
if you tossed a coin a billion times, you could predict a nearly equal number of heads and
tails. Now it will be noticed that if this theory is true we have really admitted something
other than Nature. If the movements of the individual units are events ‘on their own',
events which do not interlock with all other events, then these movements are not part of
Nature. It would be, indeed, too great a shock to our habits to describe them as supernatural. I think we should have to call them sub-natural. But all our confidence that
Nature has no doors, and no reality outside herself for doors to open on, would have
disappeared. There is apparently something outside her, the sub-natural; it is indeed from
this Subnatural that all events and all ‘bodies’ are, as it were, fed into her. And clearly if
she thus has a back door opening on the Subnatural, it is quite in the cards that she may
also have a front door opening on the Supernatural—and events might be fed into her at
that door too.
I have mentioned this theory because it puts in a fairly vivid light certain
conceptions which we shall have to use later on. But I am not, for my own part, assuming
its truth. Those who like myself have had a philosophical rather than a scientific
education find it almost impossible to believe that the scientists really mean what they
seem to be saying. I cannot help thinking they mean no more than that the movements of
individual units are permanently incalculable to us, not that they are in themselves
random and lawless. And even if they mean the latter, a layman can hardly feel any
certainty that some new scientific development may not tomorrow abolish this whole idea
of a lawless Subnature. For it is the glory of science to progress. I therefore turn willingly
to other ground.
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It is clear that everything we know, beyond our own immediate sensations, is
inferred from those sensations. I do not mean that we begin, as children, by regarding our
sensations as ‘evidence’ and thence arguing consciously to the existence of space, matter,
and other people. I mean that if, after we are old enough to understand the question, our
confidence in the existence of anything else (say, the solar system or the Spanish
Armada) is challenged, our argument in defense of it will have to take the form of
inferences from our immediate sensations. Put in its most general form the inference
would run, ‘Since I am presented with colors, sounds, shapes, pleasures and pains which I
cannot perfectly predict or control, and since the more I investigate them the more regular
their behavior appears, therefore there must exist something other than myself and it must
be systematic'. Inside this very general inference, all sorts of special trains of inference
lead us to more detailed conclusions.
All possible knowledge, then, depends on the validity of reasoning. If the feeling
of certainty which we express by words like ‘must be’ and ‘therefore’ and ‘since’ is a real
perception of how things outside our own minds really must be, well and good. But if this
certainty is merely a feeling in our own minds and not a genuine insight into realities
beyond them—if it merely represents the way our minds happen to work—then we can
have no knowledge. Unless human reasoning is valid no science can be true.
It follows that no account of the universe can be true unless that account leaves it
possible for our thinking to be a real insight. A theory which explained everything else in
the whole universe, but which made it impossible to believe that our thinking was valid,
would be utterly out of court. For that theory would itself have been reached by thinking,
and if thinking is not valid that theory would, of course, be itself demolished. It would
have destroyed its own credentials. It would be an argument which proved that no
argument was sound—a proof that there are no such things as proofs—which is nonsense.
Thus a strict materialism refutes itself for the reason given long ago by Professor
Haldane: ‘If my mental processes are determined wholly by the motions of atoms in my
brain, I have no reason to suppose that my beliefs are true ... and hence I have no reason
for supposing my brain to be composed of atoms.’ (Possible Worlds, p. 209)
But Naturalism, even if it is not purely materialistic, seems to me to involve the
same difficulty, though in a somewhat less obvious form. It discredits our processes of
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reasoning or at least reduces their credit to such a humble level that it can no longer
support Naturalism itself.
The easiest way of exhibiting this is to notice the two senses of the word
‘because’. We can say, ‘Grandfather is ill today because he ate lobster yesterday.’ We
can also say, ‘Grandfather must be ill today because he hasn't got up yet (and we know
he is an invariably early riser when he is well).’ In the first sentence because indicates the
relation of Cause and Effect: The eating made him ill. In the second, it indicates the
relation of what logicians call Ground and Consequent. The old man's late rising is not
the cause of his disorder but the reason why we believe him to be disordered. There is a
similar difference between ‘He cried out because it hurt him’ (Cause and Effect) and ‘It
must have hurt him because he cried out’ (Ground and Consequent). We are especially
familiar with the Ground and Consequent because in mathematical reasoning: ‘A = C
because, as we have already proved, they are both equal to B.’
The one indicates a dynamic connection between events or ‘states of affairs’; the
other, a logical relation between beliefs or assertions.
Now a train of reasoning has no value as a means of finding truth unless each step
in it is connected with what went before in the Ground-Consequent relation. If our B does
not follow logically from our A, we think in vain. If what we think at the end of our
reasoning is to be true, the correct answer to the question, ‘Why do you think this?’ must
begin with the Ground-Consequent because.
On the other hand, every event in Nature must be connected with previous events
in the Cause and Effect relation. But our acts of thinking are events. Therefore the true
answer to ‘Why do you think this?’ must begin with the Cause-Effect because.
Unless our conclusion is the logical consequent from a ground it will be worthless
and could be true only by a fluke. Unless it is the effect of a cause, it cannot occur at all.
It looks therefore, as if, in order for a train of thought to have any value, these two
systems of connection must apply simultaneously to the same series of mental acts.
But unfortunately the two systems are wholly distinct. To be caused is not to be
proved. Wishful thinkings, prejudices, and the delusions of madness are all caused, but
they are ungrounded. Indeed to be caused is so different from being proved that we
behave in disputation as if they were mutually exclusive. The mere existence of causes
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for a belief is popularly treated as raising a presumption that it is groundless, and the
most popular way of discrediting a person's opinions is to explain them causally—‘You
say that because (Cause and Effect) you are a capitalist, or a hypochondriac, or a mere
man, or only a woman’. The implication is that if causes fully account for a belief, then,
since causes work inevitably, the belief would have had to arise whether it had grounds or
not. We need not, it is felt, consider grounds for something which can be fully explained
without them.
But even if grounds do exist, what exactly have they got to do with the actual
occurrence of the belief as a psychological logical event? If it is an event it must be
caused. It must in fact be simply one link in a causal chain which stretches back to the
beginning and forward to the end of time. How could such a trifle as lack of logical
grounds prevent the beliefs occurrence or how could the existence of grounds promote it?
There seems to be only one possible answer. We must say that just as one way in
which a mental event causes a subsequent mental event is by Association (when I think
of parsnips I think of my first school), so another way in which it can cause it, is simply
by being a ground for it. For then being a cause and being a proof would coincide.
But this, as it stands, is clearly untrue. We know by experience that a thought does
not necessarily cause all, or even any, of the thoughts which logically stand to it as
Consequents to Ground. We should be in a pretty pickle if we could never think ‘This is
glass’ without drawing all the inferences which could be drawn. It is impossible to draw
them all; quite often we draw none. We must therefore amend our suggested law. One
thought can cause another, not by being, but by being seen to be, a ground for it.
If you distrust the sensory metaphor in seen, you may substitute apprehended or
grasped or simply known. It makes little difference for all these words recall us to what
thinking really is. Acts of thinking are no doubt events; but they are a very special sort of
events. They are ‘about’ something other than themselves and can be true or false. Events
in general are not ‘about’ anything and cannot be true or false. (To say ‘these events, or
facts are false’ means of course that someone’s account of them is false). Hence acts of
inference can, and must, be considered in two different lights. On the one hand they are
subjective events, items in somebody’s psychological history. On the other hand, they are
insights into, or knowings of, something other than themselves. What from the first point
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of view is the psychological transition from thought A to thought B, at some particular
moment in some particular mind, is, from the thinker's point of view a perception of an
implication (if A, then B). When we are adopting the psychological point of view we may
use the past tense. ‘B followed A in my thoughts.’ But when we assert the implication we
always use the present—‘B follows from A’. If it ever ‘follows from’ in the logical sense,
it does so always. And we cannot possibly reject the second point of view as a subjective
illusion without discrediting all human knowledge. For we can know nothing, beyond our
own sensations at the moment, unless the act of inference is the real insight that it claims
to be.
But it can be this only on certain terms. An act of knowing must be determined, in
a sense, solely by what is known; we must know it to be thus solely because it is thus.
That is what knowing means. You may call this a Cause and Effect because, and call
‘being known’ a mode of causation if you like. But it is a unique mode. The act of
knowing has no doubt various conditions, without which it could not occur: attention, and
the states of will and health which this presupposes. But its positive character must be
determined by the truth it knows. If it were totally explicable from other sources it would
cease to be knowledge, just as (to use the sensory parallel) the ringing in my ears ceases
to be what we mean by ‘hearing’ if it can be fully explained from causes other than a
noise in the outer world—such as, say, the tinnitus produced by a bad cold. If what seems
an act of knowledge is partially explicable from other sources, then the knowing
(properly so called) in it is just what they leave over, just what demands, for its
explanation, the thing known, as real hearing is what is left after you have discounted the
tinnitus. Any thing which professes to explain our reasoning fully, without introducing an
act of knowing thus solely determined by what is known, is really a theory that there is no
reasoning.
But this, it seems to me, is what Naturalism is bound to do. It offers what
professes to be a full account of our mental behavior; but this account, on inspection,
leaves no room for the acts of knowing or insight on which the whole value of our
thinking, as a means to truth, depends.
It is agreed on all hands that reason, and even sentience, and life itself are late
comers in Nature. If there is nothing but Nature, therefore, reason must have come into
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existence by a historical process. And of course, for the Naturalist, this process was not
designed to produce a mental behavior that can find truth. There was no Designer; and
indeed, until there were thinkers, there was no truth or falsehood. The type of mental
behavior we now call rational thinking or inference must therefore have been ‘evolved’
by natural selection, by the gradual weeding out of types less fitted to survive.
Once, then, our thoughts were not rational. That is, all our thoughts once were, as
many of our thoughts still are, merely subjective events, not apprehensions of objective
truth. Those which had a cause external to ourselves at all were (like our pains) responses
to stimuli. Now natural selection could operate only by eliminating responses that were
biologically hurtful and multiplying those which tended to survival. But it is not
conceivable that any improvement of responses could ever turn them into acts of insight,
or even remotely tend to do so. The relation between response and stimulus is utterly
different from that, between knowledge and the truth known. Our physical vision is a far
more useful response to light than that of the cruder organisms which have only a photosensitive spot. But neither this improvement nor any possible improvements we can
suppose could bring it an inch nearer to being a knowledge of light. It is admittedly
something without which we could not have had that knowledge. But the knowledge is
achieved by experiments and inferences from them, not by refinement of the response. It
is not men with specially good eyes who know about light, but men who have studied the
relevant sciences. In the same way our psychological responses to our environment—our
curiosities, aversions, delights, expectations—could be indefinitely improved (from the
biological point of view) without becoming anything more than responses. Such
perfection of the non-rational responses, far from amounting to their conversion into
valid inferences, might be conceived as a different method of achieving survival—an
alternative to reason. A conditioning which secured that we never felt delight except in
the useful nor aversion save from the dangerous, and that the degrees of both were
exquisitely proportional to the degree of real utility or danger in the object, might serve
us as well as reason or in some circumstances better.
Besides natural selection there is, however, experience—experience originally
individual but handed on by tradition and instruction. It might be held that this, in the
course of millennia, could conjure the mental behavior we call reason—in other words,
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the practice of inference—out of a mental behavior which was originally not rational.
Repeated experiences of finding fire (or the remains of fire) where he had seen smoke
would condition a man to expect fire whenever he saw smoke. This expectation,
expressed in the form ‘If smoke, then fire’ becomes what we call inference. Have all our
inferences originated in that way?
But if they did they are all invalid inferences. Such a process will no doubt
produce expectation. It will train men to expect fire when they see smoke in just the same
way as it trained them to expect that all swans would be white (until they saw a black
one) or that water would always boil at 212° (until someone tried a picnic on a
mountain). Such expectations are not inferences and need not be true. The assumption
that things which have been conjoined in the past will always be conjoined in the future is
the guiding principle not of rational but of animal behavior. Reason comes in precisely
when you make the inference ‘Since always conjoined, therefore probably connected’
and go on to attempt the discovery of the connection. When you have discovered what
smoke is you may then be able to replace the mere expectation of fire by a genuine
inference. Till this is done reason recognizes the expectation as a mere expectation.
Where this does not need to be done—that is, where the inference depends on an
axiom—we do not appeal to past experience at all. My belief that things which are equal
to the same thing are equal to one another is not at all based on the fact that I have never
caught them behaving otherwise. I see that it ‘must’ be so. That some people nowadays
call axioms tautologies seems to me irrelevant. It is by means of such ‘tautologies’ that
we advance from knowing less to knowing more. And to call them tautologies is another
way of saying that they are completely and certainly known. To see fully that A implies
B does (once you have seen it) involve the admission that the assertion of A and the
assertion of B are at bottom in the same assertion. The degree to which any true
proportion is a tautology depends on the degree of your insight into it. 9 x 7 = 63 is a
tautology to the perfect arithmetician, but not to the child learning its tables nor to the
primitive calculator who reached it, perhaps, by adding seven nines together. If Nature is
a totally interlocked system, then every true statement about her (e.g., there was a hot
summer in 1959) would be a tautology to an intelligence that could grasp that system in
its entirety. ‘God is love’ may be a tautology to the seraphim, not to men.
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‘But’, it will be said, ‘it is incontestable that we do in fact reach truths by
inferences’. Certainly. The Naturalist and I both admit this. We could not discuss
anything unless we did. The difference I am submitting is that he gives, and I do not, a
history of the evolution of reason which is inconsistent with the claims that he and I both
have to make for inference as we actually practice it. For his history is, and from the
nature of the case can only be, an account, in Cause and Effect terms, of how people
came to think the way they do. And this of course leaves in the air the quite different
question of how they could possibly be justified in so thinking. This imposes on him the
very embarrassing task of trying to show how the evolutionary product which he has
described could also be a power of ‘seeing’truths.
But the very attempt is absurd. This is best seen if we consider the humblest and
almost the most despairing form in which it could be made. The Naturalist might say,
‘Well, perhaps we cannot exactly see—not yet—how natural selection would turn subrational mental behavior into inferences that reach truth. But we are certain that this in
fact has happened. For natural selection is bound to preserve and increase useful
behavior. And we also find that our habits of inference are in fact useful. And if they are
useful they must reach truth’. But notice what we are doing. Inference itself is on trial:
that is, the Naturalist has given an account of what we thought to be our inferences which
suggests that they are not real insights at all. We, and he, want to be reassured. And the
reassurance turns out to be one more inference (if useful, then true)—as if this inference
were not, once we accept his evolutionary picture, under the same suspicion as all the
rest. If the value of our reasoning is in doubt, you cannot try to establish it by reasoning.
If, as I said above, a proof that there are no proofs is nonsensical, so is a proof that there
are proofs. Reason is our starting point. There can be no question either of attacking or
defending it. If by treating it as a mere phenomenon you put yourself outside it, there is
then no way, except by begging the question, of getting inside again.
A still humbler position remains. You may, if you like, give up all claim to truth.
You may say simply ‘Our way of thinking is useful’—without adding, even under your
breath, ‘and therefore true’. It enables us to set a bone and build a bridge and make a
Sputnik. And that is good enough. The old, high pretensions of reason must be given
up. It is a behavior evolved entirely as an aid to practice. That is why, when we use it
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simply for practice, we get along pretty well; but when we fly off into speculation and
try to get general views of ‘reality’ we end in the endless, useless, and probably merely
verbal disputes of the philosopher. We will be humbler in future. Goodbye to all that.
No more theology, no more ontology, no more metaphysics.
But then, equally, no more Naturalism. For of course Naturalism is a prime
specimen of that towering speculation, discovered from practice and going far beyond
experience, which is now being condemned. Nature is not an object that can be
presented either to the senses or the imagination. It can be reached only by the most
remote inferences. Or not reached, merely approached. It is the hoped for, the assumed,
unification in a single interlocked system of all the things inferred from our scientific
experiments. More than that, the Naturalist, not content to assert this, goes on to the
sweeping negative assertion. ‘There is nothing except this’—an assertion, surely, as
remote from practice, experience, and any conceivable verification as has ever been
made since men began to use their reason speculatively. Yet on the present view, the
very first step into such a use was an abuse, the perversion of a faculty merely practical,
and the source of all chimeras.
On these terms the Theist’s position must be a chimera nearly as outrageous as
the Naturalist’s. (Nearly, not quite; it abstains from the crowning audacity of a huge
negative). But the Theist need not, and does not, grant these terms. He is not committed
to the view that reason is a comparatively recent development molded by a process of
selection which can select only the biologically useful. For him, reason—the reason of
God—is older than Nature, and from it the orderliness of Nature, which alone enables
us to know her, is derived. For him, the human mind in the act of knowing is
illuminated by the Divine reason. It is set free, in the measure required, from the huge
nexus of non-rational causation—free from this to be determined by the truth known.
And the preliminary processes within Nature which led up to this liberation, if there
were any, were designed to do so.
To call the act of knowing—the act, not of remembering that something was so
in the past, but of ‘seeing’that it must be so always and in any possible world—to call
this act ‘supernatural’is some violence to our ordinary linguistic usage. But of course
we do not mean by this that it is spooky, or sensational, or even (in any religious sense)
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‘spiritual’. We mean only that it ‘won’t fit in’; that such an act, to be what it claims to
be—and if it is not, all our thinking is discredited—cannot be merely the exhibition at a
particular place and time of that total, and largely mindless, system of events called
‘Nature’. It must break sufficiently free from that universal chain in order to be
determined by what it knows.
It is of some importance here to make sure that, if vaguely spatial imagery
intrudes (and in many minds it certainly will), it should not be of the wrong kind. We
had better not envisage our acts of reason as something ‘above’ or ‘behind’ or ‘beyond’
Nature. Rather ‘this side of Nature’—if you must picture spatially, picture them
between us and her. It is by inferences that we build up the idea of Nature at all. Reason
is given before Nature and on reason our concept of Nature depends. Our acts of
inference are prior to our picture of Nature almost as the telephone is prior to the
friend's voice we hear by it. When we try to fit these acts into the picture of Nature we
fail. The item which we put into that picture and label ‘Reason’ always turns out to be
somehow different from the reason we ourselves are enjoying and exercising while we
put it in. The description we have to give of thought as an evolutionary phenomenon
always makes a tacit exception in favor of the thinking which we ourselves perform at
that moment. For the one can only, like any other particular feat, exhibit, at particular
moments in particular consciousnesses, the general and for the most part non-rational
working of the whole interlocked system. The other, our present act, claims and must
claim, to be an act of insight, a knowledge sufficiently free from non-rational causation
to be determined (positively) only by the truth it knows. But the imagined thinking
which we put into the picture depends—because our whole idea of Nature depends—on
the thinking we are actually doing, not vice versa. This is the prime reality, on which
the attribution of reality to anything else rests. If it won't fit into Nature, we can't help it.
We will certainly not, on that account, give it up. If we do, we should be giving up
Nature too.

From Miracles, Ch. 3
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Empirical Challenges to Conventional Mind-Brain Theory
Edward F. Kelly and Emily Williams Kelly
Edward F. Kelly (Ph.D., Harvard) and Emily Williams Kelly (Ph.D., University of Edinburgh)
are Professors in the Department of Psychiatry and Neurobehavioral Sciences at the University of
Virginia. Their observations in this article are much more fully developed in Irreducible Mind:
Toward a Psychology for the 21st Century.
______________________________________________________________________________
Synopsis: Despite many significant accomplishments, mainstream scientific psychology has not
provided a satisfactory theory of mind, or solved the mind-body problem, and physicalist
accounts of the mind are approaching their limits without fully accounting for its properties. The
computational theory of mind has collapsed, forcing physicalism to retreat into what necessarily
constitutes its final frontier, the unique biology of the brain, but this biological naturalism seems
destined to fare little better. Some critical properties of human mental life can already be
recognized as irreconcilable in principle with physical operations of the brain, and others appear
likely to prove so as well.

I. Introduction
Nearly all contemporary psychologists, neuroscientists, and philosophers subscribe—
explicitly or implicitly—to some version of physicalism. Physicalist conceptions of
human mind and personality, contrary to traditional and everyday notions, run along
roughly the following lines: We human beings are nothing but extremely complicated
biological machines. Everything we are and do is in principle causally explainable from
the bottom up in terms of our biology, chemistry, and physics—ultimately, that is, in
terms of local contact interactions among bits of matter moving in accordance with
mechanical laws under the influence of fields of force. Some of what we know, and the
substrate of our general capacities to learn more, are built-in genetically as complex
resultants of biological evolution. Everything else comes to us directly or indirectly by
way of our sensory systems, through energetic exchanges with the environment of types
already largely understood. Mind and consciousness are generated by—or in some
mysterious way identical with—neurophysiological events and processes in the brain.
Mental causation, free will, and the “self” do not really exist; they are mere illusions,
ineffectual by-products of the grinding of our neural machinery. And since mind and
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personality are entirely products of our bodily machinery, they are necessarily
extinguished, totally and finally, by the demise and dissolution of that body.
Views of this sort unquestionably hold sway over the vast majority of
contemporary scientists, and they have also percolated widely through the public at large.
We believe, however, that they are at best seriously incomplete, and at certain critical
points demonstrably false, empirically. In this article, we will briefly catalogue a variety
of interrelated empirical phenomena that appear difficult or impossible to explain in
conventional physicalist terms. We emphasize from the outset that these phenomena must
be considered collectively, not piecemeal; they not only challenge the conventional
physicalist picture individually, but converge in pointing to the need for a radically novel
way of understanding the intimate relationship of mind and brain. We also emphasize that
we are presenting here only a skeletal outline of the kinds of phenomena to which we
wish to direct readers’ attention. Much fuller treatments of relevant empirical evidence
and the issues raised can be found through works cited in the Bibliography.
II. Extreme Psychophysiological Influence
We begin with a variety of phenomena especially suggestive of the involvement of direct
mental agency in the production of physiological effects not fully explainable in terms of
physiological mechanisms alone. The following examples will serve to capture their
flavor.
Placebo effects and related kinds of psychosomatic phenomena have long been
informally recognized and are now widely accepted, but they were accepted by modern
biomedical science only grudgingly, as new mechanisms of brain-body interaction came
to light that seemed potentially capable of explaining them. In particular,
psychoneuroimmunology has demonstrated the existence, previously unknown, of
interactions between the central nervous system and the immune system. Nevertheless,
the adequacy of such explanations to account even for placebo effects remains in
question, and there are many types of kindred phenomena that pose progressively greater
challenges to explanation in such terms.
For example, Sigmund Freud and F. W. H. Myers were impressed by hysterical
“glove anesthesias,” in which a patient loses sensation from the skin of a hand in the
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absence of organic lesion, in a way that typically corresponds only to the patient’s idea,
in complete disregard of the underlying anatomical organization. Related phenomena
have often been reported in the context of hypnosis. For example, highly suggestible
persons who can vividly imagine undergoing an injurious circumstance such as receiving
a burn to the skin sometimes suffer effects closely analogous to those that the physical
injury itself would produce, such as a blister. More rarely, the correspondence between
the hypnotic blister and its imagined source extends even to minute details of geometric
shape, details too specific to account for in terms of known mechanisms of brain/body
interaction. A closely related and well-documented phenomenon is that of “stigmata,” in
which fervently devout or pious believers in Christ develop wound analogous to those
inflicted during the crucifixion. The injuries are again localized and specific in form, vary
in locus and character in accordance with their subjects’ differing conceptions of Christ’s
own injuries, and appear and disappear, often suddenly and regularly, also in accordance
with the subject’s expectations. Similarly dramatic phenomena have occasionally been
documented in psychiatric patients in connection with their recall of prior physical
trauma.
The conventional hope, of course, is that even the most extreme of the phenomena
just mentioned might ultimately be explained in terms of brain processes. Continuing
allegiance to this hope, despite the indicated explanatory difficulties, is undoubtedly
encouraged by the fact that the phenomena described so far all involve effects of a
person’s mental states on that person’s own body. Still more drastic explanatory
challenges are posed, however, by cases in which one person’s mental state seems to
have directly influenced another person’s body. Such phenomena include “maternal
impressions” (birthmarks or birth defects on a newborn that correspond to an unusual and
intense experience of the mother during the pregnancy), distant healing (including
experimental studies of effects of prayer on healing), experimental studies of distant
mental influence on living systems, and cases in which a child who claims to have
memories of the life of a deceased person also displays extremely unusual birthmarks or
birth defects corresponding closely with marks (usually fatal wounds) on the body of that
person. In addition, there has been a considerable accumulation of spontaneous cases and
experimental evidence demonstrating the reality of psychokinesis (PK), which by
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definition involves direct mental influence on the physical environment (see Section VI
below).
III. Extremes of Informational Capacity and Precision
A number of well-documented psychological phenomena involve levels of detail and
precision difficult to account for in terms of a brain operating in statistical fashion with
neural components of low intrinsic precision and reliability. Here are some examples.
The first involves a case of “automatic writing” observed by William James. The
subject wrote with his extended right arm on large sheets of paper, his face meanwhile
buried in the crook of his left elbow. For him to see what he was doing was “a physical
impossibility.” Nevertheless, James continues: “Two or three times in my presence on
one evening, after covering a sheet with writing (the pencil never being raised, so that the
words ran into each other), he returned to the top of the sheet and proceeded downwards,
dotting each i and crossing each t with absolute precision and great rapidity.”
This episode illustrates two features that have often appeared together in the large
but neglected scientific literature dealing with automatic writing: The subject is in an
altered state of consciousness, and the motor performance, itself remarkable, is
apparently guided by an extremely detailed memory record, an essentially photographic
representation of the uncompleted page.
The latter property relates to the phenomenon of eidetic imagery, our second
example, the most dramatic demonstration of which has been provided by Charles
Stromeyer using Julesz stereograms. These are essentially pairs of computer-generated
pictures, each of which by itself looks like a matrix of randomly placed dots, but
constructed in such a way that when viewed simultaneously (by presentation to the two
eyes separately) a visual form emerges in depth. Stromeyer presented pictures of this type
to the eyes of his single subject, a gifted female eidetiker, at different times, ultimately as
much as 3 days apart. Under these conditions, the subject could only extract the hidden
form if she could fuse current input to one eye with an extremely detailed memory-image
of previous input to the other eye. Remarkably, she was able to succeed under a wide
variety of increasingly demanding conditions. The original stereograms, for example,
were 100 x 100 arrays, but she ultimately succeeded under double-blind conditions with
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arrays as large as 1000 x 1000, or a million “bits,” viewed up to 4 hours apart.
These results were understandably shocking to many psychologists, who sought
to escape their force by pointing to the dependence on a single subject and the absence of
replications. At least one successful replication has subsequently occurred, however.
Moreover, the literature already contains many additional examples of prodigious
memory. Stromeyer mentions Luria’s famous mnemonist and the case of the “Shass
Pollaks,” who memorized all 12 volumes of the Babylonian Talmud, and Oliver Sacks
has reported a similar case of a person who among other things knew by heart all 9
volumes and 6000 pages of Grove’s Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Other examples
could easily be cited. Prodigious memory of this sort is a real psychological phenomenon.
Third in this group is the family of “calculating prodigies.” Of special interest is the
“savant syndrome,” often associated with autistic disorders, in which islands of
spectacular ability appear in the midst of generalized mental disability. The abilities are
of many types, but almost invariably involve prodigious memory. The depth of the
problems they pose for brain theory is exemplified by the case of “The Twins,” also
described by Sacks. These profoundly impaired individuals, unable to perform even
simple additions and subtractions with any accuracy, nonetheless proved able to generate
and test prime numbers in their heads. Sacks was able to verify the primacy up to10
digits, but only by means of published tables, while the twins themselves went on
exchanging numbers of steadily greater length, eventually reaching 20 digits. Sacks
makes the intriguing suggestion that they may not literally be calculating these enormous
numbers, but discovering them by navigating through some vast inner iconic landscape in
which the relevant numerical relations are somehow represented pictorially. The twins
themselves of course cannot say how they do it.
Phenomena of these sorts look hard to explain in terms of brain processes. The
most serious attempt to do so known to us is in fact devoid of specific neural
mechanisms. Its central argument is rather that early-stage brain processes like those
subserving visual perception, for example, must also be savant-like in terms of their
speed, precision, and informational capacity; what is unusual about savants, therefore,
may consist merely in their access to these mechanisms. This explanation of course
presupposes a positive answer to the fundamental question at issue, whether the brain
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alone can accomplish any of these things including perceptual synthesis itself (see
Section IX below).
As proved long ago by mathematician John von Neumann, the only practical way
to get increased arithmetical precision out of individually unreliable neurons is to use
more of them. This biocomputational perspective clearly implies that calculating
prodigies must use large portions of their brains in very abnormal ways to achieve the
observed effects. The cognitive deficits that often accompany savant-type skills could
conceivably reflect such substitutions, but we must remember that comparable skills
sometimes also occur in geniuses such as the mathematicians Gauss and Ampére.
IV. Memory
The previous section focused on phenomena such as high-precision calculations and
prodigious memory that appear incompatible with the physical properties of the brain
considered as a kind of computing device. Problems also arise, however, in regard to
memory in its more familiar and everyday forms. Here we briefly sketch some relevant
issues.
Memory is central to all human cognitive and perceptual functions, yet we remain
largely ignorant of where and in what forms our past experience is stored and by what
means it is brought to bear upon the present. Generations of psychologists and
neurobiologists have taken it as axiomatic that all stored memories must exist in the form
of “traces,” physical changes produced in the brain by experience, but there has been
little real progress toward scientific consensus on the details of these mechanisms despite
many decades of intensive research.
Significant progress has recently been made, to be sure, in regard to “learning”
and “memory” in simple creatures such as the sea-slug (Aplysia), and more generally in
regard to what might be called “habit memory,” the automatic adjustments of organisms
to their physical environments. But these discoveries fall far short of providing
satisfactory explanations of the most central and important characteristics of the human
memory system, including in particular our supplies of general knowledge (semantic
memory) and our ability to recall voluntarily and explicitly our own past experience
(autobiographical or episodic memory). Furthermore, recent functional neuroimaging
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studies, although generating vast amounts of data, have yielded little if any progress
toward a comprehensive and coherent account of memory based on trace theory.
Meanwhile, deep conceptual problems have been identified in trace theory itself.
For example, autobiographical memory clearly involves something more than mere
revival of traces of experiences past, something that allows us to interpret what is
experienced now as a representation of our own past rather than a contemporary
perception, dream, or hallucination. Traces as such, that is, only provide memory-aids
rather than memories per se, and it has proven extremely difficult to specify in
conventional physicalist terms what that extra something is, without falling into
regressive forms of explanation that presuppose and hence cannot explain the
phenomenon of memory itself. Similarly, the content of a concept or semantic memory
typically transcends any finite set of experienced circumstances that can plausibly be
imagined as having deposited corresponding “traces” in a form capable of explaining its
effective deployment in an unlimited variety of novel contexts.
These conceptual problems regarding trace theories of memory have deep
connections with issues discussed in Section X below, and similar issues arise in relation
to allied components of current cognitive theory such as “information” and
“representation.” See also Section VI for an additional empirical problem.
V. Psychological Automatisms and Secondary Centers of Consciousness
Phenomena catalogued under this heading involve what looks like multiple concurrent
engagement, in potentially incompatible ways, of major cognitive skills (linguistic skills,
for example) and the corresponding brain systems.
Current cognitive neuroscience pictures the mind or “cognitive system” as a
hierarchically ordered network of subprocessors or “modules,” each specialized for some
particular task and corresponding (it is hoped) to some particular brain region or regions.
Leaving aside major issues regarding the details of its specification, this picture seems
broadly consistent with the overall manner in which our minds seem normally to operate.
Our basic way of consciously doing things, that is, is essentially one at a time in serial
fashion. Although psychologists recognize that with suitable training people can do more
things in parallel than they customarily suppose, this generalization applies mainly to
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relatively divergent things, and conspicuously fails as the simultaneous tasks become
more complex and more similar.
Nevertheless, a large body of credible evidence, some dating back to the late 19th
century, demonstrates that additional “cognitive systems,” dissociated psychological
entities indistinguishable from full-fledged conscious minds or personalities as we
normally understand these terms, can sometimes occupy the same organism
simultaneously, carrying on their varied existences as it were in parallel, and largely
outside the awareness of the primary, everyday consciousness. In essence, the structure
that cognitive psychology conventionally pictures as unitary, as instantiated within and
identified with a particular organization of brain systems, can be functionally divided—
divided, moreover, not “side-to-side”, leading to isolation of the normal cognitive
capacities from each other, but “top-to-bottom”, leading to the appearance and
concurrent—not alternating—operation of what seem to be two or more complete
cognitive systems each of which includes all of the relevant capacities. Emergent
“multiple” or “alter” personalities also can differ widely, not only in demeanor, interests,
and knowledge but even in regard to non-voluntary physiological characteristics such as
visual defects and susceptibilities to allergies. Even worse, it sometimes happens that one
of these personalities appears to have direct access to the conscious mental activity of one
or more others, but not vice-versa.
Two brief examples, drawn from an enormous literature, may help convey a more
concrete sense of the character of these phenomena.
The first comes from a report by Oxford philosopher F. C. S. Schiller on
automatic writing produced by his brother. As is characteristic of this genre of
automatisms, the writer was typically unaware of the content of his writing, which went
on continuously while he was fully and consciously engaged in some other activity such
as reading a book or telling a story. Of particular relevance here, however, were
occasions on which he wrote simultaneously with both hands and on completely different
subjects, one or the other of these streams of writing also sometimes taking mirror-image
form.
The second example is the case of Anna Winsor, described by William James in
his report on automatic writing. The case was protracted and bizarre, but only
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superficially resembles the neurological “alien hand” (Dr. Strangelove) syndrome. Its
central feature is that the patient, Anna, at a certain point lost voluntary control of her
right arm, which was taken over by a distinctive secondary personality. This personality,
whom Anna herself named “Old Stump,” was benign, often protecting Anna from her
pronounced tendencies toward self-injury. As in the case of Schiller’s brother, Stump
typically wrote or drew while Anna was occupied with other matters. But Stump also
continued writing and drawing even when Anna was asleep, and sometimes in total
darkness. This secondary personality also remained calm and rational during periods
when Anna was feverish and delusional, and it manifested knowledge and skills which
Anna herself did not possess.
VI. Psi Phenomena
Here we refer to experimental and field observations systematically adduced in the course
of over a century of effort by workers in “psychical research” and its modern descendent,
“parapyschology.” The phenomena in question involve, by definition, correlations
occurring across physical barriers that should be sufficient, on presently accepted
physicalist principles, to prevent their formation. This occurs, for example, when person
A spontaneously experiences an apparition of his friend B, as B unknown to A lies dying
from a fatal accident. Over a thousand detailed cases of this sort—carefully documented
experiences that are not dismissible en masse as mere “anecdotes”—have been published
in the peer-reviewed literature. It also occurs when an experimental subject consistently
succeeds in identifying randomly selected forced-choice targets displayed in a remote
location. It is not difficult to set up controlled experiments of this sort and to evaluate
their outcomes using rigorous statistical procedures. A large amount of careful
experimental work has been carried out along these lines, with results more than
sufficient, in our opinion, to demonstrate beyond reasonable doubt to open-minded
persons that the sheer existence of the basic input/output phenomena—“extrasensory
perception” (ESP) and “psychokinesis” (PK) in the popular vocabulary, or in more
theory-neutral terminology, “psi”—is a fact of nature with which we must somehow
come to scientific terms.
Psi phenomena in general are important because they provide examples of human
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behavioral capacities that appear impossible to account for in terms of presently
recognized computational, biological, or classical-physics principles. Even more
important for our purposes, however, is a further body of evidence suggestive of postmortem survival, the persistence of elements of mind and personality following bodily
death. It is simply not true, as most scientists presume, that we possess no such evidence.
We in fact possess a lot of such evidence, much of it of very high quality, deriving for
example from studies of veridical apparitions, trance mediumship, and “cases of the
reincarnation type”, in which young children spontaneously report verifiable events from
the lives of distant and ordinary persons now deceased. Ironically, the primary threat to a
survivalist interpretation of this accumulated evidence arises not from considerations of
evidential quality, but from the difficulty of excluding alternative explanations based
upon psi interactions involving only living persons.
Quite apart from any personal or theological interests readers may bring to this
subject, it should be evident that post-mortem survival, if it occurs, demonstrates
dramatically the limitations of present-day reductive physicalism. If it is the case, for
example, as much evidence indicates, that autobiographical, semantic, and procedural
(skill) memories can survive bodily death, then memory in living persons must
presumably exist at least in part outside the brain and body as conventionally understood.
Either horn of this interpretive dilemma—postmortem survival or psi among the
living—is lethal to current physicalist orthodoxy, which undoubtedly explains the
widespread scientific resistance to both. But as we are arguing here, and have argued in
much more detail elsewhere, these phenomena cannot be isolated and quarantined,
because similarly difficult explanatory challenges are posed by many other wellevidenced psychological phenomena. Evidence for the occurrence of psi phenomena in
general and post-mortem survival in particular must, we believe, play an important role in
the formulation of an empirically adequate mind/brain theory, and our efforts here will be
amply rewarded if they lead scientifically-minded readers to examine these subjects more
seriously than they otherwise might.
VII. Genius-Level Creativity
Any scientific theory of personality and cognition truly worthy of the name surely must
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help us to understand this humanly vital topic, but by this standard we have so far made
distressingly little progress. The reason, in our opinion, is that for the most part we have
tried to understand the exceptional—real genius, in its fullest expressions—as an
amplification of the commonplace—“creativity,” as found in convenience samples of
undergraduates and the like.
All of the challenging phenomena catalogued in this article—including extreme
psychophysiological influence, psychological automatisms and secondary centers of
consciousness, flashes of inspiration involving unusual forms of thinking and symbolism,
prodigious memory, spontaneous psi phenomena, and altered states of consciousness
verging on the mystical realm—are inescapably bound up with genius in its fullest
expressions, but these connections go virtually unmentioned in contemporary mainstream
discussions. A particularly dramatic case which exemplifies our central point is that of
the Indian mathematical genius Ramanujan, rated by his distinguished discoverer Hardy
as standing alone at 100 atop a scale of mathematical ability on which most of us lie at or
near zero, while the magnificent David Hilbert rated 80 and Hardy himself a mere 25.
Replete with examples of prodigious memory, psychological automatisms, mathematical
discoveries presented in the form of dreams, and profound and beautiful intuitions of
hidden but ultimately verifiable properties of the physical world, this astonishing case
fairly beggars the theoretical apparatus currently available to cognitive science and hence
could well serve as a kind of reality check and navigational aid for further investigations
of genius.
VIII. Mystical Experience
Experiences of this type lie at the core of the world’s major religious traditions and have
continued to occur throughout history and across cultures. Their existence as a distinctive
and important class of psychological phenomena can scarcely be denied, yet they have
largely been ignored by mainstream psychology and neuroscience, and generations of
clinical psychologists, psychiatrists, and neuroscientists have tended with few exceptions
to devalue and pathologize them, treating them as products of malfunctioning brains.
Even when acknowledging that such experiences are typically life-transforming and selfvalidating for those who have them, the historically standard epistemological approaches
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in psychology and philosophy—beginning with William James in his Varieties of
Religious Experience—treat them as purely subjective events having authority only for
those who experience them, and thus deny their objective significance and the testability
of the associated truth-claims. However, a large though scattered literature testifies to the
common occurrence in connection with such experiences, or in individuals who have
them, of genius-level creativity, spontaneous psi-type events, and many other unusual but
verifiable empirical phenomena of the sorts described in this article. Mystical-type states
of consciousness are also at least partially reproducible by pharmacological (psychedelic)
means, and they can be induced by protracted self-discipline involving transformative
practices such as the various forms of meditation. An objective and informed appraisal of
mystical experience thus finds within it much additional support for an enlarged
conception of human personality, and many new opportunities for empirical research.
IX. The Unity of Conscious Experience
Under this heading we will briefly address two interrelated problems. The first and
narrower is the so-called “binding” problem, which emerged as a consequence of the
success of contemporary neuroscientists in analyzing sensory mechanisms, particularly in
the visual system. It turns out that different properties of a visual object such as its form,
color, and motion in depth are handled individually by largely separate regions or
mechanisms within the brain. But once the stimulus has been thus dismembered, so to
speak, how does it get back together again as a unit of visual experience?
Only one thing is certain: The unification of experience is not achieved
anatomically. There are no privileged places or structures in the brain where everything
comes together, either for the visual system itself or for the sensory systems altogether.
Some early theorists such as James and McDougall argued that the evident disparity
between the multiplicity of physiological processes in the brain and the felt unity of
conscious experience could only be resolved in materialist terms by anatomical
convergence, and since there is no such convergence, materialism must be false. This
argument, although ingenious, relied upon the faulty premise that the only possible
physical

means

of

unification

must

be anatomical

in

nature.

All

current

neurophysiological proposals for solving the binding problem are instead functional in
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nature; the essential concept common to all of them is that oscillatory electrical activity in
widely distributed neural populations can be rapidly and reversibly synchronized,
particularly in the “gamma” band of EEG frequencies (roughly 30-70 Hz), thereby
providing a possible mechanistic solution to the binding problem.
A great deal of sophisticated experimental and theoretical work over the past 20
years has demonstrated that such mechanisms do in fact exist in the nervous system, and
that they are active in conjunction with normal perceptual synthesis. Indeed,
contemporary physicalism has crystallized neurophysiologically in the form of a family
of “global workspace” theories, all of which make the central claim that conscious
experience occurs specifically—and only—in conjunction with large-scale patterns of
gamma-band oscillatory activity linking widely separated regions of the brain.
The neurophysiological global workspace, however, cannot be the whole story,
because a large body of recent evidence demonstrates that elaborate, vivid, and lifetransforming conscious experience sometimes occurs under extreme physiological
conditions, such as deep general anesthesia and cardiac arrest, that categorically preclude
workspace operation. In short, it appears to us that the early theorists were right after all,
albeit for the wrong reason. In effect, we believe, recent progress in theoretical
neuroscience, coupled with advances in our capacity to retrieve patients from the
borderland of death, has provided new means for the falsification of physicalist theories
of mind-brain relations.
Availability of this emerging evidence emboldens us to make some further and
more speculative remarks regarding the larger problem of perceptual synthesis, and the
direction in which things seem to us to be moving.
It is an historical fact that mainstream psychology has always tended on the whole
to try to solve its problems in minimalist fashion and with as little reference as possible to
what all of us experience every day as central features of our conscious mental life. The
early workers in “mechanical translation,” for example, imagined that they could do a
decent job simply by constructing a large dictionary that would enable substitution of
words in one language for words in the other. This approach failed miserably, and we
were slowly driven, failed step by failed step, to the recognition that truly adequate
translation presupposes understanding, or in short a full appreciation of the capacities
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underlying the human use of language.
A similar evolution is underway in regard to perceptual theory. Most of the work
to date has taken a strongly “bottom-up” approach, which views perceptual synthesis as a
kind of exhaustive calculation from the totality of input currently present at our sensory
surfaces. Machine vision and robotics, for example, necessarily took this approach, and
even in neuroscience it seemed to make sense to start with the most accessible parts of
the perceptual systems—the end organs and their peripheral connections—and work our
way inward. The great sensory systems themselves—vision, audition, somatosensation,
and so on—were also presumed to operate more or less independently, and were in fact
typically studied in isolation.
A separate tradition dating back at least to Kant and the early Gestalt theorists,
and carried forward into the modern era by psychologists such as Ulric Neisser and
Jerome Bruner, has been sensitive to the presence of “top-down” influences, both within
and between sensory modalities. Although a few perceptual subsystems (such as those
that produce incorrigible visual illusions) may be truly autonomous or “cognitively
impenetrable,” these seem to be isolated and special cases. A very different overall
picture of perceptual synthesis is currently emerging in which top-down influences
predominate. On this view perceptual synthesis is achieved not from the input, but with
its aid. This is necessarily the case for example in regard to ambiguous figures such as the
Necker cube, where the stimulus information itself is insufficient to determine a uniquely
correct interpretation. More generally, we routinely ignore information that is present in
the input and supply information that is not, speed-reading providing a characteristic
example. Something within us, a sort of world-generating or virtual-reality system, is
continuously updating and projecting an overall model of the perceptual environment and
our position within it, guided by limited samplings of the available sensory information.
As in the case of understanding spoken or written language, an enormous amount
of general knowledge is constantly mobilized in service of this projective activity, which
freely utilizes whatever information it finds relevant. Top-down and cross-modal sensory
interactions have recently been recognized as the rule rather than the exception in
perception, and neuroscientist Rodolfo Llinás and his co-workers have advanced the
view, which we believe is profoundly correct, that dreaming, far from being an odd and
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incidental part of our mental life, represents the fundamental form of this world-creating
activity. Ordinary perceptual synthesis, on this inverted view of things, amounts to
oneiric (dreamlike) activity constrained by sensory input. Psychoanalyst Ernest Hartmann
has proposed similar ideas in regard to hallucinatory activity more generally, with
dreaming included. On his view such activity is again a ubiquitous and fundamental
feature of our mental life, and the critical question is not “why do we sometimes
hallucinate?” but rather “what keeps us from hallucinating most of the time?” The
answer, he suggests, lies in inhibitory influences exerted by the brain activity that
accompanies ongoing perceptual and cognitive functions of the ordinary waking sorts.
So far so good, but where exactly is the “top,” the ultimate source of this topdown world-creating activity? The mainstream neuroscientists who have already
recognized its existence invariably presume that it arises entirely within the brain itself,
but evidence such as that of near-death experiences occurring under extreme
physiological conditions, and the more direct evidence of post-mortem survival, suggests
that it may originate outside the brain as conventionally understood.
X. The Heart of the Mind
In this section we will comment briefly on a hornet’s nest of issues lying at the core of
mental life as all of us routinely experience it, every day. These issues have been the
focus of extensive recent debates, especially in the philosophical literature, precisely
because of their resistance to understanding in conventional physicalist terms. The issues
are deep, individually complex, and densely interconnected, and what we can say here
will necessarily amount to little more than a summary of our own opinions. Our central
point is that the prevailing a priori commitment to physicalism has rendered us
systematically incapable of dealing adequately with the mind’s most central and
characteristic properties. We should rethink that commitment.
Consider first the issue of semantic content, the “meaning” of words and other
forms of representation. Throughout our history, we have tried unsuccessfully to deal
with this by “naturalizing” it, reducing it to something else that seems potentially more
tractable. An old favorite among psychologists was that representations work by
resembling what they represent, by virtue of some sort of built-in similarity or structural
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isomorphism, but any hope along these lines was long ago exploded by philosophical
arguments. The central move subsequently made by classical cognitive psychology is
essentially the semantic counterpart of the prevailing “functionalist” doctrine in
philosophy of mind: Meanings are not to be conceived as intrinsic to words or concepts,
but rather as deriving from and defined by the functional role those words or concepts
play in the overall linguistic system. Currently there is great interest in “externalist”
causal accounts of this functionalist type; in connectionism, dynamic systems theory, and
neuroscience, for example, the “meaning” of a given response, such as the settling of a
network into one of its “attractors” or the firing off a volley of spikes by a neuron in
visual cortex, is typically identified with whatever it is in the organism’s environment
that produces that response. But this simply cannot be right: How can such an account
deal with abstract things, for example, or non-existent things? Responses do not qualify
ipso facto as representations, nor signs as symbols. Something essential is being left out.
That something, as John Searle has so effectively argued, is precisely what matters, the
semantic or mental content.
Closely related to this is the more general and abstract philosophical problem of
intentionality, the ability of any and all representational forms to be “about” things,
events, and states of affairs in the world. Mainstream psychologists and philosophers
have struggled to find ways of making intentionality intrinsic to the representations
themselves, but again it just does not and cannot work, because something essential is left
out. That something is the user of the representations. Intentionality is inherently a threeway relation involving users, symbols, and things symbolized, and the user cannot be
eliminated. As Searle puts it in various places, the intentionality of language is secondary
and derives from the intrinsic intentionality of the mind. Searle thus agrees in part with
19th-century philosopher Franz Brentano, for whom intentionality was the primary
distinguishing mark of the mental. At the same time, however, Searle ignores the other
and more fundamental part of Brentano’s thesis, which is that intentionality cannot be
obtained from any kind of purely physical system, including brains.
Talk of “users” and the like raises for many contemporary psychologists and
philosophers the terrifying specter of the self as a homunculus, a little being within who
embodies all the capacities we sought to explain in the first place. Such a result would
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clearly be disastrous, because that being would evidently need a similar though smaller
being within itself, and so on without end. Cognitive modelers seeking to provide strictly
physicalist accounts of mental functions must therefore do so without invoking a
homunculus, but in attempting this they routinely fail. Often the homuncular aspect is
hidden, slipped into a model by its designers or builders and covertly enlisting the
semantic and intentional capacities of its users or observers. Much contemporary work on
computational modeling of memory, metaphor, and semantics harbors subtle problems of
this sort. Sometimes, however, the homunculus is more brazenly evident. One example is
David Marr’s account of vision, which applies computations to the two-dimensional array
of retinal input in order to generate a “description” of the three-dimensional world that
provided that input, but then needs someone to interpret the description. Another is
Stephen Kosslyn’s model of visual imagery, which essentially puts up an image on a sort
of internal TV screen, but then needs somebody else to view the image.
Cognitive models cannot function without a homunculus, we believe, precisely
because they lack what we have—minds, with their capacities for semantics,
intentionality, and all the rest built in. No homunculus problem, however, is posed by the
structure of our conscious experience itself. The efforts of Daniel Dennett and other
physicalists to claim that there is such a problem, and use that to ridicule any residue of
dualism, rely upon the deeply flawed metaphor of the “Cartesian theater,” a place where
mental contents get displayed and we pop in separately to view them. Descartes himself,
James, and Searle, among others, all have this right; conscious experience comes to us
whole and undivided, with the qualitative feels, phenomenological content, unity, and
subjective point of view all built-in, intrinsic features. We and our experience cannot be
separated in this way.
Finally, we wish simply to record our own deepest intuition as to where these
issues lead. All of the great unsolved mysteries of the mind—semantics, intentionality,
volition, the self, and consciousness—seem to us inextricably interconnected, with
consciousness somehow at the root of all.
The consciousness we have in mind, however, is emphatically not that of people
such
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Chalmers,

irreducible but

ineffectual,

consisting

merely

of

phenomenological properties or “qualia” arbitrarily tacked on to some sort of
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computational intelligence that supposedly does all the cognitive work. Ordinary
perception, memory, and action are saturated with conceptual understanding, and
conceptual understanding is saturated with phenomenological content. Volition too has
an intentionality aspect, for as Nietzsche somewhere remarked, one cannot just will, one
must will something. And as William James so forcibly argued at the dawn of our
science, all of this perceptual, cognitive, and volitional activity somehow emanates from
a mysterious and elusive “spiritual self,” which can often be sensed at the innermost
subjective pole of our ongoing conscious experience.
We find it astonishing, and predict that it will be found so as well by our
intellectual descendants, that so much of 20th-century psychology and philosophy
sought—consciously!—to slight or ignore these first-person realities of the mind, and
sometimes even to deny their existence. There is perhaps no better example of the power
of pre-existing theoretical commitments to blind able persons to countervailing facts. The
gloomy and counterintuitive modern conclusions summarized in Section I about mind,
consciousness, free will, and the self really do follow—inexorably—from the physicalism
that prevails today. But as we will next briefly explain, that kind of physicalism is itself
incompatible with our deepest physical science.
XI. Conclusion: Toward an Expanded Scientific Psychology
It cannot be emphasized too strongly that these unresolved explanatory problems
concerning consciousness, the heart of the mind, and the other empirical phenomena
surveyed in this article all have a common source in the narrow physicalist consensus
which undergirds practically everything now going on in mainstream psychology,
neuroscience, and philosophy of mind. But that consensus rests ultimately upon a
classical-physics-based conception of nature, deriving from people such as Descartes,
Galileo, Newton, Laplace, and Kelvin, that began its career by deliberately banishing
conscious human minds from its purview! Given that historical background, it should
occasion little surprise that William James—like Newton and Leibniz before him, and
like increasing numbers of philosophers and scientists today—clearly recognized the
inherent impossibility of explaining consciousness and allied phenomena within that
Procrustean framework. James himself cautioned that the physical-science concepts
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underlying classical physicalism were “provisional and revisable things,” but he had no
good alternatives in sight. As he correctly anticipated, however, that conception of nature
was soon radically undermined by a tectonic shift in the foundations of physics itself,
associated especially with the rise of quantum mechanics.
The founders of quantum mechanics discovered to their horror that the
fundamental ideas of classical physics were not just limited but wrong, leading repeatedly
to predictions falsified by experiment. The theory they were driven to in response,
quantum theory, is a more fundamental and better physical theory that explains
everything explainable in classical terms and a host of additional things as well, often to
extraordinary levels of accuracy. No outcome predicted by it has ever been
experimentally falsified. Furthermore, in at least some of its various interpretations
quantum mechanics appears able to accommodate phenomena of the sorts surveyed here.
Mathematical physicist Henry Stapp in particular has shown that a strictly orthodox
interpretation derived from the mathematical formalization achieved by von Neumann
leads naturally to a non-Cartesian form of dualism in which the human mind with its
powers of attention and decision-making plays a necessary and fundamental role in
completing the quantum dynamics. As a corollary, the classical doctrine of “causal
closure of the physical”, which underlies most contemporary physicalist denials of free
will, is specifically rejected. And although details remain to be supplied, many of the
challenging behavioral phenomena cited above, from stigmata and hypnotic blisters to psi
phenomena and even post-mortem survival, seem potentially understandable within this
broader framework.
The empirical challenges briefly surveyed here should be sufficient in themselves,
we believe, to compel and to some extent foreshadow a radical reworking of central parts
of our science of the mind. But it is also important to recognize that a scientific
psychology enlarged in these ways will likely prove more compatible than present-day
physicalist psychology both with everyday human experience and with our most
fundamental physical science.
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______________________________________________________________________________
No philosophy of human personality is worth very much unless it takes full
account of the data of mystical experience (H. H. Price, Review of The Imprisoned
Splendor, by R. C. Johnson, Journal of Parapsychology, 18).
I think it more likely than not that in religious and mystical experience men come
into contact with some Reality or some aspect of Reality which they do not come
into contact with in any other way (C. D. Broad, Religion, Philosophy, and
Psychical Research).
That which lies at the root of each of us lies at the root of the Cosmos too (F. W. H.
Myers, Human Personality).

Modern mainstream psychology has so far had comparatively little to say about what is
arguably the most extraordinary of all human experiences. The present chapter attempts
to address this deficiency. Like H. H. Price, we believe that psychology must take account
of the full range of human experience or be reduced to a caricature, a defacing, of what
it means to be human. Unfortunately, there was a long interlude in the development of
modern psychology in which mystical experiences, together with all other phenomena of
consciousness, virtually disappeared from the scientific literature. In large part because of
its undeniable connections with the scientifically unpopular subject of religion, mysticism
in particular, even more than its near-relative genius, has yet to recover from this
systematic and undeserved neglect.
The central aim of this chapter is to abet further the return of the repressed, by
helping to restore the long-avoided and often-despised topic of mystical experience to what
we believe is its proper place in the foreground of a worthy scientific psychology. We
approach this task with considerable trepidation, however. The literature of mysticism is vast,
ramified, and deeply intertwined with longstanding and emotionally charged controversies in
disciplines such as theology and comparative religion. We certainly claim no special expertise
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in these areas, and like most scientists would generally prefer to avoid becoming entangled with
them to the extent possible. Our intention therefore is to focus primarily on the psychological
character and biological accompaniments of these powerful experiences.
Nevertheless, questions related to the objective significance of mystical experience (or
lack thereof) are intellectually inescapable. Indeed, at the heart of the many controversies
surrounding mysticism, particularly in the West, lies a profound and implacable historical
opposition between traditional religious supernaturalism and the reductive-materialist attitudes
that have dominated modern mainstream scientific literature on the subject. We will not shrink
from addressing these difficult issues. Our plan is to pursue a middle course, which takes the
phenomena of mysticism seriously but soberly and attempts to draw out their significant
implications for contemporary theories of personality and cognition. Traversing the enormous
worldwide literature pertaining to mysticism in a selective and focused manner, we will
marshal evidence and argument demonstrating the deep consistency of mystical experience and
its concomitants with the expanded scientific naturalism pioneered by F. W. H. Myers and
William James and advocated throughout this book. Interpretation of mystical experience
from this larger point of view, we believe, potentially overcomes the great traditional
oppositions and can heal the analogous divisions that have appeared within scientific psychology itself through the rise of its humanistic and transpersonal subcurrents. The position we are
advocating, to put the matter as succinctly if crudely as we can, strongly endorses the
fundamental “expansionist” impulse of these recent splinter movements, but also insists,
equally strongly, on unreserved commitment to the empirical and theoretical discipline
characteristic of mainstream science.
It could perhaps go without saying that any attempt to steer such a middle course
through these turbulent regions is certain to encounter significant opposition from both flanks.
As James himself evidently feared in regard to his classic Varieties of Religious Experience
(henceforth, VRE), we fear that our treatment of mysticism may prove “too biological for the
religious, too religious for the biologists”. Nevertheless, we hope to convince many if not all
readers that the position we develop in regard to mysticism is scientifically the most
comprehensive and responsible position available and that it lends itself to further empirical
elaboration in a large number of interesting and feasible directions.
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Phenomenology of Mystical Experience: An Introduction
The psychological literature on mysticism is conveniently bracketed by two “bookend”
publications—the VRE of James (1902/1958) and a recent survey by Wulff (“Mystical
Experience”, in Varieties of Anomalous Experience, ed. Cardena, Lynn, and Krippner
[American Psychological Association, 2000). The former, almost everyone would agree,
shows how well begun the subject already was, over a century ago. The latter provides a
useful overview, somewhat weighted toward clinical considerations, of the modest
scientific progress achieved since that time.
James’s treatment of mysticism in VRE remains the locus classicus and natural starting
point for serious psychological discussions, even after a hundred years, and we will rely
heavily upon it here. He begins by underscoring the central importance of mystical states
of consciousness to the subject matter of his entire book—“the vital chapter from which
the other chapters get their light” (p. 292).20 How shall such states be identified and
characterized? Rejecting out of hand all pejorative uses of the terms “mysticism” and
“mystical,” James provisionally selects four principal marks, two major and two minor,
which suffice to delimit the family of states most relevant to his expository purposes.21
The first major characteristic, ineffability, is negative. The subject of such an
experience typically declares
that it defies expression, that no adequate report of its contents can be given in
words. It follows from this that its quality must be directly experienced; it cannot
be imparted or transferred to others. In this peculiarity mystical states are more
like states of feeling than like states of intellect. No one can make clear to another
who has never had a certain feeling in what the quality or worth of it consists (pp.
292-293).

The beauty of a spectacular sunset or the passions of love would be difficult if not
impossible to communicate to anyone unacquainted with such experiences, and mystical

20

James goes on immediately to acknowledge as a possible limitation of his treatment that “my own
constitution shuts me out from their enjoyment almost entirely, and I can speak of them only at second hand”
(p. 292). We must acknowledge suffering for the most part from similar limitations, but we have also
followed James in striving throughout to overcome these by being as “objective and receptive” as we can.
21
All four, we note immediately, are also relevant to full-blown NDEs [Near Death Experiences], which
commonly include a mystical or transcendent aspect.
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experience is for some inherent reason still more difficult to convey adequately in words,
even for geniuses of language such as Dante or Rumi.
Ineffability, though a useful mark, tells us little that is positive about the mystical
experience itself. But the second major characteristic of mystical states, emphasized
throughout by James, is their noetic quality:
Although so similar to states of feeling, mystical states seem to those who experience
them to be also states of knowledge. They are states of insight into depths of truth
unplumbed by the discursive intellect. They are illuminations, revelations, full of
significance and importance, all inarticulate though they remain; and as a rule they
carry with them a curious sense of authority for after-time (p. 293).

Subjects of profound mystical experience thus typically feel sure that they have gained
fundamental insight into the nature of “reality,” and yet find themselves unable to express
their discoveries adequately in a form intelligible to the rest of us. It is chiefly this strange
combination of cognitive properties, so characteristic of mystical experience, that has given
rise to the heated controversies regarding its objective significance.
Two further characteristics—transiency and passivity—James regards as less sharply
marked and not to the same degree definitive, but still commonly present, particularly in
association with experiences that occur spontaneously. Mystical experiences are typically
very intense and usually though not always can be sustained only for short periods
ranging from a few seconds to perhaps a few hours, although sometimes also recurring over
time with an appearance of progressive development. Even when cultivated by voluntary
practices such as meditation, moreover, they tend to break in upon and engulf the subject
as though originating from a region outside normal consciousness.
Having described in the abstract these characteristics of strong mystical experiences,
James turns to providing concrete examples. It is important to note here that in doing so
he deliberately employs a taxonomic method, situating his examples of true mystical
experience as extreme cases on a continuum stretching upward through various phenomena
of more rudimentary but related type. He begins with the sense of heightened significance
that can suddenly attach itself to a word, a phrase, a passage of poetry or music, or the play
of light and sound, when the mind is suitably attuned, remarking that “we are alive or
dead to the eternal inner message of the arts according as we have kept or lost this mystical
susceptibility” (p. 295). Next in line come deja vu and related experiences; “dreamy” states
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of various kinds; states induced by intoxicants and anesthetics such as alcohol, nitrous
oxide, and chloroform; borderline mystical states awakened in various persons by scenes
of great natural beauty; and finally, as his culminant example of a spontaneous mystical
experience, the case of Canadian psychiatrist R. M. Bucke, whose single and brief but
impressive experience at age 36 of what he later termed “cosmic consciousness” led him to
devote the remainder of his life to investigating and reporting its occurrence in others. We
reproduce in full Bucke’s own description of this experience, as quoted by James from a
privately printed pamphlet that preceded the main work. All four of James’s marks are
clearly present:
I had spent the evening in a great city, with two friends, reading
and discussing poetry and philosophy. We parted at midnight. I
had a long drive in a hansom to my lodging. My mind, deeply
under the influence of the ideas, images, and emotions called up
by the reading and talk, was calm and peaceful. I was in a state of
quiet, almost passive enjoyment, not actually thinking, but letting
ideas, images, and emotions flow of themselves, as it were,
through my mind. All at once, without warning of any kind, I
found myself wrapped in a flame-colored cloud. For an instant I
thought of fire, an immense conflagration somewhere close by in
that great city; the next, I knew that the fire was within myself.
Directly afterward there came upon me a sense of exultation, of
immense joyousness accompanied or immediately followed by an
intellectual illumination impossible to describe. Among other
things, I did not merely come to believe, but I saw, that the
universe is not composed of dead matter, but is, on the contrary,
a living Presence; I became conscious in myself of eternal life. It
was not a conviction that I would have eternal life, but a
consciousness that I possessed eternal life then; I saw that all men
are immortal; that the cosmic order is such that without any
peradventure all things work together for the good of each and
all; that the foundation principle of the world, of all the worlds, is
what we call love, and that happiness of each and all is in the
long run absolutely certain. The vision lasted a few seconds and
was gone; but the memory of it and the sense of the reality of
what it taught has remained during the quarter of a century
which has since elapsed. I knew that what the vision showed was
true. I had attained to a point of view from which I saw that it
must be true. That view, that conviction, I may say that
consciousness, has never, even during periods of the deepest
depression, been lost (Cosmic Consciousness, pp. 306-307).

James next goes on, using the relatively scanty comparative materials available at that
time, to provide a sampling of reports concerning states of consciousness methodically
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cultivated in accord with the Hindu, Buddhist, Islamic (Sufi), and Christian mystical
traditions. By far the largest amount of space is devoted to the Christian mystics, with
whom James undoubtedly felt himself more thoroughly and reliably familiar. His emphasis
throughout is on the key properties of ineffability and noetic quality, which emerge together
in conjunction with states of consciousness that somehow pass beyond all ordinary forms
of sensation and cognition and yet seemingly into contact or even unity with some sort of
higher reality. An elegant illustration is provided by St. John of the Cross in his Dark Night
of the Soul (Book 2, chap. 17 [3]), in a passage in which he attempts to explain why the
infusion of spiritual knowledge or wisdom in mystical states is ineffable or “secret”:22
[The soul] can find no suitable way or manner or similitude by
which it may be able to describe such lofty understanding and
such delicate spiritual feeling. And thus, even though the soul
might have a great desire to express it and might find many ways
in which to describe it, it would still be secret and remain
undescribed. For, as that inward wisdom is so simple, so general,
and so spiritual that it has not entered into the understanding
enwrapped or cloaked in any form or image subject to sense, it
follows that sense and imagination (as it has not entered through
them nor has taken their form and color) cannot account for it or
imagine it, so as to say anything concerning it, although the soul
be clearly aware that it is experiencing and partaking of that rare
and delectable wisdom.

We hope that the material presented so far will suffice to convey, even to readers
having no prior acquaintance with the subject, some initial feeling for the impressive
phenomenology of mystical experience. Additional examples will be provided below, and
many more can be found in important collections.
But now what is the real significance of these powerful experiences? Are they
revelations of hidden realities, as the mystics themselves believe, or are they instead
purely subjective phenomena, mere delusions fabricated by disordered brains? As
pointed out above, contemporary Western culture remains deeply divided on these issues,
with the positive and negative attitudes tending to parcel out along religious versus
scientific lines, respectively.

22

We quote from an authoritative English translation of the original Spanish by Allison Peers (1959),
whereas James apparently provided his own English translation of an earlier translation into French. The
central message of both English versions is the same, despite some differences in detail.
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Even more poignantly, both attitudes can sometimes be found coexisting uneasily in
the same person, as in the case of the rationalist philosopher Bertrand Russell. Russell was
deeply appreciative of mystical philosophers such as Plato and Spinoza, and even said of
Heraclitus that “in such a nature we see the true union of the mystic and the man of
science—the highest eminence, as I think, that it is possible to achieve in the world of
thought” (Mysticism and Logic, and Other Essays, 1921, p. 4). Yet Russell also remained
deeply and generally distrustful of mystical experience, declaring with characteristic
sarcasm, for example, that “from a scientific point of view, we can make no distinction
between the man who eats little and sees heaven and the man who drinks much and sees
snakes. Each is in an abnormal physical condition, and therefore has abnormal
perceptions” (Religion and Science, 1935, p. 188).
On the other hand, many eminent scientists have been more or less openly religious,
and receptive to mysticism in particular. Einstein, for example, remarked that “the
religious geniuses of all ages have been distinguished by this kind of [cosmic] religious
feeling.... In my view it is the most important function of art and science to awaken this
feeling and keep it alive in those who are capable of it.... I maintain that cosmic religious
feeling is the strongest and noblest incitement to scientific research” (The World as I See
It, pp. 26-28).
Such remarkable diversity of attitudes underscores once again our need, both
culturally and individually, to resolve the fundamental question as to the “truth” or
objective significance of mystical experience. In order to begin framing the relevant issues
more narrowly, we will conclude this introduction by briefly contrasting the contemporary
opinions of Bucke and James.
Bucke displays in abundance the characteristic certitude of persons who have
themselves experienced “cosmic consciousness.” Nevertheless, and to his credit, he
recognizes that certitude does not entail certainty, and he therefore also provides several
arguments for its objective significance. First, mystical consciousness, in contrast with all
forms of “insanity,” tends to produce moral elevation, enhanced self-control, and the like,
as demonstrated by the roughly 50 cases catalogued in his book. In addition, civilization as
a whole clearly rests upon foundational religious careers profoundly shaped by it. Most
importantly, the question of mystical “truth” seems to Bucke entirely on a par,
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epistemologically, with that of the truth of ordinary perceptual judgments. Everyone can
agree that the tree is really there across the field because all adequately sighted observers see
and report it in essentially the same way. Similarly, Bucke thinks, the objective reality of
what mystics experience is straightforwardly established by an argument from unanimity:
Just in the same way do the reports of those who have had
cosmic consciousness correspond in all essentials, though in
detail they doubtless more or less diverge (but these
divergences are fully as much in our misunderstanding of the
reports as in the reports themselves). So there is no instance of
a person who has been illumined denying or disputing the
teaching of another who has passed through the same
experience (p. 71).

It seems evident that Bucke’s critical faculties were overwhelmed here by the
impressiveness of his own first-person experience. The unanimity he perceives seems at
least partly an artifact of his procedures, for most of the 11 features he uses to characterize
the supposedly common experience are directly transcribed from his own, and clearly
influenced his identification of it in others. Thus, for example, he thinks the experience
occurs primarily in well-developed males between the ages of 30 and 40, and
acknowledges his immediate suspicion of cases purportedly occurring under different circumstances (p. 75). Most importantly, he overlooks the obvious and problematic fact that
unanimous judgments are sometimes uniformly wrong, as in the case of mirages or
incorrigible visual illusions of various kinds.
James, the third-person observer, adopts a more nuanced, subtle, and cautious stance,
despite the fact that he clearly has great personal sympathy for the driving impulse behind
Bucke’s argument. In regard to near-unanimity at the core of religious mysticism, for
example, he says:
This overcoming of all the usual barriers between the
individual and the Absolute is the great mystic achievement. In
mystic states we both become one with the Absolute and we
become aware of our oneness. This is the everlasting and
triumphant mystical tradition, hardly altered by differences of
clime or creed. In Hinduism, in Neo-platonism, in Sufism, in
Christian mysticism, in Whitmanism, we find the same
recurring note, so that there is about mystical utterances an
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eternal unanimity, which ought to make a critic stop and think
(VRE, p. 321).23

Nonetheless, where Bucke sees only unanimity James recognizes and respects diversity as
well, and in his provisional assessment of the “truth” of mysticism he carefully hedges (VRE,
pp. 323-328). It is true and appropriate, as a matter of psychological fact, that mystical
experiences are typically authoritative for those who have them. Nevertheless, “no authority
emanates from them which should make it a duty for those who stand outside of them to accept
their revelations uncritically” (p. 324).
In particular, they do not by anything intrinsic to their character warrant any of the
specific theological or ecclesiastical doctrines with which they have commonly been
associated. Any naive argument from unanimity is unsound, in part because that is at bottom
only an appeal to numbers, which has no logical force, but more importantly because the
supposed unanimity itself appears to James to break down to some degree upon closer
inspection: Not only do mystical states ally themselves freely with a great diversity of
mutually incompatible theological and metaphysical doctrines, but they have pathological
counterparts, such as acute psychotic states, which seem to emanate from the same or similar
subliminal regions of the psyche. This leads James to his crucial practical conclusion:
That region contains every kind of matter: “seraph and snake”
abide there side by side. To come from thence is no infallible
credential. What comes must be sifted and tested, and run the
gauntlet of confrontation with the total context of experience, just
like what comes from the outer world of sense. Its value must be
ascertained by empirical methods, so long as we are not mystics
ourselves (p. 326).24

23

James’s personal attitudes are brought out even more clearly in a letter he wrote in 1904 to his colleague
James Leuba, an arch-reductionist: “I find it preposterous to suppose that if there be a feeling of unseen
reality shared by large numbers of the best men in their best moments, responded to by other men in their
‘deep’ moments, good to live by, strength-giving—I find it preposterous, I say, to suppose that the goodness of
that feeling for living purposes should be held to carry no objective significance.... Now, although I am so
devoid of Gottesbewusstsein in the directer and stronger sense, yet there is something in me which makes
response when I hear utterances from that quarter made by others. I recognize the deeper voice. Something
tells me: ‘thither lies truth’—and I am sure it is not old theistic prejudices of infancy.... Call this, if you like,
my mystical germ.”
24

The diversity of the content of the subliminal, ranging from “dissolutive” to “evolutive” manifestations,
was an important aspect of Myers’s theory: “Hidden in the deep of our being is a rubbish-heap as well as a
treasure-house— degenerations and insanities as well as beginnings of higher development” (Human
Personality [hereafter HP], vol. 1, p. 72).
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For James, therefore, it remains an open question, to be resolved by empirical means,
whether higher mystical states do or do not in fact provide more enveloping points of view,
windows through which we glimpse normally hidden aspects of a larger, more comprehensive
reality. James himself clearly is sympathetic to this possibility, and he insists—repeatedly—
that at minimum “the existence of mystical states absolutely overthrows the pretension of
non-mystical states to be the sole and ultimate dictators of what we may believe” (p. 327).
In sum, the problem of evaluating the objective significance of mystical experience
resolves itself into two closely related sub-problems: First, to what degree are mystical
experiences in their full world-wide distribution truly similar in their most important
characteristics? Is there in fact a highest type, or universal core? Second, if such a core
experience exists, what if anything about that experience or its concomitants might be
brought to bear on the question of objective significance?
One of the most searching, thoughtful, and provocative examinations of these
questions carried out to date, in our opinion, remains that of analytic philosopher W. T.
Stace (Mysticism and Philosophy, 1960/1987). We will anchor our presentation to his.
The Problem of the Universal Core
Stace shares with many earlier writers, including Bucke and James, the general sense that
deep mystical experiences have something important in common that sets them off sharply
from ordinary states of consciousness. He is dissatisfied, however, with previous attempts to
say what that something is, and he takes as his first and logically primary task to establish
and characterize this universal core in a more rigorous and empirically well-grounded way.
This requires in the first place sampling from a wider than normal cultural and
temporal variety of reported experiences. In addition to numerous examples drawn from
the Judeo-Christian, Islamic, Hindu, Buddhist, and Taoist religious traditions, therefore,
Stace also examines reports provided by historically prominent but “unattached” mystics
such as Plotinus, and less well-known reports from recent times such as that of Arthur
Koestler (The Invisible Writing, 1954).
Of course we have direct access only to mystics’ reports (or perhaps even
translations or descriptions of their reports) and not to their experiences themselves.
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These records, moreover, are sometimes saturated with highly figurative language, or with
language that clearly goes beyond simple description of an experience to its interpretation,
where by “interpretation” Stace means “anything which the conceptual intellect adds to the
experience for the purpose of understanding it, whether what is added is only classificatory
concepts, or a logical inference, or an explanatory hypothesis” (p. 37). In most cases the
relevant conceptual apparatus is of course that provided by the theological or institutional
context in which the experience occurs.
Although this distinction seems clear enough in principle, it is often hard to apply in
practice, and to varying degrees in different cases. Stace is not at all naive about these
difficulties, however, and requires only that he be able to separate the descriptive or
phenomenological aspects of reports from their interpretive or theological parts in sufficient
degree, and in a sufficient number of cases, to delineate with reasonable confidence the main
features of the underlying states of consciousness.
Proceeding in this fashion, Stace identifies two principal classes of deep mystical states,
strongly overlapping, which he calls the “extrovertive” and “introvertive” types. Each of these
types is characterized by a family-resemblance relation involving seven specific features that
empirically co-occur with high regularity, although not all seven need be present in any given
case. Each type is also accompanied by borderline or transitional cases showing lesser
degrees of conformity to the central, defining pattern.
Five of the features that Stace identifies are common to both of these main classes and
echo properties of mystical experience previously identified or emphasized by writers such as
Bucke, James, Evelyn Underhill, and others. The first of these five is a sense of the
“objectivity” or “reality” of the experience, which corresponds to James’s “noetic quality” and
Bucke’s “intellectual illumination.” Second is strong positive affect, with feelings of calm,
peace, blessedness, joy, bliss, and the like. Third is a feeling, closely related to the previous,
that what is apprehended or contacted in the experience is somehow holy, or sacred, or divine.
That is, there is an aspect of emotionally charged or numinous contact with something
powerful or awesome, a mysterium tremendum (Rudolf Otto, The Idea of the Holy, 1923/1970).
Fourth is paradoxicality, a sense that the experience somehow inherently defies or overpasses
ordinary rules of logic, permitting or demanding simultaneous application of normally
incompatible predicates such as active/inactive, full/empty, light/dark, and so on. We will give
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a few examples below, and Stace himself devotes an entire chapter to this puzzling aspect.
Closely connected with this paradoxicality, of course, is the last of the five features shared by
all mystical experience, its alleged ineffability, as discussed previously.25
Although all strong mystical experiences thus have much in common, the extrovertive and
introvertive types are distinguished by two remaining characteristics, which also reveal them
to be two species of a common genus. The extrovertive form is perhaps more common in
spontaneous cases and at earlier stages of the mystic way, although it can also occur following
“enlightenment” experiences of the introvertive type. Its primary distinguishing feature is
that the ordinary perceptual world remains, but in transfigured form. A multiplicity of
objects and events may continue to be perceived through the physical senses, but now
they are apprehended as both distinct and yet at the same time mysteriously identical,
pervaded by some sort of shared inner subjectivity or consciousness, or light, or life which
binds all elements of the perceptual field both to each other and to the perceiving subject. It is
as if the multiplicity itself somehow discloses a normally hidden unity. As Meister Eckhart
concisely remarks, “Here all blades of grass, wood, and stone, all things are One” (Stace, p.
63). One example is the experience of Bucke, quoted above. Another is a well-known
experience of Jacob Boehme, a German shoemaker and family man of modest education:
“Sitting one day in his room his eyes fell upon a burnished pewter disk, which reflected the
sunshine with such marvelous splendor that he fell into an inward ecstasy, and it seemed to
him as if he could now look into the principles and deepest foundations of things” (Bucke,
1901/1969, p. 180). Fearing that this might be just a trick of his imagination, Boehme
went outside to test it: “Here he remarked that he gazed into the very heart of things, the
25

Stace adds the qualification “alleged” to underscore the peculiarity that virtually all mystics, having
declared that their experience cannot be described in words, immediately go on to describe it, often at
prodigious length. In a separate chapter devoted to this subject he argues that mystics are in fact providing
literal descriptions of remembered experiences which were themselves inherently paradoxical. H. H. Price
(“Review” of Mysticism and Philosophy in Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research, 1962) resists
this interpretation, however, suggesting that the difficulty is more akin to that of one who, not having
acquired the concept of “Scotch mist,” must describe the meteorological condition to which that concept
applies as both “raining” and “not raining.” Although we cannot pursue these interesting issues in greater
detail here, we suspect that Price may be correct in suggesting that more widespread first-person familiarity
with mystical experience could lead to a reduction of the apparent paradoxicality through a similar process of
“ostensive definition,” and more generally that we need to extend and refine our currently impoverished
methods of phenomenological description and analysis.
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very herbs and grass, and that actual Nature harmonized with what he had inwardly seen,”
says one biographer; and “viewing the herbs and grass of the field in his inward light, he
saw into their essences, use, and properties,” says another (Underhill, Mysticism, 1911/1974,
p. 256).
Both Stace and Underhill remark that a number of mystical poets, such as Blake,
Tennyson, Whitman, and Wordsworth, often seem to verge upon this sort of experience.
Blake, for example, much influenced by Boehme, sees “a world in a grain of sand, and
heaven in a wildflower,” and Myers in his biography of Wordsworth characterizes the poet
explicitly as operating in a realm “midway between mystic intuition and delicate
observation”. The same sort of apprehension of hidden unity and expansion of self in and
through nature is approached but not quite realized in the case of Richard Jefferies, which
Bucke (1901/1969, pp. 319-322) treats as a borderline case of cosmic consciousness. Bucke
quotes from Jefferies’s autobiography his description of an experience at age 18 in which
a sense of hidden inward unity underlying the perceptible world first began to flood into
him as he lay alone in the grass:
Having drunk deeply of the heaven above and felt the most glorious
beauty of the day, and remembering the old, old sea … I now
became lost, and absorbed into the being or existence of the
universe. I felt down deep into the earth, under, and high above
into the sky, and farther still to the sun and stars. Still farther
beyond the stars into the hollow of space, and losing thus my
separateness of being came to seem like part of the whole.

We turn now to mystical experiences of the introvertive type, which seem to us both
psychologically and philosophically to form the real heart of the subject. As Stace points
out, these are far more prominent in the worldwide literature of mysticism in that they
occur predominantly in advanced stages of the mystic vocation and are clearly regarded as
the higher type by persons such as Meister Eckhart who have experienced both. They are
also easily recognized, even by third-person observers such as ourselves, as a more radical
and complete expression of the central impulse of the extrovertive mystical states
described above. The core experience is again one of unity, but in this case the unity is
even more profound, and it is achieved in a startlingly different manner. In these
experiences one’s perceptual world is not merely transfigured but abolished, along with
all other contents of ordinary consciousness such as specific thoughts, images, memories,
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and the like. But what results—confuting the expectations of empiricists such as David
Hume—is not some sort of blank or dim or unconscious condition, but an extraordinary
inward experience of pure, contentless, undifferentiated, unitary consciousness. “This
undifferentiated unity is the essence of the introvertive mystical experience” (Stace,
1960/1987, p. 87).
A few examples here may help to flesh out this description. We cite first a passage
from the Mandukya Upanishad, which distills the essence of India’s psychological
teachings. Beyond ordinary consciousness, dreaming consciousness, and dreamless sleep,
say their ancient sages, lies a higher form of consciousness—Turiya, the Fourth:
The Fourth, say the wise, is not subjective experience, nor
objective experience, nor experience intermediate between
these two, nor is it a negative condition, which is neither
consciousness nor unconscious-ness. It is not the knowledge
of the senses, nor is it relative knowledge, nor yet inferential
knowledge. Beyond the senses, beyond the understanding,
beyond all expression, is the Fourth. It is pure unitary
consciousness, wherein awareness of the world and multiplicity
is completely obliterated. It is ineffable peace. It is the supreme
good. It is One without a second. It is the Self. Know it alone!

Many passages from the Christian mystical tradition further attest to the existence of
such non-ordinary conscious states devoid of multiplicity. Stace characteristically
emphasizes examples from highly cerebral Christian mystics such as Ruysbroeck and
especially Meister Eckhart, but he also goes to some pains (pp. 100-104) to argue that St.
Teresa of Avila’s highest unitive experiences, although described in relatively
unsophisticated and theology-laden language superficially dissimilar from Meister
Eckhart’s, must have been in essence the same.26
26

Stace’s argument here turns on the fact that St. John of the Cross, whose descriptions of unitive experience are
often extremely similar to Meister Eckhart’s, was also St. Teresa’s principal spiritual advisor and confessor and
apparently largely agreed with her as to the principal psychological characteristics of unitive states. An
important translator, student, and admirer of the great Spanish mystics, E. A. Peers (Studies of the Spanish Mystics,
1951), confirms this latter point, adding that “the complementary nature of the works of the two saints is very
noticeable: they seldom disagree, though each relies largely on personal experience, and a synthesis of their writings
would form an account of the mystical life, we may safely say, approached by very few other syntheses, and
surpassed by none” (p. 232). St. John, for example, is known to have deliberately avoided writing on “lower”
mystical phenomena such as voices and visions, which he felt St. Teresa had already described in adequate detail. A
joint and in-depth psychological study of these two individuals clearly would be of great interest and value.
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This “vacuum” or negative aspect of introvertive mystical experience is highlighted by
descriptors such as “emptiness,” “void,” “obscurity,” “darkness,” “nothingness,” “silence,”
which recur throughout the mystical literature. Inasmuch as our ordinary sense of space
and time is strongly bound up with (and perhaps even a condition of) the normal
multiplicity of perceptual and cognitive experience, the obliteration of this multiplicity
may also account for the further property that the experience typically seems to its subjects
as somehow outside or beyond space and time. Yet this vacuum, paradoxically, is at the
same time a “plenum” with the obscurity “dazzling,” the desert “teeming,” and so on. It is
especially these further, positive, but “ineffable” aspects of unitive mystical experience
that seem to us to constitute its central mystery and challenge.
Based on her comprehensive survey of Christian mysticism, Evelyn Underhill
(Mysticism, 1911/1974) captures both the vacuum and plenum aspects of unitive experience
and draws our attention to still another crucial characteristic:
In this experience the departmental activities of thought and
feeling, the consciousness of I-hood, of space and time—all
that belongs to the World of Becoming and our own place
therein—are suspended. The vitality which we are
accustomed to split amongst these various things is gathered
up to form a state of “pure apprehension’: a vivid intuition
of—or if you like conjunction with—the Transcendent.... [The
mystic’s] consciousness escapes the limitations of the senses,
rises to freedom, and is united for an instant with the “great life
of the All” (p. 367).

The feature we wish to emphasize here is the alteration of “I-hood”—the sense of self.
What happens seems again in part explainable as a consequence of the obliteration of
multiplicity. Everyday consciousness is typically felt, with varying degrees of clarity, as
structured in terms of a polarity between ourselves as conscious egos or subjects and
whatever it is that we are currently doing or experiencing. To the degree that this distinction
along with all others is obliterated during unitive experience, it seems inevitable that the
mystic’s habitual sense of self must undergo some sort of radical transformation.
There can be no doubt that this is in fact the case. Stace devotes an entire section to this
subject, which he titles “the dissolution of individuality” (pp. 111-123). This label is
accurate insofar as reports of introvertive mystical experience do often describe the fading,
dimming, melting, dissolving, loss, or death of the ordinary finite self. The Sufis even have
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a special term for this, fana, which literally means “passing away.” But this is only one
aspect of the transformation, its negative side. If this were the entirety of what occurs,
genuine mystical experience might be difficult to distinguish from pathological forms of
“depersonalization.” The ordinary self is not literally obliterated, of course, since after all
it normally returns, although often uplifted and transformed in ways we will discuss
subsequently. The Sufis, for example, also speak of baqa, revival, the return to an enhanced
self. During the experience, however, the ordinary, everyday self is transcended, in a
dramatic and remarkably consistent way. Specifically, in its place there characteristically
emerges a vastly amplified sense of self—a Self—that almost inevitably experiences itself
as being in a state of direct contact, or union, or identity with some reality variably
conceived as a Universal Self, the One, the Absolute, the Ground of Being, or God (Stace,
1960/1987, p. 93).
This fundamental characteristic of introvertive mystical experience appears with
particular clarity and force in another of its classic descriptions, this one by the
Neoplatonist philosopher Plotinus, who appears in history at or near the original
confluence of the Greek and Oriental mystical traditions and is arguably a principal
fountainhead of modern Western mystical traditions as well. The passages we quote from
are widely known and in varying translations have been cited as representative and
authoritative by both Stace and Underhill, among many others.27 The testimony of
Plotinus (The Enneads) seems to us especially significant, as it constitutes a serious
effort by a philosopher of the first rank to characterize as clearly as he can an
extraordinary experience of union which he is known to have entered into himself, on at
least four occasions. Based largely on this description, moreover, Underhill (1911/1974, p.
372) specifically endorses the fundamental identity between the unitive experiences of
Plotinus and those of the great Christian mystics. Its affinities with the description from
the Mandukya Upanishad, quoted above, will be equally apparent.
The key passage appears in the 6th Ennead, tractate 9, section 10, of which we quote
only a small part.28 Plotinus is attempting to describe the supreme good, the “flight of the
27

Myers, who was intimately familiar with Plotinus’s Enneads, uses the same passages (in his own slightly
different translation, naturally) in an interesting essay on “Tennyson as Prophet”.
28
Like Stace we have relied on the famous translation by Stephen McKenna, but ours is a later (4th) edition,
revised by B. S. Page, and differs slightly from the version quoted by Stace (p. 104).
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one to the One,” which can only be realized in full through a mode of direct apprehension,
which he finds greatly superior to ordinary reason:
In our self-seeing There, the self is seen as belonging to that order,
or rather we are merged into that self in us which has the quality
of that order. It is a knowing of the self restored to its purity. No
doubt we should not speak of seeing; but we cannot help talking in
dualities, seen and seer, instead of boldly, the achievement of
unity. In this seeing, we neither hold an object nor trace
distinction; there is no two. The man is changed, no longer himself
nor self-belonging; he is merged with the Supreme, sunken into it,
one with it: centre coincides with centre, for centres of circles, even
here below, are one when they unite, and two when they separate;
and it is in this sense that we now (after the vision) speak of the
Supreme as separate. This is why the vision baffles telling; we
cannot detach the Supreme to state it; if we have seen something
thus detached we have failed of the Supreme which is to be known
only as one with ourselves.

The same sort of radical transformation in the sense of self is evident in two modern
“borderline” introvertive cases involving distinguished persons not attached to any specific
mystical tradition. The first, originally publicized by James, involves the poet Tennyson,
who describes an experience he frequently had in solitude:
This has come upon me through repeating my own name to myself
silently, till all at once, as it were out of the intensity of the
consciousness of individuality, individuality itself seemed to
dissolve away into boundless being, and this not a confused state
but the clearest, the surest of the surest, utterly beyond words—
here death was an almost laughable impossibility—the loss of
personality (if so it were) seeming no extinction, but the only true
life. I am ashamed of my feeble description. Have I not said the
state is utterly beyond words? (VRE, p. 295).29

The second and perhaps even more interesting case involves Arthur Koestler (The
Invisible Writing, 1954, pp. 345-363), who reports a series of mystical experiences
precipitated under the harrowing conditions of his imprisonment during the Spanish Civil
War in 1937. Koestler, a scientifically well-educated person, was at that time strongly
committed to Socialist/Communist politics and decidedly materialist and anti-religious.
29

James adds this further statement by Tennyson, as reported by Tyndall: “By God Almighty! there is no delusion
in the matter! It is no nebulous ecstasy, but a state of transcendent wonder, associated with absolute clearness of
mind.”
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Placed in solitary confinement by his Fascist captors, he had undergone a prolonged
hunger strike and found himself in a state of chronic exhaustion, expecting constantly to
be taken from his cell and beaten or executed like many other prisoners. The first
experience supervened upon his profoundly gratifying success in reconstructing Euclid’s
proof that there is an infinity of prime numbers. Suddenly, he reports,
I was floating on my back in a river of peace, under bridges of
silence. It came from nowhere and flowed nowhere. Then there
was no river and no I. The I had ceased to exist.
It is extremely embarrassing to write down a phrase
like that when one has read The Meaning of Meaning and
nibbled at logical positivism and aims at verbal precision and
dislikes nebulous gushings. Yet, “mystical” experiences, as we
dubiously call them, are not nebulous, vague or maudlin—they
only become so when we debase them by verbalization.
However, to communicate what is incommuni-cable by its
nature, one must somehow put it into words, and so one moves in
a vicious circle. When I say “the I had ceased to exist,” I refer to
a concrete experience that is verbally as incommunicable as the
feeling aroused by a piano concerto, yet just as real—only
much more real. In fact, its primary mark is the sensation that
this state is more real than any other one has experienced
before—that for the first time the veil has fallen and one is in
touch with “real reality,” the hidden order of things, the X-ray
texture of the world, normally obscured by layers of
irrelevancy.
What distinguishes this type of experience from the
emotional enhancements of music, landscapes, or love is that the
former has a definitely intellectual, or rather noumenal, content.
It is meaningful, though not in verbal terms. Verbal transcriptions
that come nearest to it are: the unity and interlocking of
everything that exists, an interdependence like that of
gravitational fields or communicating vessels. The “I” ceases to
exist because it has, by a kind of mental osmosis, established
communication with, and been dissolved in, the universal pool. It is
this process of dissolution and limitless expansion which is sensed
as the “oceanic feeling”, as the draining of all tension, the absolute
catharsis, the peace that passeth all understanding (p. 352).

This experience could not be voluntarily induced, but it recurred spontaneously, initially as
often as two or three times a week and at slowly lengthening intervals thereafter. Koestler
credits it with catalyzing a fundamental transformation in his attitudes and personality,
and with directly inspiring the four books he produced in the following five years in an
effort to digest its meaning. Later, in response to direct questioning by Stace, Koestler him-
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self also interpreted his experience as an incipient or incomplete form of the full-fledged
introvertive experience described in the Mandukya Upanishad.
We have now done about as much as we can by way of describing the principal
psychological characteristics of introvertive mystical experience. Its extreme developments
are perhaps most concisely encapsulated by the famous Vedic formula Sat-Chit-Ananda—
pure being or existence, pure awareness or consciousness, and pure bliss, amplified without
limit. Many further descriptions and examples can be found in the sources cited above,
and readers may find it useful to consult these, but mystics themselves declare
unanimously that full appreciation of such extraordinary states of consciousness comes
only to those fortunate enough or determined enough to experience them directly.
Stace concludes his descriptive survey of mystical experiences by explicitly identifying
the central, crucial property, common to both the introvertive and extrovertive forms,
which constitutes its true universal core: “In this general experience of a unity which the
mystic believes to be in some sense ultimate and basic to the world, we have the very inner
essence of all mystical experience ... the nucleus round which the other and more
peripheral characteristics revolve” (pp. 132-133).
Stace himself next turns immediately to the task of evaluating this central claim of
mystics to have made contact with something in nature that is real, though normally
inaccessible—the problem of “objective reference,” as he calls it. We will shortly follow
him there, but we must first deal with a controversy that his characterization of the
universal core has provoked.
Steven Katz and the Constructivist Backlash
Stace was a philosophically sophisticated member of what has come to be known as the
“perennialist” school, which seeks out and emphasizes commonalities in religion generally
and in the mystical or primordial wisdom tradition in particular. There have always been
opposing voices, however, who for one or another reason have preferred to emphasize the
existence of

significant

and

possibly irreducible differences.

William

James

characteristically found merit in both points of view, although clearly tending
philosophically toward the perennialist camp, but these contrasting tendencies have
recently come into sharp conflict over Stace’s taxonomy of mystical experience.
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The success of Stace’s enterprise depends crucially, of course, on the feasibility of
applying successfully in practice his theoretical distinction between experience and
interpretation—in effect, to peer through the diversity of concrete surface forms in which
mystical experience has found written expression in different times, places, and religious
traditions, and to discern the essential psychological characteristics of the underlying
experiences. Is it really possible to perform this psychological extraction? With certain
qualifications to be introduced below, we think so; we count ourselves among those
persuaded that Stace demonstrated, by actually doing it, that this is possible, at least to a
degree sufficient to sustain his characterization of the universal core.
Not everyone agrees, however. An opposing position, “constructivism,” was formulated
with particular force and clarity in an influential essay by Steven Katz (Mysticism and
Philosophical Analysis, 1978) and rapidly became dominant among contemporary
scholars in comparative religion. Its essence is contained in a characteristically vehement
passage from that essay:
There are NO pure (i.e. unmediated) experiences. Neither
mystical experience nor more ordinary forms of experience
give any indication, or any grounds for believing, that they are
unmediated. That is to say, all experience is processed
through, organized by, and makes itself available to us in
extremely complex epistemological ways. The notion of
unmediated experience seems, if not self-contradictory, at best
empty.... The experience itself as well as the form in which it is
reported is shaped by concepts which the mystic brings to, and
which shape, his experience (p. 26).

Thus, on the view of Katz and his constructivist allies, if one is a Christian one
necessarily has a distinctively Christian experience, a Taoist’s experience will be structured
by Taoist assumptions, a Jew can never escape from the shaping power of his Jewish
upbringing, and so on. There can therefore be no ultimate type or universal core of mystical
experience, independent of factors such as time, context, gender, race, and culture. There
is only a multiplicity of distinctive, culturally conditioned states of consciousness.
We believe this doctrine is seriously flawed, both psychologically and philosophically.
Although we cannot go deeply into details of the controversy, we must attempt at least
briefly to indicate our principal reasons for thinking so.
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Katz evidently believes that his primary epistemological axiom—his italicized
statement in the passage above—represents the fundamental novelty in his position and the
source of his differences with Stace and other perennialists. If so, however, he is
certainly mistaken. In the first place the axiom itself is not a novelty, because Stace
himself accepts it; he states clearly, for example, that “there is no such thing as an
absolutely pure experience without any interpretation at all” (p. 203).
Second and more importantly, the axiom by itself does not suffice to undermine
Stace’s project, because it leaves uncertain the degree to which particular experiences are
in fact shaped by cultural conditioning. This is the real source of their differences. Stace
nowhere claims that all reported mystical experiences are completely unmediated, but
only that enough of them are sufficiently so to permit us to grasp their common
psychological characteristics. Katz, by contrast, clearly presumes that experiences in
general, and mystical experiences in particular, are completely determined by cultural
conditionings. In this crucial respect Katz and other radical constructivists seem to us
driven, at bottom, by an unexamined a priori commitment to the sort of relentless
“postmodernism”—characteristic of so much contemporary scholarship in the humanities
and social sciences—that abhors absolutes and universal narratives of any kind.
This sort of radical constructivism, however, is known to require heavy qualification
even in the case of ordinary perceptual and cognitive experience, as shown for example by
the old controversies over the “linguistic relativity” hypothesis of Sapir and Whorf. The
fact that Eskimos have many more words than we do for specific types of snow, for
example, does not entail that we are incapable of having the corresponding perceptual
experiences, or of making the same distinctions (recall here too the “Scotch mist”
example). Conversely, many perceptual illusions are “cognitively impenetrable” in the
sense of J. Fodor (The Modularity of Mind: An Essay on Faculty Psychology, 1983), and
not alterable by any sort of voluntary efforts, or by knowledge of their underlying
mechanisms.
It cannot be denied, of course, that most of us operate most of the time in the grip of
linguistic habits, beliefs, and expectations that powerfully shape and color what we
experience and report. It is equally certain that many kinds of phenomena reported by
mystics, particularly in the early stages of their vocation, are shaped in similar ways.
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Thus, for example, whereas a Catholic mystic might report a visionary experience of Jesus
or the Virgin Mary, his Hindu counterpart would naturally report a vision of Krishna,
Kali, or some other personality drawn from his own religious tradition.
The radical constructivist position, however, becomes increasingly strained as we
progress toward the deeper regions of mystical experience, which are precisely the ones of
greatest interest both to Stace and to us. In the first place it ignores the fundamental
relationship between the character of such experience and the practical teachings of mystics
as to how it can be achieved. The central objective of mystical teachings and practices
everywhere is essentially the same—specifically, to overcome conditionings and
attachments of everyday life that get in the way of a mystical receptivity which is
presumed to exist in all of us. To what degree we can in fact palliate or transcend these
cultural and psychological conditionings is exactly the question at hand, and this is an
empirical question. We all know from experience that it is to some degree possible to
reflect upon one’s beliefs, attitudes, and habits of perception and thought; to take a
position for or against them; to choose to intensify and prolong or reject and eradicate
them; and so on. Mysticism is a domain of human experience in which this capacity, not
highly developed in most of us, is seized upon and exploited in the highest degree.
The great systematizer of Yogic practices Patanjali, for example, defines the technique of
Yoga succinctly as “inhibition of the modifications of the mind”. Eliade (Yoga: Immortality
and Freedom, 1958) characterizes these practices collectively as a process of systematic
deconditioning which results in “rebirth to a nonconditioned mode of being” (p. 4). This
“rebirth,” moreover, constitutes “one of India’s greatest discoveries: that of consciousness
as witness, of consciousness freed from its psychophysiological structures and their
temporal conditioning” (p. xx). To achieve this state, “the yogin undertakes to ‘reverse’
normal behavior completely. He subjects himself to a petrified immobility of body
(asana), rhythmical breathing and arrest of breath (pranayama), fixation of the
psychomental flux (ekagrata), [and] immobility of thought” (p. 362). The ultimate goal of
Yogic training, in short, is specifically to overcome the conditionings that keep us culturally
and psychologically bound and that prevent us from experiencing what we can become in
a deconditioned state.
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The same principle is also evident in the various forms of Buddhism. For example, the
Madyamaka school of Mahayana Buddhism, founded by Nagarjuna in the 1st century
B.C., is explicit about the practice of progressively and systematically deconditioning the
beliefs and assumptions of one’s working epistemology, leading to a state of pure
consciousness called the Middle Way or Emptiness. Goleman (The Varieties of Meditative
Experience, 1977) and D. P. Brown (“A Model for the Levels of Concentrative Meditation”,
International Journal of Clinical and Experimental Hypnosis, Vol. 25, 1977) have shown
respectively, and in detail, that Buddhaghosa’s Visuddhimagga (“path to purification”)
and a collection of Tibetan Buddhist meditation texts, the Mahamudra, can also be
interpreted in these terms. Similarly, a contemporary Tibetan monk and associate of the
Dalai Lama describes as the fundamental method for achieving states of emptiness or
nirvana a relentless analysis of the contingent conceptualizations that permeate ordinary
experience. The fundamental insight sought is that all such experience is “conceptually
designated.” Thus he writes: “As you look around at different objects and events, mentally
comment, This is simply a conceptual designation.’ As you do so, try to identify the basis of
designation of these various objects that you identify, and see how you label things that have
no label in themselves” (G. Lamrimpa, Realizing Emptiness: Madhyamaka Insight
Meditation, 1999, p. 37). One trains oneself to observe how from moment to moment one
“conceptually designates” one’s experience, and constructs one’s contingent notions of
the real, one’s values, interpretations, and beliefs, or in sum the entire busy apparatus of
one’s everyday mental life. The central Buddhist practice is again to identify, deconstruct,
and root out of consciousness these mental fabrications, and thus to realize nirvana,
release, transcendence—in short, deconditioned consciousness.
The same sort of disciplined effort to overcome ordinary conditionings is also central to
the practices of Plotinus and many Christian mystics. For example, Dionysius the
Areopagite, one of the founders of Christian mysticism, emphasized the idea of the via
negativa. It is a way of not doing, forgetting, letting go. For Dionysius the mystical project is
to “leave behind the senses and the operations of the intellect” and enter the “dazzling
obscurity.” In the way of negation, we deliberately go beyond all conditioned attributes
“in order that, without veil, we may know that Unknowing”.
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St. John of the Cross, whose description of “secret” or ineffable wisdom we quoted
earlier, also explains in complementary fashion how that infusion of wisdom is to be
attained:
A soul is greatly impeded from reaching this high estate of union
with God when it clings to any understanding or feeling or
imagination or appearance or will or manner of its own, and
cannot detach and strip itself of all these. For, as we say, the goal
which it seeks lies beyond all this, yea, beyond even the highest
thing that can be known or experienced; and thus a soul must pass
beyond everything to unknowing (E. A. Peers, ed. Ascent of
Mount Carmel, 1958, pp. 88-89).

Meister Eckhart’s short treatise “On Detachment” (The Essential Sermons,
Commentaries, Treatises, and Defense, trans. Colledge and McGinn, 1981, pp. 285-294) is
also exemplary: “I find no other virtue better than a pure detachment from all things;
because all other virtues have some regard for created things, but detachment is free from
all created things.” Perfect detachment leads to the “annihilation of self.” This language of
“annihilation” and “nothingness” is of course parallel to the Sufi fana or fading and the
early Buddhist sunyata, void or emptiness. By emptying the ordinary self of all sensations,
images, thoughts, and volitions one arrives at the experience of pure consciousness, the
Self, and as Eckhart observes, “the less there is of self, the more there is of Self”.
A non-theistic Chinese text from the 8th-century T’ang Dynasty sets forth a
psychological dynamic of mystical experience closely similar to that described by Meister
Eckhart. The text, by Hui Hai, On Sudden Illumination, is a manual consisting of questions
and answers regarding the attempt to achieve nirvana, the experience that offers
“deliverance while still in this life” (Blofeld, The Zen Teachings of Hui Hai, 1962, p. 77).
Hui Hai uses plain language, without theological metaphors and assumptions, to describe
the necessary discipline: “Just let things happen without making any response,” he says,
“and keep your minds from dwelling on anything whatsoever; for he who can do this thereby
enters Nirvana.” The expression “anything whatsoever” is equivalent to Meister Eckhart’s
“all created things,” except that the latter has an obvious theological connotation that
“anything whatsoever” does not. To not dwell on anything whatsoever is an expression that
Hui Hai keeps using, and its meaning is clear. To not dwell on something is to detach oneself
from it. The quotation continues: “Attained, then, is the condition of no rebirth, otherwise
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called the gate of non-duality, the end of strife (peace and calm).... Why so? Because it is
ultimate purity” (Blofeld, p. 77). Thus, comparing the Christian Meister Eckhart with the
Chinese Buddhist, whose accounts are relatively uncluttered by mythic and theological
baggage, we find that both the experience itself and the procedures for inducing it are
described in practically identical terms.
Many further examples of this sort could readily be provided, but this would serve
little purpose here. Our essential point is that crucial features of the introvertive mystical
experience as characterized by Stace—in particular its aspects of undifferentiated unity,
devoid of all multiplicity—are precisely what would be expected to follow from successful
practice of these central mystical disciplines. These “vacuum” properties, moreover, are
the ones most critical to Stace’s subsequent philosophical arguments, and they are also the
ones most amenable to direct confirmation by first-person testimony of the sort that he
marshals. It seems clear to us, in sum, that when mystics talk about inhibiting the
modifications of the mind and going beyond or becoming detached from all “created” (read,
constructed) things, they understand their challenge precisely as that of systematically
overcoming the sorts of conditioning that Katz and his allies assume without question
cannot be overcome. Deikman’s (“De-automatization and the Mystic Experience”,
Psychiatry, Vol. 29, 1966) well-known characterization of meditation as “deautomatization” embodies the same basic idea. Perovich (“Does the Philosophy of
Mysticism Rest on a Mistake?”, in R. K. C. Forman, ed. The Problem of Consciousness:
Mysticism and Philosophy, 1990) takes it to the philosophical limit by characterizing
constructivism as a misapplication of Kant’s epistemology to experiences which inherently
transcend the shaping or filtering effects even of our most fundamental perceptual
categories such as space, time, causality, and selfhood. Important commonalities in the
resulting experiences, moreover, can be seen as direct expressions of corresponding
commonalities in the means that mystics have discovered for accomplishing this
deconditioning and thus reducing or even escaping altogether, at least temporarily, the
normal influence of this Kantian “filter.”
Several related observations further undermine the alleged causal potency of cultural
conditionings in shaping all details of mystical experience. There is first an abundant
historical record, particularly in the Western theistic traditions, of tensions resulting from
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the tendency of mystical experiences as actually lived to break through the crust of local
ecclesiastical culture. Happold (Mysticism, 1963/1970, p. 249), for example, points to Sufism
as a prime example of this tendency; indeed, several Sufi mystics are known to have been
put to death for heresy after reporting their unitive experiences with unguarded candor and
enthusiasm. Meister Eckhart got into trouble with the Catholic Church for similar reasons
because of his emphasis on the potential for each individual to discover a Godhead
hidden within. At a lower level one can find many instances of the phenomenon of
“redogmatization” (Neumann, “Mystical Man”, in J. Campbell, ed. The Mystic Vision:
Papers from the Eranos Yearbooks, 1968/1970) in which a mystic’s initial report is
subsequently altered, whether by himself or by someone else such as a secretary or
ecclesiastical authority, in order to bring it into better alignment with local doctrinal
requirements. Stace (Mysticism and Philosophy, 1960/1987, pp. 154-161) treats the
changing interpretations by Martin Buber of his own introvertive mystical experience as
an example of this phenomenon. Among other things, this points up the hazards of relying
exclusively on mystical texts, particularly when original authorship or the adequacy of
translations is uncertain. As Stace points out, direct investigation of contemporary cases
affords the enormous methodological advantage that ambiguities and uncertainties about
the details of experiences as initially reported can potentially be resolved through interaction with their subjects.
One further argument against the position of Katz and other radical constructivists
seems to us even more decisive. Powerful mystical experiences of the types identified by
Stace have often occurred spontaneously in “naive” persons who previously had no
commitment to, or involvement in, any particular religious or mystical tradition. The first
or foundational experiences within such traditions presumably must have been of this type,
and in cases such as that of Arthur Koestler they have occurred in persons antecedently
hostile to the entire subject. We emphasize that in cases of these sorts the constructivist
picture of causal dependence is not simply unsupported but inverted, in that it is often the
experiences themselves that impel such persons to develop or seek out an interpretive
conceptual framework capable of rendering them intelligible.
Folklorist David Hufford (“Commentary: Mystical Experience in the Modern World”,
in G. Foster, ed. The World Was Flooded with Light, 1985, 2005) has also pointed out that
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in these respects mystical experiences (and NDEs) appear strikingly analogous to the
“supernatural assault” or sleep-paralysis experiences that have been the primary focus of
his own research (Hufford, The Terror that Comes in the Night: An Experience-Centered
Study of Supernatural Assault Traditions, 1982). By being more careful than previous
investigators about the phenomenological details, Hufford was able to show that these
sleep-paralysis experiences have their own “universal core,” a consistent underlying
phenomenology that gets interpreted in varying terms in different historical and crosscultural contexts: “The actual details of the experience do not vary according to the
victim’s background, prior beliefs, or knowledge of a cultural model for the experience” (p.
120). In this case the experiential uniformity clearly reflects a corresponding uniformity in
the biological conditions under which sleep-paralysis experiences occur, and Hufford
surmises that this will prove the case in regard to mystical experiences as well.30
We conclude, then, that the constructivist critique falls short, and that Stace’s
characterization of a most-extreme form or universal core in mystical experiences remains
valid. This is not to claim, however, that all mystical experiences are the same. The domain is
large and heterogeneous, and the constructivists are certainly correct in maintaining that
cultural conditioning plays an important role in shaping large parts of it. But the domain
also appears to be stratified more or less in the way Stace describes, with its
psychologically and philosophically most significant region lying beyond the reach of
purely constructivist principles. One can certainly honor and investigate the real
differences among mystical traditions, as constructivists advocate, without denying the
reality of these vital commonalities. Considerable further support for this position, especially
in regard to the existence and importance of states of pure, undifferentiated consciousness,
can be found in an important series of books by philosopher Robert Forman, himself
apparently a subject of such states.
Although we are indebted to Stace for his taxonomic labors, some critical points also
need to be made. We agree first with Price (“Review of Mysticism and Philosophy”,
30

Similar comments apply, of course, to NDEs, which overlap phenomenologically with both mystical and

psychedelic experiences.
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Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research, Vol. 41, 1962) that he puts rather too
much emphasis on cool intellectual mystics such as Meister Eckhart at the expense of more
devotional or emotional ones such as St. Teresa of Avila. Stace constantly reminds his
readers that Teresa is naive, uncritical, not quite up to par philosophically, and—no doubt
worst of all—drunk with love. Yet the available evidence clearly suggests that both reason
and emotion, each in their own way, can serve—when rightly deployed—as tools of mystical
self-development. The Hindu tradition, for example, recognizes the bhakti or devotional
path as equally valid, and Plato, the Sufis, and other great Christian mystics such as St.
John of the Cross would certainly agree. James clearly admires St. Teresa’s psychological
self-descriptions, and Peers even characterizes her as the central unifying personality among
the great Spanish mystics. In short, Stace’s personal predilections as an analytic philosopher
seem to have led him to underrate the potential contributions of religious emotion to the
genesis of mystical states.
Second, we must insist that Stace was misguided in excluding voices, visions, and allied
subjects from the class of “genuine” mystical phenomena (pp. 47-55). These are indeed very
different from the more extreme phenomena that are especially germane to his own
philosophical agenda, and they are widely recognized by mystics and scholars alike as
belonging primarily to earlier, lower, or less advanced stages of mystical development.
Nevertheless, they comprise a variety of unusual and interesting psychological phenomena
which form an important part of the total worldwide literature of mysticism. Moreover,
they occupy a natural place within the sort of psychological model advanced by Myers and
James. To banish them summarily as Stace does is to overlook and obscure these
important psychological continuities.
The Problem of Objective Significance
The consistency with which mystics describe their deepest experiences demonstrates that
they are testifying more or less correctly about unusual states of consciousness that really
do occur, and that are profoundly impressive to their subjects. As we have already seen,
however, this unanimity of the great mystics about their experience, although necessary, is
not by itself sufficient to establish any thesis regarding its objective significance. It could
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still be entirely subjective, a shared illusion, a mirage, as the great majority of contemporary scientists undoubtedly suppose.
On the other hand, it should be equally clear that identification of some biological
condition or conditions under which mystical experience occurs would not by itself
disprove its objective significance. Reductionist scientists have always been inclined to
overlook this rather elementary logical point, and the recent spate of facile and triumphant
neurologizing about “God Spots” and the like is only the latest installment in a long and
dismal history. William James went to considerable pains to disarm this unthinkingly
skeptical attitude in the very first chapter of VRE: Medical materialism “has no
physiological theory of the production of these its favorite states [i.e., ordinary states], by
which it may accredit them; and its attempt to discredit the states which it dislikes, by
vaguely associating them with nerves and liver, and connecting them with names
connoting bodily affliction, is altogether illogical and inconsistent” (p. 30). All ordinary
perceptual and cognitive experience goes forward in conjunction with biological processes
in our bodies and brains, but nobody denies for that reason that such experience can teach
us important things about the reality in which we find ourselves situated. It could also be
the case, as the mystics themselves believe, that their experience contains lessons of at
least equal importance in regard to that reality. As James himself concluded, mystical
experience like all other experience “must be sifted and tested, and run the gauntlet of
confrontation with the total context of experience” (VRE, p. 326).
James, as we saw earlier, was led by his own survey to a carefully guarded
epistemological position: Mystics do gravitate in certain definite philosophical directions,
but they are less than fully unanimous about this, and however impressive their experiences
may be individually, collectively they warrant no specific propositions about the nature of
reality to which those of us who are non-mystics need assent. This remained more or less
the received opinion among philosophers for many decades, as illustrated by the
quotations above from Bertrand Russell. Stace, however, builds upon his characterization
of the universal core in a serious effort to carry the subject further. Specifically, he offers a
novel—indeed, startling—philosophical argument in support of the view that mystical
experience literally is, as the mystics themselves claim, in an important way transsubjective.
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Stace’s Philosophical Argument for Objective Significance
A sense of self-transcendence is inherent in the introvertive mystical experience, and
closely tied to its noetic quality. In this state of pure, unitary consciousness,
the boundary walls of the separate self fade away, and the
individual finds himself passing beyond himself and becoming
merged in a boundless and universal consciousness.... The
conclusion which the mystic draws—not however by way of a
reasoned conclusion but as something immediately
experienced—is that what he has reached is not merely his
individual pure ego but the pure ego of the universe; or,
otherwise put, that his individual self and the universal self are
somehow one and the same (Stace, 1960/1987, pp. 147-148).

Now comes the startling part: Speculative philosophical reasoning, Stace argues, leads
necessarily to the same conclusion. For if any two persons A and B have each attained a
state of pure, unitary, undifferentiated consciousness, there is no longer any property that
could individuate or distinguish these states. They are therefore identical, both to each
other and to any other such states. For the same reason, moreover, there can be only one
pure ego in the universe. “Hence,” Stace concludes, “the mystic who has reached what
seems at first to be his own private pure ego has in fact reached the pure ego of the
universe, the pure cosmic ego” (p. 151). The same sort of argument, he adds, shows that
the extrovertive “One” and the introvertive “One” are one and the same.
This argument is assuredly breathtaking, but is it sound? Like Price (1962), we
think not, although for slightly different reasons. At its base lies a logical principle
sometimes attributed to Leibniz called “the identity of indiscernibles.” The crucial point
about this principle is that any identity claim based upon it is falsified by discovery of any
property whatsoever that differentiates the things identified. Price points out that two minds
are always differentiated by more than their occurrent contents, their conscious states alone.
Dispositional properties such as memories, skills, habits, and the like also count, and these
clearly survive the mystic’s conscious experience of undifferentiated unity.
Price’s argument here is undoubtedly correct, and Stace certainly left himself open
to it by speaking explicitly and repeatedly in terms of identity of minds. Stace might have
responded, we surmise, by restricting his identity claim more carefully to the conscious
states themselves; but even this cannot save the argument, for it relies too heavily upon his
own very abstract characterization of the vacuum aspect of introvertive mystical
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experiences. In reality, things are more complicated. Even Meister Eckhart, for example,
who provides Stace with many classic descriptions of unitary consciousness, points out
repeatedly that some tiny spark or thread of individuality always remains, even in his
“deepest” states, which enables his return to the ordinary state.
More generally, our reading of the mystical literature suggests that there is
ample room for differentiation of introvertive mystical states on the plenum side, in terms
of their positive characteristics. Affectively, for example, they seem to range from
relatively bland or neutral to blissful beyond comparison; as James remarks, “the
deliciousness of some of these states seems to be beyond anything known to ordinary
consciousness” (p. 316).
What this points to again, in our opinion, is the need for a more detailed, precise, and
empirically well-grounded phenomenological cartography of mystical states. Many
such cartographies have already been advanced within the world’s mystical traditions, of
course, often in mind-numbing detail. The difficulties of this profoundly interesting
subject are unfortunately greatly magnified by the increasing inability of ordinary
language to convey adequately the properties of the relevant states and experiences as
one ascends the mystical scale. Although these schemes certainly bear generic
resemblances to one another (as indeed they must, if Stace and other perennialists are
right about a common core), we cannot agree with those such as H. Smith (Forgotten
Truth: The Primordial Tradition, 1976) who apparently think this mapping of mystical
states has already been successfully completed, and that the wisdom traditions themselves
provide alternative but equivalent descriptions of the same, well-established empirical
realities. We will not attempt to argue this point here, but the actual level of resemblance
among the traditional taxonomies seems to us rather more like that of a group of garden
shrubs, similar in global shape but differing markedly in internal detail. Nor do we find any
compelling reason to suppose that any one of these traditions is empirically complete and
has correctly worked out the whole story, or even is significantly ahead of all the others in
attempting to do so. We do not doubt that much can be learned through comparative study
of the wisdom traditions, but we also think a complementary approach to the problem
using modern scientific methods is urgently needed, and long overdue.
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In sum, Stace’s abstract philosophical argument for the objective significance of
mystical experience does not quite succeed. Stace himself acknowledges that it cannot be
regarded as conclusive, although he personally finds it strong (p. 202). But at the very
least it deserves admiration as a unique attempt to theorize about mystical experiences in
a manner commensurate in boldness with the extraordinary character of the experiences
themselves. It may yet prove true, that is, that the mystic arrives at what Plotinus calls
the center of the sphere, the single point at which all of its great circles intersect—”the
still point of the turning world,” in T. S. Eliot’s memorable phrase.
Empirical Arguments for Objective Significance
Stace himself turns next to various ontological matters outside the scope of this chapter.
There is much more still to be said, however, in regard to the objective significance of
mystical experience. Specifically, we will now present some additional, empirical,
arguments supporting the view that mystics do in fact make contact with reality in novel
ways.
Mysticism and Genius
As already suggested near the end of the previous chapter, there are profound and
inescapable interconnections, both historical and psychological, between mysticism and
genius. Historically, for example, it is brute fact that the two co-occur to a conspicuous
degree. Bucke’s roster of 50 actual and borderline subjects of cosmic consciousness
includes not only outstanding religious personalities such as Jesus, Paul, Mohammed,
Ramakrishna, and the Buddha, but literary and philosophic luminaries including Socrates,
Plotinus, Dante, Pascal, Spinoza, Blake, Balzac, Emerson, Whitman, Wordsworth,
Tennyson, Pushkin, and Thoreau. Most of the latter also appear on Harold Bloom’s roster
of the 100 all-time greatest writers (Genius: A Mosaic of One Hundred Exemplary Creative
Minds, 2002), along with several others such as Plato, Virgil, and St. Augustine, who could
have appeared on Bucke’s list as well. Other writers on Bucke’s list such as Edward
Carpenter and Richard Jefferies were highly regarded in their own time, and a number of
significant contemporary writers including not only Koestler but Gerard Manley Hopkins,
John Masefield, Romain Rolland, Rabindranath Tagore, and Simone Weil are also known to
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have had mystical or near-mystical experiences. There are undoubtedly many additional
literary cases not known to us, and similar patterns are known to exist among artists,
musicians, and possibly even scientists. The tradition linking music with mysticism goes
back at least as far as Pythagoras, and a list of Western composers subject to mystical-type
experience would almost certainly include not only Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven, but
numerous others such as Cage, Elgar, Hoist, Liszt, Messiaen, Satie, Scriabin, and the jazz
artist John Coltrane.31
In sum, whether one looks from the genius side or from the mysticism side, one
observes what appears to be a highly significant historical linkage between these rare and
highly valued human attributes. Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say with Bucke that
mystical consciousness pervades the foundations of all civilization. The correlation is
less than perfect, to be sure, for there have been geniuses who are not recognizably
mystics and vice versa. Nevertheless, we predict with confidence (as would Myers) that if
one administered standardized instruments for measurement of creativity and mysticism
to a sufficiently large sample of subjects, one would find a significant overrepresentation
of persons scoring extremely high on both dimensions simultaneously. Some preliminary
evidence of such a relationship has in fact already been found by Thalbourne and Delin (“A
Common Thread Underlying Belief in the Paranormal, Creative Personality, Mystical
Experience, and Psychopathology”, Journal of Parapsychology, Vol. 58, 1994, 1999).
These authors go on, moreover, to suggest that this association results from a shared
personality factor that they call “transliminality,” tentatively defined as “a largely
involuntary susceptibility to, and awareness of, large volumes of inwardly generated
psychological phenomena of an ideational and affective kind” (p. 25). Although they apparently developed this concept on their own, its affinity with Myers’s spectrum psychology is
evident. Indeed, they even epitomize their conception using the remark by Evelyn
Underhill (Mysticism, 1911/1974), essentially paraphrasing Myers, that “a ‘mobile threshold’
may make a man a genius, a lunatic, or a saint” (p. 62).32

31

We are indebted to concert pianist Lorin Hollander for this information (personal communication, April 9,

2006).
32
There is some irony here, for Underhill herself certainly was familiar with Myers’s depth psychology. She cites
him explicitly only once, but shows considerable general acquaintance with the subject matter of HP and liberally
invokes key Myers concepts such as those of automatisms, uprushes, and subliminal mentation. She in fact uses
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Mystical experiences also drive within-person creative production in various ways. It
is hardly surprising, for example, that persons who have been the subjects of such
powerful experiences will often seek to publicize them using whatever powers of
expression they antecedently possess. Thus, Dante produces the Paradiso, Tennyson’s
recurrent experience of self-transcendence finds it way into The Ancient Sage, Koestler
grinds out his four books in five years, and—for good or ill—Jacob Boehme generates
thick tomes crammed with impenetrable Hermetic symbolism.
There is one further connection, however, which to our knowledge remains
poorly documented but which if real is of potentially considerable significance to
cognitive science. Specifically, mystical experience may sometimes transform an
individual’s perceptual, cognitive, and expressive capacities themselves. Bucke, for
example, regards such sudden increases in mental powers as one aspect of an objective
“transfiguration” produced by genuine experiences of cosmic consciousness. His primary
example is Walt Whitman, whose published works he studied diligently and whom he
knew personally as well. Bucke asserts that “in the case of Whitman (as in that of Balzac)
writings of absolutely no value were immediately followed (and, at least in Whitman’s case
without practice or study) by pages ... covered not only by a masterpiece but by such vital
sentences as have not been written ten times in the history of the race” (p. 226). We
ourselves have encountered several individuals who informally reported noting sudden and
dramatic increases in their perceptual acuity, reading speed, problem-solving ability,
memory capacities, and the like following moderately intense mystical experiences. These
changes were further described as either permanent or slowly fading over periods of weeks
to months. Effects of these types, although relatively mundane, could much more readily be
measured and documented using conventional cognitive instruments.
In sum, the within-subject impact of mystical experience on cognitive capacities in
general and on creative activity in particular seems to us a topic ripe for more careful
investigation. But let us now attempt to draw out more fully the deep psychological parallels
between mysticism and genius. In the previous chapter, we showed how Myers characterized
Myers in much the same way as does James in VRE, while apparently distancing herself rather deliberately, for
reasons we can only surmise, from both. One wonders how subsequent mysticism scholarship might have been altered
had she been less reticent about these scientific connections and less of an apologist for Christianity.
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inspirations of genius in terms of three primary features—continuity, automatism, and
incommensurability. The same three features are also conspicuously present in relation to
mystical experience and the mystic vocation.
Continuity, for example, was already apparent on a global scale in the sequence of
proto-mystical phenomena assembled by James in VRE. Myers (HP, chap. 9) examines the
upper portion of this range in greater psychological detail, tracing out a continuum that
leads from trance mediumship and its parallels in the lower forms of shamanism “straight
into the inmost sanctuary of mysticism” (p. 259)—the ecstatic flights of Plotinus and the
other great mystics. Thus:
From the medicine-man of the lowest savages up to St. John,
St. Peter, St. Paul, with Buddha and Mahomet on the way, we
find records which, though morally and intellectually much
differing, are in psychological essence the same.... We thus
show continuity and reality among phenomena which have
seldom been either correlated with each other or even
intelligibly conceived in separation. With our new insight we
may correlate the highest and the lowest ecstatic phenomena
with no injury whatever to the highest (p. 260).33

In deliberate pursuit of the mystic vocation, moreover, each individual describes a
unique trajectory along this dimension of depth, determined in part by his own
characteristics and in part by the tradition in which he operates. This is brought out most
clearly in relation to the role of automatism, the second feature shared with genius.
William James was fully aware of the connections between automatism and
passivity, his fourth marker of mystical states. When a genuine mystical state breaks in, he
observes, “the mystic feels as if his own will were in abeyance, and indeed sometimes as if
he were grasped and held by a superior power. This latter peculiarity connects mystical
states with certain definite phenomena of secondary or alternative personality, such as
prophetic speech, automatic writing, or the mediumistic trance” (VRE, p. 293). Unlike
33

Although we agree in general terms with their conception of an underlying continuity between the highest
mystical phenomena and phenomena of lower types, we must comment here that both Myers and James seem
to us to share the characteristic cultural chauvinism of their time in being rather too ready to exalt Christianity
at the expense of other religions, and to presume that pre-literate peoples are incapable of the higher forms of
religious experience. We dare not elaborate on the former, but in regard to the latter see for example the
Plains Indian specialist Joseph Epes Brown (The Spiritual Legacy of the American Indian, 1991), who defends
core elements of Native American traditions as legitimate and independent expressions of the perennial
philosophy, and Eliade (Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy, 1964), who finds examples of genuine
mystical states among Siberian shamans.
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phenomena of the latter types, however, which tend to be merely interruptive and produce
no lasting effects, advanced mystical states of consciousness always leave behind some
degree of memory for their content, accompanied by a conviction of their importance, and
they often exert profound transformative effects on the inner lives of their subjects.
There can be little doubt, moreover, that the trajectory of individual mystics often
consists in considerable part of progression from the lower to the higher forms. This is
particularly evident in the relatively well-documented lives of the Christian mystics as
presented for example by Underhill and Marechal (The Psychology of Mystics, 1927/2004).
Lower stages of the mystic path are replete with voices, visions, automatic writing and
speaking, and kindred phenomena. Underhill points to Madam Guyon, for example, as
being almost as much medium as mystic:
When she was composing her works she would experience a
sudden and irresistible inclination to take up her pen, though
feeling wholly incapable of literary composition, and not even
knowing the subject on which she would be impelled to write. If
she resisted this impulse it was at the cost of the most intense
discomfort. She would then begin to write with extraordinary
swiftness; words, elaborate arguments, and appropriate quotations
coming to her without reflection, and so quickly that one of her
longest books was written in one and a half days (p. 66).

The psychological resemblance here between Mme. Guyon and creative mediums is
unmistakable. Underhill cites a number of additional cases including those of Jacob
Boehme and St. Teresa of Avila in which automatisms were pronounced, and she also
points out their general psychological kinship with the phenomenon of creative inspiration.
In both domains, moreover, the value of what is produced can be seen to increase as
the process reaches progressively deeper into the psyche. Low-grade forms of mystical
vision mainly reflect ordinary forms of personal experience and conventional religious
symbolisms, but the contribution of automatisms to deliberate mystical development is
systematic and progressive, ultimately breaking through the shell of the ordinary
individuality. Underhill quotes an elegant synopsis by Delacroix, based on intensive case
studies, which Myers would certainly have applauded:
[These automatisms] are governed by an interior aim; they have,
above all, a teleological character. They indicate the continuous
intervention of a being at once wiser and more powerful than the
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ordinary character and reason; they are the realization, in visual
and auditory images, of a secret and permanent personality of a
superior type to the conscious personality. They are its voice, the
exterior projection of its life. They translate to the conscious
personality the suggestions of the subconscious: and they permit
the continuous penetration of the conscious personality by these
deeper activities. They establish a communication between these
two planes of existence, and, by their imperative nature, they tend
to make the inferior subordinate to the superior (p. 273).

At the higher stages of the mystic path, moreover, automatisms progressively shed
their quasi-sensory character, while becoming ever more illuminating and transformative to
their subjects. Thus, for example, as St. Teresa advances from her Life to The Interior
Castle, her “visions” become increasingly abstract, or “intellectual,” and decoupled from
conventional symbolisms.34 And this is as it must be, for as her own mentor St. John of the
Cross also advises, an aspirant to the highest unitive states “must be careful not to lean upon
imaginary visions, forms, figures, and particular intelligible objects, for these things can
never serve as proportionate or proximate means to so great an end; yea, rather they are an
obstacle in the way, and therefore to be guarded against and rejected” (Peers, 1958, p. 156).
In the limit, as Stace demonstrates, the great mystics succeed in emptying
themselves altogether of cognitive particulars, whereupon they experience that
extraordinary

inflowing

of

boundless,

pure, undifferentiated consciousness—an

introvertive mystical experience. At this point the third shared characteristic,
incommensurability, becomes even more pronounced than in the case of genius, for all
observers from Bucke and James forward agree that such states are startlingly different
from everyday consciousness—discrete altered states of consciousness as described by
Charles Tart (States of Consciousness, 1975). Indeed, it is precisely from this appearance of
uncovering something normally hidden but radically distinct from and superior to ordinary
consciousness that mystical states derive their psychological impact and interest, for
subjects and observers alike.
34

The modern mystical experience of Jungian psychologist Genevieve Foster (The World Was Flooded With
Light, 1985) was closely similar to some of Teresa’s “intellectual visions”, as Foster herself eventually discovered upon reading Underhill. Its core feature was an overwhelming sense of numinous contact with a loving
but invisible being whose presence was keenly felt and sharply localized in space. This “vision” lasted for some
five days, and it transformed her life. See also Hufford’s interesting commentary on this case, and Marechal,
who makes the “feeling of presence,” in a hierarchy of progressively intense forms, central to his account of
mystical development.
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Mysticism and Supernormal Phenomena
One further property shared by mysticism with genius, and potentially decisive in regard to
the question of its objective significance, is its association with supernormal phenomena of
various sorts. Indeed, explicit claims regarding such an association are far more
widespread and conspicuous in regard to mysticism, suggesting once again that
mysticism at its core involves an even more extreme development of the psychological
processes and results so skillfully delineated by Myers in relation to genius.35
Biographies of the founding personalities of the great religions are of course
replete with reports of “miraculous” doings of various sorts. These reports are of little or
no scientific value, however, and like Myers we shall decline to discuss or invoke them.
We will begin instead by returning to the subject of Yoga, which for our purposes provides
a more promising starting point.36
Within the Hindu tradition, an enormous body of theoretical and practical
information pertaining to Yoga was collected, systematized, and crystallized in the form of
196 aphorisms or “Sutras” by Patanjali, somewhere near the beginning of the Christian
era. This remarkable work, still widely regarded as an authoritative source of practical
information on Yoga, outlines within its four brief chapters a sophisticated doctrine
regarding human psychophysical organization, which supplies in turn the theoretical
basis for a comprehensive program of self-development. The claimed results of this
program, catalogued at considerable length, explicitly include the systematic appearance
of both higher states of consciousness and a variety of supernormal capacities.
There have been many translations and expositions of the Yoga Sutras and
associated commentaries, but the most helpful ones known to us are those of Dasgupta
(Yoga as Philosophy and Religion, 1924/1970), Eliade (Yoga: Immortality and Freedom, 1958,
35

William James himself verges upon this argument at various points in VRE (see, e.g., pp. 313, 314, 378),
but always holds back, confining the relevant remarks to brief asides, allusions, and footnotes. His conservatism
may have been “politically” wise in the academic environment of the Gifford lectures, and indeed his very
first words were: “It is with no small amount of trepidation that I take my place behind this desk, and face
this learned audience.” Nevertheless, that James did not more systematically and openly bring the findings of
psychical research to bear on the problem of mystical “truth” seems to us an unfortunate instance, rare for
him, of missed opportunity. It certainly does not reflect any ambivalence or uncertainty on his part regarding
the value of these findings.
36
In this section we have adapted some material previously published in E. F. Kelly and Locke (Altered
States of Consciousness and Psi: An Historical Survey and Research Prospectus, 1981). We thank the
Parapsychology Foundation for permission to use this material.
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1969), and Taimni (The Science of Yoga, 1972). These systematically expand the extremely
compressed and often difficult language of the Sutras, presenting thorough expositions of
Patanjali’s doctrines and locating them in the larger matrix of orthodox Hindu
philosophy.37
Central to Patanjali’s practical psychology is a process of progressive
intensification of attention, culminating in unwavering absorption in its objects. Three
progressively deeper stages are distinguished—concentration (dharana), meditation
(dhyana) and the highest state or states of absorption (samadhi). This threefold process,
Samyama, represents more than a movement within the range of ordinary states of
consciousness. Indeed the central thrust of Patanjali’s exposition is to describe how the
practice of Samyama, systematically intensified, will lead through a hierarchy of
increasingly exalted discrete states to the ultimate mystical objective of pure,
undifferentiated, limitless consciousness. The emergence of supernormal capacities or
siddhis is reported in matter-of-fact fashion as a by-product of this central movement, their
value consisting mainly in providing markers on the developmental path.38 The Yoga Sutras
thus contain an explicit and elaborate theoretical statement of relationships between mystical
states and supernormal phenomena, one which in principle lends itself to empirical
verification. In spirit, Patanjali’s treatise is really a scientific work more than a religious or
philosophical one, although it predates this kind of academic dismemberment of its subject
matter. Its central doctrines are presented not as authoritarian dogma simply to be
believed, but as empirical realities that can be experientially verified through assiduous
practice of specified disciplines.
From a modern experimentally oriented point of view, unfortunately, the state of
evidence directly pertinent to these claims is still unsatisfactory. Although there are
innumerable supportive anecdotes and field observations of varying impressiveness, there is

37

Readers should be forewarned, however, that Taimni occasionally injects superfluous elements of
Theosophical doctrine into his interpretations of Patanjali’s meaning. See also Jain and Jain (“The Science
of Yoga: A Study in Perspective”, Perspectives in Biology and Medicine, 1973) for a useful summary of
Patanjali’s system by contemporary biomedical scientists.
38
An interesting detail arises here: Although the Yogic discipline of meditation is emphasized as
providing the main pathway to the siddhis, Patanjali also acknowledges that they may arise “abnormally”
in certain other contexts. The relevant sutra (19) is particularly obscure, but Taimni argues plausibly that
it can be construed as referring specifically to capacities for trance mediumship.
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still little hard evidence documenting the occurrence of high-grade psi in meditative adepts.
This may be due at least in part to systematic reluctance on the part of such persons to
demonstrate psi abilities; Patanjali himself remarks, and the traditions for the most part
agree, that preoccupation with the siddhis is to be avoided, for it draws the mind outward
and thus creates obstacles to achievement of unitive consciousness, the mystic’s proper
goal. Skeptics will naturally suspect that this is merely an excuse, and we ourselves do not
doubt that this may sometimes be the case. In our experience with serious meditators,
however, it seems far more commonly a genuinely held attitude. One can readily
appreciate the dangers of paying too much and the wrong kind of attention to these
phenomena, as emphasized especially by Underhill, but to ignore and denigrate them in a
wholesale manner seems equally a mistake in view of their important bearing on the issue of
mystical “truth.”39 Good psi experiments with truly accomplished meditators would
represent landmark scientific events in both fields. We ourselves would welcome such
opportunities, and perhaps other groups such as the Dalai Lama’s Mind and Life Institute
will ultimately venture in this direction as well.
Meanwhile, a modest amount of progress has already been made in linking lowergrade forms of meditation experimentally with psi. Honorton (“Psi and Internal Attention
States” in B. B. Wolman, ed., Handbook of Parapsychology, 1977) pointed out that the
eight limbs of Yogic practice as outlined by Patanjali can be understood at minimum as a
system of progressive psychophysical noise reduction leading to a state characterized by
physical relaxation, isolation from the normal sensory environment, and intensely
focused inwardly directed attention. This is strikingly consistent with the self-descriptions
of gifted ESP subjects, and it would therefore not be surprising if even modest practice
of Yoga and its central techniques of meditation should produce conditions favorable for
the occurrence of psi. And indeed this appears to be the case, as indicated by an increasing
variety and number of experimental studies of psi performance in relation to meditation
and similar low-noise conditions (Braud, “Psi Conducive Conditions: Explorations and
Interpretations”, in B. Shapin and L. Coly, eds., Psi and States of Awareness, 1978;
39

For similar reasons we deplore the curious tendency of transpersonal psychology to distance itself
from parapsychology, at least in part out of what looks to us like unthinking compliance with the
prevailing negative attitude of the wisdom traditions.
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Honorton; Rao and Palmer, “The Anomaly Called Psi: Recent Research and Criticism”,
Behavioral and Brain Sciences, Vol. 10, 1987). Although the linkage identified by Patanjali
between the achievement of deep meditative and mystical states and the emergence of
strong psi phenomena has barely begun to be verified and explored experimentally,
significant further support for such a linkage derives indirectly from comparative study of
the wisdom traditions themselves. It is noteworthy first that Patanjali’s catalog of siddhis
is anything but unique. Other mystical traditions, including relatively remote ones such as
Sufism, Catholicism, and the many expressions of Shamanism in preliterate societies, have
discovered and catalogued many of the same phenomena in strikingly parallel ways.
These parallels are drawn out in considerable detail by M. Murphy (The Future of the
Body: Explorations into the Future Evolution of Human Nature, 1992), who provides what
is by far the most systematic attempt to date to construct a “natural history” of the entire
domain.
More importantly, this domain is not populated solely by unverifiable oral reports
of ancient anecdotal lore, as many skeptical observers might casually suppose.
Significant empirical anchorage can be found, for example, in an important but neglected
work by Herbert Thurston (The Physical Phenomena of Mysticism, 1952). Thurston, a
Jesuit scholar, performed the heroic service of digesting innumerable volumes of Catholic
hagiography in search of serious evidence of supernormal phenomena in the lives of the
saints. Most of what he found falls within the ambiguous domain of extreme
psychophysiological influence—what Myers referred to generically as “hyperboulia,” or
“increased power over the organism” (HP, vol. 1, p. xiii). Relevant phenomena here
include stigmata (appearance of the wounds of Christ), tokens of espousal (deformation
of the skin to produce structures with the appearance of wedding rings or other symbols of
the mystical marriage), “incendium amoris” (production of intense bodily heat), inedia
(not eating for weeks, months, or years), capacity to sustain prolonged contact with fire,
boiling water, and so forth, without pain or injury, several peculiarities manifested by
saintly corpses (prolonged incorruption, continued bleeding, or absence of rigidity), and
luminous phenomena.40 Other phenomena investigated by Thurston, however, fall well

40

Luminous phenomena form a complex and fascinating subject deserving of detailed treatment on its own. The
introvertive mystical state of consciousness is often described as “self-effulgent,” and Bucke takes this sense of
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within the traditional domain of psi research, including both ESP phenomena of various
kinds and macroscopic PK phenomena, including in the most extreme cases outright bodily
levitation.
Thurston’s method is to adduce evidence systematically for each of the targeted
phenomena in turn, based on the lives of saints (mainly post-16th-century) who reportedly
manifested them. The evidence cited comes primarily from the written records of formal
proceedings instituted by the Church for the purposes of determining whether these
particular individuals merited beatification or canonization. However, Thurston also goes
to considerable pains to point out instances of analogous phenomena documented outside
the Church. In particular, he seems to have been quite familiar with the early work of the
Society for Psychical Research and with its standards of evidence.
How seriously should scientifically minded persons take this rather mind-boggling
assortment of material? Although this must always remain to some degree a matter of
personal judgment, conditioned by individual knowledge and sensibilities, we ourselves
believe, for reasons we will next briefly explain, that it deserves to be taken very seriously
indeed.
Four main features of Thurston’s evidence seem to us significant. First is its sheer
volume. Many individual events of very unsubtle type were observed and reported
consistently by large numbers of people and/or on repeated occasions, with some of this
testimony coming from initially hostile or skeptical witnesses. Some of the reports also
appear to be independent in the sense that persons manifesting or reporting a particular
phenomenon appear unlikely to have known of other contemporaneous or previous manifestations of that same phenomenon. Furthermore, most of the categories of phenomena, in
particular those that do not depend on specifically Christian doctrine, have been reported to
unusual subjective light as one of the defining marks of cosmic consciousness. Something of this sort is in fact
commonly reported in conjunction not only with religious mystical states but also with OBEs, NDEs, shamanic
journeys, and apparitional experiences of many sorts. The unusual luminosities, moreover, are sometimes
“objective” in the sense that they may be visible to some though not necessarily to all potential observers, or on
rare occasions even photographed or detected by optical instruments such as photomultiplier tubes. Intellectual
or spiritual “illumination” and “enlightenment,” in short, may sometimes involve more than mere metaphors.
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recur independently in a variety of settings, and some, such as the phenomena of extreme
psychophysical influence, have been independently confirmed and amplified by a variety of
modern scientific evidence.
Second is the general quality of the evidence. Beatification and canonization
proceedings are serious business, not unlike secular trials. Although bona fide “miracles”
might make good advertisements for the faith, the Roman Catholic Church is a
conservative institution with considerable investment in avoiding potentially embarrassing
and damaging error. Evidence presented in favor of a candidate is systematically attacked
by a “devil’s advocate” or promotor fidei, whose specific task is to find weaknesses
sufficient to throw out the case. The records distinguish among types and grades of
evidence—for example, first-hand versus second-hand testimony, skeptical versus docile
witnesses, and so forth—and important witnesses are whenever possible formally deposed.
Third is the attitude of these individuals toward their phenomena. There is usually
scarcely a trace of any sense of pride or ownership. Indeed, many of the cases reveal not
only humility but acute embarrassment often coupled with active efforts to conceal the
supernormal events, lest they should draw too much attention and disrupt the individual’s
central spiritual practices. Any superficial attempt to simulate these attitudes in hopes of
promoting chances of eventual sainthood would likely have been detected by the promotor
fidei.
Finally and most germane to the central concerns of this chapter, a strong
association is evident in this material between the occurrence of the various supernormal
phenomena and the achievement of exalted states of consciousness through intense
spiritual practice. In many cases, in fact, the supernormal events are specifically stated to
have occurred during episodes of spiritual ecstasy.
We will briefly describe here just a single case, which exemplifies in extreme form
the challenges posed by this material. Levitation, a phenomenon reported by mystics of
many traditions, was a principal feature in the case of Fr. Joseph of Copertino, a 17thcentury Franciscan monk, for whom “ecstatic flight” appeared to become a literal reality.
Joseph was observed in flight on over a hundred occasions, and by a large number and
variety of witnesses, including hostile ones, whose sworn testimony was obtained within a
few years of the events. His flights occurred both indoors and outdoors, covered distances
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ranging from a few feet to 30 yards or more, and sometimes caused him to remain for
substantial periods of time in the branches of nearby trees. Of special interest is the fact
that during his canonization proceedings, the promotor fidei was none other than the great
humanist Prosper Lambertini, later Pope Benedict XIV, also principal codifier of the
Church’s standardized rules of procedure and evidence for canonization. Lambertini was
initially hostile to Joseph’s cause, but upon thorough and searching review of all details of
the case, including the sworn depositions, he concluded that the ecstatic flights had indeed
occurred essentially as reported. Subsequently, as Pope, he himself published the decree of
Joseph’s Beatification.
We hasten to acknowledge here that so brief a description of this extraordinary
case is sure—and rightly so—to leave many readers incredulous at best. Anyone tempted to
dismiss the case offhand, however, should first study the more detailed accounts of it by
Braude (The Limits of Influence, 1986/1991), Eisenbud (“How to Make Things Null and
Void: An Essay Review of Brian Inglis’ Natural and Supernatural”, Journal of
Parapsychology, Vol. 43, 1979), and M. Murphy, as well as by Thurston himself. Nor is
this case unique: Thurston cites several other well-attested Catholic cases including that
of St. Teresa, and M. Murphy (1992, p. 633) lists 21 more. Braude also reviews at length the
cases of well-investigated mediums, including Eusapia Palladino and D. D. Home, who
produced not only levitations of large objects including themselves but other phenomena
from Thurston’s catalog such as immunity to fire, luminosities, and bodily distortions.
In summary, through its deep connections both with genius and with supernormal
phenomena of various kinds, mysticism poses essentially the same sorts of problems posed
for contemporary mainstream psychological science by genius itself, but in still more
extreme form. In both, the individual reaches deep within his own personality, yet
somehow, paradoxically, makes novel forms of contact with some reality or aspect of
reality without, if indeed these spatial metaphors continue to have any meaning.41 But
whereas genius per se presses only to the deepest levels of recognizable symbolic activity,
already uncomfortably beyond the horizon of current cognitive theory, mysticism in its
most extreme developments transcends those limits altogether, moving beyond tangible
41

Stace explicitly likens the ontological status of the “cosmic ego” encountered by mystics to that of other
“universals” as conceived by Plato, Aristotle, and many philosophers of mathematics.
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products of all sorts to radically different forms of consciousness. What could any
“computational theory of the mind,” for example, possibly have to say about the introvertive
mystical experience of pure undifferentiated consciousness?

Conclusion
Mysticism has largely been ignored by mainstream psychology and philosophy for most of
the past century. The encyclopedic Oxford Companion to the Mind, for example, barely
mentions the subject, and in a recent and massive scholarly anthology on philosophy and
consciousness (Block, Flanagan, and Guzeldere, 1997) the word “mysticism” and its
cognates appear nowhere in the index. The central aim of the present chapter has been to
help restore this neglected topic to what earlier thinkers such as Myers and James believed to
be its proper place in the foreground of a worthy scientific psychology.
At first it seemed as if 20th-century psychology was well on the way to reducing
consciousness to a scientific nullity. This perverse trend has been reversed, however, and
consciousness has reappeared on the map of science, although it is still viewed by many as if
it were some sort of alien intruder, or “nomological dangler,” something best excised,
whenever possible, like a hanging nail. But a serious study of mysticism forces us to go
beyond merely acknowledging that consciousness is “real” and needs to be explained, to a
recognition that it plays a uniquely significant role in cognition generally, and that its
reality is of a different order from anything else encountered in the empirical world.
In the first place it is an incontrovertible and empirically grounded fact that the
mystical domain comprises large numbers of real human experiences—experiences,
moreover, which are often uniquely powerful and transformative—and that experiences of
this sort lie at or near the foundations of religions generally and thus even of civilization
itself.
Furthermore, careful survey and analysis of the reported experiences reveals that
at the core of this domain lies a robust, deeply significant, and still mysterious psychological
phenomenon—the introvertive mystical experience of pure, unitary, undifferentiated, selfreflexive consciousness—the singular properties of which pose profound challenges to all
mechanist, physicalist, and computationalist theories of human mind and personality.
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Mysticism assigns to consciousness a central and even supreme reality. Its
fundamental lesson is that there are experiences, forms of consciousness, and modes of
being with characteristics not mechanical, physical, or computable. The introvertive
mystical experience appears to transcend time and space, the sensory, the imaginal, and the
rational; yet it also involves more than mere subjective illusion, for the associations of
mysticism with genius and with supernormal phenomena show that it makes contact with
some reality or aspect of reality beyond the normal limits of the mind-body system as
conventionally understood. Indeed, it appears to reveal the underlying source of our
ordinary, everyday experience of intentionality and selfhood. Mysticism, in short, is a
topic of vital importance to psychology.
This has consequences, however. In concluding his own review, Wulff (“Mystical
Experience”, in Varieties of Anomalous Experience, ed. Cardena, Lynn, and Krippner
[American Psychological Association, 2000]) states that “the valorizing of mystical
experience is risky for the field of psychology, for to take mysticism seriously—to view it
as in some sense a healthy and veridical response to the world—is to open oneself to a
world view that fundamentally challenges the assumptions, theories, and procedures of
modern psychology” (p. 430). This is for the most part a fair assessment. The facts of
mysticism do pose fundamental challenges to mainstream reductionistic physicalism.
Wulff nevertheless thinks, and so do we, that scientific psychology must open itself more
fully to these genuinely transpersonal aspects of the human psyche.
Transpersonal psychology thus has a real subject matter. But to put the matter
bluntly, it must put its scientific house in better order, and notwithstanding the unfortunate
proclivity of some of its adherents toward inflammatory rhetoric about supposedly
insurmountable “clashes” or “collisions” between the primordial tradition and mainstream
science, we can discover no essential obstacle to doing so. Mystical experiences and
associated phenomena are available for study from a variety of perspectives, and there exist
numerous important opportunities for further scientific research.
But mainstream psychology itself will also benefit from such efforts, for what we are
advocating here is not its rejection or overthrow but an expansion, to dimensions at last
fully commensurate with those inherent in its subject matter. Mystical and transpersonal
experience is a real and vitally important facet of human psychology, and we must
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somehow come to terms with it. Restoring the mystical to its proper place will go far
toward restoring the humanity of our science. The mystical roots of conscious experience
also reveal a deep human identity, transcending all national, rational, personal, and
theological differences. What better reason to investigate these remarkable, transformative
experiences?
We suggest, in conclusion, that the development of an expanded psychology of
mysticism can best be guided by a working model grounded in leading ideas and data
provided by Myers and James, one in which the brain is seen as an organ which somehow
limits, shapes, or “filters,” not creates, consciousness. Such a model, we believe, makes use
of the most important insights provided by previous work in dynamic psychiatry and
philosophy, is potentially consistent with all relevant facts of present-day neuroscience and
neuropsychology, and can accommodate additional facts—including psi phenomena and
mystically tinged NDEs occurring in conjunction with general anesthesia and cardiac
arrest—that are beyond the reach of conventional mainstream views. Its further
development can also capitalize on important resources not available to Myers and James
themselves, including a more highly developed and comparative scholarship of mysticism,
the world-wide growth and consolidation of transformative practices, and the development
of more powerful research technologies including the new functional neuro-imaging
methods.
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______________________________________________________________________________

Introduction
There has recently been something of an explosion of interest in the development of a
“science of consciousness”, and yet there are at present approximately a dozen major but
conflicting schools of consciousness theory and research. My own approach to
consciousness studies is based on the assumption that each of these schools has
something irreplaceably important to offer, and thus what is required is a general model
sophisticated enough to incorporate the essentials of each of them. These schools include
the following:
1. Cognitive science tends to view consciousness as anchored in functional schemas of
the brain/mind, either in a simple representational fashion (such as Jackendoff”s
“computational mind”) or in the more complex emergent/connectionist models, which
view consciousness as an emergent of hierarchically integrated networks. The
emergent/connectionist is perhaps the dominant model of cognitive science at this point,
and is nicely summarized in Alwyn Scott’s Stairway to the Mind (1995), the “stairway”
being the hierarchy of emergents summating in consciousness.
2. Introspectionism maintains that consciousness is best understood in terms of
intentionality, anchored in first-person accounts—the inspection and interpretation of
immediate awareness and lived experience—and not in third-person or objectivist
accounts, no matter how “scientific” they might appear. Without denying their significant
differences, this broad category includes everything from philosophical intentionality to
introspective psychology, existentialism, and phenomenology.
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3.

Neuropsychology

views

consciousness

as

anchored

in

neural

systems,

neurotransmitters, and organic brain mechanisms. Unlike cognitive science, which is
often based on computer science and is consequently vague about how consciousness is
actually related to organic brain structures, neuropsychology is a more biologically based
approach. Anchored in neuroscience more than computer science, it views consciousness
as intrinsically residing in organic neural systems of sufficient complexity.
4. Individual psychotherapy uses introspective and interpretive psychology to treat
distressing symptoms and emotional problems; it thus tends to view consciousness as
primarily anchored in an individual organism’s adaptive capacities. Most major schools
of psychotherapy embody a theory of consciousness precisely because they must account
for a human being’s need to create meaning and signification, the disruption of which
results in painful symptoms of mental and emotional distress. In its more avant-garde
forms, such as the Jungian, this approach postulates collective structures of intentionality
(and thus consciousness), the fragmentation of which contributes to psychopathology.
5. Social psychology views consciousness as embedded in networks of cultural meaning,
or, alternatively, as being largely a byproduct of the social system itself. This includes
approaches as varied as ecological, Marxist, constructivist, and cultural hermeneutics, all
of which maintain that the nexus of consciousness is not located merely or even
principally in the individual.
6. Clinical psychiatry focuses on the relation of psychopathology, behavioural patterns,
and psychopharmacology. For the last half century, psychiatry was largely anchored in a
Freudian metapsychology, but the field increasingly tends to view consciousness in
strictly neurophysiological and biological terms, verging on a clinical identity theory:
consciousness is the neuronal system, so that a presenting problem in the former is
actually an imbalance in the latter, correctable with medication.
7. Developmental psychology views consciousness not as a single entity but as a
developmentally unfolding process with a substantially different architecture at each of
its stages of growth, and thus an understanding of consciousness demands an
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investigation of the architecture at each of its levels of unfolding. In its more avant-garde
forms, this approach includes higher stages of exceptional development and wellbeing,
and the study of gifted, extraordinary, and supranormal capacities, viewed as higher
developmental potentials latent in all humans. This includes higher stages of cognitive,
affective, somatic, moral, and spiritual development.
8. Psychosomatic medicine views consciousness as strongly and intrinsically inter-active
with organic bodily processes, evidenced in such fields as psychoneuro-immunology and
biofeedback. In its more avant-garde forms, this approach includes consciousness and
miraculous healing, the effects of prayer on remarkable recoveries, light/sound and
healing, spontaneous remission, and so on. It also includes any of the approaches that
investigate the effects of intentionality on healing, from art therapy to visualization to
psychotherapy and meditation.
9. Non-ordinary states of consciousness, from dreams to psychedelics, constitute a field
of study that, its advocates believe, is crucial to a grasp of consciousness in general.
Although some of the effects of psychedelics—to take a controversial example—are
undoubtedly due to “toxic side-effects”, the consensus of opinion in this area of research
is that they also act as a “nonspecific amplifier of experience”, and thus they can be
instrumental in disclosing and amplifying aspects of consciousness that might otherwise
go unstudied.
10. Eastern and contemplative traditions maintain that ordinary consciousness is but a
narrow and restricted version of deeper or higher modes of awareness, and that specific
practices (yoga, meditation) are necessary to evoke these higher and exceptional
potentials. Moreover, they all maintain that the essentials of consciousness itself can be
grasped only in these higher, postformal, and nondual states of consciousness.
11. What might be called the quantum consciousness approaches view consciousness as
being intrinsically capable of interacting with, and altering, the physical world, generally
through quantum interactions, both in the human body at the intracellular level (e.g.
microtubules) and in the material world at large (psi). This approach also includes the
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many and various attempts to plug consciousness into the physical world according to
various avant-garde physical theories (bootstrapping, hyperspace, strings).
12. Subtle energies research has postulated that there exist subtler types of bio-energies
beyond the four recognized forces of physics (strong and weak nuclear, electromagnetic,
gravitational), and that these subtler energies play an intrinsic role in consciousness and
its activity. Known in the traditions by such terms as prana, ki, and chi—and said to be
responsible for the effectiveness of acupuncture, to give only one example—these
energies are often held to be the “missing link” between intentional mind and physical
body. For the Great Chain theorists, both East and West, this bio-energy acts as a twoway conveyor belt, transferring the impact of matter to the mind and imposing the
intentionality of the mind on matter.
My own approach to consciousness involves a model that explicitly draws on the
strengths of each of those approaches, and attempts to incorporate and integrate their
essential features. But in order to understand this model, a little background information
is required. What follows is a very brief summary of an approach developed at length in a
dozen books, including Transformations of Consciousness (Wilber et al., 1986), A Brief
History of Everything (1996d), and The Eye of Spirit (1997), which the interested reader
can consult for detailed arguments and extensive references. But I believe the following
summary is more than adequate for our present purposes.
The Four Corners of the Kosmos
Figure 1 (below) is a schematic summary of what I call “the four quadrants” of existence:
intentional, behavioural, cultural, and social. These four quadrants are a summary of a
data search across various developmental and evolutionary fields. I examined over two
hundred developmental sequences recognized by various branches of human
knowledge—ranging from stellar physics to molecular biology, from anthropology to
linguistics, from developmental psychology to ethical orientations, from cultural
hermeneutics to contemplative endeavours—taken from both Eastern and Western
disciplines, and including pre-modern, modern, and post-modern sources (Wilber 1995b,
1996d). I noticed that these various developmental sequences all fell into one of four
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major classes—the four quadrants—and further, that within those four quadrants there
was substantial agreement as to the various stages or levels in each. Figure 1 is a simple
summary of this data search; it thus represents an a posteriori conclusion, not an a priori
assumption.

Figure 1: The Four Quadrants
Of course people can differ about the details of such a diagram, and Figure 1 is
not intended to be cast in stone. It is presented here as a reasonable summary that helps
carry forward the present discussion. Likewise, each of the quadrants might more
accurately be constructed as a branching tree, and not a simple straight line, indicating the
rich variation within each grade and clade (each level and type). Each quadrant includes
both hierarchies (or clear gradations) and heterarchies (or pluralistic and equivalent
unfoldings within a given grade). Figure 1, again, is nothing but a simple schematic
summary to help further the discussion.
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The Upper Right quadrant is perhaps the most familiar. It is the standard
hierarchy presented by modern evolutionary science: atoms to molecules to cells to
organisms, each of which “transcends but includes” its predecessor in an irreversible
fashion: cells contain molecules, but not vice versa; molecules contain atoms, but not
vice versa, and so on—the “not vice versa” constitutes the irreversible hierarchy of time’s
evolutionary arrow. (SF1, SF2, and SF3 refer to higher structure-functions of the human
brain, which I will explain in a moment.)
Each of these individual units, in other words, is what Arthur Koestler called a
“holon”, a whole that is simultaneously part of some other whole (a whole atom is part of
a whole molecule, a whole molecule is part of a whole cell, etc.). The Upper Right
quadrant is simply a summary of the scientific research on the evolution of individual
holons.
But individual holons always exist in communities of similar holons. In fact, the
very existence of individual holons in many ways depends upon communities of other
holons that, if nothing else, provide the background fields in which individual holons can
exist. Erich Jantsch, in his pioneering book The Self-Organizing Universe (1980), pointed
out that every “micro” event (individual holon) exists embedded in a corresponding
“macro” event (a community or collective of similarly structured holons). These
communities, collectives, or societies are summarized in the Lower Right quadrant, and
they, too, simply represent the results of generally uncontested scientific research.
Thus, for example, Jantsch points out that when atoms were the most complex
individual holons in existence, galaxies were the most complex collective structures; with
molecules, planets; with prokaryotes, the Gaia system; with limbic systems, groups and
families; and so forth.42 Jantsch made the fascinating observation that while individual
42

See Jantsch (1980) for an extended discussion of this theme. Jantsch correlates “microevolution” (of
individual holons) with “macroevolution” (their collective/social forms), pointing out the co-evolutionary
interactions between individual and social. Thus, in the physiosphere, Jantsch traces microevolution across
photons, leptons, baryons, light nuclei, light atoms, heavy atoms, and molecules; with their corresponding
macroevolution (or collective/social forms) moving across superclusters, clusters of galaxies, galaxies,
stellar clusters, stars, planets, and rock formations. Likewise, in the biosphere, he traces microevolution
across dissipative structures, prokaryotes, eukaryotes, multicellular organisms, and complex animals; with
their corresponding macroevolution across planetary chemodynamics, the Gaia system, heterotrophic
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holons generally get bigger (because they transcend and include their predecessors:
molecules are bigger than the atoms they contain), the collective usually gets smaller
(planets are smaller than galaxies; families are smaller than planets, etc.)—the reason
being that as an individual holon gets more complex (possesses more depth), the number
of holons that can reach that depth become fewer and fewer, and thus the collective
becomes smaller and smaller (e.g. there will always be fewer molecules than atoms, and
thus the collective of molecules—planets—will always be smaller than the collective of
atoms—galaxies). This entire trend I have summarized as: evolution produces greater
depth, less span (Wilber, 1995b).
Those are the two “Right Hand” quadrants. What both of those quadrants have in
common is that they represent holons that all possess simple location—they can all be
seen with the senses or their extensions; they are all empirical phenomena; they exist in
the sensorimotor worldspace. They are, in other words, objective and inter-objective
realities; they are what individual and communal holons look like from the outside, in an
exterior and objectifying fashion.
But various types of evidence suggest that every exterior has an interior. If we
likewise do a data search among the evolutionary trends of interior apprehension, we also
find a largely uncontested hierarchy of emergent properties, which I have simply
summarized in the Upper Left quadrant: prehension to irritability to sensation to
perception to impulse to image to symbol to concept to rule (concrete operations or
“conop”) to formal operations (“formop”) and synthesizing reason (“vision-logic”; these
correspond with structure-functions in the brain that I have simply labeled SF1, SF2, and
SF3 in the Upper Right). The existence of most of those emergent properties are, as I
said, largely uncontested by specialists in the field, and the holons I have listed in the
Upper Left represent a simple summary of some of the major evolutionary capacities of
interior apprehension. (There is still some heated discussion over the nature of
“emergence”, but the existence and evolutionary order of most of the various capacities

ecosystems, societies with division of labour, and groups/families. All of these are simply and crudely
summarized and condensed for Figure 1, which is meant to be nothing more than a simple outline. I have
discussed these issues in greater detail in Wilber 1995b.
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themselves, from sensation to perception to image and concept, are generally
uncontested.)
There is, however, rather endless debate about just how “far down” you can push
prehension (or any form of rudimentary consciousness). Whitehead pushes it all the way
down, to the atoms of existence (actual occasions), while most scientists find this a bit
much. My own sense is that, since holons are “bottomless”, how much “consciousness”
each of them possesses is an entirely relative affair. I don’t think we need to draw a bold
line in the existential sand and say, on this side of the line, consciousness; on that side,
utter darkness. Indeed, the whole point of the hierarchy of evolutionary emergents of
apprehension is that consciousness is almost infinitely graded, with each emergent holon
possessing a little more depth and thus a bit more apprehension. However much
“consciousness” or “awareness” or “sensitivity” or “responsiveness” a tree might have, a
cow has more; an ape has more than that, and so on. How far down you actually push
some form of prehension is up to you (and won’t substantially alter my main points). As
for myself, I always found Teilhard de Chardin’s (1964) conclusion to be the most
sensible: “Refracted rearwards along the course of evolution, consciousness displays
itself qualitatively as a spectrum of shifting shades whose lower terms are lost in the
night.”
That is the Upper Left quadrant, and it represents the interior of individual holons;
but, as always, every individual holon exists in a community (i.e. every agency is actually
agency-in-communion). If we look at the collective forms of individual consciousness,
we find various worldspaces or worldviews or communally-shared sensitivity (from
flocks of geese to human zeitgeist). These various cultural or communal interiors are
summarized in the Lower Left quadrant.
Again, how far down you push a cultural background (or collective prehension)
depends upon how far down you are willing to push individual prehension. I believe it
shades all the way down, simply because exteriors don’t make sense without interiors,
and agency is always agency-in-communion. Nonetheless, my main points concern
human consciousness, and we can all probably agree that humans possess not only a
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subjective space (the Upper Left) but also certain intersubjective spaces (the Lower Left).
Those who have carefully investigated the historical evolution of cultural worldviews
include researchers from Jean Gebser to Michel Foucault to Jürgen Habermas; I have
outlined this research in the book Up from Eden (1996b) and summarized it in the Lower
Left quadrant in Figure 1. “Uroboros” means reptilian (or brain-stem based); “typhonic”
means emotional-sexual (limbic-system based); archaic, magic, mythic, and rational are
fairly self-explanatory (they are four of the most significant of the human cultural
worldviews to evolve thus far); and “centauric” means a bodymind integration and
cognitive synthesizing activity (which some researchers, including Gebser and Habermas,
see starting to emerge at this time).
Thus, the upper half of Figure 1 refers to individual holons, the lower half, to their
collective forms. The right half refers to the exterior or objective aspects of holons, and
the left half, to their interior or subjective forms. This gives us a grid of exteriorindividual (or behavioural), interior-individual (or intentional), exterior-collective (or
social), and interior-collective (or cultural)—a grid of subjective, objective,
intersubjective, and interobjective realities. Exactly what these various grids mean will
continue to unfold with the discussion.
As I said, the holons in each of those four quadrants were not postulated in any
sort of a priori or “metaphysical” fashion; they were rather suggested by an a posteriori
data search across several hundred disciplines. I noticed that the developmental or
dimensional analyses they described all fell into one of these four broad types of
sequences, which, it soon became obvious, simply referred to the interior and the exterior
of the singular and the collective. This makes a certain amount of intuitive sense; after
all, some of the simplest distinctions we can make are between singular and plural, inside
and outside, and it seems that evolution makes those distinctions as well, because it
appears that development occurs in all four of those dimensions, and the four quadrants
are a simple and very general summary of those evolutionary developments. The holons
listed in each of the quadrants represent a great deal of empirical and phenomenological
evidence, and, within the various disciplines addressing them, their existence is largely
undisputed by serious scholars.
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Unfortunately, as we will see, because many researchers specialize in one
quadrant only, they tend to ignore or even deny the existence of the other quadrants.
Materialist or Right-Hand theorists, for example, tend to deny substantial existence to
interior, Left-Hand, and conscious intentionality. We will see many examples of this type
of quadrant partiality, a reductionism that we will henceforth thoroughly bracket. When I
say that the holons presented in each quadrant are largely uncontested, I mean
specifically by those who actually study that quadrant in its own terms.
Although the existence of each of the quadrants themselves is largely uncontested
by experts in the various fields, once we put these four quadrants together, a surprising
set of further conclusions rather startlingly announce themselves, and these conclusions
are crucial, I believe, to grasping the overall nature of consciousness.
The Contours of Consciousness
Begin with the fact that each of the quadrants is described in a different type of language.
The Upper Left is described in “I” language; the Lower Left is described in “we”
language; and the two Right Hand quadrants, since they are both objective, are described
in “it” language. These are essentially Sir Karl Popper’s “three worlds” (subjective,
cultural, and objective); Plato’s the Good (as the ground of morals, the “we” of the Lower
Left), the True (objective truth or it-propositions, the Right Hand), and the Beautiful (the
aesthetic beauty in the I of each beholder, the Upper Left); and Habermas’ three validity
claims (subjective truthfulness of I, cultural justness of we, and objective truth of its).
Historically of great importance, these are also the three major domains of Kant’s three
critiques: science or its (Critique of Pure Reason), morals or we (Critique of Practical
Reason), and art and self-expression of the I (Critique of Judgment).
Equally important, each of the quadrants has a different “type of truth” or validity
claim—different types of knowledge with different types of evidence and validation
procedures. Thus, propositions in the Upper Right are said to be true if they match a
specific fact or objective state of affairs: a statement is true if the map matches the
territory—so-called objective truth (representational truth and the correspondence theory
of truth).
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In the Upper Left quadrant, on the other hand, a statement is valid not if it
represents an objective state of affairs but if it authentically expresses a subjective reality.
The validity criterion here is not just truth but truthfulness or sincerity—not “Does the
map match the territory?” but “Can the mapmaker be trusted?” I must trust you to report
your interior status truthfully, because there is no other way for me to get to know your
interior, and thus no other way for me to investigate your subjective consciousness.43
In the Lower Right quadrant of interobjective realities, the validity claim is
concerned with how individual holons fit together into interlocking systems; truth in this
quadrant concerns the elucidating of the networks of mutually reciprocal systems within
systems of complex interaction. The validity claim, in other words, is grounded in
interobjective fit, or simply functional fit. In the Lower Left quadrant, on the other hand,
we are concerned not simply with how objects fit together in physical space, but how
subjects fit together in cultural space. The validity claim here concerns the way that my
subjective consciousness fits with your subjective consciousness, and how we together
decide upon those cultural practices that allow us to inhabit the same cultural space. The
validity claim, in other words, concerns the appropriateness or justness of our statements
and actions (ethics in the broadest sense). Not just, Is it true?, but is it good, right,
appropriate, just? And if you and I are to inhabit the same cultural space, we must
implicitly or explicitly ask and to some degree answer those intersubjective questions.
We must find ways, not simply to access objective truth or subjective truthfulness, but to
reach mutual understanding in a shared intersubjective space. Not that we have to agree
with each other, but that we can recognize each other, the opposite of which is, quite
simply, war. I have summarized these validity claims (and their different languages) in
Figure 2:
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This becomes extremely important in individual psychotherapy and depth psychology, because those
disciplines have fundamentally exposed the ways in which I might be untruthful to myself about my own
interior status. “Repression” is basically a set of deceptions, concealments, or lies about the contours of my
own interior space, and “therapy” is essentially learning ways to be more honest and truthful in interpreting
my interior texts. Therapy is the sustained application of the validity criterion of truthfulness to one’s own
estate.
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structural-functionalism
social systems mesh

INTERSUBJECTIVE

INTEROBJECTIVE

Figure 2. Validity Claims
If we now look carefully at each of these four validity claims or “types of truth”
and attempt to discern what all of them have in common—that is, what all authentic
knowledge claims have in common—I believe we find the following (Wilber, 1996c;
1997):
Each valid mode of knowing consists of an injunction, an apprehension, and a
confirmation. The injunction is always of the form, “If you want to know this, do this.”
This injunction, exemplar, or paradigm is, as Kuhn pointed out, an actual practice, not a
mere concept. If you want to know if it is raining outside, go to the window and look. If
you want to know if a cell has a nucleus, then learn to take histological sections, learn
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how to stain cells, put them under a microscope, and look. If you want to know the
meaning of Hamlet, learn to read English, get the play, read it, and see for yourself.
In other words, the injunction or exemplar brings forth a particular data
domain—a particular experience, apprehension, or evidence (the second strand of all
valid knowledge). This apprehension, data, or evidence is then tested in the circle of
those who have completed the first two strands; bad data or bad evidence is rebuffed, and
this potential falsifiability is the crucial third component of all genuine validity claims; it
most certainly is not restricted to empirical or sensory claims alone: there is sensory
experience, mental experience, and spiritual experience, and any specific claim in each of
those domains can potentially be falsified by further data in those domains. For example,
the meaning of Hamlet is not about the joys of war: that is a bad interpretation and can be
falsified by virtually any community of adequate interpreters.
Thus, each holon seems to have at least four facets (intentional, behavioural,
cultural, and social), each of which is accessed by a different type of truth or validity
claim (objective truth, subjective truthfulness, intersubjective justness, and inter-objective
functional fit). And all of those four validity claims follow the three strands of valid
knowledge acquisition: injunction, apprehension, confirmation/rejection (or exemplar,
evidence, falsifiability).
Most fascinating of all, perhaps, is that each quadrant has correlates in all the
others. That is, since every holon apparently has these four facets (intentional,
behavioural, cultural, and social), each of these facets has a very specific correlation with
all the others. These can readily be seen in Figure 1. For example, wherever we find a
holon with a limbic system, we find that it has an interior capacity for impulse/emotion, it
lives in the collective of a group, herd, or family, and it shares an emotional-sexual
worldview. Apparently each quadrant causes, and is caused by, the others, in a circular
and nonreducible fashion, which is precisely why all four types of truth (and all four
validity claims) are necessary to access the various dimensions of any holon.
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Notice that accessing the Left Hand quadrants all depend upon interpretation to
some extent, whereas the Right Hand quadrants are all, more or less, empirical events.
Objective exteriors can be seen, but all depth requires interpretation. My dog can see
these physical words written on this page because the signifiers exist in the sensorimotor
worldspace; but you and I are trying to understand the signified meanings, which are not
merely empirical and cannot be seen solely with the eye of flesh, but rather are partly
intentional and thus can be seen only with the mind’s interior apprehension: you must
interpret the meaning of this sentence. What does he mean by that? You can see my
behaviour for yourself (with the monological gaze); but you can access my intentionality
only by talking to me, and this dialogical exchange requires constant interpretation
guided by mutual understanding in the hermeneutic circle.
Thus, it appears that the two Right Hand validity claims (objective truth and
functional fit) are grounded in empirical observation (and some sort of correspondence
theory of truth); whereas the two Left Hand validity claims (subjective truthfulness and
intersubjective meaning) require extensive interpretation or hermeneutics (and some sort
of coherence theory of truth). And perhaps we can begin to see why the human
knowledge quest has almost always divided into these two broad camps, empirical vs.
hermeneutic, positivistic vs. interpretive, scientific vs. intuitive, analytic vs.
transcendental, Anglo-Saxon and Continental, Right Hand and Left Hand, the correct
point being that both are indispensable, and that we should not attempt to go one-handed
into that dark strange world known as ourselves.
The Further Reaches of Human Nature
We need one last piece of background information. Figure 1 summarizes the four main
strands of evolutionary unfolding to date. But who is to say this extraordinary unfolding
has to stop with the formal or rational stage? Why not higher stages? Who can believably
say that this amazing current of evolution simply came to a crashing halt once it produced
you and me?
Several of the theories of consciousness that I summarized in the Introduction are
predicated on the fact that consciousness evolution seems to show evidence of higher or
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postformal (or “post-postconventional”) stages of growth. There appear to be, in other
words, several higher stages in the Upper Left quadrant.
The school of transpersonal psychology, in particular, has begun to investigate
these higher stages. Substantial crosscultural evidence already suggests that there are at
least four broad stages of postformal consciousness development—that is, development
that goes beyond but includes the formal operational level: the psychic, the subtle, the
causal, and the nondual. (Since each quadrant has correlates in the others, we also see
different brain states associated with these postformal states, as well as different
microcommunities or “sanghas”, the details of which are outside the scope of the present
paper. (See Wilber [1995b; 1997] for further discussion.)
The precise definitions of those four postformal stages need not concern us;
interested readers can consult the appropriate authorities (e.g. Walsh and Vaughan,
1993). The point is simply that there now exists a substantial amount of rather compelling
evidence that interior consciousness can continue the evolutionary process of transcend
and include, so that even rationality itself is transcended (but included!) in postformal
stages of awareness, stages that increasingly take on characteristics that might best be
described as spiritual or mystical. But this is a “mysticism” thoroughly grounded in
genuine experience and verifiable by all those who have successfully followed the
requisite set of conscious experiments, injunctions, and exemplars.
In Zen, for example, we have the injunction known as shikan-taza (or sitting
meditation). The mastery of this exemplar or paradigm opens one to various kensho or
satori experiences (direct apprehensions of the spiritual data brought forth by the
injunction), experiences which are then thoroughly tested by the community of those who
have completed the first two strands. Bad, partial, or inaccurate apprehensions are
thoroughly rebuffed and rejected by the community of the adequate (falsifiability). Zen,
in other words, aggressively follows the three strands of all valid knowledge acquisition,
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which is probably why it has gained such a solid and “no-nonsense” reputation in
spiritual studies.44
From these types of experimental, phenomenological, Left-Hand paths of
knowledge acquisition, transpersonal researchers have concluded, as I said, that there
exist at least four higher stages of postformal development available to men and women
as structural potentials of their own bodymind. If, with reference to the Upper Left
quadrant, we add these four higher and postformal stages to the standard stages given in
Figure 1, we arrive at the Great Chain of Being, precisely as traditionally outlined by
philosopher-sages from Plotinus to Aurobindo to Asanga to Chih-I to Lady Tsogyal.
Figure 3 is a short summary of the Great Chain as given by perhaps its two most gifted
exponents, Plotinus and Sri Aurobindo, showing the stunning similarity of the Great
Chain wherever it appeared, East or West, North or South (a truly “multicultural” map if
ever there was one).

PLOTINUS

AUROBINDO

Absolute One (Godhead)

Satchitananda/Supermind (Godhead)

Nous (Intuitive Mind) [subtle]

Intuitive Mind/Overmind

Soul/World-Soul [psychic]

Illumined World-Mind

Creative Reason [vision-logic]

Higher-mind/Network-mind

Logical Faculty [formop]

Logical mind

Concepts and Opinions

Concrete mind [conop]

Images

Lower mind [preop]

Pleasure/pain (emotions)

Vital-emotional; impulse

Perception

Perception

Sensation

Sensation

Vegetative life function

Vegetative

Matter

Matter (physical)

Figure 3: The Great
Chain of Being and
Consciousness
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Of course, not everybody who takes up Zen—or any contemplative endeavour—ends up fully mastering
the discipline, just as not everybody who takes up quantum physics ends up fully comprehending it. But
those who do succeed—in both contemplation and physics, and indeed, in any legitimate knowledge
quest—constitute the circle of competence against which validity claims are struck, and Zen is no
exception in this regard.
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Again, the exact details need not detain us; interested readers can consult other
works for a finer discussion (Smith, 1976; Lovejoy, 1964; Wilber et al., 1986). The point
is simply that the interior dimensions of the human being seem to be composed of a
spectrum of consciousness, running from sensation to perception to impulse to image to
symbol to concept to rule to formal to vision-logic to psychic to subtle to causal to
nondual states. In simplified form, this spectrum appears to range from subconscious to
self-conscious to superconscious; from prepersonal to personal to transpersonal; from
instinctual to mental to spiritual; from preformal to formal to postformal; from instinct to
ego to God.
Now that is simply another way to say that each of the quadrants consists of
several different levels or dimensions, as can be readily seen in Figure 1. Moreover, these
levels or dimensions have, for the most part, evolved or unfolded over time, linked by an
evolutionary logic apparently pandemic in its operation (Dennett, 1995; Habermas, 1979;
Wilber, 1995b).
Thus, you can perhaps start to see why I maintain that an “all-quadrant, all-level”
approach is the minimum degree of sophistication that we need into order to secure
anything resembling a genuinely integral theory of consciousness. And remember, all of
this is suggested, not by metaphysical foundations and speculations, but by a rigorous
data search on evidence already available and already largely uncontested.
That being so, let us continue drawing conclusions from this “all-quadrant, alllevel” data base.
Consciousness Distributed
If we now return to the dozen theories of consciousness that I outlined in the
Introduction, we can perhaps start to see why all of them have proven to be so durable:
they are each accessing one or more of the forty plus quadrant-levels of existence, and
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thus each is telling us something very important (but partial) about consciousness. This is
why I strongly maintain that all of those approaches are equally important for an integral
view of consciousness. An “all-level, all-quadrant” approach finds important truths in
each of them, and in very specific ways, which I will explain in detail in a moment.
But it is not simply that we have a given phenomenon called “consciousness” and
that these various approaches are each giving us a different view of the beast. Rather, it
appears that consciousness actually exists distributed across all four quadrants with all of
their various levels and dimensions. There is no one quadrant (and certainly no one level)
to which we can point and say, There is consciousness. Consciousness is in no way
localized in that fashion.
Thus, the first step toward a genuine theory of consciousness is the realization that
consciousness is not located in the organism. Rather, consciousness is a four-quadrant
affair, and it exists, if it exists at all, distributed across all four quadrants, anchored
equally in each. Neither consciousness, nor personality, nor individual agency, nor
psychopathology can be located simply or solely in the individual organism. The
subjective domain (Upper Left) is always already embedded in intersubjective (Lower
Left), objective (Upper Right), and interobjective (Lower Right) realities, all of which are
partly constitutive of subjective agency and its pathologies.
It is true that the Upper Left quadrant is the locus of consciousness as it appears in
an individual, but that’s the point: as it appears in an individual. Yet consciousness on the
whole is anchored in, and distributed across, all of the quadrants—intentional,
behavioural, cultural, and social. If you “erase” any quadrant, they all disappear, because
each is intrinsically necessary for the existence of the others.
Thus, it is quite true that consciousness is anchored in the physical brain (as
maintained by theories 1, 3, 6, 8). But consciousness is also and equally anchored in
interior intentionality (as maintained by theories 2, 4, 7, 10, 11), an intentionality that
cannot be explained in physicalist or empiricist terms nor disclosed by their methods or
their validity claims.
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By the same token, neither can consciousness be finally located in the individual
(whether of the Upper Left or Upper Right or both together), because consciousness is
also fully anchored in cultural meaning (the intersubjective chains of cultural signifieds),
without which there is simply no individuated consciousness at all. Without this
background of cultural practices and meanings (Lower Left), my individual intentions do
not and cannot even develop, as the occasional cases of “wolf boy” demonstrate. In
precisely the same way that there is no private language, there is no individual
consciousness. You cannot generate meaning in a vacuum, nor can you generate it with a
physical brain alone, but only in an intersubjective circle of mutual recognition. Physical
brains raised in the wild (“wolf boy”) generate neither personal autonomy nor linguistic
competence, from which it plainly follows that the physical brain per se is not the
autonomous seat of consciousness.
Likewise, consciousness is also embedded in, and distributed across, the material
social systems in which it finds itself. Not just chains of cultural signifieds, but chains of
social signifiers, determine the specific contours of any particular manifestation of
consciousness, and without the material conditions of the social system, both
individuated consciousness and personal integrity fail to emerge.
In short, consciousness is not located merely in the physical brain nor in the
physical organism nor in the ecological system nor in the cultural context, nor does it
emerge from any of those domains. Rather, it is anchored in, and distributed across, all of
those domains with all of their available levels. The Upper Left quadrant is simply the
functional locus of a distributed phenomenon.
In particular, consciousness cannot be pinned down with “simple location” (which
means, any type of location in the sensorimotor worldspace, whether that location
actually be simple or dispersed or systems-oriented). Consciousness is distributed, not
just in spaces of extension (Right Hand), but also in spaces of intention (Left Hand), and
attempts to reduce one to the other have consistently and spectacularly failed.
Consciousness is not located inside the brain, nor outside the brain either, because both of
these are physical boundaries with simple location, and yet a good part of consciousness
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exists not merely in physical space but in emotional spaces, mental spaces, and spiritual
spaces, none of which have simple location, and yet all of which are as real (or more real)
than simple physical space (they are Left Hand, not Right Hand, occasions).
The Right Hand reductionists (subtle reductionists) attempt to reduce intentional
spaces to extensional spaces and then “locate” consciousness in a hierarchical network of
physically extended emergents (atoms to molecules to cells to nervous system to brain),
and that will never, never work. It gives us, more or less, only half the story (the Right
Hand half).
David Chalmers (1995) recently caused a sensation by having his essay “The
Puzzle of Conscious Experience” published by Scientific American, bastion of physicalist
science. Chalmers’ stunning conclusion was that subjective consciousness continues to
defy all objectivist explanations. “Toward this end, I propose that conscious experience
be considered a fundamental feature, irreducible to anything more basic. The idea may
seem strange at first, but consistency seems to demand it” (p. 83). It never ceases to
amaze how Anglo-Saxon philosophers greet the reinvention of the wheel with such fuss.
But Chalmers makes a series of excellent points. The first is the irreducibility of
consciousness, which has to be “added” to the physical world in order to give a complete
account of the universe. “Thus, a complete theory will have two components: physical
laws, telling us about the behavior of physical systems from the infinitesimal to the
cosmological, and what we might call psychophysical laws, telling us how some of those
systems are associated with conscious experience. These two components will constitute
a true theory of everything” (p. 83).
This simple attempt to reintroduce both Left and Right Hand domains to the
Kosmos has been considered quite bold, a testament to the power of reductionism against
which so obvious a statement seems radical. Chalmers moves toward a formulation:
“Perhaps information has two basic aspects: a physical one and an experiential one….
Wherever we find conscious experience, it exists as one aspect of an information state,
the other aspect of which is embedded in a physical process in the brain” (p. 85). That is,
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each state has an interior/intentional and exterior/physical aspect. My view, of course, is
that all holons have not just those two, but rather four, fundamental and irreducible
aspects, so that every “information state” actually and simultaneously has an intentional,
behavioural, cultural, and social aspect; and moreover, each of those aspects has at least
ten basic levels—much closer to a theory of everything, if such even makes any sense.
Chalmers goes on to point out that all of the physicalist and reductionist
approaches to consciousness (including Daniel Dennett’s and Francis Crick’s) only solve
what Chalmers calls “the easy problems” (such as objective integration in brain
processes), leaving the central mystery of consciousness untouched. He is quite right, of
course. The funny thing is, all of the physicalist scientists who are sitting there and
reading Chalmers’ essay are already fully in touch with the mystery: they are already
directly in touch with their lived experience, immediate awareness, and basic
consciousness. But instead of directly investigating that stream (with, say, vipassana
meditation [Varela et al., 1993]), they sit there, reading Chalmers’ essay, and attempt to
understand their own consciousness by objectifying it in terms of digital bits in neuronal
networks, or connectionist pathways hierarchically summating in the joy of seeing a
sunrise—and when none of those really seem to explain anything, they scratch their
heads and wonder why the mystery of consciousness just refuses to be solved.
Chalmers says that “the hard problem” is “the question of how physical processes
in the brain give rise to subjective experience”—that is, how physical and mental interact.
This is still the Cartesian question, and it is no closer to being solved today than it was in
Descartes’ time—precisely because the brain (and every Right Hand event) has simple
location, whereas intentionality (and every Left Hand event) does not.
For example, in the simple hierarchy: physical matter, sensation, perception,
impulse, image, symbol, concept …, there is an explanatory gap between matter and
sensation that has not yet been satisfactorily bridged—not by neuroscience nor cognitive
science nor neuropsychology nor phenomenology nor systems theory. As David Joravsky
(1982) put it in his review of Richard Gregory’s Mind in Science (1982), “Seeing is
broken down into component processes: light, which is physical; excitation in the neural
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network of eye and brain, which is also physical; sensation, which is subjective and
resists analysis in strictly physical terms; and perception, which involves cognitive
inference from sensation and is thus even less susceptible to strictly physical analysis.”
Gregory himself poses the question, “How is sensation related to neural activity?” and
then summarizes the precise state-of-the-art knowledge in this area: “Unfortunately, we
do not know.” The reason, he says, is that there is “an irreducible gap between physics
and sensation which physiology cannot bridge”—what he calls “an impassible gulf
between our two realms.” Between, that is, the Left and Right halves of the Kosmos.
But, of course, it is not actually an impassable gulf: you see the physical world
right now, so the gulf is bridged. The question is, how? And the answer, as I suggested in
Eye to Eye, only discloses itself to postformal awareness. The “impassable gulf” is
simply another name for the subject/object dualism, which is the hallmark, not of
Descartes’ error, but of all manifestation, which Descartes simply happened to spot with
unusual clarity. It is still with us, this gap, and it remains the mystery hidden in the heart
of samsara, a mystery that absolutely refuses to yield its secrets to anything less than
postformal and nondual consciousness development (I will return to this in a moment).
In the meantime, one thing seems certain: the attempt to solve this dilemma by
any sort of reductionism—attempting to reduce Left to Right or Right to Left, or any
quadrant to any other, or any level to any other—is doomed to failure, simply because the
four quadrants are apparently very real aspects of the human holon, aspects that
aggressively resist being erased or reduced. Such reductionisms, to borrow Joravsky’s
phrase, “create mysteries or nonsense, or both together”.
And that is precisely why I believe that an “all-quadrant, all-level” approach to
consciousness is very likely the only viable approach to a genuinely integral theory of
consciousness. We can now look briefly at what might be involved in the methodology of
such an approach.
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Methodology of an Integral Approach
The methodology of an integral study of consciousness would apparently need to include
two broad wings: the first is the simultaneous tracking of the various levels and lines in
each of the quadrants, and then noting their correlations, each to all the others, and in no
way trying to reduce any to the others.
The second is the interior transformation of the researchers themselves. This is
the real reason, I suspect, that the Left Hand dimensions of immediate consciousness
have been so intensely ignored and aggressively devalued by most “scientific”
researchers. Any Right Hand path of knowledge can be engaged without a demand for
interior transformation (or change in level of consciousness); one merely learns a new
translation (within the same level of consciousness). More specifically, most researchers
have already, in the process of growing up, transformed to rationality (formop or visionlogic), and no higher transformations are required for empiric-analytic or systems theory
investigations.
But the Left Hand paths, at the point that they begin to go postformal, demand a
transformation of consciousness in the researchers themselves. You can master 100 per
cent of quantum physics without transforming consciousness; but you cannot in any
fashion master Zen without doing so. You do not have to transform to understand
Dennett’s Consciousness Explained; you merely translate. But you must transform to
actually understand Plotinus’ Enneads. You are already adequate to Dennett, because you
both have already transformed to rationality, and thus the referents of Dennett’s
sentences can be easily seen by you (whether or not you agree, you can at least see what
he is referring to, because his referents exist in the rational worldspace, plain as day). But
if you have not transformed to (or at least strongly glimpsed) the causal and nondual
realms (transpersonal and postformal), you will not be able to see the referents of most of
Plotinus’ sentences. They will make no sense to you. You will think Plotinus is “seeing
things”—and he is, and so could you and I, if we both transform to those postformal
worldspaces, whereupon the referents of Plotinus’ sentences, referents that exist in the
causal and nondual worldspaces, become plain as day. And that transformation is an
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absolutely unavoidable part of the paradigm (the injunction) of an integral approach to
consciousness.
So those two wings—the nonreductionistic “simultracking” of all quadrants and the
transformation of researchers themselves—are both necessary for an integral approach to
consciousness, in my opinion. Thus, I do not mean for an integral theory of
consciousness to be an eclecticism of the dozen major approaches I summarized above,
but rather a tightly integrated approach that follows intrinsically from the holonic nature
of the Kosmos. The methodology of an integral approach to consciousness is obviously
complex, but it follows some of the simple guidelines we have already outlined: three
strands, four validity claims, ten or more levels of each. To briefly review:
•

The three strands operative in all valid knowledge are injunction, apprehension,
confirmation (or exemplar, evidence, confirmation/rejection; or instrumental,
data, fallibilism). These three strands operate in the generation of all valid
knowledge—on any level, in any quadrant, or so I maintain.

•

But each quadrant has a different architecture and thus a different type of validity
claim through which the three strands operate: propositional truth (Upper Right),
subjective truthfulness (Upper Left), cultural meaning (Lower Left), and
functional fit (Lower Right).

•

Further, there are at least ten major levels of development in each of those
quadrants (ranging from the eye of flesh to the eye of mind to the eye of
contemplation), and thus the knowledge quest takes on different forms as we
move through those various levels in each quadrant. The three strands and four
claims are still fully operating in each case, but the specific contours vary.

I’ll quickly run through the major schools of consciousness studies outlined in the
Introduction and indicate exactly what is involved in each case.
An All-Quadrant, All-Level Approach
The emergent/connectionist cognitive science models (such as Alwyn Scott’s Stairway to
the Mind) apply the three strands of knowledge acquisition to the Upper Right quadrant,
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the objective aspects of individual holons. Statements are thus guided by the validity
claim of propositional truth tied to empirically observable events, which means that in
this approach the three strands will acknowledge only those holons that register in the
sensorimotor worldspace (i.e. holons with simple location, empirically observable by the
senses or their extensions). Nonetheless, all holons without exception are holarchic, or
composed

of

hierarchical

holons

within

holons

indefinitely,

and

so

this

emergent/connectionist approach will apply the three strands to objective, exterior,
hierarchical systems as they appear in the individual, objective organism (the Upper
Right quadrant).
All of this is fine, right up to the point where these approaches overstep their
epistemic warrant and try to account for the other quadrants solely in terms of their own.
In the case of the emergent/connectionist theories, this means that they will present a
valid Upper Right hierarchy (atoms to molecules to cells to neural pathways to reptilian
stem to limbic system to neocortex), but then consciousness is somehow supposed to
miraculously jump out at the top level (the Left Hand dimensions are often treated as a
monolithic and monological single entity, and then this “consciousness” is simply added
on top of the Right Hand hierarchy, instead of seeing that there are levels of
consciousness which exist as the interior or Left Hand dimension of every step in the
Right Hand hierarchy).
Thus, Scott presents a standard Upper Right hierarchy, which he gives as atoms,
molecules, biochemical structures, nerve impulses, neurons, assemblies of neurons, brain.
Then, and only then, out pops “consciousness and culture,” his two highest levels. But, of
course, consciousness and culture are not levels in the Upper Right quadrant, but
important quadrants themselves, each of which has a correlative hierarchy of its own
developmental unfolding (and each of which is intimately interwoven with the Upper
Right, but can in no way be reduced to or solely explained by the Upper Right).
So in an integral theory of consciousness, we would certainly include the Upper
Right hierarchy and those aspects of the emergent/connectionist models that legitimately
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reflect that territory; but where those theories overstep their epistemic warrant (and are
thus reduced to reductionism), we should perhaps move on.
The various schools of introspectionism take as their basic referent the interior
intentionality of consciousness, the immediate lived experience and lifeworld of the
individual (the Upper Left quadrant). This means that, in these approaches, the three
strands of valid knowledge will be applied to the data of immediate consciousness, under
the auspices of the validity claim of truthfulness (because interior reporting requires
sincere reports: there is no other way to get at the interiors). Introspectionism is
intimately related to interpretation (hermeneutics), because most of the contents of
consciousness are referential and intentional, and thus their meaning requires and
demands interpretation: What is the meaning of this sentence? of last night’s dream? of
War and Peace?
As we have seen, all valid interpretation follows the three strands (injunction,
apprehension, confirmation). In this case, the three strands are being applied to
symbolic/referential occasions and not merely to sensorimotor occasions (which would
yield only empiric-analytic knowledge). As everybody knows, this interpretive and
dialogical knowledge is trickier, more delicate, and more subtle than the head-banging
obviousness of the monological gaze, but that doesn’t mean it is less important (in fact, it
means it is more significant).
The introspective/interpretative approaches thus give us the interior contours of
individual consciousness: the three strands legitimately applied to the interior of
individual holons under the auspices of truthfulness. This exploration and elucidation of
the Upper Left quadrant is an important facet of an integral approach to consciousness,
and it is perhaps best exemplified in the first-person, phenomenological, and interpretive
accounts of consciousness that can be found from depth psychology to phenomenology to
meditation and contemplation, all of which, at their most authentic, are guided by
injunction, apprehension, and confirmation, thus legitimately grounding their knowledge
claims in reproducible evidence.
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Developmental psychology goes one step further and inspects the actual stages of
the unfolding of this individual consciousness. Since it usually aspires to a more scientific
status, developmental psychology often combines an examination of the interior or Left
Hand reports of experience (the semantics of consciousness, guided by interpretative
truthfulness and intersubjective understanding) with a Right Hand or objective analysis of
the structures of consciousness (the syntax of consciousness, guided by propositional
truth and functional fit). This developmental structuralism traces most of its lineage to the
Piagetian revolution; it is an indispensable tool in the elucidation of consciousness and a
crucial aspect of any integral approach. (It is rare, however, that any of these approaches
clearly combine, via pragmatics, both the semantics and the syntax of the stages of
consciousness development, which is an integration I am especially attempting to
include.)
Eastern and nonordinary state models point out that there are more things in the
Upper Left quadrant than are dreamt of in our philosophy, not to mention our
conventional psychologies. The three strands of all valid knowledge are here applied to
states that are largely nonverbal, postformal, and post-postconventional. In Zen, as we
saw, we have a primary injunction or paradigm (zazen, sitting meditation), which yields
direct experiential data (kensho, satori), which are then thrown against the community of
those who have completed the first two strands and tested for validity. Bad data are
soundly rejected, and all of this is open to ongoing review and revision in light of
subsequent experience and further communally generated data.
Those approaches are quite right: no theory of consciousness can hope to be
complete that ignores the data from the higher or postformal dimensions of consciousness
itself, and this exploration of the further reaches of the Upper Left quadrant is surely a
central aspect of an integral theory of consciousness. Moreover, this demands that, at
some point, the researchers themselves must transform their own consciousness in order
to be adequate to the evidence. This is not a loss of objectivity but rather the prerequisite
for data accumulation, just as we do not say that learning to use a microscope is the loss
of one’s objectivity—it is simply the learning of the injunctive strand, which is actually
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the precondition of a truly objective (or nonbiased) understanding of any data. In this
case, the data is postformal, and so therefore is the injunction.
Advocates of subtle energies (prana, bioenergy) bring an important piece of the
puzzle to this investigation, but they often seem to believe that these subtle energies are
the central or even sole aspect of consciousness, whereas they are merely one of the
lower dimensions in the overall spectrum itself. For the Great Chain theorists, East and
West, prana is simply the link between the material body and the mental domain, and in a
sense I believe that is true enough. But the whole point of a four-quadrant analysis is that
what the great wisdom traditions tended to represent as disembodied, transcendental, and
nonmaterial modes actually have correlates in the material domain (every Left Hand
occasion has a Right Hand correlate), and thus it is much more accurate to speak of the
physical bodymind, the emotional bodymind, the mental bodymind, and so on. This
simultaneously allows transcendental occasions and firmly grounds them. And in this
conception, prana is simply the emotional bodymind in general, with correlates in all
four quadrants (subjective: protoemotions; objective: limbic system; intersubjective:
magical; interobjective: tribal). What is not helpful, however, is to claim that these
energies alone hold the key to consciousness. Likewise with the psi approaches, which
are clearly some of the more controversial aspects of consciousness studies (telepathy,
precognition, psychokinesis, clairvoyance). I believe that the existence of some types of
psychic phenomena is quite likely, and various meta-analyses of legitimate psychic
research have concluded that something real is afoot. I have discussed this in the book
Eye to Eye and won’t repeat my observations here. I would simply like to emphasize that,
once it is realized that the sensorimotor worldspace is merely one of at least ten
worldspaces, we are released from the insanity of trying to account for all phenomena on
the basis of empirical occasions alone. At the same time, precisely because the
sensorimotor worldspace is the anchor of the worldview of scientific materialism, as soon
as some sort of proof of non-sensorimotor occasions (such as psi) is found, it can be
excitedly blown all out of proportion. Psi events indeed cannot be unequivocally located
in the sensorimotor worldspace, but then neither can logic, mathematics, poetry, history,
meaning, value, or morals, and so what? None of the intentional and Left Hand
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dimensions of consciousness follow the physical rules of simple location, and we don’t
need psi events to tell us that. Thus, an integral theory of consciousness would take
seriously at least the possibility of psi phenomena, without blowing their possible
existence all out of proportion; they are, at best, a very small slice of a very big pie.
Of the dozen major approaches to consciousness studies that I listed in the
Introduction, the quantum approaches are the only ones that I believe lack substantial
evidence at this time, and when I say that they can be included in an integral theory of
consciousness, I am generously holding open the possibility that they may eventually
prove worthwhile. In Eye to Eye I review the various interpretations of quantum
mechanics and its possible role in consciousness studies, and I will not repeat that
discussion, except to say that to date the theoretical conclusions (such as that
intentionality collapses the Schrödinger wave function) are based on extremely
speculative notions that most physicists themselves find quite dubious.
The central problem with these quantum approaches, as I see it, is that they are
trying to solve the subject/object dualism on a level at which it cannot be solved; as I
suggested above, that problem is (dis)solved only in postformal development, and no
amount of formal propositions will come anywhere near the solution. Nonetheless, this is
still a fruitful line of research, if for no other reason than what it demonstrates in its
failures; and more positively, it might help to elucidate some of the interactions between
biological intentionality and matter.
All of those approaches centre on the individual. But the cultural approaches to
consciousness point out that individual consciousness does not, and cannot, arise on its
own. All subjective events are always already intersubjective events. There is no private
language; there is no radically autonomous consciousness. The very words we are both
now sharing were not invented by you or me, were not created by you or me, do not come
solely from my consciousness or from yours. Rather, you and I simply find ourselves in a
vast intersubjective worldspace in which we live and move and have our being. This
cultural worldspace (the Lower Left quadrant) has a hand in the very structure, shape,
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feel, and tone of your consciousness and of mine, and no theory of consciousness is
complete that ignores this crucial dimension.
In these cultural hermeneutic approaches, the three strands are applied to the
intersubjective circle itself, the deep semantics of the worlds of meaning in which you
and I collectively exist. These cultural worldspaces evolve and develop (archaic to magic
to mythic to mental, etc.), and the three strands applied to those worldspaces, under the
auspices of mutual understanding and appropriateness, reveal those cultural contours of
consciousness, which is exactly the course these important approaches take. This, too, is
a crucial component of an integral theory of consciousness.45
Such are some of the very important (if partial) truths of cultural hermeneutics for
individual consciousness. Likewise for the social sciences, which deal not so much with
interior worldviews and interpretations, but with the exterior and objective and empirical
aspects of social systems. Cultural hermeneutics (Lower Left) is a type of “interior
holism” that constantly asks, “What does it mean?”, whereas the social sciences (Lower
Right) are a type of “exterior holism” that are constantly asking instead, “What does it
do?”—in other words, mutual understanding versus functional fit. But both of these
approaches tell us something very important about the collectivities in which individual
consciousness is thoroughly embedded.

45

The fact that we all exist in cultural worldspaces that are governed largely by interpretive and not merely
empirical realities, and the fact that these cultural interpretations are partially constructed and relative, has
been blown all out of proportion by the postmodern poststructuralists, who in effect claim this quadrant is
the only quadrant in existence. They thus attempt to reduce all truth and all validity claims to nothing but
arbitrary cultural construction driven only by power or prejudice or race or gender. This cultural
constructivist stance thus lands itself in a welter of performative self-contradictions: it claims that it is true
that there is no such thing as truth; it claims that it is universally the case that only relativities are real; it
claims that it is the unbiased truth that all truth is biased; and thus, in all ways, it exempts its own truth
claims from the restrictions it places on everybody else’s: by any other name, hypocrisy. As I have
suggested elsewhere (Wilber, 1995a, 1997), whenever the other quadrants are denied reality, they in effect
sneak back into one’s system in the form of internal self-contradictions—the banished and denied validity
claims reassert themselves in internal ruptures. Thus the extreme cultural constructivists implicitly claim
objective and universal truth for their own stance, a stance which explicitly denies the existence of both
universality and truth. Hence John Searle (1995) had to beat this approach back in his wonderful The
Construction of Social Reality, as opposed to “the social construction of reality”, the idea being that
cultural realities are constructed on a base of correspondence truth which grounds the construction itself,
without which no construction at all could get under way in the first place. Once again, we can accept the
partial truths of a given quadrant—many cultural meanings are indeed constructed and relative—without
going overboard and attempting to reduce all other quadrants and all other truths to that partial glimpse.
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As for the social sciences: the materialities of communication, the technoeconomic base, and the social system in the objective sense reach deep into the contours
of consciousness to mould the final product. The three strands, under the auspices of
propositional truth and functional fit, expose these social determinants at each of their
levels, which is exactly the appropriate research agenda of the empirical social sciences.
A narrow Marxist approach, of course, has long been discredited (precisely
because it oversteps its warrant, reducing all quadrants to the Lower Right); but the
moment of truth in historical materialism is that the modes of material production (e.g.
foraging, horticultural, agrarian, industrial, informational) have a profound and
constitutive influence on the actual contents of individual consciousness, and thus an
understanding of these social determinants is absolutely crucial for an integral theory of
consciousness. Such an understanding would take its rightful place alongside the dozen
or so other significant approaches to the study of consciousness.
Summary and Conclusion
I hope that this outline, abbreviated as it is, is nonetheless enough to indicate the broad
contours of the methodology of an integral theory of consciousness, and that it
sufficiently indicates the inadequacy of any less comprehensive approaches. The integral
aspect enters in simultaneously tracking each level and quadrant in its own terms and
then noting the correlations between them. This is a methodology of phenomenologically
and contemporaneously tracking the various levels and lines in each of the quadrants and
then correlating their overall relations, each to all the others, and in no way trying to
reduce any to the others.
This “simultracking” requires a judicious and balanced use of all four validity
claims (truth, truthfulness, cultural meaning, functional fit), each of which is redeemed
under the warrant of the three strands of valid knowledge acquisition (injunction,
apprehension, confirmation), carried out across the dozen or more levels in each of the
quadrants—which means, in shorthand fashion, the investigation of sensory experience,
mental experience, and spiritual experience: the eye of flesh, the eye of mind, and the eye
of contemplation: all-level, all-quadrant.
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And this means that, where appropriate, researchers will have to engage various
injunctions that transform their own consciousness if they are to be adequate to the
postformal data. You cannot vote on the truth of the Pythagorean Theorem if you do not
learn geometry (the injunction); likewise, you cannot vote on the truth of Buddha Nature
if you do not learn meditation. All valid knowledge has injunction, apprehension, and
confirmation; the injunctions are all of the form, “If you want to know this, you must do
this”—and thus, when it comes to consciousness studies itself, the utterly obvious but
much-resisted conclusion is that certain interior injunctions will have to be followed by
researchers themselves. If we do not do this, then we will not know this. We will be the
Churchmen refusing Galileo’s injunction: look through this telescope and tell me what
you see.
Thus, an integral approach to consciousness might include the following agendas:
1. Continue research on the various particular approaches. That is, continue to refine our
understanding of the many pieces of the puzzle of consciousness. The twelve approaches
I briefly outlined are twelve significant pieces to this extraordinary enigma; each is
profoundly important; each deserves continued and vigorous research and development.
Why should we include all twelve of these approaches? Aren’t some of them a
little “spooky” and “far out”? And perhaps shouldn’t we exclude some of those? At this
early stage in integral studies, I believe we need to err on the side of generosity, if only
because reality itself is so consistently weird.
No human mind, I believe, is capable of producing 100 per cent error. We might
say: nobody is smart enough to be wrong all the time. And that means that each of the
dozen approaches almost certainly has some sort of important (if limited) truth to
contribute; and, particularly at the beginning of our integral quest, I believe we should
throw our net as wide as we possibly can.
2. Confront the simple fact that, in some cases, a change in consciousness on the part of
researchers themselves is mandatory for the investigation of consciousness itself. As
numerous approaches (e.g. 7, 9, 10) have pointed out, the higher or postformal stages of
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consciousness development can be adequately accessed only by those who have
themselves developed to a postformal level. If we are investigating postformal domains,
postformal injunctions are mandatory. Failure to do so does not insure “objectivity” in
postformal studies: it insures failure to grasp the data at the very start.
3. Continue to grope our way toward a genuinely integral theory of consciousness itself.
Because the twelve approaches have tended to remain separate (and sometimes
antagonistic) branches of human inquiry, it does indeed appear that they are in some
ways working with different data domains, and these differences are not to be casually
denied or dismissed. At the same time, I take it as plainly obvious that the universe hangs
together, and thus an equally legitimate endeavour is to investigate, both theoretically and
methodologically, the ways that these various elements are intrinsically hooked together
as aspects of the unbroken Kosmos. The fact that, for the most part, each approach has
stayed in its own cage does not change the fact that reality itself leaps those cages all the
time. To grope our way toward an integral approach means that we should attempt to
follow reality and make those leaps as well.
This includes the actual methodology of “simultracking” the various phenomena
in each level-quadrant and noting their actual interrelations and correlations (the
simultracking of events in “all-quadrant, all-level” space). The quadrants and levels are in
some sense quite different, but they are different aspects of the Kosmos, which means that
they also intrinsically touch each other in profound ways. Let us note the ways in which
they touch, and thus attempt theoretically to elucidate this wonderfully rich and
interwoven tapestry.
Thus, each of the dozen approaches finds an important and indispensable place,
not as an eclecticism, but as an intrinsic aspect of the holonic Kosmos. The
methodologies that purport to give us a “theory of consciousness,” but which investigate
only one quadrant (not to mention only one level in one quadrant) are clearly not giving
us an adequate account of consciousness at all. Rather, an “all-quadrant, all-level”
approach holds the only chance of an authentic and integral theory of consciousness, if
such indeed exists.
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12
The Fourth Way
P. D. Ouspensky
P. D. Ouspensky (1878-1947) was a Russian mathematician and philosopher, and a student for
several of his most formative years of the Greek-Amenian spiritual teacher G. I. Gurdjieff
(1866-1949). The following selections come from Ouspenky’s book In Search of the
Miraculous, an anecdotal account of the consciousness-inducing doctrines and methods
propounded by “G.”
_____________________________________________________________________________

Know Thyself
One of [G.’s] lectures began with a question asked by one of those present: What was
the aim of his teaching?
“I certainly have an aim of my own,” said G. “But you must permit me to keep
silent about it. At the present moment my aim cannot have any meaning for you, because
it is important that you should define your own aim. The teaching by itself cannot pursue
any definite aim. It can only show the best way for men to attain whatever aims they
may have. The question of aim is a very important question. Until a man has defined his
own aim for himself he will not be able even to begin ‘to do’ anything. How is it possible
‘to do’ anything without having an aim? Before anything else ‘doing’ presupposes an
aim.”
“But the question of the aim of existence is one of the most difficult of philosophical
questions,” said one of those present. “You want us to begin by solving this question.
But perhaps we have come here because we are seeking an answer to this question. You
expect us to have known it beforehand. If a man knows this, he really knows everything.”
“You misunderstood me,” said G. “I was not speaking of the philosophical
significance of the aim of existence. Man does not know it and he cannot know it so long
as he remains what he is, first of all, because there is not one but many aims of existence.
On the contrary, attempts to answer this question using ordinary methods are utterly
hopeless and useless. I was asking about an entirely different thing. I was asking about
your personal aim, about what you want to attain, and not about the reason for your
existence. Everyone must have his own aim: one man wants riches, another health, a third
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wants the kingdom of heaven, the fourth wants to be a general, and so on. It is about
aims of this sort that I am asking. If you tell me what your aim is, I shall be able to tell
you whether we are going along the same road or not.
“Think of how you formulated your own aim to yourselves before you came here.”
“I formulated my own aim quite clearly several years ago,” I said. “I said to
myself then that I want to know the future. Through a theoretical study of the question I
came to the conclusion that the future can be known, and several times I was even
successful in experiments in knowing the exact future. I concluded from this that we
ought, and that we have a right, to know the future, and that until we do know it we
shall not be able to organize our lives. A great deal was connected for me with this
question. I considered, for instance, that a man can know, and has a right to know,
exactly how much time is left to him, how much time he has at his disposal, or, in other
words, he can and has a right to know the day and hour of his death. I always thought it
humiliating for a man to live without knowing this and I decided at one time not to
begin doing anything in any sense whatever until I did know it. For what is the good
of beginning any kind of work when one doesn’t know whether one will have time to
finish it or not?”
“Very well,” said G., “to know the future is the first aim. Who else can
formulate his aim?”
“I should like to be convinced that I shall go on existing after the death of the
physical body, or, if this depends upon me, I should like to work in order to exist after
death,” said one of the company.
“I don’t care whether I know the future or not, or whether I am certain or not
certain of life after death,” said another, “if I remain what I am now. What I feel most
strongly is that I am not master of myself, and if I were to formulate my aim, I should
say that I want to be master of myself.”
“I should like to understand the teaching of Christ, and to be a Christian in
the true sense of the term,” said the next.
“I should like to be able to help people,” said another.
“I should like to know how to stop wars,” said another.
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“Well, that’s enough,” said G., “we have now sufficient material to go on with. The
best formulation of those that have been put forward is the wish to be one’s own master.
Without this nothing else is possible and without this nothing else will have any value.
But let us begin with the first question, or the first aim.
“In order to know the future it is necessary first to know the present in all its
details, as well as to know the past. Today is what it is because yesterday was what it was.
And if today is like yesterday, tomorrow will be like today. If you want tomorrow to be
different, you must make today different. If today is simply a consequence of yesterday,
tomorrow will be a consequence of today in exactly the same way. And if one has studied
thoroughly what happened yesterday, the day before yesterday, a week ago, a year, ten
years ago, one can say unmistakably what will and what will not happen tomorrow. But
at present we have not sufficient material at our disposal to discuss this question seriously.
What happens or may happen to us may depend upon three causes: upon accident, upon
fate, or upon our own will. Such as we are, we are almost wholly dependent upon
accident. We can have no fate in the real sense of the word any more than we can have
will. If we had will, then through this alone we should know the future, because we
should then make our future, and make it such as we want it to be. If we had fate, we
could also know the future, because fate corresponds to type. If the type is known, then
its fate can be known, that is, both the past and the future. But accidents cannot be
foreseen. Today a man is one, tomorrow he is different: today one thing happens to him,
tomorrow another.”
“But are you not able to foresee what is going to happen to each of us,”
somebody asked, “that is to say, foretell what result each of us will reach in work on
himself and whether it is worth his while to begin work?”
“It is impossible to say,” said G. “One can only foretell the future for men. It is
impossible to foretell the future for mad machines. Their direction changes every
moment. At one moment a machine of this kind is going in one direction and you can
calculate where it can get to, but five minutes later it is already going in quite a different
direction and all your calculations prove to be wrong. Therefore, before talking about knowing the future, one must know whose future is meant. If a man wants to know his own
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future he must first of all know himself. Then he will see whether it is worth his while
to know the future. Sometimes, maybe, it is better not to know it.
“It sounds paradoxical but we have every right to say that we know our future. It
will be exactly the same as our past has been. Nothing can change of itself.
“And in practice, in order to study the future one must learn to notice and to
remember the moments when we really know the future and when we act in accordance
with this knowledge. Then judging by results, it will be possible to demonstrate that we
really do know the future. This happens in a simple way in business, for instance. Every
good commercial businessman knows the future. If he does not know the future his business goes smash. In work on oneself one must be a good businessman, a good merchant.
And knowing the future is worthwhile only when a man can be his own master.
“There was a question here about the future life, about how to create it, how to
avoid final death, how not to die.
“For this it is necessary ‘to be.’ If a man is changing every minute, if there is
nothing in him that can withstand external influences, it means that there is nothing in
him that can withstand death. But if he becomes independent of external influences, if
there appears in him something that can live by itself, this something may not die. In
ordinary circumstances we die every moment. External influences change and we change
with them, that is, many of our I’s die. If a man develops in himself a permanent I that
can survive a change in external conditions, it can survive the death of the physical body.
The whole secret is that one cannot work for a future life without working for this one. In
working for life a man works for death, or rather, for immortality. Therefore work for
immortality, if one may so call it, cannot be separated from general work. In attaining the
one, a man attains the other. A man may strive to be simply for the sake of his own life’s
interests. Through this alone he may become immortal. We do not speak specially of a
future life and we do not study whether it exists or not, because the laws are everywhere
the same. In studying his own life as he knows it, and the lives of other men, from birth
to death, a man is studying all the laws which govern life and death and immortality. If he
becomes the master of his life, he may become the master of his death.
“Another question was how to become a Christian.
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“First of all it is necessary to understand that a Christian is not a man who calls
himself a Christian or whom others call a Christian. A Christian is one who lives in
accordance with Christ’s precepts. Such as we are we cannot be Christians. In order to be
Christians we must be able ‘to do.’ We cannot do; with us everything ‘happens.’ Christ
says: ‘Love your enemies,’ but how can we love our enemies when we cannot even love
our friends? Sometimes ‘it loves’ and sometimes ‘it does not love.’ Such as we are we
cannot even really desire to be Christians because, again, sometimes ‘it desires’ and
sometimes ‘it does not desire.’ And one and the same thing cannot be desired for long,
because suddenly, instead of desiring to be a Christian, a man remembers a very good but
very expensive carpet that he has seen in a shop. And instead of wishing to be a Christian
he begins to think how he can manage to buy this carpet, forgetting all about Christianity.
Or if somebody else does not believe what a wonderful Christian he is, he will be ready
to eat him alive or to roast him on hot coals. In order to be a good Christian one must be.
To be means to be master of oneself. If a man is not his own master he has nothing
and can have nothing. And he cannot be a Christian. He is simply a machine, an
automaton. A machine cannot be a Christian. Think for yourselves, is it possible for a
motorcar or a typewriter or a gramophone to be Christian? They are simply things which
are controlled by chance. They are not responsible. They are machines. To be a Christian
means to be responsible. Responsibility comes later when a man even partially ceases to be
a machine, and begins in fact, and not only in words, to desire to be a Christian.”
“What is the relation of the teaching you are expounding to Christianity as we
know it?” asked somebody present.
“I do not know what you know about Christianity,” answered G., emphasizing this
word. “It would be necessary to talk a great deal and to talk for a long time in order to
make clear what you understand by this term. But for the benefit of those who know
already, I will say that, if you like, this is esoteric Christianity. We will talk in due
course about the meaning of these words. At present we will continue to discuss our
questions.
“Of the desires expressed the one which is most right is the desire to be master of
oneself, because without this nothing else is possible. And in comparison with this desire all
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other desires are simply childish dreams, desires of which a man could make no use even
if they were granted to him.
“It was said, for instance, that somebody wanted to help people. In order to be
able to help people one must first learn to help oneself. A great number of people
become absorbed in thoughts and feelings about helping others simply out of laziness. They
are too lazy to work on themselves; and at the same time it is very pleasant for them to
think that they are able to help others. This is being false and insincere with oneself. If a
man looks at himself as he really is, he will not begin to think of helping other people:
he will be ashamed to think about it. Love of mankind, altruism, are all very fine words,
but they only have meaning when a man is able, of his own choice and of his own
decision, to love or not to love, to be an altruist or an egoist. Then his choice has a value.
But if there is no choice at all, if he cannot be different, if he is only such as chance has
made or is making him, an altruist today, an egoist tomorrow, again an altruist the day after
tomorrow, then there is no value in it whatever. In order to help others one must first
learn to be an egoist, a conscious egoist. Only a conscious egoist can help people. Such as
we are we can do nothing. A man decides to be an egoist but gives away his last shirt
instead. He decides to give away his last shirt, but instead, he strips of his last shirt the
man to whom he meant to give his own. Or he decides to give away his own shirt but
gives away somebody else’s and is offended if somebody refuses to give him his shirt so
that he may give it to another. This is what happens most often. And so it goes on.
“And above all, in order to do what is difficult, one must first learn to do what is
easy. One cannot begin with the most difficult.
“There was a question about war. How to stop wars? Wars cannot be stopped. War is
the result of the slavery in which men live. Strictly speaking men are not to blame for war.
War is due to cosmic forces, to planetary influences. But in men there is no resistance
whatever against these influences, and there cannot be any, because men are slaves. If they
were men and were capable of ‘doing,’ they would be able to resist these influences and
refrain from killing one another.”
“But surely those who realize this can do something?” said the man who had asked
the question about war. “If a sufficient number of men came to a definite conclusion that
there should be no war, could they not influence others?”
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“Those who dislike war have been trying to do so almost since the creation of the
world,” said G. “And yet there has never been such a war as the present. Wars are not
decreasing, they are increasing and war cannot be stopped by ordinary means. All these
theories about universal peace, about peace conferences, and so on, are again simply
laziness and hypocrisy. Men do not want to think about themselves, do not want to work
on themselves, but think of how to make other people do what they want. If a
sufficient number of people who wanted to stop war really did gather together they would
first of all begin by making war upon those who disagreed with them. And it is still
more certain that they would make war on people who also want to stop wars but in
another way. And so they would fight. Men are what they are and they cannot be different.
War has many causes that are unknown to us. Some causes are in men themselves, others
are outside them. One must begin with the causes that are in man himself. How can he be
independent of the external influences of great cosmic forces when he is the slave of
everything that surrounds him? He is controlled by everything around him. If he becomes
free from things, he may then become free from planetary influences.
“Freedom, liberation, this must be the aim of man. To become free, to be
liberated from slavery: this is what a man ought to strive for when he becomes even a
little conscious of his position. There is nothing else for him, and nothing else is possible
so long as he remains a slave both inwardly and outwardly. But he cannot cease to be a
slave outwardly while he remains a slave inwardly. Therefore in order to become free, man
must gain inner freedom.
“The first reason for man’s inner slavery is his ignorance, and above all, his
ignorance of himself. Without self-knowledge, without understanding the working and
functions of his machine, man cannot be free, he cannot govern himself and he will
always remain a slave, and the plaything of the forces acting upon him.
“This is why in all ancient teachings the first demand at the beginning of the way
to liberation was: ‘Know thyself.’
“We shall speak of these words now.”
The next lecture began precisely with the words: “Know thyself.”
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“These words,” said G., “which are generally ascribed to Socrates, actually lie at
the basis of many systems and schools far more ancient than the Socratic. But although
modern thought is aware of the existence of this principle it has only a very vague idea of
its meaning and significance. The ordinary man of our times, even a man with philosophic
or scientific interests, does not realize that the principle ‘know thyself’ speaks of the
necessity of knowing one’s machine, the ‘human machine.’ Machines are made more or
less the same way in all men; therefore, before anything else man must study the structure,
the functions, and the laws of his organism. In the human machine everything is so
interconnected, one thing is so dependent upon another, that it is quite impossible to
study any one function without studying all the others. In order to know one thing, one
must know everything. To know everything in man is possible, but it requires much time
and labor, and above all, the application of the right method and, what is equally
necessary, right guidance.
“The principle ‘know thyself’ embraces a very rich content. It demands, in the first
place, that a man who wants to know himself should understand what this means, with
what it is connected, what it necessarily depends upon.
“Knowledge of oneself is a very big, but a very vague and distant, aim. Man in his
present state is very far from self-knowledge. Therefore, strictly speaking, his aim cannot
even be defined as self-knowledge. Self-study must be his big aim. It is quite enough if a
man understands that he must study himself. It must be man’s aim to begin to study
himself, to know himself, in the right way.
“Self-study is the work or the way which leads to self-knowledge.
“But in order to study oneself one must first learn how to study, where to begin,
what methods to use. A man must learn how to study himself, and he must study the
methods of self-study.
“The chief method of self-study is self-observation. Without properly applied selfobservation a man will never understand the connection and the correlation between the
various functions of his machine, will never understand how and why on each separate
occasion everything in him ‘happens.’
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“But to learn the methods of self-observation and of right self-study requires a
certain understanding of the functions and the characteristics of the human machine.
Thus in observing the functions of the human machine it is necessary to understand the
correct divisions of the functions observed and to be able to define them exactly, and
at once; and the definition must not be a verbal but an inner definition; by taste, by
sensation, in the same way as we define all inner experiences.
“There are two methods of self-observation: analysis, or attempts at analysis, that is,
attempts to find the answers to the questions: upon what does a certain thing depend, and
why does it happen; and the second method is registering, simply ‘recording’ in one’s
mind what is observed at the moment.
“Self-observation, especially in the beginning, must on no account become analysis
or attempts at analysis. Analysis will become possible only much later when a man knows
all the functions of his machine and all the laws which govern it.
“In trying to analyze some phenomenon that he comes across within him, a man
generally asks: ‘What is this? Why does it happen in this way and not in some other
way?’ And he begins to seek an answer to these questions, forgetting all about further
observations. Becoming more and more engrossed in these questions he completely loses
the thread of self-observation and even forgets about it. Observation stops. It is clear from
this that only one thing can go on: either observation or attempts at analysis.
“But even apart from this, attempts to analyze separate phenomena without a
knowledge of general laws are a completely useless waste of time. Before it is possible
to analyze even the most elementary phenomena, a man must accumulate a sufficient
quantity of material by means of ‘recording.’ ‘Recording,’ that is, the result of a direct
observation of what is taking place at a given moment, is the most important material in
the work of self-study. When a certain number of ‘records’ have been accumulated and
when, at the same time, laws to a certain extent have been studied and understood,
analysis becomes possible.
“From the very beginning, observation, or ‘recording,’ must be based upon the
understanding of the fundamental principles of the activity of the human machine. Selfobservation cannot be properly applied without knowing these principles, without
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constantly bearing them in mind. Therefore ordinary self-observation, in which all people
are engaged all their lives, is entirely useless and leads nowhere.
“Observation must begin with the division of functions. All the activity of the
human machine is divided into four sharply defined groups, each of which is controlled
by its own special mind or ‘center.’ In observing himself a man must differentiate between
the four basic functions of his machine: the thinking, the emotional, the moving, and the
instinctive. Every phenomenon that a man observes in himself is related to one or the
other of these functions. Therefore, before beginning to observe, a man must understand
how the functions differ; what intellectual activity means, what emotional activity means,
what moving activity means, and what instinctive activity means.
“Observation must begin from the beginning. All previous experience, the results of
all previous self-observation, must be laid aside. They may contain much valuable material.
But all this material is based upon wrong divisions of the functions observed and is itself
wrongly divided. It cannot therefore be utilized, at any rate it cannot be utilized at the
beginning of the work of self-study. What is of value in it will, at the proper time, be
taken up and made use of. But it is necessary to begin from the beginning. A man must
begin observing himself as though he did not know himself at all, as though he had
never observed himself.
“When he begins to observe himself, he must try to determine at once to what
group, to which center, belong the phenomena he is observing at the moment.
“Some people find it difficult to understand the difference between thought and
feeling, others have difficulty in understanding the difference between feeling and
sensation, between a thought and a moving impulse.
“Speaking on very broad lines, one may say that the thinking function always
works by means of comparison. Intellectual conclusions are always the result of the
comparison of two or more impressions.
“Sensation and emotion do not reason, do not compare; they simply define a
given impression by its aspect, by its being pleasant or unpleasant in one sense or
another, by its color, taste, or smell. Moreover, sensations can be indifferent—neither warm
nor cold, neither pleasant nor unpleasant: ‘white paper,’ ‘red pencil.’ In the sensation of
white or red there is nothing either pleasant or unpleasant. At any rate there need not
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necessarily be anything pleasant or unpleasant connected with this or that color. These
sensations, the so-called ‘five senses,’ and others, like the feeling of warmth, cold, and
so on, are instinctive. Feeling functions or emotions are always pleasant or unpleasant;
indifferent emotions do not exist.
“The difficulty of distinguishing between the functions is increased by the fact that
people differ very much in the way they feel their functions. This is what we do not
generally understand. We take people to be much more alike than they really are. In
reality, however, there exist between them great differences in the forms and methods
of their perception. Some perceive chiefly through their mind, others through their
feeling, and others through sensation. It is very difficult, almost impossible, for men of
different categories and of different modes of perception to understand one another, because
they call one and the same thing by different names, and they call different things by the
same name. Besides this, various other combinations are possible. One man perceives by
thoughts and sensations, another by thoughts and feelings, and so on. One or another
mode of perception is immediately connected with one or another kind of reaction to
external events. The result of this difference in perception and reaction to external events
is expressed in the first place by the fact that people do not understand one another and
in the second by the fact that they do not understand themselves. Very often a man calls
his thoughts or his intellectual perceptions his feelings, calls his feelings his thoughts,
and his sensations his feelings. This last is the most common. If two people perceive the
same thing differently, let us say that one perceives it through feeling and another through
sensation, they may argue all their lives and never understand in what consists the
difference of their attitude to a given object. Actually, one sees one aspect of it, and the
other a different aspect.
“In order to find a way of discriminating we must understand that every normal
psychic function is a means or an instrument of knowledge. With the help of the mind we
see one aspect of things and events, with the help of emotions another aspect, with the
help of sensations a third aspect. The most complete knowledge of a given subject possible
for us can be obtained only if we examine it simultaneously with our mind, feelings, and
sensations. Every man who is striving after right knowledge must aim at the possibility
of attaining such perception. In ordinary conditions man sees the world through a crooked,
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uneven window. And even if he realizes this, he cannot alter anything. This or that mode of
perception depends upon the work of his organism as a whole. All functions are
interconnected and counterbalance one another; all functions strive to keep one another
in the state in which they are. Therefore when a man begins to study himself he must
understand that if he discovers in himself something that he dislikes he will not be
able to change it. To study is one thing, and to change is another. But study is the first
step towards the possibility of change in the future. And in the beginning, to study himself
he must understand that for a long time all his work will consist in study only.
“Change under ordinary conditions is impossible, because, in wanting to change
something a man wants to change this one thing only. But everything in the machine is
interconnected and every function is inevitably counterbalanced by some other
function or by a whole series of other functions, although we are not aware of this
interconnection of the various functions within ourselves. The machine is balanced in all
its details at every moment of its activity. If a man observes in himself something that he
dislikes and begins making efforts to alter it, he may succeed in obtaining a certain result.
But together with this result he will inevitably obtain another result, which he did not in
the least expect or desire and which he could not have suspected. By striving to destroy
and annihilate everything that he dislikes, by making efforts to this end, he upsets the
balance of the machine. The machine strives to re-establish the balance and reestablishes it by creating a new function which the man could not have foreseen. For
instance, a man may observe that he is very absent-minded, that he forgets everything,
loses everything, and so on. He begins to struggle with this habit and, if he is sufficiently
methodical and determined, he succeeds, after a time, in attaining the desired result: he
ceases to forget and to lose things. This he notices, but there is something else he does not
notice, which other people notice, namely, that he has grown irritable, pedantic, faultfinding, disagreeable. Irritability has appeared as the result of his having lost his absentmindedness. Why? It is impossible to say. Only detailed analysis of a particular man’s
mental qualities can show why the loss of one quality has caused the appearance of
another. This does not mean that loss of absent-mindedness must necessarily give rise to
irritability. It is just as easy for some other characteristic to appear that has no relation to
absent-mindedness at all, for instance stinginess or envy or something else.
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“So that if one is working on oneself properly, one must consider the possible
supplementary changes, and take them into account beforehand. Only in this way is it
possible to avoid undesirable changes, or the appearance of qualities which are utterly
opposed to the aim and the direction of the work.
“But in the general plan of the work and functions of the human machine there
are certain points in which a change may be brought about without giving rise to any
supplementary results.
“It is necessary to know what these points are and it is necessary to know how to
approach them, for if one does not begin with them one will either get no result at all or
wrong and undesirable results.
“Having fixed in his own mind the difference between the intellectual, the
emotional, and the moving functions, a man must, as he observes himself, immediately
refer his impressions to this or that category. And at first he must take mental note of only
such observations as regards which he has no doubt whatever, that is, those where he sees
at once to what category they belong. He must reject all vague or doubtful cases and
remember only those which are unquestionable. If the work is carried on properly, the
number of unquestionable observations will rapidly increase. And that which seemed
doubtful before will be clearly seen to belong to the first, the second, the third center.
Each center has its own memory, its own associations, its own thinking. As a matter of
fact each center consists of three parts: the thinking, the emotional, and the moving. But
we know very little about this side of our nature. In each center we know only one part.
Self-observation, however, will very quickly show us that our mental life is much richer
than we think, or in any case that it contains more possibilities than we think.
“At the same time as we watch the work of the centers we shall observe, side by side
with their right working, their wrong working, that is, the working of one center for
another: the attempts of the thinking center to feel or to pretend that it feels, the attempts
of the emotional center to think, the attempts of the moving center to think and feel.
One center working for another is useful in certain cases, for it preserves the continuity
of mental activity. But in becoming habitual it becomes at the same time harmful,
since it begins to interfere with right working by enabling each center to shirk its own
direct duties and to do, not what it ought to be doing, but what it likes best at the
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moment. In a normal healthy man each center does its own work, that is, the work for
which it was specially destined and which it can best perform. There are situations in life
which the thinking center alone can deal with and can find a way out of. If at this
moment the emotional center begins to work instead, it will make a muddle of
everything and the result of its interference will be most unsatisfactory. In an unbalanced
kind of man the substitution of one center for another goes on almost continually and this
is precisely what ‘being unbalanced’ or ‘neurotic’ means. Each center strives, as it were,
to pass its work on to another and, at the same time, it strives to do the work of another
center for which it is not fitted. The emotional center working for the thinking center
brings unnecessary nervousness, feverishness, and hurry into situations where, on the
contrary, calm judgment and deliberation are essential. The thinking center working for
the emotional center brings deliberation into situations which require quick decisions and
makes a man incapable of distinguishing the peculiarities and the fine points of the
position. Thought is too slow. It works out a certain plan of action and continues to
follow it even though the circumstances have changed and quite a different course of
action is necessary. Besides, in some cases the interference of the thinking center gives
rise to entirely wrong reactions, because the thinking center is simply incapable of
understanding the shades and distinctions of many events. Events that are quite
different for the moving center and for the emotional center appear to be alike to it.
Its decisions are much too general and do not correspond to the decisions which the
emotional center would have made. This becomes perfectly clear if we imagine the
interference of thought, that is, of the theoretical mind, in the domain of feeling, or of
sensation, or of movement; in all three cases the interference of the mind leads to wholly
undesirable results. The mind cannot understand shades of feeling. We shall see this
clearly if we imagine one man reasoning about the emotions of another. He is not
feeling anything himself so the feelings of another do not exist for him. A full man does
not understand a hungry one. But for the other they have a very definite existence. And
the decisions of the first, that is of the mind, can never satisfy him. In exactly the same
way the mind cannot appreciate sensations. For it they are dead. Nor is it capable of
controlling movement. Instances of this kind are the easiest to find. Whatever work a
man may be doing, it is enough for him to try to do each action deliberately, with his
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mind, following every movement, and he will see that the quality of his work will
change immediately. If he is typing, his fingers, controlled by his moving center, find the
necessary letters themselves, but if he tries to ask himself before every letter: ‘Where is
“k”?’ ‘Where is the comma?’ ‘How is this word spelled?’ he at once begins to make
mistakes or to write very slowly. If one drives a car with the help of one’s mind, one can
go only in the lowest gear. The mind cannot keep pace with all the movements
necessary for developing a greater speed. To drive at full speed, especially in the streets
of a large town, while steering with the help of one’s mind is absolutely impossible for
an ordinary man.
“Moving center working for thinking center produces, for example, mechanical
reading or mechanical listening, as when a man reads or listens to nothing but words and
is utterly unconscious of what he is reading or hearing. This generally happens when
attention, that is, the direction of the thinking center’s activity, is occupied with something
else and when the moving center is trying to replace the absent thinking center; but this
very easily becomes a habit, because the thinking center is generally distracted not by
useful work, by thought, or by contemplation, but simply by daydreaming or by
imagination.
“‘Imagination’ is one of the principal sources of the wrong work of centers. Each
center has its own form of imagination and daydreaming, but as a rule both the moving
and the emotional centers make use of the thinking center which very readily places itself
at their disposal for this purpose, because daydreaming corresponds to its own inclinations.
Daydreaming is absolutely the opposite of ‘useful’ mental activity. ‘Useful’ in this case
means activity directed towards a definite aim and undertaken for the sake of obtaining a
definite result. Daydreaming does not pursue any aim, does not strive after any result.
The motive for daydreaming always lies in the emotional or in the moving center. The
actual process is carried on by the thinking center. The inclination to daydream is due
partly to the laziness of the thinking center, that is, its attempts to avoid the efforts
connected with work directed towards a definite aim and going in a definite direction,
and partly to the tendency of the emotional and the moving centers to repeat to
themselves, to keep alive or to recreate experiences, both pleasant and unpleasant, that
have been previously lived through or ‘imagined.’ Daydreaming of disagreeable, morbid
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things is very characteristic of the unbalanced state of the human machine. After all,
one can understand daydreaming of a pleasant kind and find logical justification for it.
Daydreaming of an unpleasant character is an utter absurdity. And yet many people spend
nine tenths of their lives in just such painful daydreams about misfortunes which may
overtake them or their family, about illnesses they may contract or sufferings they will
have to endure. Imagination and daydreaming are instances of the wrong work of the
thinking center.
“Observation of the activity of imagination and daydreaming forms a very
important part of self-study.
“The next object of self-observation must be habits in general. Every grown-up man
consists wholly of habits, although he is often unaware of it and even denies having any
habits at all. This can never be the case. All three centers are filled with habits and a man
can never know himself until he has studied all his habits. The observation and the
study of habits is particularly difficult because, in order to see and ‘record’ them, one
must escape from them, free oneself from them, if only for a moment. So long as a man
is governed by a particular habit, he does not observe it, but at the very first attempt,
however feeble, to struggle against it, he feels it and notices it. Therefore in order to
observe and study habits one must try to struggle against them. This opens up a practical
method of self-observation. It has been said before that a man cannot change anything in
himself, that he can only observe and ‘record.’ This is true. But it is also true that a man
cannot observe and ‘record’ anything if he does not try to struggle with himself, that is,
with his habits. This struggle cannot yield direct results, that is to say, it cannot lead to
any change, especially to any permanent and lasting change. But it shows what is
there. Without a struggle a man cannot see what he consists of. The struggle with small
habits is very difficult and boring, but without it self-observation is impossible.
“Even at the first attempt to study the elementary activity of the moving center a man
comes up against habits. For instance, a man may want to study his movements, may
want to observe how he walks. But he will never succeed in doing so for more than a
moment if he continues to walk in the usual way. But if he understands that his usual
way of walking consists of a number of habits, for instance, of taking steps of a certain
length, walking at a certain speed, and so on, and he tries to alter them, that is, to walk
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faster or slower, to take bigger or smaller steps, he will be able to observe himself and to
study his movements as he walks. If a man wants to observe himself when he is writing,
he must take note of how he holds his pen and try to hold it in a different way from usual;
observation will then become possible. In order to observe himself a man must try to walk
not in his habitual way, he must sit in unaccustomed attitudes, he must stand when he is
accustomed to sit, he must sit when he is accustomed to stand, and he must make with
his left hand the movements he is accustomed to make with his right hand and vice versa.
All this will enable him to observe himself and study the habits and associations of the
moving center.
“In the sphere of the emotions it is very useful to try to struggle with the habit of
giving immediate expression to all one’s unpleasant emotions. Many people find it very
difficult to refrain from expressing their feelings about bad weather. It is still more difficult
for people not to express unpleasant emotions when they feel that something or someone is
violating what they may conceive to be order or justice.
“Besides being a very good method for self-observation, the struggle against
expressing unpleasant emotions has at the same time another significance. It is one of the
few directions in which a man can change himself or his habits without creating other
undesirable habits. Therefore self-observation and self-study must, from the first, be
accompanied by the struggle against the expression of unpleasant emotions.
“If he carries out all these rules while he observes himself, a man will record a whole
series of very important aspects of his being. To begin with he will record with
unmistakable clearness the fact that his actions, thoughts, feelings, and words are the
result of external influences and that nothing comes from himself. He will understand
and see that he is in fact an automaton acting under the influences of external stimuli.
He will feel his complete mechanicalness. Everything ‘happens’; he cannot ‘do’
anything. He is a machine controlled by accidental shocks from outside. Each shock calls
to the surface one of his I’s. A new shock and that I disappears and a different one takes
its place. Another small change in the environment and again there is a new I. A man
will begin to understand that he has no control of himself whatever, that he does not
know what he may say or do the next moment; he will begin to understand that he cannot
answer for himself even for the shortest length of time. He will understand that if he
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remains the same and does nothing unexpected, it is simply because no unexpected
outside changes are taking place. He will understand that his actions are entirely controlled
by external conditions and he will be convinced that there is nothing permanent in him
from which control could come, not a single permanent function, not a single permanent
state.”
There were several points in G.’s psychological theories that particularly aroused my
interest. The first thing was the possibility of self-change, that is, the fact that in beginning
to observe himself in the right way a man immediately begins to change himself, and
that he can never find himself to be right.
The second thing was the demand “not to express unpleasant emotions.” I at once
felt something big behind this. And the future showed that I was right, for the study of
emotions and the work on emotions became the basis of the subsequent development of
the whole system. But this was much later.
The third thing, which at once attracted my attention and of which I began to
think the very first time I heard of it, was the idea of the moving center. The chief
thing that interested me here was the question of the relation in which G. placed moving
functions to instinctive functions. Were they the same thing or were they different? And
further, in what relation did the divisions made by G. stand to the divisions customary in
ordinary psychology? With certain reservations and additions I had considered it
possible to accept the old divisions, that is, to divide man’s actions into “conscious”
actions, “automatic” actions (which must at first be conscious), “instinctive” actions
(expedient, but without consciousness of purpose), and “reflexes,” simple and complex,
which are never conscious and which can, in certain cases, be inexpedient. In addition
there were actions performed under the influence of hidden emotional dispositions or
inner unknown impulses.
G. turned all this structure upside down.
First of all he completely rejected “conscious” actions because, as it appeared from
what he said, there was nothing that was conscious. The term “subconscious”, which
plays such a big part in the theories of some authors, became quite useless and even
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misleading, because phenomena of quite different categories were classified under the
category of “subconscious.”
The division of actions according to the centers controlling them did away with all
uncertainty and all possible doubts as to the correctness of these divisions.
What was particularly important in G.’s system was the indication that the same
actions could originate in different centers. An example is the recruit and the old soldier at
rifle drill. One has to perform the drill with his thinking center, the other does it with the
moving center, which does it much better.
But G. did not call actions governed by the moving center “automatic.” He used the
name “automatic” only for the actions which a man performs imperceptibly for himself. If
the same actions are observed by a man, they cannot be called “automatic.” He allotted a
big place to automatism, but regarded the moving functions as distinct from the
automatic functions, and, what is most important, he found automatic actions in all
centers; he spoke, for instance, of “automatic thoughts” and of “automatic feelings.” When
I asked him about reflexes he called them “instinctive actions.” And as I understood from
what followed, among external movements he considered only reflexes to be instinctive
actions.
I was very interested in the interrelation of moving and instinctive functions in his
description and I often returned to this subject in my talks with him.
First of all G. drew attention to the constant misuse of the words “instinct” and
“instinctive.” It transpired from what he said that these words could be applied, by
rights, only to the inner functions of the organism. The beating of the heart, breathing, the
circulation of blood, digestion—these were instinctive functions. The only external
functions that belong to this category are reflexes. The difference between instinctive and
moving functions was as follows: the moving functions of man, as well as of animals, of
a bird, of a dog, must be learned; but instinctive functions are inborn. A man has very
few inborn external movements; an animal has more, though they vary, some have more,
others have less; but that which is usually explained as “instinct” is very often a series of
complex moving functions which young animals learn from older ones. One of the chief
properties of the moving center is its ability to imitate. The moving center imitates
what it sees without reasoning. This is the origin of the legends that exist about the
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wonderful “intelligence” of animals or the “instinct” that takes the place of intelligence
and makes them perform a whole series of very complex and expedient actions.
The idea of an independent moving center, which, on the one hand, does not
depend upon the mind, does not require the mind, and which is a mind in itself, and
which, on the other hand, does not depend upon instinct and has first of all to learn, placed
very many problems on entirely new ground. The existence of a moving center working by
means of imitation explained the preservation of the “existing order” in beehives,
termitaries, and ant-hills. Directed by imitation, one generation has had to shape itself
absolutely upon the model of another. There could be no changes, no departure
whatever from the model. But “imitation” did not explain how such an order was
arrived at in the first place. I often wanted very much to speak to G. about this as well
as about many other things connected with it. But G. eluded such conversations by
leading them up to man and to real problems of self-study.
Then a great deal was elucidated for me by the idea that each center was not only
a motive force but also a “receiving apparatus,” working as receiver for different and
sometimes very distant influences. When I thought of what had been said about wars,
revolutions, migrations of peoples, and so on; when I pictured how masses of humanity
could move under the control of planetary influences, I began to understand our
fundamental mistake in determining the actions of an individual. We regard the actions
of an individual as originating in himself. We do not imagine that the “masses” may
consist of automatons obeying external stimuli and may move, not under the influence of
the will, consciousness, or inclination of individuals, but under the influence of external
stimuli coming possibly from very far away.
On one occasion while talking with G. I asked him whether he considered it possible to
attain “cosmic consciousness,” not for a brief moment only but for a longer period. I
understood the expression “cosmic consciousness” in the sense of a higher consciousness
possible for man in the sense in which I had previously written about it in my book
Tertium Organum.
“I do not know what you call ‘cosmic consciousness,’ said G. “It is a vague and
indefinite term; anyone can call anything he likes by it. In most cases what is called
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‘cosmic consciousness’ is simply fantasy, associative daydreaming connected with
intensified work of the emotional center. Sometimes it comes near to ecstasy but most
often it is merely a subjective emotional experience on the level of dreams. But even apart
from all this before we can speak of ‘cosmic consciousness’ we must define in general ‘what
consciousness is.
“How do you define consciousness?”
“Consciousness is considered to be indefinable,” I said, “and indeed, how can it
be defined if it is an inner quality? With the ordinary means at our disposal it is
impossible to prove the presence of consciousness in another man. We know it only in
ourselves.”
“All this is rubbish,” said G., “the usual scientific sophistry. It is time you got rid
of it. Only one thing is true in what you have said: that you can know consciousness
only in yourself. Observe that I say you can know, for you can know it only when you
have it. And when you have not got it, you can know that you have not got it, not at that
very moment, but afterwards. I mean that when it comes again you can see that it has
been absent a long time, and you can find or remember the moment when it disappeared
and when it reappeared. You can also define the moments when you are nearer to
consciousness and further away from consciousness. But by observing in yourself the
appearance and the disappearance of consciousness you will inevitably see one fact which
you neither see nor acknowledge now, and that is that moments of consciousness are very
short and are separated by long intervals of completely unconscious, mechanical working
of the machine. You will then see that you can think, feel, act speak, work, without being
conscious of it. And if you learn to see in yourselves the moments of consciousness and
the long periods of mechanicalness, you will as infallibly see in other people when they are
conscious of what they are doing and when they are not.
“Your principal mistake consists in thinking that you always have consciousness, and
in general, either that consciousness is always present or that it is never present. In reality
consciousness is a property which is continually changing. Now it is present, now it is not
present. And there are different degrees and different levels of consciousness. Both
consciousness and the different degrees of consciousness must be understood in oneself
by sensation, by taste. No definitions can help you in this case and no definitions are
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possible so long as you do not understand what you have to define. And science and
philosophy cannot define consciousness because they want to define it where it does not
exist. It is necessary to distinguish consciousness from the possibility of consciousness. We
have only the possibility of consciousness and rare flashes of it. Therefore we cannot
define what consciousness is.”
I cannot say that what was said about consciousness became clear to me at once.
But one of the subsequent talks explained to me the principles on which these arguments
were based.
On one occasion at the beginning of a meeting G. put a question to which all
those present had to answer in turn. The question was: “What is the most important
thing that we notice during self-observation?”
Some of those present said that during attempts at self-observation, what they had
felt particularly strongly was an incessant flow of thoughts which they had found
impossible to stop. Others spoke of the difficulty of distinguishing the work of one center
from the work of another. I had evidently not altogether understood the question, or I
answered my own thoughts, because I said that what struck me most was the
connectedness of one thing with another in the system, the wholeness of the system, as if
it were an “organism,” and the entirely new significance of the word to know which
included not only the idea of knowing this thing or that, but the connection between this
thing and everything else.
G. was obviously dissatisfied with our replies. I had already begun to understand him
in such circumstances and I saw that he expected from us indications of something
definite that we had either missed or failed to understand.
“Not one of you has noticed the most important thing that I have pointed out to
you,” he said. “That is to say, not one of you has noticed that you do not remember
yourselves.” (He gave particular emphasis to these words.) “You do not feel yourselves; you
are not conscious of yourselves. With you, ‘it observes’ just as ‘it speaks,’ ‘it thinks,’
‘it laughs.’ You do not feel: I observe, I notice, I see. Everything still ‘is noticed,’ ‘is
seen.’ . . . In order really to observe oneself one must first of all remember oneself.” (He
again emphasized these words.) “Try to remember yourselves when you observe
yourselves and later on tell me the results. Only those results will have any value that are
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accompanied by self-remembering. Otherwise you yourselves do not exist in your
observations. In which case what are all your observations worth?”
These words of G.’s made me think a great deal. It seemed to me at once that
they were the key to what he had said before about consciousness. But I decided to draw
no conclusions whatever, but to try to remember myself while observing myself.
The very first attempts showed me how difficult it was. Attempts at selfremembering failed to give any results except to show me that in actual fact we never
remember ourselves.
“What else do you want?” said G. “This is a very important realization. People who
know this” (he emphasized these words) “already know a great deal. The whole trouble is
that nobody knows it. If you ask a man whether he can remember himself, he will of
course answer that he can. If you tell him that he cannot remember himself, he will either
be angry with you, or he will think you an utter fool. The whole of life is based on this, the
whole of human existence, the whole of human blindness. If a man really knows that he
cannot remember himself, he is already near to the understanding of his being.”
All that G. said, all that I myself thought, and especially all that my attempts at
self-remembering had shown me, very soon convinced me that I was faced with an
entirely new problem which science and philosophy had not, so far, come across.
But before making deductions, I will try to describe my attempts to remember
myself.
The first impression was that attempts to remember myself or to be conscious of
myself, to say to myself, I am walking, I am doing, and continually to feel this I, stopped
thought. When I was feeling I, I could neither think nor speak; even sensations became
dimmed. Also, one could only remember oneself in this way for a very short time.
I had previously made certain experiments in stopping thought which are
mentioned in books on Yoga practices. For example there is such a description in Edward
Carpenter’s book From Adam’s Peak to Elephanta, although it is a very general one. And
my first attempts to self-remember reminded me exactly of these, my first experiments.
Actually it was almost the same thing with the one difference that in stopping thoughts
attention is wholly directed towards the effort of not admitting thoughts, while in self-
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remembering attention becomes divided, one part of it is directed towards the same
effort, and the other part to the feeling of self.
This last realization enabled me to come to a certain, possibly a very incomplete,
definition of “self-remembering,” which nevertheless proved to be very useful in
practice.
I am speaking of the division of attention which is the characteristic feature of selfremembering.
I represented it to myself in the following way:
When I observe something, my attention is directed towards what I observe—a line
with one arrowhead:
I

the observed phenomenon.

When at the same time, I try to remember myself, my attention is directed both towards
the object observed and towards myself. A second arrowhead appears on the line:
I

the observed phenomenon.

Having defined this I saw that the problem consisted in directing attention on oneself
without weakening or obliterating the attention directed on something else. Moreover this
“something else” could as well be within me as outside me.
The very first attempts at such a division of attention showed me its possibility. At
the same time I saw two things clearly.
In the first place I saw that self-remembering resulting from this method had nothing
in common with “self-feeling,” or “self-analysis.” It was a new and very interesting
state with a strangely familiar flavor.
And secondly I realized that moments of self-remembering do occur in life,
although rarely. Only the deliberate production of these moments created the sensation of
novelty. Actually I had been familiar with them from early childhood. They came either in
new and unexpected surroundings, in a new place, among new people while traveling,
for instance, when suddenly one looks about one and says: How strange! I and in this
place; or in very emotional moments, in moments of danger, in moments when it is
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necessary to keep one’s head, when one hears one’s own voice and sees and observes
oneself from the outside.
I saw quite clearly that my first recollections of life, in my own case very early
ones, were moments of self-remembering. This last realization revealed much else to me.
That is, I saw that I really only remember those moments of the past in which I
remembered myself. Of the others I know only that they took place. I am not able wholly
to revive them, to experience them again. But the moments when I had remembered
myself were alive and were in no way different from the present. I was still afraid to
come to conclusions. But I already saw that I stood upon the threshold of a very great
discovery. I had always been astonished at the weakness and the insufficiency of our
memory. So many things disappear. For some reason or other the chief absurdity of life
for me consisted in this. Why experience so much in order to forget it afterwards?
Besides there was something degrading in this. A man feels something which seems to him
very big, he thinks he will never forget it; one or two years pass by—and nothing
remains of it. It now became clear to me why this was so and why it could not be
otherwise. If our memory really keeps alive only moments of self-remembering, it is clear
why our memory is so poor.
All these were the realizations of the first days. Later, when I began to learn to divide
attention, I saw that self-remembering gave wonderful sensations which, in a natural
way, that is, by themselves, come to us only very seldom and in exceptional conditions.
Thus, for instance, at that time I used very much to like to wander through St. Petersburg
at night and to “sense” the houses and the streets. St. Petersburg is full of these strange
sensations. Houses, especially old houses, were quite alive; I all but spoke to them. There
was no “imagination” in it. I did not think of anything, I simply walked along while
trying to remember myself and looked about; the sensations came by themselves.
Sometimes self-remembering was not successful; at other times it was accompanied
by curious observations.
I was once walking along the Liteiny towards the Nevsky, and in spite of all my
efforts I was unable to keep my attention on self-remembering. The noise, movement,
everything distracted me. Every minute I lost the thread of attention, found it again, and
then lost it again. At last I felt a kind of ridiculous irritation with myself and I turned
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into the street on the left having firmly decided to keep my attention on the fact that I
would remember myself at least for some time, at any rate until I reached the following
street. I reached the Nadejdinskaya without losing the thread of attention except, perhaps,
for short moments. Then I again turned towards the Nevsky realizing that, in quiet
streets, it was easier for me not to lose the line of thought, and wishing therefore to test
myself in more noisy streets, I reached the Nevsky still remembering myself, and was
already beginning to experience the strange emotional state of inner peace and confidence
which comes after great efforts of this kind. Just round the corner on the Nevsky was a
tobacconist’s shop where they made my cigarettes. Still remembering myself I thought I
would call there and order some cigarettes.
Two hours later I woke up in the Tavricheskaya, that is, far away. I was going
by izvostchik to the printers. The sensation of awakening was extraordinarily vivid. I can
almost say that I came to. I remembered everything at once. How I had been walking
along the Nadejdinskaya, how I had been remembering myself, how I had thought about
cigarettes, and how at this thought I seemed all at once to fall and disappear into a
deep sleep.
At the same time, while immersed in this sleep, I had continued to perform
consistent and expedient actions. I left the tobacconist, called at my flat in the Liteiny,
telephoned to the printers. I wrote two letters.
Then again I went out of the house. I walked on the left side of the Nevsky up
to the Gostinoy Dvor intending to go to the Offitzerskaya. Then I had changed my mind
as it was getting late. I had taken an izvostchik and was driving to the Kavalergardskaya
to my printers. And on the way while driving along the Tavricheskaya I began to feel a
strange uneasiness, as though I had forgotten something.—And suddenly I remembered that
I had forgotten to remember myself.
I spoke of my observations and deductions to the people in our group as well as to
my various literary friends and others.
I told them that this was the center of gravity of the whole system and of all work
on oneself; that now work on oneself was not only empty words but a real fact full of
significance thanks to which psychology becomes an exact and at the same time a
practical science.
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I said that European and Western psychology in general had overlooked a fact of
tremendous importance, namely, that we do not remember ourselves; that we live and act
and reason in deep sleep, not metaphorically but in absolute reality. And also that, at the
same time, we can remember ourselves if we make sufficient efforts, that we can
awaken.
I was struck by the difference between the understanding of the people who belonged
to our groups and that of people outside them. The people who belonged to our groups
understood, though not all at once, that we had come into contact with a “miracle,” and
that it was something “new,” something that had never existed anywhere before.
The other people did not understand this; they took it all too lightly and
sometimes they even began to prove to me that such theories had existed before.
A. L. Volinsky, whom I had often met and with whom I had talked a great deal and
whose opinions I valued very much, did not find in the idea of “self-remembering”
anything that he had not known before.
“This is an apperception.” He said to me, “Have you read Wundt’s Logic? You
will find there his latest definition of apperception. It is exactly the same thing you speak of.
‘Simple observation’ is perception. ‘Observation with self-remembering,’ as you call it, is
apperception. Of course Wundt knew of it.”
I did not want to argue with Volinsky. I had read Wundt. And of course what
Wundt had written was not at all what I had said to Volinsky. Wundt had come close to
this idea, but others had come just as close and had afterwards gone off in a different
direction. He had not seen the magnitude of the idea which was hidden behind his
thoughts about different forms of perception. And not having seen the magnitude of the
idea he of course could not see the central position which the idea of the absence of
consciousness and the idea of the possibility of the voluntary creation of this
consciousness ought to occupy in our thinking. Only it seemed strange to me that Volinsky
could not see this even when I pointed it out to him.
I subsequently became convinced that this idea was hidden by an impenetrable veil
for many otherwise very intelligent people—and still later on I saw why this was so.
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States of Consciousness
At one of the following lectures G. returned to the question of consciousness.
“Neither the psychical nor the physical functions of man can be understood,” he
said, “unless the fact has been grasped that they can both work in different states of
consciousness.
“In all there are four states of consciousness possible for man” (he emphasized the
word “man”). “But ordinary man lives in the two lowest states of consciousness only. The
two higher states of consciousness are inaccessible to him, and although he may have flashes
of these states, he is unable to understand them and he judges them from the point of
view of those states in which it is usual for him to be.
“The two usual, that is, the lowest, states of consciousness are first, sleep, in other
words a passive state in which man spends a third and very often a half of his life. And
second, the state in which men spend the other part of their lives, in which they walk
the streets, write books, talk on lofty subjects, take part in politics, kill one another,
which they regard as active and call ‘clear consciousness’ or the ‘waking state of
consciousness.’ The term ‘clear consciousness’ or ‘waking state of consciousness’ seems
to have been given in jest, especially when you realize what clear consciousness ought in
reality to be and what the state in which man lives and acts really is.
“The third state of consciousness is self-remembering or self-consciousness or
consciousness of one’s being. It is usual to consider that we have this state of
consciousness or that we can have it if we want it. Our science and philosophy have
overlooked the fact that we do not possess this state of consciousness and that we cannot
create it in ourselves by desire or decision alone.
“The fourth state of consciousness is called the objective state of consciousness. In
this state a man can see things as they are. Flashes of this state of consciousness also
occur in man. In the religions of all nations there are indications of the possibility of a
state of consciousness of this kind which is called ‘enlightenment’ and various other
names but which cannot be described in words. But the only right way to objective
consciousness is through the development of self-consciousness. If an ordinary man is
artificially brought into a state of objective consciousness and afterwards brought back to
his usual state he will remember nothing and he will think that for a time he had lost
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consciousness. But in the state of self-consciousness a man can have flashes of objective
consciousness and remember them.
“The fourth state of consciousness in man means an altogether different state of
being; it is the result of inner growth and of long and difficult work on oneself.
“But the third state of consciousness constitutes the natural right of man as he is,
and if man does not possess it, it is only because of the wrong conditions of his life. It
can be said without any exaggeration that at the present time the third state of
consciousness occurs in man only in the form of very rare flashes and that it can be
made more or less permanent in him only by means of special training.
“For most people, even for educated and thinking people, the chief obstacle in the
way of acquiring self-consciousness consists in the fact that they think they possess it,
that is, that they possess self-consciousness and everything connected with it; individuality
in the sense of a permanent and unchangeable I, will, ability to do, and so on. It is evident
that a man will not be interested if you tell him that he can acquire by long and difficult
work something which, in his opinion, he already has. On the contrary he will think either
that you are mad or that you want to deceive him with a view to personal gain.
“The two higher states of consciousness—‘self-consciousness’ and ‘objective
consciousness’—are connected with the functioning of the higher centers in man.
“In addition to those centers of which we have so far spoken there are two other
centers in man, the ‘higher emotional’ and the ‘higher thinking.’ These centers are in us;
they are fully developed and are working all the time, but their work fails to reach our
ordinary consciousness. The cause of this lies in the special properties of our so-called
‘clear consciousness.’
“In order to understand what the difference between states of consciousness is, let
us return to the first state of consciousness which is sleep. This is an entirely subjective
state of consciousness. A man is immersed in dreams, whether he remembers them or not
does not matter. Even if some real impressions reach him, such as sounds, voices, warmth,
cold, the sensation of his own body, they arouse in him only fantastic subjective images.
Then a man wakes up. At first glance this is a quite different state of consciousness. He
can move, he can talk with other people, he can make calculations ahead, he can see
danger and avoid it, and so on. It stands to reason that he is in a better position than
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when he was asleep. But if we go a little more deeply into things, if we take a look into
his inner world, into his thoughts, into the causes of his actions, we shall see that he is in
almost the same state as when he is asleep. And it is even worse, because in sleep he is
passive, that is, he cannot do anything. In the waking state, however, he can do
something all the time and the results of all his actions will be reflected upon him or
upon those around him. And yet he does not remember himself. He is a machine,
everything with him happens. He cannot stop the flow of his thoughts; he cannot control
his imagination, his emotions, his attention. He lives in a subjective world of ‘I love,’ ‘I
do not love,’ ‘I like,’ ‘I do not like,’ ‘I want,’ ‘I do not want,’ that is, of what he thinks
he likes, of what he thinks he does not like, of what he thinks he wants, of what he thinks
he does not want. He does not see the real world. The real world is hidden from him by
the wall of imagination. He lives in sleep. He is asleep. What is called ‘clear
consciousness’ is sleep and a far more dangerous sleep than sleep at night in bed.
“Let us take some event in the life of humanity. For instance, war. There is a
war going on at the present moment. What does it signify? It signifies that several
millions of sleeping people are trying to destroy several millions of other sleeping people.
They would not do this, of course, if they were to wake up. Everything that takes place is
owing to this sleep.
“Both states of consciousness, sleep and the waking state, are equally subjective.
Only by beginning to remember himself does a man really awaken. And then all
surrounding life acquires for him a different aspect and a different meaning. He sees that
it is the life of sleeping people, a life in sleep. All that men say, all that they do, they say
and do in sleep. All this can have no value whatever. Only awakening and what leads to
awakening has a value in reality.
“How many times have I been asked here whether wars can be stopped? Certainly
they can. For this it is only necessary that people should awaken. It seems a small
thing. It is, however, the most difficult thing there can be because this sleep is induced
and maintained by the whole of surrounding life, by all surrounding conditions.
“How can one awaken? How can one escape this sleep? These questions are the most
important, the most vital that can ever confront a man. But before this it is necessary to
be convinced of the very fact of sleep. But it is possible to be convinced of this only by
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trying to awaken. When a man understands that he does not remember himself and that to
remember himself means to awaken to some extent, and when at the same time he sees
by experience how difficult it is to remember himself, he will understand that he cannot
awaken simply by having the desire to do so. It can be said still more precisely that a
man cannot awaken by himself. But if, let us say, twenty people make an agreement that
whoever of them awakens first shall wake the rest, they already have some chance.
Even this, however, is insufficient because all the twenty can go to sleep at the same
time and dream that they are waking up. Therefore more still is necessary. They must
be looked after by a man who is not asleep or who does not fall asleep as easily as they
do, or who goes to sleep consciously when this is possible, when it will do no harm either
to himself or to others. They must find such a man and hire him to wake them and not
allow them to fall asleep again. Without this it is impossible to awaken. This is what
must be understood.
“It is possible to think for a thousand years; it is possible to write whole libraries of
books, to create theories by the million, and all this in sleep, without any possibility of
awakening. On the contrary, these books and these theories, written and created in sleep,
will merely send other people to sleep, and so on.
“There is nothing new in the idea of sleep. People have been told almost since
the creation of the world that they are asleep and that they must awaken. How many times
is this said in the Gospels, for instance? ‘Awake,’ ‘watch,’ ‘sleep not.’ Christ’s disciples
even slept when he was praying in the Garden of Gethsemane for the last time. It is all
there. But do men understand it? Men take it simply as a form of speech, as an expression,
as a metaphor. They completely fail to understand that it must be taken literally. And
again it is easy to understand why. In order to understand this literally it is necessary to
awaken a little, or at least to try to awaken. I tell you seriously that I have been asked
several times why nothing is said about sleep in the Gospels. Although it is spoken of
almost on every page. This simply shows that people read the Gospels in sleep. So long as
a man sleeps profoundly and is wholly immersed in dreams he cannot even think about
the fact that he is asleep. If he were to think that he was asleep, he would wake up. So
everything goes on. And men have not the slightest idea what they are losing because of
this sleep. As I have already said, as he is organized, that is, being such as nature has
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created him, man can be a self-conscious being. Such he is created and such he is born.
But he is born among sleeping people, and, of course, he falls asleep among them just
at the very time when he should have begun to be conscious of himself. Everything
has a hand in this: the involuntary imitation of older people on the part of the child,
voluntary and involuntary suggestion, and what is called ‘education.’ Every attempt to
awaken on the child’s part is instantly stopped. This is inevitable. And a great many
efforts and a great deal of help are necessary in order to awaken later when thousands of
sleep-compelling habits have been accumulated. And this very seldom happens. In most
cases, a man when still a child already loses the possibility of awakening; he lives in sleep
all his life and he dies in sleep. Furthermore, many people die long before their physical
death. But of such cases we will speak later on.
“Now turn your attention to what I have pointed out to you before. A fully
developed man, which I call ‘man in the full sense of the word,’ should possess four states
of consciousness. Ordinary man lives in two states of consciousness only. He knows, or at
least he can know, of the existence of the fourth state of consciousness. All these
‘mystical states’ and so on are wrong definitions but when they are not deceptions or
imitations they are flashes of what we call an objective state of consciousness.
“But man does not know of the third state of consciousness or even suspect it. Nor
can he suspect it because if you were to explain to him what the third state of
consciousness is, that is to say, in what it consists, he would say that it was his usual
state. He considers himself to be a conscious being governing his own life. Facts that
contradict that, he considers to be accidental or temporary, which will change by
themselves. By considering that he possesses self-consciousness, as it were by nature, a man
will not of course try to approach or obtain it. And yet without self-consciousness, or the
third state, the fourth, except in rare flashes, is impossible. Knowledge, however, the real
objective knowledge towards which man, as he asserts, is struggling, is possible only in the
fourth state of consciousness, that is, it is conditional upon the full possession of the fourth
state of consciousness. Knowledge which is acquired in the ordinary state of
consciousness is intermixed with dreams. There you have a complete picture of the
being of ordinary man.”
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G. began the next talk as follows:
“Man’s possibilities are very great. You cannot conceive even a shadow of what man
is capable of attaining. But nothing can be attained in sleep. In the consciousness of a
sleeping man his illusions, his ‘dreams,’ are mixed with reality. He lives in a subjective
world and he can never escape from it. And this is the reason why he can never make
use of all the powers he possesses and why he always lives in only a small part of
himself.
“It has been said before that self-study and self-observation, if rightly conducted,
bring man to the realization of the fact that something is wrong with his machine and
with his functions in their ordinary state. A man realizes that it is precisely because he is
asleep that he lives and works in a small part of himself. It is precisely for this reason
that the vast majority of his possibilities remain unrealized, the vast majority of his
powers are left unused. A man feels that he does not get out of life all that it can give
him, that he fails to do so owing to definite functional defects in his machine, in his
receiving apparatus. The idea of self-study acquires in his eyes a new meaning. He feels
that possibly it may not even be worthwhile studying himself as he is now. He sees every
function as it is now and as it could be or ought to be. Self-observation brings man to the
realization of the necessity for self-change. And in observing himself a man notices that
self-observation itself brings about certain changes in his inner processes. He begins to
understand that self-observation is an instrument of self-change, a means of awakening.
By observing himself he throws, as it were, a ray of light onto his inner processes, which
have hitherto worked in complete darkness. And under the influence of this light the
processes themselves begin to change. There are a great many chemical processes that can
take place only in the absence of light. Exactly in the same way many psychic processes can
take place only in the dark. Even a feeble light of consciousness is enough to change
completely the character of a process, while it makes many of them altogether impossible. Our inner psychic processes (our inner alchemy) have much in common with those
chemical processes in which light changes the character of the process and they are
subject to analogous laws.
“When a man comes to realize the necessity not only for self-study and selfobservation but also for work on himself with the object of changing himself, the character of
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his self-observation must change. He has so far studied the details of the work of the
centers, trying only to register this or that phenomenon, to be an impartial witness. He
has studied the work of the machine. Now he must begin to see himself, that is to say, to
see, not separate details, not the work of small wheels and levers, but to see everything
taken together as a whole—the whole of himself such as others see him.
“For this purpose a man must learn to take, so to speak, ‘mental photographs’ of
himself at different moments of his life and in different emotional states: and not
photographs of details, but photographs of the whole as he saw it. In other words these
photographs must contain simultaneously everything that a man can see in himself at a
given moment. Emotions, moods, thoughts, sensations, postures, movements, tones of
voice, facial expressions, and so on. If a man succeeds in seizing interesting moments for
these photographs he will very soon collect a whole album of pictures of himself which,
taken together, will show him quite clearly what he is. But it is not so easy to learn how
to take these photographs at the most interesting and characteristic moments, how to
catch characteristic postures, characteristic facial expressions, characteristic emotions, and
characteristic thoughts. If the photographs are taken successfully and if there is a
sufficient number of them, a man will see that his usual conception of himself, with which
he has lived from year to year, is very far from reality.
“Instead of the man he had supposed himself to be he will see quite another man.
This ‘other’ man is himself and at the same time not himself. It is he as other people
know him, as he imagines himself and as he appears in his actions, words, and so on;
but not altogether such as he actually is. For a man himself knows that there is a great
deal that is unreal, invented, and artificial in this other man whom other people know and
whom he knows himself. You must learn to divide the real from the invented. And to begin
self-observation and self-study it is necessary to divide oneself. A man must realize that
he indeed consists of two men.
“One is the man he calls ‘I’ and whom others call ‘Ouspensky,’ ‘Zakharov,’ or
‘Tetrov.’ The other is the real he, the real I, which appears in his life only for very short
moments and which can become firm and permanent only after a very lengthy period of
work.
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“So long as a man takes himself as one person he will never move from where he is.
His work on himself starts from the moment when he begins to feel two men in himself.
One is passive and the most it can do is to register or observe what is happening to it.
The other, which calls itself ‘I,’ is active, and speaks of itself in the first person, is in
reality only ‘Ouspensky,’ ‘Tetrov,’ or ‘Zakharov.’
“This is the first realization that a man can have. Having begun to think correctly he
very soon sees that he is completely in the power of his ‘Ouspensky,’ ‘Tetrov,’ or
‘Zakharov.’ No matter what he plans or what he intends to do or say, it is not ‘he,’
not ‘I,’ that will carry it out, do or say it, but his ‘Ouspensky,’ ‘Tetrov,’ or ‘Zakharov,’
and of course they will do or say it, not in the way ‘I’ would have done or said it, but
in their own way with their own shade of meaning, and often this shade of meaning
completely changes what ‘I’ wanted to do.
“From this point of view there is a very definite danger arising from the very
first moment of self-observation. It is ‘I’ who begins self-observation, but it is immediately
taken up and continued by ‘Ouspensky,’ ‘Tetrov,’ or ‘Zakharov.’ But ‘Ouspensky,’
‘Tetrov,’ or ‘Zakharov’ from the very first steps introduces a slight alteration into this selfobservation, an alteration which seems to be quite unimportant but which in reality
fundamentally alters the whole thing.
“Let us suppose, for example, that a man called Ivanov hears the description of this
method of self-observation. He is told that a man must divide himself, ‘he’ or ‘I’ on one
side and ‘Ouspensky,’ ‘Tetrov,’ or ‘Zakharov’ on the other side. And he divides himself
literally as he hears it. ‘This is I,’ he says, ‘and that is “Ouspensky,” “Petrov,” or
“Zakharov.”’ He will never say ‘Ivanov.’ He finds that unpleasant, so he will inevitably
use somebody else’s surname or Christian name. Moreover he calls ‘I’ what he likes in
himself or at any rate what he considers to be strong, while he calls ‘Ouspensky,’
‘Tetrov,’ or ‘Zakharov’ what he does not like or what he considers to be weak. On this
basis he begins to reason in many ways about himself, quite wrongly of course from the
very beginning, since he has already deceived himself in the most important point and
has taken not his real self, that is, he has taken, not Ivanov, but the imaginary
‘Ouspensky,’ ‘Tetrov,’ or ‘Zakharov.’
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“It is difficult even to imagine how often a man dislikes to use his own name in
speaking of himself in the third person. He tries to avoid it in every possible way. He
calls himself by another name, as in the instance just mentioned; he devises an artificial
name for himself, a name by which nobody ever has or ever will call him, or he calls
himself simply ‘he,’ and so on. In this connection people who are accustomed in their
mental conversations to call themselves by their Christian name or surname or by pet
names are no exception. When it comes to self-observation they prefer to call themselves
‘Ouspensky’ or to say ‘Ouspensky in me,’ as though there could be an ‘Ouspensky’ in
them. There is quite enough of ‘Ouspensky’ for Ouspensky himself.
“But when a man understands his helplessness in the face of ‘Ouspensky,’ his
attitude towards himself and towards ‘Ouspensky’ in him ceases to be either
indifferent or unconcerned.
“Self-observation becomes observation of ‘Ouspensky.’ A man understands that he
is not ‘Ouspensky,’ that ‘Ouspensky’ is nothing but the mask he wears, the part that he
unconsciously plays and which unfortunately he cannot stop playing, a part which rules
him and makes him do and say thousands of stupid things, thousands of things which he
would never do or say himself.
“If he is sincere with himself he feels that he is in the power of ‘Ouspensky’ and at
the same time he feels that he is not ‘Ouspensky.’
“He begins to be afraid of ‘Ouspensky,’ begins to feel that he is his ‘enemy.’ No
matter what he would like to do, everything is intercepted and altered by ‘Ouspensky.’
‘Ouspensky’ is his ‘enemy.’ ‘Ouspensky’s’ desires, tastes, sympathies, antipathies,
thoughts, opinions, are either opposed to his own views, feelings, and moods, or they have
nothing in common with them. And, at the same time, ‘Ouspensky’ is his master. He is
the slave. He has no will of his own. He has no means of expressing his desires because
whatever he would like to do or say would be done for him by ‘Ouspensky.’
“On this level of self-observation a man must understand that his whole aim is to free
himself from ‘Ouspensky.’ And since he cannot in fact free himself from ‘Ouspensky’
because he is himself, he must therefore master ‘Ouspensky’ and make him do, not what
the ‘Ouspensky’ of the given moment wants, but what he himself wants to do. From
being the master, ‘Ouspensky’ must become the servant.
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“The first stage of work on oneself consists in separating oneself from ‘Ouspensky’
mentally, in being separated from him in actual fact, in keeping apart from him. But the
fact must be borne in mind that the whole attention must be concentrated upon
‘Ouspensky,’ for a man is unable to explain what he himself really is. But he can explain
‘Ouspensky’ to himself and with this he must begin, remembering at the same time that
he is not ‘Ouspensky.’
“The most dangerous thing in this case is to rely on one’s own judgment. If a
man is lucky he may at this time have someone near him who can tell him where he is and
where ‘Ouspensky’ is. But he must moreover trust this person, because he will undoubtedly
think that he understands everything himself and that he knows where he is and where
‘Ouspensky’ is. And not only in relation to himself but in relation also to other people will
he think that he knows and sees their ‘Ouspenskys.’ All this is of course self-deception.
At this stage a man can see nothing either in relation to himself or to others. The more
convinced he is that he can, the more he is mistaken. But if he can be even to a slight
extent sincere with himself and really wants to know the truth, then he can find an
exact and infallible basis for judging rightly first about himself and then about other
people. But the whole point lies in being sincere with oneself. And this is by no means
easy. People do not understand that sincerity must be learned. They imagine that to be
sincere or not to be sincere depends upon their desire or decision. But how can a man
be sincere with himself when in actual fact he sincerely does not see what he ought to see
in himself? Someone has to show it to him. And his attitude towards the person who
shows him must be a right one, that is, such as will help him to see what is shown him
and not, as often happens, hinder him if he begins to think that he already knows better.
“This is a very serious moment in the work. A man who loses his direction at this
moment will never find it again afterwards. It must be remembered that man such as he is
does not possess the means of distinguishing ‘I’ and ‘Ouspensky’ in himself. Even if he
tries to, he will lie to himself and invent things, and he will never see himself as he
really is. It must be understood that without outside help a man can never see himself.
“In order to know why this is so you must remember a great deal of what has
been said earlier. As was said earlier, self-observation brings a man to the realization of
the fact that he does not remember himself. Man’s inability to remember himself is one of
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the chief and most characteristic features of his being and the cause of everything else in
him. The inability to remember oneself finds expression in many ways. A man does not
remember his decisions, he does not remember the promises he has made to himself,
does not remember what he said or felt a month, a week, a day, or even an hour ago.
He begins work of some kind and after a certain lapse of time he does not remember
why he began it. It is especially in connection with work on oneself that this happens
particularly often. A man can remember a promise given to another person only with
the help of artificial associations, associations which have been educated into him, and
they, in their turn, are connected with conceptions which are also artificially created of
‘honor,’ ‘honesty,’ ‘duty,’ and so on. But speaking in general one can say truthfully that
if a man remembers one thing he forgets ten other things which are much more
important for him to remember. And a man particularly easily forgets what relates to
himself, those ‘mental photographs’ of himself, which perhaps he has previously taken.
“And this deprives man’s views and opinions of any stability and precision. A man
does not remember what he has thought or what he has said; and he does not remember
how he thought or how he spoke.
“This in its turn is connected with one of the fundamental characteristics of man’s
attitude towards himself and to all his surroundings. Namely, his constant
‘identification’ with what at a given moment has attracted his attention, his thoughts or
his desires, and his imagination.
“‘Identification’ is so common a quality that for purposes of observation it is
difficult to separate it from everything else. Man is always in a state of identification, only
the object of identification changes.
“A man identifies with a small problem which confronts him and he completely
forgets the great aims with which he began his work. He identifies with one thought and
forgets other thoughts; he is identified with one feeling, with one mood, and forgets his
own wider thoughts, emotions, and moods. In work on themselves people are so much
identified with separate aims that they fail to see the wood for the trees. Two or three
trees nearest to them represent for them the whole wood.
“‘Identifying’ is one of our most terrible foes because it penetrates everywhere and
deceives a man at the moment when it seems to him that he is struggling with it. It is
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especially difficult to free oneself from identifying because a man naturally becomes more
easily identified with the things that interest him most, to which he gives his time, his
work, and his attention. In order to free himself from identifying a man must be
constantly on guard and be merciless with himself, that is, he must not be afraid of
seeing all the subtle and hidden forms which identifying
takes.
“It is necessary to see and to study identifying to its very roots in oneself. The
difficulty of struggling with identifying is still further increased by the fact that when
people observe it in themselves they consider it a very good trait and call it ‘enthusiasm,’
‘zeal,’ ‘passion,’ ‘spontaneity,’ ‘inspiration,’ and names of that kind, and they consider
that only in a state of identifying can a man really produce good work, no matter in what
sphere. In reality of course this is illusion. Man cannot do anything sensible when he is
in a state of identifying. If people could see what the state of identifying means they would
alter their opinion. A man becomes a thing, a piece of flesh; he loses even the small
semblance of a human being that he has. In the East where people smoke hashish and other
drugs it often happens that a man becomes so identified with his pipe that he begins to
consider he is a pipe himself. This is not a joke but a fact. He actually becomes a pipe. This
is identifying. And for this, hashish or opium are entirely unnecessary. Look at people in
shops, in theaters, in restaurants; or see how they identify with words when they argue
about something or try to prove something, particularly something they do not know
themselves. They become greediness, desires, or words; of themselves nothing remains.
“Identifying is the chief obstacle to self-remembering. A man who identifies with
anything is unable to remember himself. In order to remember oneself it is necessary
first of all not to identify. But in order to learn not to identify man must first of all not
be identified with himself, must not call himself ‘I’ always and on all occasions. He must
remember that there are two in him, that there is himself, that is ‘I’ in him, and there
is another with whom he must struggle and whom he must conquer if he wishes at any
time to attain anything. So long as a man identifies or can be identified, he is the slave of
everything that can happen to him. Freedom is first of all freedom from identification.
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“After general forms of identification attention must be given to a particular form
of identifying, namely identifying with people, which takes the form of ‘considering’
them.
“There are several different kinds of ‘considering.’
“On the most prevalent occasions a man is identified with what others think about
him, how they treat him, what attitude they show towards him. He always thinks that
people do not value him enough, are not sufficiently polite and courteous. All this
torments him, makes him think and suspect and lose an immense amount of energy on
guesswork, on suppositions, develops in him a distrustful and hostile attitude towards
people. How somebody looked at him, what somebody thought of him, what somebody
said of him—all this acquires for him an immense significance.
“And he ‘considers’ not only separate persons but society and historically constituted
conditions. Everything that displeases such a man seems to him to be unjust, illegal,
wrong, and illogical. And the point of departure for his judgment is always that these
things can and should be changed. ‘Injustice’ is one of the words in which very often
considering hides itself. When a man has convinced himself that he is indignant with
some injustice, then for him to stop considering would mean ‘reconciling himself to
injustice.’
“There are people who are able to consider not only injustice or the failure of
others to value them enough but who are able to consider for example the weather. This
seems ridiculous but it is a fact. People are able to consider climate, heat, cold, snow,
rain; they can be irritated by the weather, be indignant and angry with it. A man can
take everything in such a personal way as though everything in the world had been
specially arranged in order to give him pleasure or on the contrary to cause him
inconvenience or unpleasantness.
“All this and much else besides is merely a form of identification. Such considering
is wholly based upon ‘requirements.’ A man inwardly ‘requires’ that everyone should
see what a remarkable man he is and that they should constantly give expression to their
respect, esteem, and admiration for him, for his intellect, his beauty, his cleverness, his wit,
his presence of mind, his originality, and all his other qualities. Requirements in their turn
are based on a completely fantastic notion about themselves such as very often occurs with
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people of very modest appearance. Various writers, actors, musicians, artists, and politicians,
for instance, are almost without exception sick people. And what are they suffering from?
First of all from an extraordinary opinion of themselves, then from requirements, and then
from considering, that is, being ready and prepared beforehand to take offense at lack of
understanding and lack of appreciation,
“There is still another form of considering which can take a great deal of energy
from a man. This form starts with a man beginning to think that he is not considering
another person enough, that this other person is offended with him for not considering
him sufficiently. And he begins to think himself that perhaps he does not think enough
about this other, does not pay him enough attention, does not give way to him enough.
All this is simply weakness. People are afraid of one another. But this can lead very far. I
have seen many such cases. In this way a man can finally lose his balance, if at any time he
had any, and begin to perform entirely senseless actions. He gets angry with himself and
feels that it is stupid, and he cannot stop, whereas in such cases the whole point is
precisely ‘not to consider.’
“It is the same case, only perhaps worse, when a man considers that in his
opinion he ‘ought’ to do something when as a matter of fact he ought not to do so at all.
‘Ought’ and ‘ought not’ is also a difficult subject, that is, difficult to understand when a
man really ‘ought’ and when he ‘ought not.’ This can be approached only from the point
of view of ‘aim.’ When a man has an aim he ‘ought’ to do only what leads towards his
aim and he ‘ought not’ to do anything that hinders him from going towards his aim.
“As I have already said, people very often think that if they begin to struggle with
considering within themselves it will make them ‘insincere’ and they are afraid of this
because they think that in this event they will be losing something, losing a part of
themselves. In this case the same thing takes place as in attempts to struggle against the
outward expression of unpleasant emotions. The sole difference is that in one case a man
struggles with the outward expression of emotions and in the other case with an inner
manifestation of perhaps the same emotions.
“This fear of losing sincerity is of course self-deception, one of those formulas of
lying upon which human weaknesses are based. Man cannot help identifying and
considering inwardly and he cannot help expressing his unpleasant emotions, simply
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because he is weak. Identifying, considering, the expressing of unpleasant emotions, are
manifestations of his weakness, his impotence, his inability to control himself. But not
wishing to acknowledge this weakness to himself, he calls it ‘sincerity’ or ‘honesty,’ and he
tells himself that he does not want to struggle against sincerity, whereas in fact he is
unable to struggle against his weaknesses.
“Sincerity and honesty are in reality something quite different. What a man calls
‘sincerity’ in this case is in reality simply being unwilling to restrain himself. And deep
down inside him a man is aware of this. But he lies to himself when he says that he
does not want to lose sincerity.
“So far I have spoken of internal considering. It would be possible to bring forward
many more examples. But you must do this yourselves, that is, you must seek these
examples in your observations of yourselves and of others.
“The opposite of internal considering and what is in part a means of fighting
against it is external considering. External considering is based upon an entirely different
relationship towards people from internal considering. It is adaptation towards people, to
their understanding, to their requirements. By considering externally a man does that which
makes life easy for other people and for himself. External considering requires a
knowledge of men, an understanding of their tastes, habits, and prejudices. At the same
time external considering requires a great power over oneself, a great control over oneself.
Very often a man desires sincerely to express or somehow or other show to another man
what he really thinks of him or feels about him. And if he is a weak man he will of course
give way to this desire and afterwards justify himself and say that he did not want to lie,
did not want to pretend, he wanted to be sincere. Then he convinces himself that it was the
other man’s fault. He really wanted to consider him, even to give way to him, not to
quarrel, and so on. But the other man did not at all want to consider him so that
nothing could be done with him. It very often happens that a man begins with a blessing
and ends with a curse. He begins by deciding not to consider and afterwards blames other
people for not considering him. This is an example of how external considering passes
into internal considering. But if a man really remembers himself he understands that
another man is a machine just as he is himself. And then he will enter into his position, he
will put himself in his place, and he will be really able to understand and feel what
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another man thinks and feels. If he can do this, his work becomes easier for him. But if
he approaches a man with his own requirements nothing except new internal
considering can ever be obtained from it.
“Right external considering is very important in the work. It often happens that
people who understand very well the necessity of external considering in life do not
understand the necessity of external considering in the work; they decide that just
because they are in the work they have the right not to consider. Whereas in reality, in
the work, that is, for a man’s own successful work, ten times more external considering is
necessary than in life, because only external considering on his part shows his valuation of
the work and his understanding of the work; and success in the work is always
proportional to the valuation and understanding of it. This is a very important principle
which, for some reason or other, is very easily forgotten. But we will speak about this
separately afterwards.”
G. began one of the following talks with the fact that we forget about the difficulties of
our position.
“You often think in a very naive way,” he said. “You already think you can do. To
get rid of this conviction is more difficult than anything else for a man. You do not
understand all the complexity of your organization and you do not realize that every effort,
in addition to the results desired, even if it gives these, gives thousands of unexpected
and often undesirable results, and the chief thing that you forget is that you are not
beginning from the beginning with a nice clean, new machine. There stand behind you
many years of a wrong and stupid life, of indulgence in every kind of weakness, of
shutting your eyes to your own errors, of striving to avoid all unpleasant truths, of constant
lying to yourselves, of self-justification, of blaming others, and so on, and so on. All this
cannot help affecting the machine. The machine is dirty, in places it is rusty, and in some
places artificial appliances have been formed, the necessity for which has been created by
its own wrong way of working.
“These artificial appliances will now interfere very much with all your good
intentions.
“They are called ‘buffers.’
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“‘Buffer’ is a term which requires special explanation. We know what buffers on
railway carriages are. They are the contrivances which lessen the shock when carriages or
trucks strike one another. If there were no buffers the shock of one carriage against
another would be very unpleasant and dangerous. Buffers soften the results of these
shocks and render them unnoticeable and imperceptible.
“Exactly the same appliances are to be found within man. They are created, not by
nature but by man himself, although involuntarily. The cause of their appearance is the
existence in man of many contradictions; contradictions of opinions, feelings,
sympathies, words, and actions. If a man throughout the whole of his life were to feel all
the contradictions that are within him he could not live and act as calmly as he lives
and acts now. He would have constant friction, constant unrest. We fail to see how
contradictory and hostile the different I’s of our personality are to one another. If a man
were to feel all these contradictions he would feel what he really is. He would feel that
he is mad. It is not pleasant to anyone to feel that he is mad. Moreover, a thought such as
this deprives a man of self-confidence, weakens his energy, deprives him of ‘self-respect.’
Somehow or other he must master this thought or banish it. He must either destroy
contradictions or cease to see and to feel them. A man cannot destroy contradictions.
But if ‘buffers’ are created in him he can cease to feel them and he will not feel the
impact from the clash of contradictory views, contradictory emotions, contradictory
words.
“‘Buffers’ are created slowly and gradually. Very many ‘buffers’ are created
artificially through ‘education.’ Others are created under the hypnotic influence of all
surrounding life. A man is surrounded by people who live, speak, think, and feel by
means of ‘buffers.’ Imitating them in their opinions, actions, and words, a man
involuntarily creates similar ‘buffers’ in himself. ‘Buffers’ make a man’s life more
easy. It is very hard to live without ‘buffers.’ But they keep man from the possibility of
inner development because ‘buffers’ are made to lessen shocks and it is only shocks that
can lead a man out of the state in which he lives, that is, awaken him. ‘Buffers’ lull a
man to sleep, give him the agreeable and peaceful sensation that all will be well, that no
contradictions exist and that he can sleep in peace. ‘Buffers’ are appliances by means
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of which a man can always be in the right. ‘Buffers’ help a man not to feel his
conscience.
“‘Conscience’ is again a term that needs explanation.
“In ordinary life the concept ‘conscience’ is taken too simply. As if we had a
conscience. Actually the concept ‘conscience’ in the sphere of the emotions is equivalent to
the concept ‘consciousness’ in the sphere of the intellect. And as we have no
consciousness we have no conscience.
“Consciousness is a state in which a man knows all at once everything that he in
general knows and in which he can see how little he does know and how many
contradictions there are in what he knows.
“Conscience is a state in which a man feels all at once everything that he in general
feels, or can feel. And as everyone has within him thousands of contradictory feelings
which vary from a deeply hidden realization of his own nothingness and fears of all kinds
to the most stupid kind of self-conceit, self-confidence, self-satisfaction, and self-praise,
to feel all this together would not only be painful but literally unbearable.
“If a man whose entire inner world is composed of contradictions were suddenly to
feel all these contradictions simultaneously within himself, if he were to feel all at once
that he loves everything he hates and hates everything he loves; that he lies when he
tells the truth and that he tells the truth when he lies; and if he could feel the shame
and horror of it all, this would be the state which is called ‘conscience.’ A man cannot
live in this state; he must either destroy contradictions or destroy conscience. He cannot
destroy conscience, but if he cannot destroy it he can put it to sleep, that is, he can
separate by impenetrable barriers one feeling of self from another, never see them
together, never feel their incompatibility, the absurdity of one existing alongside
another.
“But fortunately for man, that is, for his peace and for his sleep, this state of
conscience is very rare. From early childhood ‘buffers’ begin to grow and strengthen in
him, taking from him the possibility of seeing his inner contradictions and therefore, for
him, there is no danger whatever of a sudden awakening. Awakening is possible only for
those who seek it and want it, for those who are ready to struggle with themselves and
work on themselves for a very long time and very persistently in order to attain it. For this
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it is necessary to destroy ‘buffers,’ that is, to go out to meet all those inner sufferings
which are connected with the sensations of contradictions. Moreover the destruction of
‘buffers’ in itself requires very long work and a man must agree to this work realizing that
the result of his work will be every possible discomfort and suffering from the
awakening of his conscience.
“But conscience is the fire which alone can fuse all the powders in the glass retort
and create the unity which a man lacks in that state in which he begins to study himself.
“The concept ‘conscience’ has nothing in common with the concept ‘morality.’
“Conscience is a general and a permanent phenomenon. Conscience is the same for
all men and conscience is possible only in the absence of ‘buffers.’ From the point of
view of understanding the different categories of man we may say that there exists the
conscience of a man in whom there are no contradictions. This conscience is not
suffering; on the contrary it is joy of a totally new character which we are unable to
understand. But even a momentary awakening of conscience in a man who has
thousands of different I’s is bound to involve suffering. And if these moments of
conscience become longer and if a man does not fear them but on the contrary cooperates with them and tries to keep and prolong them, an element of very subtle joy, a
foretaste of the future ‘clear consciousness’ will gradually enter into these moments.
“There is nothing general in the concept of ‘morality.’ Morality consists of
buffers. There is no general morality. What is moral in China is immoral in Europe and
what is moral in Europe is immoral in China. What is moral in Petersburg is immoral in
the Caucasus. And what is moral in the Caucasus is immoral in Petersburg. What is
moral in one class of society is immoral in another and vice versa. Morality is always and
everywhere an artificial phenomenon. It consists of various ‘taboos,’ that is, restrictions,
and various demands, sometimes sensible in their basis and sometimes having lost all
meaning or never even having had any meaning, and having been created on a false
basis, on a soil of superstition and false fears.
“Morality consists of ‘buffers.’ And since ‘buffers’ are of various kinds, and as the
conditions of life in different countries and in different ages or among different classes
of society vary considerably, so the morality created by them is also very dissimilar and
contradictory. A morality common to all does not exist. It is even impossible to say that
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there exists any general idea of morality, for instance, in Europe. It is said sometimes that
the general morality for Europe is ‘Christian morality.’ But first of all the idea of
‘Christian morality’ itself admits of very many different interpretations and many different
crimes have been justified by ‘Christian morality.’ And in the second place modern
Europe has very little in common with ‘Christian morality,’ no matter how we understand
this morality.
“In any case, if ‘Christian morality’ brought Europe to the war which is now
going on, then it would be as well to be as far as possible from such morality.”
“Many people say that they do not understand the moral side of your teaching,”
said one of us. “And others say that your teaching has no morality at all.”
“Of course not,’ said G. “People are very fond of talking about morality. But morality
is merely self-suggestion. What is necessary is conscience. We do not teach morality. We
teach how to find conscience. People are not pleased when we say this. They say that we
have no love. Simply because we do not encourage weakness and hypocrisy but, on the
contrary, take off all masks. He who desires the truth will not speak of love or of
Christianity because he knows how far he is from these. Christian teaching is for
Christians. And Christians are those who live, that is, who do everything, according to
Christ’s precepts. Can they who talk of love and morality live according to Christ’s
precepts? Of course they cannot; but there will always be talk of this kind, there will
always be people to whom words are more precious than anything else. But this is a true
sign! He who speaks like this is an empty man; it is not worthwhile wasting time on
him.
“Morality and conscience are quite different things. One conscience can never
contradict another conscience. One morality can always very easily contradict and
completely deny another. A man with ‘buffers’ may be very moral. And ‘buffers’ can be
very different, that is, two very moral men may consider each other very immoral. As a
rule it is almost inevitably so. The more ‘moral’ a man is, the more ‘immoral’ does
he think other moral people.
“The idea of morality is connected with the idea of good and evil conduct. But
the idea of good and evil is always different for different people, always subjective,
and is connected only with a given moment or a given situation. A subjective man can
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have no general concept of good and evil. For a subjective man evil is everything that is
opposed to his desires or interests or to his conception of good.
“One may say that evil does not exist for subjective man at all, that there exist
only different conceptions of good. Nobody ever does anything deliberately in the interests
of evil, for the sake of evil. Everybody acts in the interests of good, as he understands it.
But everybody understands it in a different way. Consequently men drown, slay, and kill
one another in the interests of good. The reason is again just the same, men’s ignorance
and the deep sleep in which they live.
“This is so obvious that it even seems strange that people have never thought of it
before. However, the fact remains that they fail to understand this and everyone
considers his good as the only good and all the rest as evil. It is naive and useless to hope
that men will ever understand this and that they will evolve a general and identical idea
of good.”
“But do not good and evil exist in themselves apart from man?” asked someone
present.
“They do,” said G., “only this is very far away from us and it is not worth your
while even to try to understand this at present. Simply remember one thing. The only
possible permanent idea of good and evil for man is connected with the idea of evolution;
not with mechanical evolution, of course, but with the idea of man’s development
through conscious efforts, the change of his being, the creation of unity in him, and the
formation of a permanent I.
“A permanent idea of good and evil can be formed in man only in connection with
a permanent aim and a permanent understanding. If a man understands that he is
asleep and if he wishes to awake, then everything that helps him to awake will be good
and everything that hinders him, everything that prolongs his sleep, will be evil. Exactly
in the same way will he understand what is good and evil for other people. What helps
them to awake is good, what hinders them is evil. But this is so only for those who
want to awake, that is, for those who understand that they are asleep. Those who do not
understand that they are asleep and those who can have no wish to awake cannot have
understanding of good and evil. And as the overwhelming majority of people do not
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realize and will never realize that they are asleep, neither good nor evil can actually exist
for them.
“This contradicts generally accepted ideas. People are accustomed to think that
good and evil must be the same for everyone, and above all, that good and evil exist for
everyone. In reality, however, good and evil exist only for a few, for those who have an
aim and who pursue that aim. Then what hinders the pursuit of that aim is evil and what
helps is good.
“But of course most sleeping people will say that they have an aim and that they are
going somewhere. The realization of the fact that he has no aim and that he is not going
anywhere is the first sign of the approaching awakening of a man or of awakening becoming
really possible for him. Awakening begins when a man realizes that he is going
nowhere and does not know where to go.
“As has been explained before, there are many qualities which men attribute to
themselves, which in reality can belong only to people of a higher degree of development
and of a higher degree of evolution. Individuality, a single and permanent I,
consciousness, will, the ability to do, a state of inner freedom, all these are qualities
which ordinary man does not possess. To the same category belongs the idea of good and
evil, the very existence of which is connected with a permanent aim, with a permanent
direction and a permanent center of gravity.
“The idea of good and evil is sometimes connected with the idea of truth and
falsehood. But just as good and evil do not exist for ordinary man, neither do truth and
falsehood exist.
“Permanent truth and permanent falsehood can exist only for a permanent man. If
a man himself continually changes, then for him truth and falsehood will also
continually change. And if people are all in different states at every given moment, their
conceptions of truth must be as varied as their conceptions of good. A man never notices
how he begins to regard as true what yesterday he considered as false and vice versa. He
does not notice these transitions just as he does not notice the transitions of his own I’s
one into another.
“In the life of an ordinary man truth and falsehood have no moral value of any
kind because a man can never keep to one single truth. His truth changes. If for a certain
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time it does not change, it is simply because it is kept by ‘buffers.’ And a man can
never tell the truth. Sometimes ‘it tells’ the truth, sometimes ‘it tells’ a lie.
Consequently his truth and his falsehood have no value; neither of them depends upon
him, both of them depend upon accident. And this is equally true when applied to a
man’s words, to his thoughts, his feelings, and to his conceptions of truth and
falsehood.
“In order to understand the interrelation of truth and falsehood in life a man must
understand falsehood in himself, the constant incessant lies he tells himself.
“These lies are created by ‘buffers.’ In order to destroy the lies in oneself as
well as lies told unconsciously to others, ‘buffers’ must be destroyed. But then a man
cannot live without ‘buffers.’ ‘Buffers’ automatically control a man’s actions, words,
thoughts, and feelings. If ‘buffers’ were to be destroyed all control would disappear. A
man cannot exist without control even though it is only automatic control. Only a man
who possesses will, that is, conscious control, can live without ‘buffers.’ Consequently,
if a man begins to destroy ‘buffers’ within himself he must at the same time develop a
will. And as will cannot be created to order in a short space of time a man may be left
with ‘buffers’ demolished and with a will that is not as yet sufficiently strengthened.
The only chance he has during this period is to be controlled by another will which has
already been strengthened.
“This is why in school work, which includes the destruction of ‘buffers,’ a man
must be ready to obey another man’s will so long as his own will is not yet fully
developed. Usually this subordination to another man’s will is studied before anything
else. I use the word ‘studied’ because a man must understand why such obedience is
necessary and he must learn to obey. The latter is not at all easy. A man beginning the
work of self-study with the object of attaining control over himself is accustomed to
believe in his own decisions. Even the fact that he has seen the necessity for changing
himself shows him that his decisions are correct and strengthens his belief in them. But
when he begins to work on himself a man must give up his own decisions, ‘sacrifice his
own decisions,’ because otherwise the will of the man who directs his work will not be
able to control his actions.
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“In schools of the religious way ‘obedience’ is demanded before anything else,
that is, full and unquestioning submission although without understanding. Schools of the
fourth way demand understanding before anything else.46 Results of efforts are always
proportional to understanding.
“Renunciation of his own decisions, subordination to the will of another, may
present insuperable difficulties to a man if he had failed to realize beforehand that
actually he neither sacrifices nor changes anything in his life, that all his life he has been
subject to some extraneous will and has never had any decisions of his own. But a man
is not conscious of this. He considers that he has the right of free choice. It is hard for
him to renounce the illusion that he directs and organizes his life himself. But no work on
himself is possible until a man is free from this illusion.
“He must realize that he does not exist; he must realize that he can lose nothing
because he has nothing to lose; he must realize his ‘nothingness’ in the full sense of the
term.
“This consciousness of one’s nothingness alone can conquer the fear of
subordination to the will of another. However strange it may seem, this fear is actually
one of the most serious obstacles on a man’s path. A man is afraid that he will be
made to do things that are opposed to his principles, views, and ideas. Moreover, this
fear immediately creates in him the illusion that he really has principles, views, and
convictions, which in reality he never has had and never could have. A man who has
never in his life thought of morality suddenly begins to fear that he will be made to do
something immoral. A man who has never thought of his health and who has done
everything possible to ruin it begins to fear that he will be made to do something
which will injure it. A man who has lied to everyone, everywhere, all his life in the most
barefaced manner begins suddenly to fear that he will be made to tell lies, and so on
without end. I knew a drunkard who was afraid more than anything else that he would
be made to drink.
46

According to Gurdjieff, there are three widely recognized ways of spiritual transformation: the way of
the fakir, which focuses on the body; the way of the monk, which deals mainly with the emotions; and the
way of the yogi, which works primarily with the mind. What is common about these ways is that they
demand seclusion from the world. G. held that there is also a Fourth Way, which does not demand that its
followers abandon the world. The work of transformation takes place in the midst of ordinary life and
involves working simultaneously on the body, the emotions, and the mind.
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“The fear of being subordinated to another man’s will very often proves
stronger than anything else. A man does not realize that a subordination to which he
consciously agrees is the only way to acquire a will of his own.”
Next time G. began again with the question of will.
“The question of will, of one’s own will and of another man’s will, is much more
complicated than it seems at the first glance. A man has not sufficient will to do, that is, to
control himself and all his actions, but he has sufficient will to obey another person. And
only in this way can he escape from the law of accident. There is no other way.
“I mentioned before about fate and accident in man’s life. We will now take the
meaning of these words in more detail. Fate also exists but not for everyone. Most
people are separated from their fate and live under the law of accident only. Fate is the
result of planetary influences which correspond to a man’s type. We will speak about types
later. In the meantime you must grasp one thing. A man can have the fate which corresponds to his type but he practically never does have it. This arises because fate has
relation to only one part of man, namely to his essence.
“It must be understood that man consists of two parts: essence and personality.
Essence in man is what is his own. Personality in man is what is ‘not his own.’ ‘Not his
own’ means what has come from outside, what he has learned, or reflects, all traces of
exterior impressions left in the memory and in the sensations, all words and movements
that have been learned, all feelings created by imitation—all this is ‘not his own,’ all
this is personality.
“From the point of view of ordinary psychology the division of man into
personality and essence is hardly comprehensible. It is more exact to say that such a
division does not exist in psychology at all.
“A small child has no personality as yet. He is what he really is. He is essence. His
desires, tastes, likes, dislikes, express his being such as it is.
“But as soon as so-called ‘education’ begins personality begins to grow. Personality is
created partly by the intentional influences of other people, that is, by ‘education,’ and
partly by involuntary imitation of them by the child itself. In the creation of personality a
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great part is also played by ‘resistance’ to people around him and by attempts to conceal
from them something that is ‘his own’ or ‘real.’
“Essence is the truth in man; personality is the false. But in proportion as
personality grows, essence manifests itself more and more rarely and more and more
feebly and it very often happens that essence stops in its growth at a very early age and
grows no further. It happens very often that the essence of a grown-up man, even that of
a very intellectual and, in the accepted meaning of the word, highly ‘educated’ man, stops
on the level of a child of five or six. This means that everything we see in this man is in
reality ‘not his own.’ What is his own in man, that is, his essence, is usually only
manifested in his instincts and in his simplest emotions. There are cases, however, when a
man’s essence grows in parallel with his personality. Such cases represent very rare
exceptions especially in the circumstances of cultured life. Essence has more chances of
development in men who live nearer to nature in difficult conditions of constant struggle
and danger.
“But as a rule the personality of such people is very little developed. They have
more of what is their own, but very little of what is ‘not their own,’ that is to say, they lack
education and instruction, they lack culture. Culture creates personality and is at the same
time the product and the result of personality. We do not realize that the whole of our
life, all we call civilization, all we call science, philosophy, art, and politics, is created by
people’s personality, that is, by what is ‘not their own’ in them.
“The element that is ‘not his own’ differs from what is man’s ‘own’ by the fact
that it can be lost, altered, or taken away by artificial means.
“There exists a possibility of experimental verification of the relation of
personality to essence. In Eastern schools ways and means are known by the help of
which it is possible to separate man’s personality from his essence. For this purpose they
sometimes use hypnosis, sometimes special narcotics, sometimes certain kinds of exercises.
If personality and essence are for a time separated in a man by one or another of these
means, two beings, as it were, are formed in him, who speak in different voices, have
completely different tastes, aims, and interests, and one of these two beings often
proves to be on the level of a small child. Continuing the experiment further it is possible
to put one of these beings to sleep, or the experiment may begin by putting to sleep either
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personality or essence. Certain narcotics have the property of putting personality to sleep
without affecting essence. And for a certain time after taking this narcotic a man’s
personality disappears, as it were, and only his essence remains. And it happens that a
man full of the most varied and exalted ideas, full of sympathies and antipathies, love,
hatred, attachments, patriotism, habits, tastes, desires, convictions, suddenly proves quite
empty, without thoughts, without feelings, without convictions, without views. Everything
that has agitated him before now leaves him completely indifferent. Sometimes he sees the
artificiality and the imaginary character of his usual moods or his high-sounding words,
sometimes he simply forgets them as though they had never existed. Things for which
he was ready to sacrifice his life now appear to him ridiculous and meaningless and
unworthy of his attention. All that he can find in himself is a small number of
instinctive inclinations and tastes. He is fond of sweets, he likes warmth, he dislikes cold,
he dislikes the thought of work, or on the contrary he likes the idea of physical
movement. And that is all.
“Sometimes, though very seldom, and sometimes when it is least expected, essence
proves fully grown and fully developed in a man, even in cases of undeveloped personality,
and in this case essence unites together everything that is serious and real in a man.
“But this happens very seldom. As a rule a man’s essence is either primitive,
savage, and childish, or else simply stupid. The development of essence depends on work
on oneself.
“A very important moment in the work on oneself is when a man begins to
distinguish between his personality and his essence. A man’s real I, his individuality,
can grow only from his essence. It can be said that a man’s individuality is his essence,
grown up, mature. But in order to enable essence to grow up, it is first of all necessary to
weaken the constant pressure of personality upon it, because the obstacles to the
growth of essence are contained in personality.
“If we take an average cultured man, we shall see that in the vast majority of
cases his personality is the active element in him while his essence is the passive
element. The inner growth of a man cannot begin so long as this order of things remains
unchanged. Personality must become passive and essence must become active. This can
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happen only if ‘buffers’ are removed or weakened, because ‘buffers’ are the chief weapon
by the help of which personality holds essence in subjection.
“As has been said earlier, in the case of less cultured people essence is often more
highly developed than it is in cultured man. It would seem that they ought to be nearer
the possibility of growth, but in reality it is not so because their personality proves to be
insufficiently developed. For inner growth, for work on oneself, a certain development of
personality as well as a certain strength of essence are necessary. Personality consists of
‘rolls,’ and of ‘buffers’ resulting from a certain work of the centers. An insufficiently
developed personality means a lack of ‘rolls,’ that is, a lack of knowledge, a lack of
information, a lack of the material upon which work on oneself must be based. Without
some store of knowledge, without a certain amount of material ‘not his own,’ a man
cannot begin to work on himself, he cannot begin to study himself, he cannot begin to
struggle with his mechanical habits, simply because there will be no reason or motive
for undertaking such work.
“It does not mean that all the ways are closed to him. The way of the fakir and the
way of the monk, which do not require any intellectual development, remain open to him.
But the methods and the means which are possible for a man of a developed intellect are
impossible for him. Thus evolution is equally difficult for a cultured or an uncultured
man. A cultured man lives far from nature, far from natural conditions of existence, in
artificial conditions of life, developing his personality at the expense of his essence. A less
cultured man, living in more normal and more natural conditions, develops his essence at
the expense of his personality. A successful beginning of work on oneself requires the
happy occurrence of an equal development of personality and essence. Such an occurrence
will give the greatest assurance of success. If essence is very little developed, a long
preparatory period of work is required and this work will be quite fruitless if a man’s
essence is rotten inside or if it develops some irreparable defects. Conditions of this kind
occur fairly often. An abnormal development of personality very often arrests the
development of essence at such an early stage that the essence becomes a small deformed
thing. From a small deformed thing nothing else can be got.
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“Moreover, it happens fairly often that essence dies in a man while his personality
and his body are still alive. A considerable percentage of the people we meet in the streets
of a great town are people who are empty inside, that is, they are actually already dead.
“It is fortunate for us that we do not see and do not know it. If we knew what a
number of people are actually dead and what a number of these dead people govern
our lives, we should go mad with horror. And indeed people often do go mad because
they find out something of this nature without the proper preparation, that is, they see
something they are not supposed to see. In order to see without danger one must be on
the way. If a man who can do nothing sees the truth he will certainly go mad. Only this
rarely happens. Usually everything is so arranged that a man can see nothing prematurely.
Personality sees only what it likes to see and what does not interfere with its life. It never
sees what it does not like. This is both good and bad at the same time. It is good if a man
wants to sleep, bad if he wants to awaken.”
“If essence is subject to the influence of fate, does it mean that compared with
accident fate is always favorable to a man?” asked somebody present. “And can fate bring
a man to the work?”
“No, it does not mean this at all,” G. answered him. “Fate is better than accident
only in the sense that it is possible to take it into account, it is possible to know it
beforehand; it is possible to prepare for what is ahead. In regard to accident one can know
nothing. But fate can be also unpleasant or difficult. In this event, however, there are means
for isolating oneself from one’s fate. The first step towards this consists in getting away
from general laws. Just as there is individual accident, so is there general or collective
accident. And in the same way as there is individual fate, there is a general or collective
fate. Collective accident and collective fate are governed by general laws. If a man wishes
to create individuality of his own he must first free himself from general laws. General
laws are by no means all obligatory for man; he can free himself from many of them if
he frees himself from ‘buffers’ and from imagination. All this is connected with liberation
from personality. Personality feeds on imagination and falsehood. If the falsehood in which
man lives is decreased and imagination is decreased, personality very soon weakens and a
man begins to be controlled either by fate or by a line of work which is in its turn
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controlled by another man’s will; this will lead him until a will of his own has been formed,
capable of withstanding both accident and, when necessary, fate.”

Overcoming Automatism
All the ideas we had come to know up to that time brought us face to face with a
whole series of questions connected with the practical realization of work on oneself, and,
naturally, they evoked many discussions among the members of our group.
G. always took part in these discussions and explained different aspects of the
organization of schools.
“Schools are imperative,” he once said, “first of all because of the complexity of man’s
organization. A man is unable to keep watch on the whole of himself, that is, all his
different sides. Only a school can do this, school methods, school discipline—a man is
much too lazy, he will do a great deal without the proper intensity, or he will do nothing at
all while thinking that he is doing something; he will work with intensity on something
that does not need intensity and will let those moments pass by when intensity is
imperative. Then he spares himself; he is afraid of doing anything unpleasant. He will never
attain the necessary intensity by himself. If you have observed yourselves in a proper way
you will agree with this. If a man sets himself a task of some sort he very quickly begins
to be indulgent with himself. He tries to accomplish his task in the easiest way possible
and so on. This is not work. In work only super-efforts are counted, that is, beyond the
normal, beyond the necessary; ordinary efforts are not counted.”
“What is meant by a super-effort?” someone asked.
“It means an effort beyond the effort that is necessary to achieve a given purpose,”
said G. “Imagine that I have been walking all day and am very tired. The weather is
bad, it is raining and cold. In the evening I arrive home. I have walked, perhaps,
twenty-five miles. In the house there is supper; it is warm and pleasant. But, instead of
sitting down to supper, I go out into the rain again and decide to walk another two miles
along the road and then return home. This would be a super-effort. While I was going
home it was simply an effort and this does not count. I was on my way home, the cold,
hunger, the rain—all this made me walk. In the other case I walk because I myself
decide to do so. This kind of super-effort becomes still more difficult when I do not
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decide upon it myself but obey a teacher who at an unexpected moment requires from me
to make fresh efforts when I have decided that efforts for the day are over.
“Another form of super-effort is carrying out any kind of work at a faster rate than is
called for by the nature of this work. You are doing something—well, let us say, you are
washing up or chopping wood. You have an hour’s work. Do it in half an hour—this will
be a super-effort.
“But in actual practice a man can never bring himself to make super-efforts
consecutively or for a long time; to do this another person’s will is necessary which
would have no pity and which would have method.
“If a man were able to work on himself everything would be very simple and
schools would be unnecessary. But he cannot, and the reasons for this lie very deep in his
nature. I will leave for the moment his insincerity with himself, the perpetual lies he tells
himself, and so on, and take only the division of the centers. This alone makes
independent work on himself impossible for a man. You must understand that the three
principal centers, the thinking, the emotional, and the moving, are connected together
and, in a normal man, they are always working in unison. This unison is what presents the
chief difficulty in work on oneself. What is meant by this unison? It means that a definite
work of the thinking center is connected with a definite work of the emotional and moving
centers—that is to say, that a certain kind of thought is inevitably connected with a
certain kind of emotion (or mental state) and with a certain kind of movement (or
posture); and one evokes the other, that is, a certain kind of emotion (or mental state)
evokes certain movements or postures and certain thoughts, and a certain kind of
movement or posture evokes certain emotions or mental states, and so forth. Everything is
connected and one thing cannot exist without another thing.
“Now imagine that a man decides to think in a new way. But he feels in the old way.
Imagine that he dislikes R.” He pointed to one of those present. “This dislike of R.
immediately arouses old thoughts and he forgets his decision to think in a new way. Or let
us suppose that he is accustomed to smoking cigarettes while he is thinking—this is a
moving habit. He decides to think in a new way. He begins to smoke a cigarette and
thinks in the old way without noticing it. The habitual movement of lighting a cigarette
has turned his thoughts round to the old tune. You must remember that a man can never
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break this accordance by himself. Another man’s will is necessary, and a stick is
necessary. All that a man who wants to work on himself can do at a certain stage of his
work is to obey. He can do nothing by himself.
“More than anything else he needs constant supervision and observation. He cannot
observe himself constantly. Then he needs definite rules the fulfillment of which needs, in
the first place, a certain kind of self-remembering and which, in the second place, helps in
the struggle with habits. A man cannot do all this by himself. In life everything is always
arranged far too comfortably for man to work. In a school a man finds himself among
other people who are not of his own choosing and with whom perhaps it is very difficult to
live and work, and usually in uncomfortable and unaccustomed conditions. This creates
tension between him and the others. And this tension is also indispensable because it
gradually chips away his sharp angles.
“Then work on the moving center can be properly organized only in a school. As I
have already said, the wrong, independent, or automatic work of the moving center
deprives the other centers of support and they involuntarily follow the moving center.
Often, therefore, the sole possibility of making the other centers work in a new way is to
begin with the moving center; that is with the body. A body which is lazy, automatic, and
full of stupid habits stops any kind of work.”
“But theories exist,” said one of us, “that a man ought to develop the spiritual and
moral side of his nature and that if he attains results in this direction there will be no
obstacles on the part of the body. Is this possible or not?”
“Both yes and no,” said G. “The whole point is in the ‘if.’ If a man attains
perfection of a moral and spiritual nature without hindrance on the part of the body,
the body will not interfere with further achievements. But unfortunately this never
occurs because the body interferes at the first step, interferes by its automatism, its
attachment to habits, and chiefly by its wrong functioning. If the development of the
moral and spiritual nature without interference on the part of the body is
theoretically possible, it is possible only in the case of an ideally functioning of the body.
And who is able to say that his body functions ideally?
“And besides there is deception in the very words ‘moral’ and ‘spiritual’ themselves. I
have often enough explained before that in machines one cannot begin with their
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‘morality’ or their ‘spirituality,’ that one must begin with their mechanicalness and the
laws governing this mechanicalness. The being of ordinary men is the being of
machines which are able to cease being machines but which have not ceased being
machines.”
“But is it not possible for man to be at once transposed to another stage of being
by a wave of emotion?” someone asked.
“I do not know,” said G., “we are again talking in different languages. A wave of
emotion is indispensable, but it cannot change moving habits; it cannot of itself make
centers work rightly which all their lives have been working wrongly. To change and
repair this demands separate, special, and lengthy work. Then you say: transpose a
man to another level of being. But from this point of view a man does not exist for me.
There is a complex mechanism consisting of a whole series of complex parts. ‘A wave
of emotion’ takes place in one part but the other parts may not be affected by it at all.
No miracles are possible in a machine. It is enough that a machine is able to change.
But you want all laws to be violated.”
“What of the robber on the cross?” asked one of those present. “Is there anything
in this or not?”
“That is another thing entirely,” said G., “and it illustrates an altogether different idea.
In the first place it took place on the cross, that is, midst of terrible sufferings to which
ordinary life holds nothing equal; secondly, it was at the moment of death. This refers to
the idea of man’s last thoughts and feelings at the moment of death. In life these pass by,
they are replaced by other habitual thoughts. There can be no prolonged wave of emotion
in life and therefore it cannot give rise to a change of being.
“And it must be further understood that we are not speaking of exceptions or
accidents which may or may not occur, but of general principles, of what happens every
day to everyone. Ordinary man, even if he comes to the conclusion that work on himself
is indispensable, is the slave of his body. He is not only the slave of the recognized and
visible activity of the body but the slave of the unrecognized and the invisible activities of
the body, and it is precisely these which hold him in their power. Therefore when a man
decides to struggle for freedom, he has first of all to struggle with his own body.
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“I will now point out to you only one aspect of the functioning of the body which it is
indispensable to regulate in any event. So long as this functioning goes on in a wrong way
no other kind of work, either moral or spiritual, can go on in a right way.
“I have pointed out to you before that most of the energy produced by the body is
wasted uselessly; among other things energy is wasted on unnecessary muscular tension.
This unnecessary muscular tension eats up an enormous amount of energy. And with work
on oneself attention must first be turned to this.
“It is necessary to stop useless waste before there can be any sense in increasing the
production. If production is increased while this useless waste remains unchecked and
nothing is done to stop it, the new energy produced will merely increase this useless
waste and may even give rise to phenomena of an unhealthy kind. Therefore one of the
first things a man must learn previous to any physical work on himself is to observe and
feel muscular tension and to be able to relax the muscles when it is necessary, that is to
say, chiefly to relax unnecessary tension of the muscles.”
In this connection G. showed us a number of different exercises for obtaining control over
muscular tension, and he showed us certain postures adopted in schools when praying or
contemplating which a man can adopt only if he learns to relax unnecessary tension of
the muscles. Among them was the so-called posture of Buddha with feet resting on the
knees, and another still more difficult posture, which he could adopt to perfection, and
which we were able to imitate only very approximately.
To adopt this posture G. kneeled down and then sat on his heels (without boots) with
feet closely pressed together. It was very difficult even to sit on one’s heels in this way
for more than a minute or two. He then raised his arms and, holding them on a level with
his shoulders, he slowly bent himself backwards and lay on the ground while his legs, bent
at the knees, remained pressed beneath him. Having lain in this position for a certain time
he just as slowly raised himself up with arms outstretched, then he again lay down, and
so on.
He gave us many exercises for gradually relaxing the muscles, always beginning with the
muscles of the face, as well as exercises for “feeling” the hands, the feet, the fingers,
and so on at will. The idea of the necessity of relaxing the muscles was not actually a
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new one, but G.’s explanation that relaxing the muscles of the body should begin with
the muscles of the face was quite new to me; I had never come across this in books on
“yoga” or in literature on physiology.
Very interesting was the exercise with a “circular sensation,” as G. called it. A man
lies on his back on the floor. Trying to relax all his muscles, he then concentrates his
attention on trying to sense his nose. When he begins to sense his nose the man then
transfers his attention and tries to sense his ear; when this is achieved he transfers his
attention to the right foot. From the right foot to the left; then to the left hand; then to
the left ear and back again to the nose, and so on.
All this interested me particularly because certain experiments I had carried out had
led me long ago to conclude that physical states, which are connected with new
psychological experiences, begin with feeling the pulse throughout the whole body, which
is what we do not feel in ordinary conditions; in this connection the pulse is felt at once
in all parts of the body as one stroke. In my own personal experiments “feeling” the
pulsation throughout the whole body was brought about, for instance, by certain breathing
exercises connected with several days of fasting. I came to no definite results whatever in
my own experiments, but there remains with me the deep conviction that control over the
body begins with acquiring control over the pulse. Acquiring for a short time the
possibility of regulating, quickening, and slowing the pulse, I was able to slow down or
quicken the heart beat, and this in its turn gave me very interesting psychological results. I
understood in a general way that control over the heart could not come from the heart
muscles but that it depended upon controlling the pulse (the second stroke or the “big
heart”), and G. had explained a great deal to me in pointing out that control over the
“second heart” depends upon controlling the tension of the muscles, because we do not
possess this control chiefly in consequence of the wrong and irregular tension of various
groups of muscles.
Exercises in relaxing the muscles which we began to perform gave interesting results to
some of our company. Thus one of us was able to stop a bad neuralgic pain in his arm by
relaxing his muscles. Then relaxation of the muscles had an immense significance in
proper sleep and whoever did exercises in relaxation seriously very quickly noticed that
his sleep became sounder and that he needed fewer hours of sleep.
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In this connection G. showed us an exercise that was quite new for us, without
which, according to him, it was impossible to master moving nature. This was, as he called
it, the “stop” exercise.
“Every race,” he said, “every nation, every epoch, every country, every class, every
profession, has its own definite number of postures and movements. These movements and
postures, as things which are the most permanent and unchangeable in man, control his
form of thought and his form of feeling. But a man never makes use of even all the
postures and movements possible for him. In accordance with his individuality a man
takes only a certain number of the postures and movements possible for him. So that each
individual man’s repertory of postures and movements is very limited.
“The character of the movements and postures in every epoch, in every race, and in
every class is indissolubly connected with definite forms of thinking and feeling. A man
is unable to change the form of his thinking or his feeling until he has changed his
repertory of postures and movements. The forms of thinking and feeling can be called the
postures and movements of thinking and feeling. Every man has a definite number of
thinking and feeling postures and movements. Moreover moving, thinking, and feeling
postures are connected with one another in man and he can never move out of his
repertory of thinking and feeling postures unless he changes his moving postures. An
analysis of man’s thoughts and feelings and a study of his moving functions, arranged in
a certain way, show that every one of our movements, voluntary or involuntary, is an
unconscious transition from one posture to another, both equally mechanical.
“It is illusion to say our movements are voluntary. All our movements are automatic.
Our thoughts and feelings are just as automatic. The automatism of thought and feeling
is definitely connected with the automatism of movement. One cannot be changed
without the other. So that if a man’s attention is concentrated, let us say, on changing
automatic thoughts, then habitual movements and habitual postures will interfere with
this new course of thought by attaching to it old habitual associations.
“In ordinary conditions we have no conception how much our thinking, feeling, and
moving functions depend upon one another, although we know, at the same time, how
much our moods and our emotional states can depend upon our movements and
postures. If a man takes a posture which with him corresponds to a feeling of sadness or
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despondency, then within a short time he is sure to feel sad or despondent. Fear, disgust,
nervous agitation, or, on the other hand, calm, can be created by an intentional change
of posture. But as each of man’s functions, thinking, emotional, and moving, has its
own definite repertory all of which are in constant interaction, a man can never get out of
the charmed circle of his postures.
“Even if a man recognizes this and begins to struggle with it, his will is not
sufficient. You must understand that a man’s will can be sufficient to govern one center
for a short time. But the other two centers prevent this. And a man’s will can never be
sufficient to govern three centers.
“In order to oppose this automatism and gradually to acquire control over postures
and movements in different centers there is one special exercise. It consists in this—that at
a word or sign, previously agreed upon, from the teacher, all the pupils who hear or see
him have to arrest their movements at once, no matter what they are doing, and remain
stock-still in the posture in which the signal has caught them. Moreover not only must
they cease to move, but they must keep their eyes on the same spot at which they were
looking at the moment of the signal, retain the smile on their faces, if there was one, keep
the mouth open if a man was speaking, maintain the facial expression and the tension of all
the muscles of the body exactly in the same position in which they were caught by the
signal. In this ‘stopped’ state a man must also stop the flow of his thoughts and
concentrate the whole of his attention on preserving the tension of the muscles in the
various parts of the body exactly as it was, watching this tension all the time and leading
so to speak his attention from one part of the body to another. And he must remain in
this state and in this position until another agreed-upon signal allows him to adopt a
customary posture or until he drops from fatigue through being unable to preserve the
original posture any longer. But he has no right to change anything in it, neither his
glance, points of support, nothing. If he cannot stand he must fall—but, again, he should
fall like a sack without attempting to protect himself from a blow. In exactly the same
way, if he was holding something in his hands he must hold it as long as he can and if his
hands refuse to obey him and the object falls it is not his fault.
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“It is the duty of the teacher to see that no personal injury occurs from falling or from
unaccustomed postures, and in this connection the pupils must trust the teacher fully and
not think of any danger.
“The idea of this exercise and its results differ very much. Let us take it first of all
from the point of view of the study of movements and postures. This exercise affords a
man the possibility of getting out of the circle of automatism and it cannot be dispensed
with, especially at the beginning of work on oneself.
“A non-mechanical study of oneself is only possible with the help of the ‘stop’
exercise under the direction of a man who understands it.
“Let us try to follow what occurs. A man is walking, or sitting, or working. At that
moment he hears a signal. A movement that has begun is interrupted by this sudden signal
or command to stop. His body becomes immovable and arrested in the midst of a
transition from one posture to another, in a position in which he never stays in ordinary
life. Feeling himself in this state, that is, in an unaccustomed posture, a man involuntarily
looks at himself from new points of view, sees and observes himself in a new way. In
this unaccustomed posture he is able to think in a new way, feel in a new way, know
himself in a new way. In this way the circle of old automatism is broken. The body tries
in vain to adopt an ordinary comfortable posture. But the man’s will, brought into action
by the will of the teacher, prevents it. The struggle goes on not for life but till the death.
But in this case will can conquer. This exercise taken together with all that has been said
is an exercise for self-remembering. A man must remember himself so as not to miss the
signal; he must remember himself so as not to take the most comfortable posture at the
first moment; he must remember himself in order to watch the tension of the muscles in
different parts of the body, the direction in which he is looking, the facial expression, and
so on; he must remember himself in order to overcome very considerable pain sometimes
from unaccustomed positions of the legs, arms, and back, so as not to be afraid of falling or
dropping something heavy on his foot. It is enough to forget oneself for a single
moment and the body will adopt, by itself and almost unnoticeably, a more comfortable
position, it will transfer the weight from one foot to another, will slacken certain
muscles, and so on. This exercise is a simultaneous exercise for the will, the attention,
the thoughts, the feelings, and for moving center.
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“But it must be understood that in order to bring into action a sufficient strength of
will to keep a man in an unaccustomed position an order or command from the outside:
‘stop,’ is indispensable. A man cannot give himself the command stop. His will not obey
this command. The reason for this, as I have said before, is that the combination of
habitual thinking, feeling, and moving postures is stronger than a man’s will. The
command stop, which, in relation to moving postures, comes from outside, takes the
place of thinking and feeling postures. These postures and their influence are so to speak
removed by the command stop—and in this case moving postures obey the will.”
Soon after that G. began to put “stop,’ as we called this exercise, into practice in the most
varied circumstances.
G. first of all showed us how to “stand stock-still” immediately at the command “stop,”
and to try not to move, not to look aside no matter what was happening, not to reply if
anyone spoke, for instance if one were asked something or even unjustly accused of
something.
“The ‘stop’ exercise is considered sacred in schools,” he said. “Nobody except the
principal teacher or the person he commissions has the right to command a ‘stop.’ ‘Stop’
cannot be the subject of play or exercise among the pupils. You never know the position
a man can find himself in. If you cannot feel for him, you do not know what muscles are
tensed or how much. Meanwhile if a difficult tension is continued it can cause the rupture
of some important vessel and in some cases it can even cause immediate death. Therefore
only he who is quite certain in himself that he knows what he is doing can allow himself
to command a ‘stop.’
“At the same time ‘stop’ demands unconditional obedience, without any hesitations
or doubts. And this makes it the invariable method for studying school discipline.
School discipline is something quite different from military discipline, for instance. In
that discipline everything is mechanical and the more mechanical it is the better. In
this everything should be conscious because the aim consists in awakening consciousness.
And for many people school discipline is much more difficult than military discipline.
There it is always one and the same, here it is always different.
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“But very difficult cases occur. I will tell you of one case in my own life. It was
many years ago in Central Asia. We had put up a tent by the side of an arik, that is, an
irrigation canal. And three of us were carrying things from one side of the arik to the
other where our tent was. The water in the arik came up to our waists. I and another man
had just come out on the bank with some things and were preparing to dress; the third
man was still in the water. He dropped something in the water—we afterwards found out
that it was an ax—and he was feeling about on the bottom with a stick. At this moment
we heard from the tent a voice which called ‘Stop!’ We both stood stock-still on the
bank as we were. Our comrade in the water was just within our field of vision. He was
standing bending down towards the water, and when he heard ‘stop’ he remained in
that posture. One or two minutes passed by and suddenly we saw that the water in
the arik was rising. Someone perhaps a mile away had opened a sluice to let water into
the small arik. The water rose very rapidly and soon reached the chin of the man in the
water. We did not know if the man in the tent knew that the water was rising. We
could not call out to him, we could not even turn our heads to see where he was, we
could not look at each other. I could only hear my friend breathing. The water began to
rise very rapidly and soon the head of the man in the water was completely covered.
Only one hand was raised supported by a long staff. Only this hand was to be seen. It
seemed to me that a very long time passed by. At length we heard: ‘Enough!’ We both
sprang into the water and dragged our friend out of it. He had almost been suffocated.”
We also very soon became convinced that the “stop” exercise was not at all a joke.
In the first place it required us to be constantly on the alert, constantly ready to interrupt
what we were saying or doing; and secondly it sometimes required endurance and
determination of quite a special kind.
“Stop” occurred at any moment of the day. Once during tea P., who was sitting
opposite me, had raised to his lips a glass of hot tea, just poured out, and he was
blowing on it. At this moment we heard “Stop” from the next room. P.’s face, and his
hand holding the glass, were just in front of my eyes. I saw him grow purple and I saw a
little muscle near his eye quiver. But he held onto the glass. He said afterwards that his
fingers only pained him during the first minute; the chief difficulty afterwards was with his
arm which was bent awkwardly at the elbow, that is, stopped halfway through a
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movement. But he had large blisters on his fingers, and they were painful for a long
time.
Another time a stop caught Z. when he had just inhaled smoke from his cigarette. He
said afterwards that never in his life had he experienced anything so unpleasant. He could
not exhale the smoke and he sat with eyes full of tears and smoke slowly coming out of
his mouth.
“Stop” had an immense influence on the whole of our life, on the understanding of our
work and our attitude towards it. First of all, attitude towards “stop” showed with
undoubted accuracy what anyone’s attitude was to the work. People who had tried to
evade work evaded “stop.” That is, either they did not hear the command to “stop” or
they said that it did not directly refer to them. Or, on the other hand, they were always
prepared for a “stop,” they made no careless movements, they took no glasses of hot tea in
their hands, they sat down and got up very quickly and so on. To a certain extent it was
even possible to cheat with the “stop.” But of course this would be seen and would at once
show who was sparing himself and who was able not to spare himself, able to take the
work seriously, and who was trying to apply ordinary methods to it, to avoid
difficulties, “to adapt themselves.” In exactly the same way “stop” showed the people who
were incapable and undesirous of submitting to school discipline and the people who
were not taking it seriously. We saw quite clearly that without “stop” and other exercises
which accompanied it, nothing whatever could be attained in a purely psychological way.
The chief difficulty for most people, as it soon appeared, was the habit of talking. No
one saw this habit in himself; no one could struggle with it because it was always
connected with some characteristic which the man considered to be positive in himself.
Either he wanted to be “sincere,” or he wanted to know what another man thought, or he
wanted to help someone by speaking of himself or of others, and so on, and so on.
I very soon saw that the struggle with the habit of talking, of speaking, in general, more
than is necessary, could become the center of gravity of work on oneself because this habit
touched everything, penetrated everything, and was for many people the least noticed. It
was very curious to observe how this habit (I say “habit” simply for lack of another word;
it would be more correct to say “this sin” or “this misfortune”) at once took possession of
everything no matter what a man might begin to do.
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At that time G. made us, among other things, carry out a small experiment in
fasting. I had carried out experiments of this kind before and a good deal was familiar to
me. But for many others the feeling of days which were endlessly long, of complete
emptiness, of a kind of futility of existence, was new.
“Well, now I clearly understand,” said one of our people, “what we live for and the
place that food occupies in our lives.”
But I personally was particularly interested in observing the place that talk occupied in
life. In my opinion our first fast consisted in everybody talking without stopping for several
days about the fast, that is, everybody spoke about himself. In this respect I remember very
early talks with a Moscow friend about the fact that voluntary silence could be the most
severe discipline to which a man could subject himself. But at that time we meant
absolute silence. Even into this G. brought that wonderfully practical element which
distinguished his system and his methods from anything I had known previously.
“Complete silence is easier,” he said, when I began once to tell him my ideas.
“Complete silence is simply a way out of life. A man should be in the desert or in a
monastery. We speak of work in life. And a man can keep silence in such a way that no
one will even notice it. The whole point is that we say a good deal too much. If we
limited ourselves to what is actually necessary, this alone would be keeping silence. And
it is the same with everything else, with food, with pleasures, with sleep; with everything
there is a limit to what is necessary. After this ‘sin’ begins. This is something that must
be grasped, a ‘sin’ is something which is not necessary.”
“But if people abstain from everything that is unnecessary now, at once, what will
the whole of life become like?” I said. “And how can they know what is necessary and
what is not necessary?”
“Again you speak in your own way,” said G. “I was not talking of people at all.
They are going nowhere and for them there are no sins. Sins are what keep a man on
one spot if he has decided to move and if he is able to move. Sins exist only for people
who are on the way or approaching the way. And then sin is what stops a man, helps
him to deceive himself and to think that he is working when he is simply asleep. Sin is
what puts a man to sleep when he has already decided to awaken. And what puts a man to
sleep? Everything that is unnecessary, everything that is not indispensable. The
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indispensable is always permitted. But beyond this hypnosis begins at once. But you
must remember that this refers only to people in the work or to those who consider
themselves in the work. And work consists in subjecting oneself voluntarily to temporary
suffering in order to be free from eternal suffering. But people are afraid of suffering.
They want pleasure now, at once and forever. They do not want to understand that pleasure
is an attribute of paradise and that it must be earned. And this is necessary not by reason
of any arbitrary or inner moral laws but because if man gets pleasure before he has
earned it he will not be able to keep it and pleasure will be turned into suffering. But
the whole point is to be able to get pleasure and be able to keep it. Whoever can do this
has nothing to learn. But the way to it lies through suffering. Whoever thinks that as he
is he can avail himself of pleasure is much mistaken, and if he is capable of being sincere
with himself, then the moment will come when he will see this.”
But I will return to the physical exercises we carried out at that time. G. showed us the
different methods that were used in schools. Very interesting but unbelievably difficult were
exercises in which a whole series of consecutive movements were performed in connection
with taking the attention from one part of the body to another.
For instance, a man sits on the ground with knees bent and holding his arms, with the
palms of the hands close together, between his feet. Then he has to lift one leg and
during this time count: om, om, om, om, om, om, om, om, om, up to the tenth om and
then nine times om, eight times om, seven times om, and so on, down to one and then
again twice om, three times om, and so on, and at the same time “sense” his right eye.
Then separate the thumb and “sense” his left ear and so on and so on.
It was necessary first to remember the order of the movements and “sensing,” then not
to go wrong in the counting, to remember the count of movements and sensing. This was
very difficult but it did not end the affair. When a man had mastered this exercise and
could do it, say, for about ten or fifteen minutes, he was given, in addition, a special form
of breathing, namely, he must inhale while pronouncing om several times and exhale
pronouncing om several times; moreover the count had to be made aloud. Beyond this
there were still greater and greater complications of the exercise up to almost impossible
things. And G. told us he had seen people who for days did exercises of this kind.
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The short fast of which I spoke was also accompanied by special exercises. In the first
place G. explained at the beginning of the fast that the difficulty in fasting consisted in
not leaving unused the substances which are prepared in the organism for the digestion
of food.
“These substances consist of very strong solutions,” he said. “And if they are left
without attention they will poison the organism. They must be used up. But how can
they be used up if the organism gets no food? Only by an increase of work, an increase of
perspiration. People make a tremendous mistake when they try to ‘save their strength,’
make fewer movements, and so on, when fasting. On the contrary it is necessary to expend
as much energy as possible. Then fasting can be beneficial.”
And when we began our fast we were not left in peace for a single second. G. made
us run in the heat, doing a round of two miles, or stand with extended arms, or mark time
at the double, or carry out a whole series of curious gymnastic exercises which he showed
us.
And he, all the time, constantly said that these exercises we were doing were not real
ones, but merely preliminary and preparatory exercises.
One experiment in connection with what G. said about breathing and fatigue explained
many things to me and chiefly it explained why it is so difficult to attain anything in the
ordinary conditions of life.
I had gone to a room where nobody could see me, and began to mark time at the
double trying at the same time to breathe according to a particular count, that is, to
inhale during a definite number of steps and exhale during a definite number. After a
certain time when I had begun to tire I noticed, that is, to speak more correctly, I felt
quite clearly, that my breathing was artificial and unreliable. I felt that in a very short
time I would be unable to breathe in that way while continuing to mark time at the
double and that ordinary normal breathing, very accelerated of course, without any
count would gain the upper hand.
It became more and more difficult for me to breathe and to mark time, and to observe
the count of breaths and steps. I was pouring with sweat, my head began to turn round,
and I thought I should fall. I began to despair of obtaining results of any kind and I had
almost stopped when suddenly something seemed to crack or move inside me and my
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breathing went on evenly and properly at the rate I wanted it to go, but without any
effort on my part, while affording me all the amount of air I needed. It was an
extraordinarily pleasant sensation. I shut my eyes and continued to mark time, breathing
easily and freely and feeling exactly as though strength was increasing in me and that I
was getting lighter and stronger. I thought that if I could continue to run in this way for a
certain time I should get still more interesting results because waves of a sort of joyful
trembling had already begun to go through my body which, as I knew from previous
experiments, preceded what I called the opening of the inner consciousness.
But at this moment someone came into the room and I stopped.
Afterwards my heart beat strongly for a long time, but not unpleasantly. I had marked
time and breathed for about half an hour. I do not recommend this exercise to people
with weak hearts.
At all events this experiment showed me with accuracy that a given exercise could be
transferred to the moving center, that is, that it was possible to make the moving center
work in a new way. But at the same time I was convinced that the condition for this
transition was extreme fatigue. A man begins any exercise with his mind; only when the
last stage of fatigue is reached can the control pass to the moving center. This
explained what G. had said about “super-efforts” and made many of his later
requirements intelligible.
But afterwards, however much I tried, I did not succeed in repeating the experiment,
that is to say, in evoking the same sensations. It is true that the fast had come to an end
and that the success of my experiment had been, to a considerable extent, connected
with it.
When I told G. about this experiment he said that without general work, that is,
without work on the whole organism, such things could only succeed by chance.
Later on I several times heard descriptions of experiences very similar to mine from
people who were studying dances and dervish movements with G.
The more we saw and realized the complexity and the diversity of methods of work on
oneself, the clearer became for us the difficulties of the way. We saw the indispensability
of great knowledge, of immense efforts, and of help such as none of us either could or
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had the right to count upon. We saw that even to begin work on oneself in any serious
form was an exceptional phenomenon needing thousands of favorable inner and outward
conditions. And the beginning gave no guarantee for the future. Each step required an
effort, each step needed help. The possibility of attaining anything seemed so small in
comparison with the difficulties that many of us lost the desire to make efforts of any
kind.
This was an inevitable stage through which everybody passes until they have learned to
understand that it is useless to think of the possibility or impossibility of big and distant
achievements, and that a man must value what he gets today without thinking of what he
may get tomorrow.
But certainly the idea of the difficulty and the exclusiveness of the way was right. And at
different times questions arose out of it which were put to G.:
“Can it be possible that there is any difference between us and those people who have
no conception of this system?”—“Must we understand that people who are not passing
along any of the ways are doomed to turn eternally in one and the same circle, that they
have no escape and no possibilities?”—“Is it correct to think that there are no ways
outside the ways; and how is it arranged that some people, much better people
perhaps, do not come across a way, while others, weak and insignificant, come into
contact with the possibilities of a way?”
On one occasion while talk was proceeding on these subjects, to which we were
constantly returning, G. began to talk in a somewhat different way from what he had
done before, because he had previously always insisted on the fact that outside the ways
there was nothing.
“There is not and there cannot be any choice of the people who come into touch with
the ‘ways.’ In other words, nobody selects them, they select themselves, partly by
accident and partly by having a certain hunger. Whoever is without this hunger cannot
be helped by accident. And whoever has this hunger very strongly can be brought by
accident to the beginning of a way in spite of all unfavorable circumstances.”
“But what of those who were killed and who died from disease in the war for
instance?” someone asked. “Could not many of them have had this hunger? And how
then could this hunger have helped?”
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“That is an entirely different thing,” said G. “These people came under a general law.
We do not speak of them and we cannot. We speak of people who, thanks to chance,
or fate, or their own cleverness, do not come under a general law, that is, who stay
outside the action of any general law of destruction. For instance it is known through
statistics that a certain definite number of people have to fall under trams in
Moscow during the year. Then if a man, even one with a great hunger, falls under a
tram and the tram crushes him we can no longer speak of him from the point of view
of work on the ways. We can speak only of those who are alive and only while they
are alive. Trams or war—they are exactly the same thing. One is merely larger, the
other smaller. We are speaking of those who do not fall under trams.
“A man, if he is hungry, has a chance to come into contact with the beginning of a way.
But besides hunger still other ‘rolls’ are necessary. Otherwise a man will not see the way.
Imagine that an educated European, that is, a man who knows nothing about religion,
comes into touch with the possibility of a religious way. He will see nothing and he will
understand nothing. For him it will be stupidity and superstition. But at the same time he
may have a great hunger though formulated intellectually. It is exactly the same thing
for a man who has never heard of yoga methods, of the development of consciousness,
and so on. For if he comes into touch with a yoga way, everything he hears will be dead.
The fourth way is still more difficult. In order to give the fourth way a right valuation a
man must have thought and felt and been disappointed in many things beforehand. He
ought, if not actually to have tried way of the fakir, the way of the monk, and the way of
the yogi previously, at least to have known and thought about them and to be convinced
that they are no good for him. It is not necessary to understand what I say literally. This
thinking process can be unknown to the man himself. But the results of this process must
be in him and only they can help him to recognize the fourth way. Otherwise he can
stand very near to it and not see it.
“But it is certainly wrong to say that unless a man enters one of these ways he has no
more chances. ‘Ways’ are simply help, help given to people according to their type. At
the same time the ‘ways,’ the accelerated ways, the ways of personal, individual evolution
as distinct from general evolution, can precede it, can lead up to it, but in any case they
are distinct from it.
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“Whether general evolution is proceeding or not is again another question. It is enough
for us to realize that it is possible, and therefore evolution for people outside the ‘ways’
is possible. Speaking more correctly there are two ‘ways.’ One we will call the
‘subjective way.’ It includes all four ways of which we have spoken. The other we will
call the ‘objective way.’ This is the way of people in life. You must not take the names
‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ too literally. They express only one aspect. I take them only
because there are no other words.”
“Would it be possible to say ‘individual’ and ‘general’ ways?” asked someone.
“No,’ said G. “It would be more incorrect than ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ because
the subjective way is not individual in the general meaning of this word, because this way
is a ‘school way.’ From this point of view the ‘objective way’ is much more individual
because it admits of many more individual peculiarities. No, it is better to leave these
names—‘subjective’ and ‘objective.’ They are not altogether suitable but we will take
them conditionally.
“People of the objective way simply live in life. They are those whom we call good
people. Particular systems and methods are not necessary for them; making use of
ordinary religious or intellectual teachings and ordinary morality, they live at the same
time according to conscience. They do not of necessity do much good, but they do no
evil. Sometimes they happen to be quite uneducated, simple people but they understand
life very well, they have a right valuation of things and a right outlook. And they are of
course perfecting themselves and evolving. Only their way can be very long with many
unnecessary repetitions.”
On another occasion in connection with the same question G. said: “A good deal is
incomprehensible to you because you do not take into account the meaning of some of
the most simple words, for instance, you have never thought what to be serious means.
Try to give yourselves an answer to the question what being serious means.”
“To have a serious attitude towards things,’ someone said.
“That is exactly what everybody thinks, actually it is exactly the reverse,” said G. “To
have a serious attitude towards things does not at all mean being serious because the
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principal question is, towards what things? Very many people have a serious attitude
towards trivial things. Can they be called serious? Of course not.
“The mistake is that the concept ‘serious’ is taken conditionally. One thing is serious
for one man and another thing for another man. In reality seriousness is one of the
concepts which can never and under no circumstances be taken conditionally. Only
one thing is serious for all people at all times. A man may be more aware of it or less
aware of it but the seriousness of things will not alter on this account.
“If a man could understand all the horror of the lives of ordinary people who are
turning round in a circle of insignificant interests and insignificant aims, if he could
understand what they are losing, he would understand that there can be only one
thing that is serious for him—to escape from the general law, to be free. What can be
serious for a man in prison who is condemned to death? Only one thing: How to save
himself, how to escape: nothing else is serious.
We often returned to questions on the difficulties of the way. Our own experience
of communal life and work constantly threw us up against newer and newer
difficulties that lay in ourselves.
“The whole thing is in being ready to sacrifice one’s freedom,” said G. “A man
consciously and unconsciously struggles for freedom as he imagines it and this, more
than anything else, prevents him from attaining real freedom. But a man who is
capable of attaining anything comes sooner or later to the conclusion that his freedom
is illusion and he agrees to sacrifice this illusion. He voluntarily becomes a slave. He
does what he is told, says what he is told, and thinks what he is told. He is not afraid
of losing anything because he knows that he has nothing. And in this way he acquires
everything. Everything in him that was real in his understanding, in his sympathies,
tastes, and desires, all comes back to him accompanied by new things which he did
not have and could not have had before, together with a feeling of unity and will
within him. But to arrive at this point, a man must pass through the hard way of
slavery and obedience. And if he wants results he must obey not only outwardly but
inwardly. This requires a great determination, and determination requires a great
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understanding of the fact that there is no other way, that a man can do nothing
himself, but that at the same time, something has to be done.
“When a man comes to the conclusion that he cannot, and does not desire to, live
any longer in the way he has lived till then; when he really sees everything that his life
is made up of and decides to work, he must be truthful with himself in order not to fall
into a still worse position. Because there is nothing worse than to begin work on oneself
and then leave it and find oneself between two stools; it is much better not to begin. And
in order not to begin in vain or risk being deceived on one’s own account a man should
test his decision many times. And principally he must know how far he is willing to go,
what he is willing to sacrifice. There is nothing more easy to say than everything. A
man can never sacrifice everything and this can never be required of him. But he must
define exactly what he is willing to sacrifice and not bargain about it afterwards. Or
it will be the same with him as with the wolf in the Armenian fairy tale. “Do you
know the Armenian fairy tale of the wolf and the sheep?
“Once there lived a wolf who slaughtered a great many sheep and reduced many
people to tears.
“At length, I do not know why, he suddenly felt qualms of conscience and began to
repent his life; so he decided to reform and to slaughter no more sheep.
“In order to do this seriously he went to a priest and asked him to hold a
thanksgiving service.
“The priest began the service and the wolf stood weeping and praying in the church.
The service was long. The wolf had slaughtered many of the priest’s sheep; therefore the
priest prayed earnestly that the wolf would indeed reform. Suddenly the wolf looked
through a window and saw that sheep were being driven home. He began to fidget
but the priest went on and on without end.
“At last the wolf could contain himself no longer and he shouted:
“‘Finish it, priest! Or all the sheep will be driven home and I shall be left without
supper!’
“This is a very good fairy tale because it describes man very well. He is ready to
sacrifice everything, but after all today’s dinner is a different matter.
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“A man always wishes to begin with something big. But this is impossible; there can
be no choice, we must begin with the things of today.”
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